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AGENDA
Part 1
Items during the consideration of which the meeting is expected to be open to
members of the public (including the press) subject to any statutory right of
exclusion.
1.

Code of Conduct – Declaration of Interests
Relevant Authorities (Disclosable Pecuniary Interests)
Regulations 2012
Members are reminded of their responsibility to declare any disclosable
pecuniary or non-pecuniary interest which they have in any item of business
on the agenda no later than when the item is reached.

2.

Minutes

Page 1

Minutes of the meeting of the Executive Board held on 10 March
2014.
3.

Executive Decisions - Forward Plan
Report of Solicitor to the Council and Assistant Director, Corporate
Governance.

Page 11

4.

Extreme Weather Task Group

Page 21

Report of Councillor L Dirir, Executive Board Member, Highways,
Transportation and Climate Change.
5.

To seek delegated authority to award the tender for the future
delivery of Parking Services (Forward Plan No 076/13)

Page 25

Report of Councillor L Dirir, Executive Board Member, Highways,
Transportation and Climate Change.
6.

Hot Food Takeaway Supplementary Planning Document (SPD)
(Forward Plan No NKD-068/13)

Page 31

Report of Councillor D Keane, Executive Board Member,
Environment and Public Protection.
7.

Statement of Community Involvement
(Forward Plan No NKD-069/13)

Page 119

Report of Councillor D Keane, Executive Board Member,
Environment and Public Protection.
8.

Local Wildlife Sites Designations (Forward Plan No 079/13)

Page 193

Report of Councillor D Keane, Executive Board Member,
Environment and Public Protection.
9.

Warrington’s Submission to the Better Care Fund
(Forward Plan No 075/13)

Page 339

Report of Councillor P Wright, Executive Board Member, Health
and Wellbeing and Adult Services.
10. Walton Estate Restoration and Regeneration – Heritage
Lottery Fund (Forward Plan No 080/13)

Page 349

Report of Councillor K Hannon, Executive Board Member, Leisure,
Community and Culture.
11. Cabinet Works and Garven Place Regeneration Area
(Forward Plan No 081/13)
Report of the Leader of the Council, Councillor T O’Neill.

Page 353

Part 2
Items of a “confidential or other special nature” during which it is likely that the
meeting will not be open to the public and press as there would be a disclosure of
exempt information as defined in Section 100I of the Local Government Act 1972.
The following information comprises the formal notice under Paragraph 5(4) of the
Local Authorities (Executive Arrangements) (Meetings and Access to Information)
(England) Regulations 2012 that a decision has been taken to hold this part of the
meeting in private. Information is also provided against each item heading about
the reasons for holding this part of the meeting in private, any representations
received and the response to those representations.
12. Bridge Street Quarter – Regeneration Scheme
(Forward Plan No 082/13)

Page 389

Report of Leader of the Council, Councillor T O’Neill.
Reasons for Considering in Private:
Exempt information - Category 3, Schedule 12A, Local
Government Act 1972.
Representations Received:
Nil
Response to Representations:
Nil
13. Review of Future Provision of Sports and Physical Activity
Development Service (Forward Plan No 044/13)
Report of Councillor H Patel, Executive Board Member, Personnel
and Communications.

Reasons for Considering in Private:
Exempt information - Category 3, Schedule 12A, Local
Government Act 1972.
Representations Received:
Nil

Page 425

Response to Representations:
Nil
NB. Please note agenda item 13 is to be considered under the
urgency provisions for private meetings in the access to
information rules, under Regulation 5(6) of the (Meetings and
Access to Information) Regulations 2012.

If you would like this information provided in another language or format, including
large print, Braille, audio or British Sign Language, please call 01925 443322 or ask
at the reception desk in Contact Warrington, Horsemarket Street, Warrington

Agenda Item 2
EXECUTIVE BOARD – 10 March 2014
Present:
Executive Board Members

Councillors:

Leader
Deputy Leader
Corporate Resources & Assignments
Highways, Transportation & Climate Change
Children and Young People’s Services
Leisure, Community and Culture
Environment and Public Protection
Personnel and Communications
Health and Wellbeing & Adult Services

T O’Neill
M Hannon
R Bowden
L Dirir
C Froggatt
K Hannon
D Keane
H Patel
P Wright

EB 132

Apologies

Nil.
EB 133

Code of Conduct – Declaration of Interest

Councillor K Hannon declared a non-pecuniary interest in respect of Agenda
Item 14 – Development of Great Sankey Neighbourhood Hub, on the basis of
her position as an unremunerated member of the Board of LiveWire
Community Interest Company (CIC).
EB 134

Minutes

Decision – That the Minutes of the meeting of the Executive Board held on 10
February 2014 be signed by the Leader as a correct record.
EB 135

Executive Decisions - Forward Plan

The Executive Board considered a report of the Solicitor to the Council and
Assistant Director, Corporate Governance on the contents of the Executive
Decisions - Forward Plan for the period 1 April 2014 – 31 July 2014.
Decision – That the report be noted.
EB 136

Performance Report – Quarter 3 2013/14

The Executive Board considered a report of Councillor H Patel, Executive
Board Member, Personnel and Communications, which provided an overview
of the Council’s performance for quarter 3 of 2013 – 14 (October to December
2013); an update on progress made towards the pledges contained in the
Corporate Strategy 2012-2015 and progress against the corporate health
measures relating to finance, staff and customer service.
Decision – That the Executive Board agreed to –
Minutes Issued on Thursday, 13 March 2014 Call In expires midnight on Monday, 17
March 2014. Decisions can be implemented from Tuesday, 18 March 2014.
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(1)
(2)

note the quarter 3 2013-14 performance position up to the
end of December 2013; and
note that the relevant Executive Board Members will liaise
with their Executive Directors to discuss specific performance
issues.

Reason for Decision – To ensure that Executive Board Members were aware
of the Council’s Quarter 3 2013-14 performance position in relation to both the
Corporate Plan and corporate health and could see the areas of good
performance and those where improvements were required.
EB 137

Budget Monitoring 2013/14 – Quarter 3 Update

The Executive Board considered a report of Councillor R Bowden, Executive
Board Member, Corporate Resources and Assignments, which provided
information on the forecast financial position for 2013/14 as at the end of
December 2013. The report highlighted the progress on delivering the
2013/14 Medium Term Financial Plan (MTFP) savings targets.
Decision – That the Executive Board agreed to –
(1)
(2)
(3)

note the forecast outturn as at Quarter 3;
note the progress on delivery of MTFP savings targets as at
Quarter 3; and
note the continued commitment by Directors to ensure the
delivery of a balanced or favourable budget at the end of the
year.

Reasons for Decision – The Council was currently forecasting an underspend
of £0.421m for 2013/14. This was a much improved position from the
previous quarter as Directors had continued to review forecasts in anticipation
of mitigating a forecast overspend at the end of the year.
EB 138

Capital Programme Monitoring 2013/14 – Quarter 3 (September
– December) (Forward Plan Decision No. 043/13)

The Executive Board considered a report of Councillor R Bowden, Executive
Board Member, Corporate Resources and Assignments, which provided the
current position and progress of the 2013/14 Capital Investment Programme
and its financing as at 31 December 2013. It had taken into account both
financial and scheme progress monitoring undertaken with service area
project officers.
Decision – That the Executive Board agreed to –
(1)
(2)

approve amendments to the 2013/14 capital programme;
note the monitoring report; and
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(3)

approve the new schemes added to the programme (Section
11 of the report) and associated borrowing costs.

Reason for Decision – To ensure effective corporate governance procedures
were in place for the management of the capital programme.
EB 139

Allotments Task Group

The Executive Board considered a report of Councillor D Keane, Executive
Board Member, Environment and Public Protection, which outlined the recent
work of the Allotments Task Group.
Decision – That the Executive Board agreed to –
(1)
(2)

note the work undertaken by the Allotments Task Group to
date;
note the further work proposed with regard to increasing
numbers of allotments available.

Reason for Decision – To discharge the responsibilities of the Task Group as
determined by the Executive Board.
EB 140

James Lee House Contract Award (Forward Plan Decision No.
066/13)

The Executive Board considered a report of Councillor P Wright, Executive
Board Member, Health and Wellbeing and Adult Services, which sought
approval to exempt James Lee House – supported Accommodation for Single
Men at risk of homelessness, from the requirement to comply with Warrington
Borough Council Financial Regulations Contract Procedure Rules:
 CR6 – Where a proposed contract is likely to exceed the
relevant EU Threshold but is Part B exempt service a waiver
may be granted by the Council’s Executive Board only; and


CR9 – the purchase of proprietary of patented goods or
materials or services which in the opinion of the Executive
Director are obtainable only from the one firm and where no
reasonably satisfactory alternative is available.

The report also sought approval to award a 1 year (plus optional 1 year
extension) contract to the Salvation Army for the provision of supported
accommodation to single homeless males at James Lee House, Brick Street,
Warrington.
Decision – That the Executive Board agreed to –
(1)

exempt the service at James Lee House from the
requirement to comply with Warrington Borough Council
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Financial Regulations (Contract Procedure Rules CR6 &
CR9); and
(2)

approve the award of a one year (plus optional 1 year
extension) contract for the provision of supported
accommodation for single men at risk of homelessness.

Reasons for Decision:
(1)
A direct contract award to The Salvation Army, in line with the Council’s
Financial Regulations, was to:
:
(a)
ensure continued provision of supported accommodation for
single men at risk of homelessness;
(b)
support the delivery of the Warrington Homelessness Strategy
and Warrington Community Safety Strategy;
(c)
ensure that sufficient and appropriate supported accommodation
for single men at risk of homelessness exists to assist the
Council in discharging its statutory duties in relation to
homelessness, contributed to the delivery of the No Second
Night Out Initiative and Severe Weather Emergency Protocol;
and
(d)
potential to further develop the existing service model and
delivery to improve service quality, outcomes for individuals and
identify and deliver further cost efficiencies.
(2)

The current set of circumstances concerning the accommodation and
delivery of the on-site support service had provided the Council with
sufficient evidence to suggest that no genuine competition could be
obtained for the supply of this service.

(3)

The outcome of the Warrington Homeless Commission might lead to
variations in the scope and focus of the services that were being
commissioned, with service delivery being developed further in light of
the Commission’s recommendations.
Through the robust
commissioning approaches, the Council was confident that James Lee
House would have a continued significant role in the delivery of
services for individuals at risk of homelessness.

EB 141

Verve Place Waiver of Financial Regulations and Direct
Contract Award

The Executive Board considered a report of Councillor P Wright, Executive
Board Member, Health and Wellbeing and Adult Services, which sought
approval to exempt the Verve Place Supported Accommodation Service for
young people from the requirement to comply with Warrington Borough
Council Financial Regulations under Contract Procedure Rules:
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 CR6 – Where a proposed contract is likely to exceed the
relevant EU Threshold but is Part B exempt service a waiver
may be granted by the Council’s Executive Board only; and


CR9 – the purchase of proprietary of patented goods or
materials or services which in the opinion of the Executive
Director are obtainable only from the one firm and where no
reasonably satisfactory alternative is available.

The report also sought approval to directly award a one year (plus optional
one year extension) contract to Your Housing Group for the provision of
supported accommodation to young people at risk at Verve Place, Mersey
Street, Warrington.
Decision – That the Executive Board agreed to –
(1)

exempt this service from the requirement to comply with
Warrington Borough Council Financial Regulations (Contract
Procedure Rules):




(2)

CR6 – Where a proposed contract is likely to exceed the
relevant EU Threshold but is Part B exempt service a
waiver may be granted by the Council’s Executive Board
only; and
CR9 – the purchase of proprietary or patented goods or
materials or services which in the opinion of the Executive
Director are obtainable only from one firm and where no
reasonably satisfactory alternative is available.

approve the award of a one year (plus optional one year
extension) contract for the provision of supported
accommodation for young people at risk of homelessness to
Your Housing Group.

Reason for Decision
(1)
A direct contract award to Your Housing Group, in line with the
Council’s Financial Regulations, was considered appropriate because:







This ensured continued provision of supported accommodation
for young people at risk;
Organisations who had submitted a response to the market test
had scored low in terms of quality (highest score was 32% out of
a possible 60%) due to lack of experience in providing similar
services to this client group;
The market test had indicated limited opportunity to deliver
significant financial savings when compared to current contract
value;
Only one organisation had acknowledged understanding of PFI
agreements and how they would manage the service to meet
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(2)

targets. This provider had submitted a cost that was 37% higher
than the current provider;
The market testing exercise had provided the Council with
sufficient evidence to suggest that no genuine competition could
be obtained for the supply of this service.

The outcome of the Warrington Homeless Commission might lead to
variations in the scope and focus of the services that were being
commissioned, with service delivery being developed further in light of
the Commissions’ recommendations.
Through the robust
commissioning approaches, the Council was confident that Verve
Place would have a continued significant role in the delivery of services
for Young People at risk of homelessness.

EB 142

Gorse Covert Building Improvements (Forward Plan Decision
No. 059/13)

(EB 144 refers)
EB 143

Exclusion of the Public (including the Press)

Decision – That members of the public (including the press) be excluded from
the meeting by reasons of the confidential nature of the following items of
business to be transacted being within category 3 of Schedule 12A Local
Government Act 1972 (Rule 10 of the Access to Information Procedure Rules)
and the public interest in disclosing the information is outweighed by the need
to keep the information confidential.
EB 144

Gorse Covert Building Improvements (Forward Plan Decision
No. 059/13)

The Executive Board considered a report of Councillor P Wright, Executive
Board Member, Health and Wellbeing and Adult Services, which provided the
rationale and business case for building work improvements at Gorse Covert
Day Centre and confidential details of the outcome of a tender process for
building improvements and service development at the Day Centre and
recommendations for approval to the award of contract.
The proposed works had been approved by the Executive Board in June
2013. The project had been included in the Council’s approved capital
programme.
Decision – That the Executive Board agreed to –
(1)

(2)

note the contents of the report on the rationale and business
case for building work improvements at Gorse Covert Day
Centre;
accept the contract tender as submitted by Contractor A
(identified at Paragraph 4.1 of the confidential report);
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(3)
(4)

give approval to commit to funding the project as detailed at
5.1 of the confidential report; and
authorise the Solicitor to the Council and Assistant Director,
Corporate Governance to enter into the contract and finalise
any related documents for the building of the project.

Reason for Decision – To deliver a modern improved facility for community
service delivery and reduce the requirement on high cost out of area
placements.
EB 145

Stadium Quarter Regeneration Scheme Phase 1 – Letting of
Land to Warrington University Technical College Trust
(Forward Plan Decision No. 073/13)

The Executive Board considered a report of Councillor T O’Neill, Leader of the
Council, which sought approval to lease land to the Warrington University
College (UTC) Trust, at less than the market value:





to deliver a stated priority as outlined in Warrington Means
Business;
to deliver a key outcome from the Warrington Skills Commission
– a UTC to enhance skills and training for Warrington’s
important engineering cluster;
to enable the first step in the delivery of the Stadium Quarter – a
priority regeneration area for the Council;
to lever in £10m of government investment in skills and training
– value of council enabling land £0.1m would lever in £10m
government money. The leverage ratio was 1 to 100.

Decision – That the Executive Board agreed to (1)

approve the grant of a new lease on terms as set out at 7.2 of
the confidential report;

(2)

authorise the Solicitor to the Council to execute and legally
complete the lease agreement (and any documents pursuant to
it) with Warrington UTC Trust substantially in accordance with
the Heads of Terms referred to in 7.2 of the report;

(3)

authorise the Executive Director, Economic Regeneration,
Growth and Environment to approve, following consultation with
the Leader of the Council, Director of Finance and Information
Services and Solicitor to the Council any changes to the terms of
the proposed lease and site area of the proposed facility.

Reasons for Decision:
(1)
The delivery of the UTC would act as a catalyst to promote the
development of the Stadium Quarter Phase 1 scheme to create a
Central Business District environment within Warrington town centre.
Minutes Issued on Thursday, 13 March 2014 Call In expires midnight on Monday, 17
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(2)

(3)

This component of the Stadium Quarter Phase 1 was essential to the
delivery of the Borough’s economic objectives by providing education
that met the needs of the Borough’s engineering sector, which was one
of the leading sectors of private sector investment and employment
within the Borough.
To assist Warrington UTC Trust to secure a grant from the Baker
Dearing Trust and the Department for Education.

EB 146

Housing Investment – Plus Dane Group (Forward Plan
Decision No. 070/13)

The Executive Board considered a report of Councillor R Bowden, Executive
Board Member, Corporate Resources and Assignments which sought
approval for the Council to enter into a loan agreement with Plus Dane Group.
Decision – That the Executive Board agreed to –
(1) approve the Council entering into a loan agreement (for the
amount and period identified Paragraph 16.1(i) of the
confidential report) with Plus Dane Group for the purpose of
achieving regeneration and the provision of new homes in
the Warrington area;
(2) delegate to the Director of Finance and Information Services
and the Solicitor to the Council, following consultation with
the Executive Board Member, Corporate Resources and
Assignments the preparation and completion of the legal
agreement between the Council and Plus Dane Group in
respect of the loan;
(3) delegate to the Director of Finance and Information Services
and the Solicitor to the Council the completion of all ancillary
legal documents required to give effect to the loan; and
(4) delegate to the Director of Finance and Information Services
and the Solicitor to the Council the granting or refusal of
approvals or consents requested or required under the terms
of the loan agreement for the duration of the loan
agreement.
Reason for Decision – To increase housing regeneration and access to
affordable homes in Warrington and the surrounding area.
EB 147

Development of Great Sankey Neighbourhood Hub (Forward
Plan Decision No. 048/13)

The Executive Board considered a report of Councillor R Bowden, Executive
Board Member, Corporate Resources and Assignments, which provided an
outline business case for LiveWire to develop Great Sankey Leisure Centre as
Minutes Issued on Thursday, 13 March 2014 Call In expires midnight on Monday, 17
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a Neighbourhood Hub for the west of Warrington, providing a wider range of
community health, wellbeing and sport facilities. The report also sought
approval for a loan to LiveWire, to enable them to develop Great Sankey
Leisure Centre as a Neighbourhood Hub.
Decision – That the Executive Board agreed to (1)

approve in principle to redevelop Great Sankey Leisure
Centre via a loan to LiveWire;

(2)

approve in principle that the Council supported the
development of Great Sankey Neighbourhood Hub through
the inclusion of £4m in the Council’s capital programme;

(3)

subject to confirmation that sufficient external funding had
been secured by Livewire, give delegated authority to the
Director of Finance and Information Services and the
Solicitor to the Council and Assistant Director of Corporate
Governance, to approve the detailed terms of the loan to
Livewire and to enter into all required legal documentation
to give effect to the loan;

(4)

give delegated authority to the Director of Finance
Information Services, following consultation with
Executive Board Member, Corporate Resources
Assignments, to approve the final detailed business
for the development of the Great Sankey hub.

and
the
and
plan

Reason for Decision:
(1)
The proposed development would enhance service provision by colocating facilities in one building and meet many of the Council’s key
priorities. It would provide a much needed and strategically located
integrated wellness centre within the hub, which would help to integrate
older people’s services and third sector services to become part of the
universal offer to support independence and the ageing population.
The Library would provide an enhanced and diversified service by
offering a high-tech, hi-spec digital service.
(2)
The proposal also supported the Council’s Asset Management Plan by
modernising the existing Leisure Centre and addressing the historical
building maintenance issues associated with the site.
EB 148

The Hut Group Manufacturing and Logistic Development at
Omega (Forward Plan Decision No. 085/13)

Note this item was considered following receipt of the necessary approvals
under:

The urgency provisions for an item of special urgency in the access to
information rules, under Regulation 11(1) of the Local Authorities
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(Executive Arrangements) (Meetings
(England) Regulations 2012
The urgency provisions for private
information rules, under Regulation
(Executive Arrangements) (Meetings
(England) Regulations 2012

and Access to Information)
meetings in the access to
5(6) of the Local Authorities
and Access to Information)

The Executive Board considered a report of Councillor R Bowden, Executive
Board Member, Corporate Resources and Assignments, which sought
approval in principle for the Council to enter into a secured loan with The Hut
Group.
Decision – That the Executive Board agreed to –
(1)

authorise Officers to progress arrangements in principle to
enter into a loan agreement with The Hut Group (in the
sum identified in Paragraph 14.1(i) of the confidential
report), subject to confirmation of the Council’s powers to
enter into the agreement and to satisfactory completion of
the due diligence exercise;

(2)

receive a further report on the matter prior to any final
decision being taken to enter into the loan agreement;

(3)

subject to (2) above, approve the adding of the £42.5m
loan to The Hut Group to the Council’s 2014/15 capital
programme to be funded from prudential borrowing.

Reason for Decision – To facilitate the economic development of omega site
and to bring up to 2,000 jobs to Warrington.

Signed………………………….

Dated…………………………...
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WARRINGTON BOROUGH COUNCIL
EXECUTIVE BOARD – 14 April 2014
Report of

The Solicitor to the Council and Assistant Director Corporate
Governance

Executive Director:

Steven Broomhead, Chief Executive

Senior Responsible
Officer/Report
Author:
Contact Details:

Bryan Magan, Head of Democratic and Member Services

Key Decision No.

N/A

Ward Members:

All

Email Address:
bmagan@warrington.gov.uk

Telephone:
01925 442120

TITLE OF REPORT: EXECUTIVE DECISIONS - FORWARD PLAN
1.

PURPOSE

1.1

To consider the current Executive Decisions Forward Plan covering the period
1 May – 30 September 2014.

2.

CONFIDENTIAL OR EXEMPT

2.1

The report is not confidential or exempt.

3.

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

3.1

Key Decisions are Executive decisions of the authority which are decisions of
the Executive Board or an Officer under delegated powers which are likely to –

3.2



Result in Warrington Borough Council incurring expenditure, making
savings or vireing £250,000 or more having regard to the Local Authority
budget for the service or functions to which the decision relates, or



Be significant in terms of its effects on communities living or working within
Warrington Borough Council’s area comprising two or more Wards.

To comply with the legislation 'Local Authorities (Executive Arrangements)
(Meetings and Access to Information)(England) Regulations 2012', the Council
is required –
(1)

to give 28 days’ notice of key decisions.
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(2)

to publish a notice of its intention to discuss confidential or exempt
items at least 28 days in advance of the meeting; and

(3)

to publish a further notice at least 5 clear days’ before a private meeting
which must include a statement of the reasons for the meeting to be
held in private, details of any representations received and a statement
of its response to any such representations.

4.

THE REPORT

4.1

The current Executive Decisions - Forward Plan is attached at Appendix A.

4.2

The following amendments/changes to the Forward Plan are reported for
information:

Forward Plan Changes to the Forward Plan
No.
Delivering Wellbeing in Bewsey and Dallam – moved from 14 April
043/13
to 10 June 2014 Executive Board.
Reason: negotiations ongoing with third party
Title change– Review of the future provision of sports and physical
044/13
activity development service.
Part 2 report.
Future of Council Shareholding in Warrington Wolves – moved from
084/14
14 April to 10 June 2014 Executive Board.
Reason: Further information required to enable the decision to be
made.
Stadium Quarter Regeneration Scheme Phase 1 – letting of land to
Officer
WUTCT – changes to the terms of the proposed lease and site area
Decision
of the proposed facility.

086/13

NEW ITEM – 14 JULY 2014
Local Plan Core Strategy

5.

FINANCIAL CONSIDERATIONS

5.1

None.

6.

RISK ASSESSMENT

6.1

N/A.

7.

EQUALITY AND DIVERSITY / EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT

7.1

Democratic and Member Services has an up to date Equalities Impact
Assessment in place for its functions and policies and has produced an Action
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Plan to deal with key matters arising. There are no specific equalities issues
in relation to the content of this report.
8.

CONSULTATION

8.1

N/A.

9.

REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATION

9.1

The report is submitted for information and comment.

10.

RECOMMENDATION

10.1

That the Executive Board receives the contents of the Forward Plan and make
comments as appropriate.

11.

BACKGROUND PAPERS
Papers held within Democratic and Member Services about items for inclusion
and changes to the Forward Plan.

Contacts for Background Papers:
Name
E-mail
Julie Ramskill
jramskill@warrington.gov.uk

13

Telephone
01925 442114
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Updated: 3 April 2014

EXECUTIVE DECISIONS – FORWARD PLAN
1 May 2014 – 30 September 2014

Report of the Solicitor to the Council and Assistant Director,
Corporate Governance
This is formal notice under the Local Authorities (Executive Arrangements)
(Meetings and Access to Information)(England) Regulations 2012 of Key
Decisions due to be taken by the Authority and that those parts of the
Executive Board meeting identified in this Forward Plan will be held in private
because the agenda and reports for the meeting will contain confidential or
exempt information as defined in the Regulations.

Contact Information:
Democratic & Member Services
Town Hall
Warrington
WA1 1UH
Email: jramskill@warrington.gov.uk
Tel: 01925 442114/01925 442104
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What is the Forward Plan?
The Forward Plan contains all the key decisions the Council expects to take over the next four
months. It will be refreshed regularly and will give at least 28 days’ notice of any Key
Decisions and, if applicable, the Executive Board’s intention to discuss an item in private and
the reason for this.
What is a Key Decision?
Key Decisions are Executive decisions of the authority which are decisions of the Executive
Board or an Officer under delegated powers which are likely to –
 Result in Warrington Borough Council incurring expenditure or the making of
savings of £250,000 or more, having regard to the Local Authority budget for the
service or function to which the decision relates, or
 Be significant in terms of its effects on communities living or working within
Warrington Borough Council’s area comprising two or more Wards.
For information, the Forward Plan also includes some other matters expected to come before
the Executive Board or that the Executive Board is likely to recommend to full Council
whether or not they may give rise to Key Decisions.
What does the Forward Plan tell me?
The Plan gives information about:








what key decisions are to be made in the next four months;
the matter in respect of which the decision is to be made;
who will make the key decisions;
when those key decisions are likely to be made;
what documents will be considered;
who you can contact for further information.

Who takes Key Decisions?
Under the Authority’s Constitution, Key Decisions are taken by the Executive Board or
individual officers acting under delegated powers.
Most Key Decisions are taken at public meetings of the Executive Board. Executive Board
meets at 6.30 pm at the Town Hall, Warrington.
Further Information and Representations about items proposed to be heard in Private
Names of contact officers are included in the Plan and can be reached via (01925) 442114. If
you are unsure, please contact Democratic & Member Services on the same number and
staff there will be able to assist you. If you wish to make representations about an item
proposed to be heard in private, you should contact Democratic and Member Services by no
later than six clear working days before the meeting.
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Last forward plan entry No. 086/13
If you have any questions about any of the items listed please contact Julie Ramskill on 01925 442114.

NO MEETING TO BE HELD IN MAY
Key Decisions – 10 June 2014
Item

£s to be spent/saved
/vired

Statement of Reason why
the item of business is
private

Wards
Affected

Decision
Reference
Number

Date added to
the Forward
Plan

019/13

17/7/13

£800,000 (estimated)
Award of Contract for the
Operation and Management of the over 2 years
Household Waste Recycling
Centre

**Part 2 confidential
(see notes below)

All

043/13

28/10/13

Delivering Wellbeing in Bewsey
and Dallam

**Part 2 confidential
(see notes below)

Bewsey &
Whitecross

077/13

18/2/14

Adult Social Care Provider
Services – Social Enterprise
Development Update

078/13

21/2/14

Quarter 4 – 2013/14 Capital
Programme Monitoring Report

084/13

3/3/14

Future of Council Shareholding in
Warrington Wolves

Over 250K

All

N/A

**Part 2 confidential
(see notes below)
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All

All

Lead Executive
Board Member

List of
Policy/Reference
Documents

Directorate and
Contact for Further
Information

Economic
Councillor D Keane, Municipal Waste
Management Strategy Regeneration, Growth
Environment &
and Environment
Public Protection
P McHenry
Tel: 01925 442654
pmchenry@warrington
.gov.uk
Economic
Councillor K Hannon
Regeneration, Growth
Leisure, Community
& Environment
and Culture
Stewart Brown
Dave Cowley
Deborah McArdie
Tel 01925 442850
sbrown@warrington.g
ov.uk
Families and
Councillor P Wright
Wellbeing
Health & Wellbeing
S Reddy
& Adult Services
Tel: 01925 444251
sreddy@warrington.go
v.uk
Resources and
Councillor R Bowden
Strategic
Corporate
Commissioning
Resources and
Danny Mather
Assignments
Tel 01925 442344
dmather@warrington.g
ov.uk
Resources and
Councillor R
Strategic
Bowden, Corporate
Commissioning
Resources &
Danny Mather
Assignments
Tel 01925 442344

Key
Decision
(Y/N)
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Agenda Item 3
dmather@warrington.g
ov.uk
083/13

28/2/14

Response to Statutory Notice –
Removal of Sixth Form at Culcheth
High School

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Councillor H Patel
Culcheth,
Glazebury and
Croft

Families and
Wellbeing
Hilary Smith
Tel: 01925 442875
hsmith@warrington.go
v.uk

Yes

Non Key Decisions – 10 June 2014
Nil

Information Items – 10 June 2014
Councillor T O’Neill
Leader

5/2/14

Executive Board Appointments to
Outside Bodies 2014/15

21/2/14

Performance Report – Quarter 4
2013/14

N/A

All

Councillor H Patel,
Personnel and
Communications

21/2/14

Strategic Risk Report – Quarter 4
2013/14

N/A

All

Councillor H Patel,
Personnel and
Communications

21/2/14

Budget Monitoring 2013/14 –
Quarter 4 Update

N/A

All

Councillor R Bowden
Corporate
Resources and
Assignments

N/A

All

Assistant Chief
Executive
Christine Oliver
Tel 01925 442104
coliver@warrington.go
v.uk
Resources and
Strategic
Commissioning
Kathryn Griffiths
Tel 01925 442797
kgriffiths@warrington.g
ov.uk
Resources and
Strategic
Commissioning
Kathryn Griffiths
Tel 01925 442797
kgriffiths@warrington.g
ov.uk
Resources and
Strategic
Commissioning
Danny Mather
Tel 01925 442344
dmather@warrington.g
ov.uk

No

No

No

Key Decisions – 14 July 2014
086/13

31/3/14

Local Plan Core Strategy
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Councillor D Keane Local Planning
Environment &
Framework
Public Protection

Economic
Regeneration, Growth
and Environment

Yes

Agenda Item 3
Murray Graham
Tel 01925 442795
mgraham@warrington.
gov.uk

Non Key Decisions – 14 July 2014
NIL

Information Items – 14 July 2014
NIL

NO MEETING IN AUGUST
Key Decisions – 15 September 2014
NIL

Non Key Decisions – 15 September 2014
NIL

Information Items – 15 September 2014
N/A

20/2/14

Report from the Strategic
Procurement Panel

N/A

All

Councillor R Bowden
Corporate
Resources and
Assignments

Families and
Wellbeing
P O’Connor
Tel: 01925 443905

**Note: Part 2 confidential
Exempt Information – Schedule 12A, Local Government Act 1972:
It is likely, in view of the nature of the business to be transacted or the nature of the proceedings, that if members of the public
were present during that item, confidential information would be disclosed to them in breach of the obligation of confidence
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OFFICER KEY DECISIONS
Decision
Reference
Number

Date added to
the Forward
Plan

Item

£s to be spent/saved
/vired

Statement of Reason why
the item of business is
private

Wards
Affected

Decision Maker
and
Contact for Further
Information

All

Executive Director,
Economic
Regeneration,
Growth and
Environment
Executive Director,
Families & Wellbeing

Lead Executive
Board Member

List of
Policy/Reference
Documents

Key
Decision
(Y/N

Date Decision to be taken: week commencing – to be advised
094/12

25/9/13

Future Delivery of Parking
Services

N/A

Councillor L Dirir
Highways,
Transportation &
Climate Change

Officer

Officer
Councillor P Wright
Health & Wellbeing &
Adult Services
Officer
N/A
All
Executive Director, Councillor P Wright
063/13
13/2/14
Agreement to enter into contract
Families & Wellbeing Health & Wellbeing &
for new facilities for services
Adult Services
supporting children with disabilities
Officer
061/13
13/2/14
Affordable Housing Programme
N/A
All
Executive Director, Councillor D Keane
Environment & Public
New Build
Economic
Protection
Regeneration,
Growth and
Environment
072/13
13/2/14
Contract for the Provision of Public
N/A
All
Executive Director, Councillor P Wright
Officer
Health Services – 0 – 19 Years
Families & Wellbeing Health & Wellbeing &
Old
Adult Services
085/13
21/3/13
Stadium Quarter Regeneration
N/A
All
Executive Director, Councillor T O’Neill
Officer
Scheme Phase 1 – letting of land
Economic
Leader
to WUTCT – changes to the terms
Regeneration,
of the proposed lease and site
Growth and
area of the proposed facility.
Environment
The definition of a Key Decision is a decision of the Executive Board or an Officer under delegated powers which is likely to: Result in Warrington Borough Council incurring expenditure, making savings or vireing £250,000
or more having regard to the Local Authority budget for the service or functions to which the decision relates; or
Be significant in terms of its effects on communities living or working within Warrington Borough Council’s area comprising two or more Wards.
047/13

13/2/14

Residential and Nursing Fee
Review

N/A
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WARRINGTON BOROUGH COUNCIL
EXECUTIVE BOARD – 14 April 2014
Report of Executive
Board Member:

Councillor L Dirir, Executive Board Member, Highways,
Transportation and Climate Change

Executive Director:

Andy Farrall, Executive Director, Economic Regeneration,
Growth and Environment

Senior Responsible
Officer/:

David Boyer, Assistant Director, Transport & Environment

Contact Details:

Email Address:
dboyer@warrington.gov.uk

Key Decision No.

N/A

Ward Members:

All

Telephone:
01925 442530

TITLE OF REPORT: EXTREME WEATHER EXECUTIVE TASK GROUP

1.

PURPOSE

1.1

This report provides an update on the work of the Extreme Weather Executive
Task Group.

2.

CONFIDENTIAL OR EXEMPT

2.1

The report is not confidential or exempt.

3.

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

3.1

The Winter Review Executive Task Group was established in 2010 to discuss
the issues / concerns that had arisen following the severe weather of
December 2009 and early January 2010. The original purpose of the group
was to:
(i)

Review the impact of the severe weather on the residents of the
borough and on council services.

(ii)

Review the response of the council to the severe weather and its
contingencies for such conditions.
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(iii)

Identify any improvements that can be made to the way the council may
respond to any such future events.

(iv)

Consider the potential to include parish council responses.

3.2

The Task Group produced a series of recommendations which led to an
improved response to winter weather events in subsequent winters. A key
recommendation was that the Council should continue to monitor changing
winter conditions and plan for the likelihood of severe weather being repeated.

3.3

In consideration of the scope of the group the Chair suggested that the remit
should be expanded to include all extreme weather events including storms,
flooding and heat.

3.4

The Task Group’s current remit includes reviewing the impact of severe
weather, how the Council responds to weather events and importantly
identifying areas for improvement. The Task Group membership consists of
Councillors and Officers. As well as looking at operational matters the Group
considers links to important strategies around flood management and climate
change.

3.5

It was agreed that the Task Group would make an annual progress report to
the Executive Board.

4.

THE REPORT OF THE EXTREME WEATHER TASK GROUP
Winter Service Update

4.1

Review of the 2012/13 winter season together with preparations for the
2013/14 season.

4.2

Discussions regarding the detailed weather reports the council receives and
how these are used to plan and respond to snow and ice events.

4.3

Winter service plan reviewed and uploaded onto the website.

4.4

Discussions re improvements to service such as mapping of grit bin locations
and uploading this information onto the website.

4.5

Communications review to ensure good information provision both before and
during winter events.
Flood Management

4.6

The Task Group were briefed on the Flood and Water Management (F&WM)
Act and particularly the duties which the council has under Legislation as a
Lead Local Flood Authority.
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4.7

Updates on the partnership working with the Environment Agency and United
Utilities. A key topic has been the Mersey Flood Defence works.

4.8

Under the F&WM Act it is a requirement that investigations into flooding
events are undertaken and published. The scope and findings of these
investigations were outlined to the Group together with required enforcement
activity.

4.9

The Group reviewed the Council’s gully cleansing operations.

4.10

Other key areas for the Group have been the development of the Flood Risk
Management Strategy and the publication of the surface water flood maps.
Extreme Heat

4.11

Warrington experienced melting roads in the summer of 2013. The group
received a presentation on the reasons for this and what actions the Council
took to manage the event.
Climate Change

4.12

The Task Group, on the recommendation of the Chair, considered the
establishment of a Warrington Declaration. The Warrington Declaration is
aimed at businesses, community groups and other organisations in
Warrington. The declaration shows commitment to the climate change
agenda. By signing the declaration the organisation is acknowledging that
climate change is occurring and shows commitment to tackling the causes and
effects of a changing climate.

4.13

The Group has concluded that extreme weather is now becoming more normal
and weather patterns are becoming more persistent. The Group has
considered the Council’s adaptation framework which outlines who the Council
is going to protect itself and communities against extreme weather.
External Interest

4.14

Since its formation the Council has received a number of enquiries from other
local authorities who have considered establishing a similar group in their own
Council.

5.

FINANCIAL CONSIDERATIONS

5.1

There are no direct financial considerations relevant to the report. However,
extreme weather events can result in an additional financial burden on the
Council. These costs are normally managed from existing budgets but as
extreme weather events become common place these financial pressures will
increase as demonstrated by the recent flooding events elsewhere in the UK.
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6.

RISK ASSESSMENT

6.1

N/A.

7.

EQUALITY AND DIVERSITY / EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT

7.1

Democratic and Member Services has an up to date Equalities Impact
Assessment in place for its functions and policies and has produced an Action
Plan to deal with key matters arising. There are no specific equalities issues
in relation to the content of this report.

8.

CONSULTATION

8.1

This report fulfils the Task Group’s commitment to report back to the Executive
Board.

9.

REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATION

9.1

To discharge the responsibilities of the Task Group as determined by the
Executive Board.

10.

RECOMMENDATION

10.1

The Executive Board is recommended to note the work undertaken by the
Extreme Weather Task Group.

11.

BACKGROUND PAPERS

Contacts for Background Papers:
Name
E-mail
David Boyer
dboyer@warrington.gov.uk
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Telephone
01925 442530
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WARRINGTON BOROUGH COUNCIL
Executive Board - 14 April 2014
Report of Executive
Board Member:

Councillor L Dirir, Executive Board Member, Highways,
Transportation and Climate Change

Executive Director:

Andy Farrall, Executive Director, Economic Regeneration,
Growth and Environment

Senior Responsible
Officer:

David Rostron, UTMC and Parking Services Manager

Contact Details:

Email Address:
drostron@warrington.gov.uk

Key Decision No.

076/13

Ward Members:

All

TITLE OF REPORT:

Telephone:
01925 443252

TO SEEK DELEGATED AUTHORITY TO AWARD THE
TENDER FOR THE FUTURE DELIVERY OF PARKING
SERVICES

1.

PURPOSE

1.1

To seek authority to award the tender contract in order to meet the anticipated
contract commencement date.

2.

CONFIDENTIAL OR EXEMPT
The report is not confidential or exempt.

3.

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

3.1

At the Executive Board meeting on 16 September 2013, the Executive Board
considered a report of Councillor L Dirir, Executive Board Member, Highways,
Transportation and Climate Change which provided information on the
outcome and recommendations of the report entitled ‘Warrington Parking
Services – Options for the Future Delivery of Parking Services’. The report
summarised work undertaken looking at the practicalities, risks and costs
associated with four different delivery options for Parking Services in the
borough. The Options considered were:
 Option 1 – To continue to provide Parking Services in partnership with
the private sector;
25
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 Option 2 – To provide all Parking Services internally (ie to bring them
‘in house’);
 Option 3 – To fully externalise Parking Services
 Option 4 – To consider a ‘shared service’ with another local authority.
3.2

The report provided a summary of how Parking Services were currently
delivered in Warrington and the issues associated with each of the four
possible options for its’ future delivery.

3.3

The decision taken by the Executive Board was to approve Option 1. In other
words, to continue to provide Parking Services in partnership with the private
sector.

3.4

The contract with our current provider has now reached its maximum duration
of seven years and cannot be extended further. In the interim period from the
end of this contract to the commencement of the new contract (approximately
three months) a temporary contract has been put in place with our current
provider. This temporary contract cannot be extended any further as its value
must be kept below the current OJEU threshold to ensure legal compliance.

4.

COSTS AND FUNDING

4.1

Following a Pre-Qualification exercise five providers will be invited to tender
for the contract. The contract will be for a minimum period of two years
(subject to external funding being available to the Council); however, it is
expected that in the tender response, the tenderer will provide up to three
options that will enable the maximum length of the contract to be extended up
to a total of seven years. These options are:




2+1+1+1+1+1 years
5+1+1 years (as existing)
An option put forward by the contractor (up to a total maximum of 7
years)

4.2

It is anticipated that TUPE transfer of existing staff from the current provider
will be applicable and any delays in the procurement process may impact on
the transfer of staff.

4.3

The Council currently spends approximately £600k per year for this service.
Since this service was last tendered in 2006 there have been considerable
advances in parking enforcement technology and in addition Civil Parking
Enforcement is much more established across many transport authorities in
the UK and therefore the Council is seeking to achieve a significant reduction
in the cost of this service through this procurement exercise.

5.

PROGRAMME

5.1

Due to uncertainties on delivery options and then following discussions with
Members on the ‘shape’ of the new service and the various commissioning
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options, the procurement exercise has been delayed by approximately three
months and is now following the timeline identified in the table below.
Activity

Key Date

Publish Notice Inviting Expressions of

11th November 2013

Interest
Closing Time and Date for Expressions of

5th December 2013 12 noon

Interest
Closing Time and Date for Receipt of

10th December 2013 5pm

Questionnaire
Determine Select List

December 2013/January 2014

Invitation to Tender

24th February 2014

Tender Return

7th April 2014

Tender Evaluation

April / May 2014

Award of Contract

May / June 2014

Contract Commencement

1st – 11th July 2014

5.2

Given the very tight timescales it is necessary that the award of contract is
approved in May / June in order for the contract to commence at the beginning
of July. Given the timings of Executive Boards, in order to meet this timescale
permission is being sought to waive Contract Procedure Rule CR60 and
authorise the Executive Director, Economic Regeneration, Growth and
Environment following consultation with the Executive Board Member,
Highways, Transportation and Climate Change and the Director of Finance
and Information Services, to award the tender for the future delivery of Parking
Services.

6.

EQUALITY AND DIVERSITY – EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT

6.1

The Options Report for the Future Delivery of Parking Services accords to the
policies set out in the Local Transport Plan which was subject to a full Equality
Impact Assessment in March 2011.

6.2

Any future contract that is let will require the successful provider to comply
with their statutory obligations in terms of equality and diversity legislation.

6.3

Evidence of appropriate equality and diversity policies and relevant staff
training will be assessed during any procurement exercise.

7.

RISK ASSESSMENT

7.1

A full risk assessment for each of the four options was carried out that
considered a number of criteria. These are summarised in the Exec Board
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Report September 2013 – The Future Delivery of Parking Services. Option 1,
which is the preferred option, had the lowest risk score.
7.2

Internal audit was carried out at the beginning of 2013 which examined the
way in which the current contract was being managed and operated. Another
objective of the audit was to ensure that appropriate consideration was being
given to the future provision of parking and enforcement along with due
consideration to the options for the future provision of Parking Services. The
overall audit opinion was High Assurance. This means that all key controls
are being applied consistently and effectively and that all of the key risks in the
terms of reference of the audit are being properly managed and controlled and
no recommendations were made.

7.3

The current contract expires at the end of June. If the recommendation of this
report is not accepted, there will be a delay in the procurement process which
may lead to an interim arrangement being sought or the temporary removal of
Civil Parking Enforcement until another contract is in place.

8.

CONSULTATION

8.1

An Executive Board Task Group was set up in November 2011 to discuss the
options and the best approach for Warrington’s Parking Strategy. The group,
which was made up of five cross-party members has met on a number of
occasions since and have helped to define the scope of Parking Services to
be procured by the Council.

8.2

This original study included consultation with ‘the market’ via the ‘soft market
testing’ exercise, allowing private sector contractors to submit expected costs
along with other relevant information. This enabled the Future Delivery of
Parking Services Options report to be produced.

8.3

Additionally, the Executive Board Member, Highways, Transportation and
Climate Change has been regularly consulted on the work described in this
report.

9.

REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATION

9.1

To enable the future delivery of Parking Services to be provided in the most
cost effective, high quality and flexible manner with the least risk and to
provide a seamless transition from one contract to another.

10.

RECOMMENDATION

10.1

The Executive Board is recommended to waive Contract Procedure Rule
CR60 and authorise the Executive Director, Economic Regeneration, Growth
and Environment, following consultation with the Executive Board Member,
Highways, Transportation and Climate Change and the Director of Finance
and Information Services to award the tender for the Future Delivery of
Parking Services.
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11

BACKGROUND PAPERS

11.1

Warrington Parking Services – Options for the Future Delivery of Parking
Services – April 2013

11.2

Exec Board Report September 2013 – The Future Delivery of Parking Services

11.3

Parking Strategy for Warrington – June 2013

11.4

Annual Report on Parking Operations 2012-2013

Name
David Rostron

E-mail
drostron@warrington.gov.uk
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WARRINGTON BOROUGH COUNCIL
EXECUTIVE BOARD - 14 April 2014
Report of Executive
Board Member:

Councillor D Keane, Executive Board Member, Environment
and Public Protection

Executive Director:

Andy Farrall, Executive Director, Economic Regeneration,
Growth and Environment

Senior Responsible
Officer:

Joanne McGrath, Principal Planning Policy and Strategy
Officer, Planning Policy and Programmes, Economic
Regeneration, Growth and Environment.

Contact Details:

Email Address:
jmcgrath@warrington.gov.uk

Key Decision No.

NKD/068/13

Ward Members:

All

Telephone:
01925 442801

TITLE OF REPORT: HOT FOOD TAKEAWAY SUPPLEMENTARY PLANNING
DOCUMENT (SPD)
1.

PURPOSE

1.1.

The purpose of the report is to present Executive Board with the Hot Food
Takeaway Supplementary Planning Document (SPD) for approval and formal
adoption following public consultation. The Supplementary Planning Document
has been prepared as part of Warrington’s Local Planning Framework.

2.

CONFIDENTIAL OR EXEMPT

2.1

The report is not confidential or exempt.

3.

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

3.1

The statutory development plan is the starting point when determining planning
applications for the development or use of land. Local Planning Guidance for
Warrington is currently provided in the adopted Unitary Development Plan
(2006) and saved policies (2009).

3.2

The Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 and changes introduced by
the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning) (England) Regulations 2012
introduced a new system of Local Plans. The new single plans comprise a
series of plans and documents, as opposed to a single plan, which can be
produced and more easily kept up to date.
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3.3

Warrington’s Local Planning Framework consists of a suite of documents that
fulfil a range of different purposes. A diagram setting out the different
documents included in the Local Planning Framework is included in Appendix 1.

3.4

The emerging Warrington Local Plan Core Strategy (LPCS) is now at an
advanced stage of preparation with its adoption anticipated in mid 2014. Once
adopted the LPCS will replace the UDP, but owing to the advance stage of
preparation, it is capable of being regarded as a material planning consideration
in some regards already.

3.5

The Council can choose to produce Supplementary Planning Documents to
operate alongside the Local Plan. These documents do not create new policy
but expand upon existing policy or provide further detail to policies contained in
the Development Plan. These documents are not subject to independent
examination and do not have Development Plan status, but are a material
consideration in decision making.

3.6

The preparation process for Supplementary Planning Documents requires the
Council to take account of the public response before finalising their content.

4.

HOT FOOD TAKEAWAY SUPPLEMENTARY PLANNING DOCUMENT (SPD)

4.1

A new Supplementary Planning Document (SPD) has been drafted which sets
out Warrington Borough Council's (“the Council’s”) approach when considering
planning applications for Hot Food Takeaways. This document supplements
relevant policy within the UDP and will continue to remain relevant when the
Local Plan Core Strategy is formally adopted.

4.2

It is important to note that the SPD does not place any additional or more
onerous requirements on applicants or businesses. The objective of the
document is to help applicants through the planning process when applying for
new hot food takeaway premises providing clarification on how existing policies
of relevance will be applied and should be interpreted.

4.3

The document has been drafted through a collaboration of service areas. This
approach aims to bring together advice into one place which will be beneficial to
applicants and will ensure a more consistent approach.

5.

SPD CONTENT

5.1

The Supplementary Planning Document includes:


Context as to why the document is needed in terms of health impacts,
improving environmental quality and residential amenity and supporting
retail centre and local facilities



Planning policy context



Validation information for future planning applications



Criteria for assessing future applications
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Additional information and advice for applicants and prospective owners of
hot food takeaway premises in terms of food hygiene and nutritional
standards etc.

6.

PREVIOUS CONSULTATION

6.1

The Draft Hot Food Takeaway Supplementary Planning Document was
approved for consultation purposes by the Executive Board in December 2013.
Consultation has been undertaken in accordance with the process set out in the
Council’s Statement of Community Involvement and statutory procedures. The
public consultation undertaken ensures that the SPD meets the necessary
statutory regulations and therefore carries weight within the statutory planning
system.

6.2

Over an eight week period, 55 comments from 15 parties were received in
relation to the document. On the whole, the document has been very well
received and comments of support provided. Some representations highlighted
the need for additional clarification and minor editorial changes to be made to
the document. An objection to the document was received from a large fast food
operator, however it is considered that the approach taken in drafting the
document, remains valid and is consistent with national planning policy.

6.3

The comments made by consultees in response to publication of the draft
Supplementary Planning Document are summarised in the Schedule of
Responses to the Consultation (February 2014) which accompanies this report
in Appendix 2. The schedule also indicates the Council’s response to the
comments made and whether or not is agreed that an amendment should be
made.

6.4

The final draft of the SPD is attached at Appendix 3.

7.

FINANCIAL CONSIDERATIONS

7.1

The programme for delivery of the Supplementary Planning Document will be
achieved within existing resources.

8.

RISK ASSESSMENT

8.1

There are no direct risk management implications arising from this report.

9.

EQUALITY AND DIVERSITY / EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT

9.1

Consultation on the draft Hot Food Takeaway Supplementary Planning
Document was undertaken in accordance with the Council’s Statement of
Community Involvement. This ensured that hard to reach groups were included
and had the opportunity to comment on and influence the document.
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10.

CONSULTATION

10.1

The document has been subject to an eight week public consultation. The
consultation is governed by the Town and Country Planning (Local Plan)
(England) Regulations 2012 and the Council’s Statement of Community
Involvement. 55 comments from 15 parties were received in relation to the
document. A summary of representations is provided in section 6.

11.

REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATION

11.1

So that the document can be formally adopted as part of Warrington’s Local
Planning Framework and be used as a material consideration in the
determination of planning applications.

12.

RECOMMENDATION

12.1

The Executive Board is recommended to:
(i) approve the final Hot Food Takeaway Supplementary Planning Document
following amendments made as a result of the public consultation, and
(ii) approve the formal adoption of the Supplementary Planning Document.

13.

BACKGROUND PAPERS










The Warrington Unitary Development Plan (2006)
Revised Post Submission Local Plan Core Strategy (August 2013)
The National Planning Policy Framework (2012)
The Town and Country Planning (Local Planning) (England) Regulations 2012
Academy of Medical Royal Colleges (2013) – Measuring Up: The Medical
Profession’s Prescription for the nation’s obesity crisis
Healthy Weight, Healthy Lives: A Cross-Government Strategy for England (2008)
The Marmot Review: Fair Society Healthy Lives (2010)

Contacts for Background Papers:
Name
Joanne McGrath

E-mail
jmcgrath@warrington.gov.uk
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Appendix 1 – Warrington’s Local Planning Framework
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ID

Full
Name

Dawn
HFT1
Hewitt

Angela
HFT2
Atkinson

Louise
HFT3
Parker

Emily
HFT4
Hrycan

Organisation
Details

General
Opinion Please tell
us your
general
opinion on
this
section

Environment
Agency

Generally
Agree

Thank you for referring the above consultation. We have no
comments to make on the document.

Marine
Management
Organisation

Generally
Agree

Thank you for inviting the Marine Management Organisation
(MMO) to comment on the above consultation. I can confirm
that the MMO has no comments to submit in relation to this
consultation.

Comments noted

Stockton
Heath Parish
Council

Generally
Agree

Page 28 Paragraph 6.32 'T' is missing from ‘ T he
Environmental Protection Act 1990.

Comment noted, amendment
made.

We would encourage you to consider the historic
environment in the production of your SPD. We recommend
that you seek advice from the local authority conservation
officer and from the appropriate archaeological staff. They
are best placed to provide information on the historic
environment, advise on local historic environment issues and
priorities, indicate how heritage assets may be affected and
identify opportunities for securing wider benefits through the
conservation and enhancement of the historic environment.

Comments noted. The SPD will
operate within the wider context
of the UDP/emerging Core
Strategy, both of which contain
policies and proposals to
protect, conserve and positively
enhance the boroughs heritage
assets. In addition, Section 3 of
the SPD makes reference to
ensuring a high quality built
environment through new

General Comments - Comments to support your choice
above

Officer Comments

Comments noted

English
Heritage

Neither
Agree or
Disagree
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You should have regard to the National Planning Policy
Framework and the Practice Guide accompanying Planning
Policy Statement 5: Planning for the Historic Environment
which sets out Government policy on conserving heritage
assets and utilising the historic environment in creating
sustainable places.

Officer Comments

proposals.

It is suggested that you also review the relevant guidance
and advice on our websites www.english-heritage.org.uk and
www.helm.org.uk .
Thank you for consulting Development Management in
respect of the above.

Mr
HFT5

Daniel
Hartley

WBC Development
Management

Neither
Agree or
Disagree

I have the following comments to make and in doing so I
recognise the difficulties in trying to control hot food take
aways whilst also trying not to deny individuals food choice
and ensuring that centres remain viable and active.
It may be appropriate to ask applicants to consider how they
may deal with litter as part of the submission of
applications. However, there are separate powers available
to others services in the Council to deal with litter and
therefore I would not want to be too prescriptive about this.
The planning system should not seek to duplicate controls

38

Comment noted. Paragraphs
6.27-630 provide additional
advice on Littering.
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Officer Comments

that exist elsewhere.

Mr
HFT6

Daniel

Neither
Agree or
Disagree

WBC Development
Management

Neither
Agree or
Disagree

Paragraph 4.3 – please add that pre application advice can
be sought from the Local Planning Authority in accordance
with the Council’s adopted pre application advice protocol
(including charges) on the web site.

Comment noted and
amendment made

WBC -

Neither

Paragraph 4.6 – please say for submission requirements

Comment noted. Validation

Mr
Daniel
Hartley
HFT8

Mr

Suggested approach
noted. Process to revise SCI
and suggest Health Impact
Assessments are undertaken to
be pursued outside of this
process.

WBC Development
Management

Hartley

HFT7

Health and well-being is a material planning consideration – I
think that the Director of Public health should be a consultee
for certain applications but this should probably be for
major/strategic applications. The need for HIA could form
part of the Statement of Community Involvement process. I
do not feel that it would be appropriate to “micro” manage
small applications from a health point of view. Health is
already taking into account when policies are prepared and
subsequently adopted.
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Development
Management

Agree or
Disagree

Hartley

General Comments - Comments to support your choice
above

applicants should consult the Council’s approved validation
checklists on the Council’s web site. I do not think that we
should include validation checklists in the document as these
are likely to change year on year and so there may be
subsequent differences between what appears in the SPD
and what appears on the web site. You could include this but
subject to a caveat that applicants should check the
approved checklists on the web site

Mr
HFT9

Daniel

WBC Development
Management

Neither
Agree or
Disagree

Concentration of hot food takeaways – it would be useful
to provide some definition or clarification relating to
“overconcentration”

Hartley

40

Officer Comments

checklist to be retained in the
document but suggested cavet
added to section 6.

On drafting the advice within
the SPD, to support the parent
policies within both the UDP
and Core Strategy, a
prescriptive approach
to defining overconcentration
was avoided. It was considered
that maintaining flexibility to
allow professional judgement is
the most appropriate approach.
As paragraphs 5.5 to 5.9 of the
reasoned justification within the
SPD explains, each application
has to be assessed on its own
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above

Officer Comments

merits and the factors
contributing to the vitality and
viability of a centre
appropriately considered
through existing evidence,
circumstances and any material
considerations when faced with
a proposal. A prescriptive
approach would not allow
material considerations to be
taken into account.
Mr
HFT10 Daniel

WBC Development
Management

Neither
Agree or
Disagree

Hot food take aways and schools – I can see the merit in
controlling the number and proximity of hot food takeaways
near schools – the restriction relating to hours is supported
as that would prohibit hours during school times.

Support noted

Neither
Agree or
Disagree

6.63 Visual Impact – I think that we need more in terms of
the use of external flues as they can cause harm to the
character and appearance of an area. The SPD should state
that in prominent locations, on listed buildings and in
conservation areas the LPA will normally require flues to be
internally fitted (i.e. within the building) and not externally
mounted and with only a small section of flue extended
through the roof – I understand that flues should normally and as a minimum - extend 1 metre above the eaves of a

Comments noted and internally
fitted flues are acceptable. Note
with regard to the minimum
height of 1m above the eaves of
the roof, paragraph 6.66/6.67
(previously paragraph 6.16)
explains the circumstances
when the final discharge point
should be more than 1 m.

Hartley

Mr
HFT12 Daniel
Hartley

WBC Development
Management
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roof to ensure that odour disperses away from existing
properties. The SPD needs to be firmed up to reflect this
issue.
The Members welcomed the Hot Food Takeaway
Supplementary Planning Document however it was
questioned:
Louise
HFT13
Parker

Louise
HFT14
Parker

Louise
HFT15
Parker

Stockton
Heath Parish
Council

Neither
Agree or
Disagree

- Why no reference was made to the Cumulative Impact
Policy in the WBC Appendix 1 - Statement of Licensing
Policy - Licensing Act 2003 where it states at 6.7 Conclusion:
- “Special consideration should therefore…be given to
applications for take away premises.”

Stockton
Heath Parish
Council

Neither
Agree or
Disagree

No reference made to Policy SW 1 of the emerging
Warrington Local Plan Core Strategy.

Stockton
Heath Parish
Council

Neither
Agree or
Disagree

Whether the shops on the A49, London Road, Stretton
should be included on the map on page 37 - 8 Appendix 1:
Location of defined centres within the borough.
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Section 6 of the SPD has been
amended to include an
additional paragraph on
licencing (paragraph 6.75)

The SPD applies borough wide
including the Stockton Heath
area. Specific reference is not
necessary.

These are not defined centres
within the Adopted UDP (Policy
TCD1) or emerging Local Plan
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Officer Comments

Core Strategy (SN4) therefore
cannot be included as a defined
centre. Any proposals for a HFT
in this location would be
assessed as an out of centre
location.
Diane
HFT16

Network Rail

Neither
Agree or
Disagree

We have no comments.

Comments noted

Highways
Agency

Generally
Agree

The Highways Agency would not wish to make any
comments with regards to this document. However we will
look forward to future consultation and dialogue with
Warrington Council.

Comments noted

Natural
England

Neither
Agree or
Disagree

Natural England has no comment to make in this instance.

Comment noted

Clarke
Sion
HFT17

OwenEllis
Lousia

HFT18
Aspden

Louise
HFT19
Parker

Neither
Appleton
Agree or
Parish Council
Disagree

Section 6 of the SPD has been
Why no reference was made to the Cumulative Impact Policy amended to include an
additional paragraph on
in the WBC Appendix 1 - Statement of Licensing Policy licencing (paragraph 6.75)
Licensing Act 2003 where it states at 6.7 Conclusion: “Special consideration should therefore…be given to
applications for take away premises.”
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Neither
Appleton
Agree or
Parish Council
Disagree

Neither
Appleton
Agree or
Parish Council
Disagree

Neither
Appleton
Agree or
Parish Council
Disagree

General Comments - Comments to support your choice
above

No reference made to Policy SW 1 of the emerging
Warrington Local Plan Core Strategy.

Whether the shops on the A49, London Road, Stretton
should be included on the map on page 37 - 8 Appendix 1:
Location of defined centres within the borough?

How and will the policies be enforced?

44

Officer Comments

The SPD applies borough wide
therefore specific reference is
not appropriate

These are not defined centres
within the Adopted UDP or
emerging Local Plan Core
Strategy therefore cannot be
included as a defined centre.

The policies to assess all
planning applications are set
out in the Council's adopted
Unitary Development Plan and
emerging Local Plan Core
Strategy. Section 5 of this SPD
provides additional
criteria/guidance on how
planning applications for Hot
Food Takeaways will be
considered and assessed. If
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above

Officer Comments

planning permission and
licensing is granted, the
operations of the
establishments will be
monitored to ensure compliance
with any conditions it is deemed
appropriate to impose.

Oughtrington
Community
Centre

Neither
Agree or
Disagree

The publication of updated guidance to operators is both
necessary and welcome. It is important that any possible
misunderstandings on the part of established and aspiring
operators with regard to a wide range of requirements and
elements of good practice are addressed through the issuing
of guidance which will be useful from the earliest stages of
preparing an application. The proposal to require an aspiring
Support noted
operator to understand every requirement defined in an
exhaustive check-list, before any planning application is
entertained, is supported. This may also prove to be an
economical way of ensuring that any subsequent episodes of
non-compliance are minimised. This would surely help in
WBC’s quest to manage the inspection and control regime at
a time when its resources will be increasingly stretched.

Oughtrington
Community
Centre

Neither
Agree or
Disagree

The consultation document is helpful in listing the types of
outlet which are defined as Hot Food Takeaway
Comment noted
establishments and those which are not so-defined, including
‘hybrids’, such as Sandwich shops and bakeries which sell

Mr
HFT23 Ian
Estall

Mr
HFT24

Ian
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Estall

Neither
Agree or
Disagree

The village centre also contains two businesses which
operate exclusively as Hot Food Takeaways [Fish and
Chips/Chinese and Indian]. These do not appear to give rise
to more than minimal disturbance or associated littering. A
limited amount of short-term customer car-parking takes
place. In Lymm’s case this causes little disturbance or
disruption; partly because there is only a very small
residential population in the immediate vicinity.

Oughtrington
Community
Centre

Neither
Agree or
Disagree

The guidance offered to operators within, or close to more
concentrated residential areas is essential, with regard to the
full range of potential negative environmental effects of lateSupport noted
night opening is definitely to be welcomed and appears to
strike the right balance of discouragement and control. In this
context, the proposal to require operators to sign up to a
‘Litter Management Plan’ is supportable.

Neither
Agree or
Disagree

Whilst the infrastructure for inspecting Takeaway premises
may be less well-resourced than is desirable, it would be
useful and sensible for WBC to indicate how often premises
will be inspected . More crucially, it would be useful for the
public to know where the findings of inspections can be
viewed. Given the recognised popularity of Hot Food

Estall

Mr
HFT26 Ian

Oughtrington
Community
Centre

Estall

Mr
HFT27 Ian
Estall

Officer Comments

pre-heated food for consumption off their sales’ premises.
Various restaurants in Lymm Village centre offer hot food for
collection for home consumption.

Mr
HFT25 Ian

General Comments - Comments to support your choice
above

Oughtrington
Community
Centre
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Comment noted

The ‘starring’ system for food
hygiene of Hot Food
Takeaways is already
something which the Council
carries out and the outcome of
these inspections are published
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on the Council's Website. Para
6.48 added to document to
explain this.

Support noted. As set out in
paragraph 7.4 of the document,
the Council's Annual Monitoring
Report will monitor the SPD's
progress and highlight any
issues that may require review.

Neither
Agree or
Disagree

Oughtrington
Community
Centre

Neither
Agree or
Disagree

It is commendable that the document is balanced enough in
its approach to recognise that, in spite of concerns as to their
professed association with obesity, HFTs do provide a valued Support noted
service to local communities and cannot, therefore, simply be
‘written-off’ as undesirable.

Mr

Estall

Takeaways, is there any possibility of introducing the
‘starring’ system, as is emerging for restaurants?

Oughtrington
Community
Centre

Estall

HFT29 Ian

Officer Comments

Linked to this point is the document’s recognition of concerns
about the negative effects on health of the growth and
increased levels of access to HFTs. The proposition that
evidence to that effect might play a part in WBC’s
assessment of applications for new outlets is welcomed, but
its effective application would be a challenge as it would
break new ground in linking public health and development
control in this way and demand a high level of shared
commitment from WBC and its partner Health agencies. It
would be worthwhile and a prime example of a new
approach, of which the degree to which it succeeds will need
to be assessed through WBC’s Annual Monitoring Reports.

Mr
HFT28 Ian

General Comments - Comments to support your choice
above
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Mr
HFT30 Ian

Oughtrington
Community
Centre

Neither
Agree or
Disagree

Estall

Mr
HFT31 Ian

Oughtrington
Community
Centre

Neither
Agree or
Disagree

The Coal
Authority

Neither
Agree or
Disagree

Estall

Deb
HFT32
Roberts

General Comments - Comments to support your choice
above

Officer Comments

The specific proposal to restrict opening hours of outlets
within 400 metres of a secondary school, such that they are
not able to tempt students to visit them in lunch-breaks etc is
Comment noted
also supportable; although such limitations would have no
effect in Lymm, where the only such facilities are more than
400 metres away from the school [but, nonetheless, known to
attract students at lunch-times].

Although OCC cannot speak for Lymm [or any other] Parish
Council, is it possible that Parish Councils might be allocated
a part in inspections, along with other appointed citizens?
The question of possibly setting-up a system for training of,
and support for local elected representatives and ‘active’
citizens at least deserves attention.

I confirm that we have no specific comments to make at this
stage.

48

Parish Councils and members
of the public are encouraged to
alert the Council to any
potential 'front of house'
noncompliance or
mismanagement issues.
However the actual inspection
of the premises require 'powers
of entry' and unfortunately
these cannot be extended to
members of the public.

Comment noted
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Officer Comments

Culcheth and Glazebury Parish Council is pleased that the
Borough Council have recognised the issues involved and
we welcome this document.

Mr

Clerk

Culcheth and
Glazebury
Durrington Parish Council

HFT33 Michael

Neither
Agree or
Disagree

Councillors are well aware of the problems caused by
takeaways and the "planning creep" where by a shop, low
impact in terms of hours litter and noise, changes class to
become a late night litter, odour, parking and noise problem.

Comment noted. Section 6
seeks to provide useful
information for future applicants
considering applying for
planning permission for a new
HFT (including litter
management advice).

This SPD may be to help applicants through the planning
process but it also needs to steer them away from locations
where they can blight a neighbourhood. They also need
advice on managing litter as well as taking litter issues
seriously.
Mr

Clerk

Generally
Culcheth and
Agree
Glazebury
Durrington Parish Council

HFT34 Michael

HFT35

Mr

Clerk

Generally
Agree

1.3 the Council supports

Support noted

2.1, 2.2 the Council agrees

Support noted
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Officer Comments

Culcheth and
Glazebury
Durrington Parish Council
Michael

Mr

Clerk

Neither
Culcheth and Agree or
Disagree
Glazebury
Durrington Parish Council

HFT36 Michael

Mr

Clerk

Neither
Culcheth and Agree or
Disagree
Glazebury
Durrington Parish Council

HFT37 Michael

Comment noted. Any future
planning applications for a new
HFT will be assessed using the
Councils adopted development
2.27 to 2.4 Certainly sanctions and controls are needed for
plan and this SPD as a material
existing takeaways but there also needs to be strong policies
planning consideration which
in place in order to successfully refuse planning permission in
direct such uses to defined
residential areas where appropriate.
centres within the borough.

3.15 Councillors are concerned in the way that a shop could
"progress" to a takeaway. In particular, sandwich shops,
often in a residential area, can start cooking food (without
appropriate extractors) and progress to a cooked food outlet
with outside seating. Clearly it could be seen as successful
business expansion but residential amenity should be the
priority.
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Comment noted. An A1 use
(shop) would always require
planning permission to change
into an A5 use (HFT) and there
would therefore be an
opportunity to assess the likely
impacts of the change. .
Residential amenity would then
be considered as part of any
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Officer Comments

planning application.
Instances of a breach in
permitted use should be
reported to planning
enforcement

Mr

Clerk

Generally
Culcheth and
Agree
Glazebury
Durrington Parish Council

HFT38 Michael

Mr

Clerk

Neither
Culcheth and Agree or
Disagree
Glazebury
Durrington Parish Council

HFT39 Michael

4. Councillors are pleased to see a detailed check list for
applicants.

The validation checklist is to be
removed from the SPD.
However the Council’s
approved validation checklist is
available on the Council’s
website and reference to it is
included in the SPD. This is to
ensure the checklist is not out
of date within the document.

Support noted. On drafting the
SPD, all available evidence and
5. The Council supports the considerations when applications assessment of recent case law
was taken into account on
are assessed, but the SPD needs to be clear about the
deciding the most appropriate
importance of these considerations. Limitations on opening
policy approach. Evidence to
times within 400 metres of a Secondary School are to be
include Primary Schools was
supported - cannot Primary Schools be included?
not considered appropriate,
mainly because primary school
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children do not leave the
premises at lunch time and are
supervised by an adult on their
route to and from school and
therefore less likely to access
HFTs on their own.
Joann
HFT40
Mullally

Warrington
Borough
Council

Neither
Agree or
Disagree

4.6 I believe the Validation checklist (6.2) will be removed, as
Comment noted and
it may be subject to change this paragraph should be altered
amendment made
to note the change.
6.2 Should be removed
Insert new wording

Joann
HFT41
Mullally

Warrington
Borough
Council

Generally
Disagree

Environmental Protection information which may be
required for Hot Food Takeaway Applications

Comment noted and
amendment made

6.2 General guidance can be provided prior to an application
from Environmental Protection. Specific Guidance can be
sort through the formal pre application process.
Joann
HFT42
Mullally

Warrington
Borough
Council

Neither
Agree or
Disagree

6.30 Additional information to insert
Details of how litter generated at the premises will be
managed should be provided, in the form of a litter

52

Comment noted and
amendment made.
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Officer Comments

management plan. This may include litter bin provision,
details of a cleaning programme to clean up litter from
external areas and litter advice and signage to be provided at
the premises.
We would like to make the follow specific comments, to be
included in further consultations and where necessary, the
development of the Council’s future sustained economic
growth plans and polices, to ensure that all new growth can
be delivered sustainably and with the necessary
infrastructure available in line with the Council’s delivery
targets.
Mr
HFT44 David
Sherratt

Local
Development
Framework
Assessor
United Utilities
Water PLC

Legislative Waste Requirements
Neither
Agree or
Disagree

6.26 When operating a hot food takeaway premises, it is the
operators responsibility to ensure that any waste produced
on the premises is appropriately disposed of. The
Environment Agency website http://www.environmentagency.gov.uk/business/topics/waste/121280.Aspx provides
a range of information including how to dispose of cooking
oil, duty of care with regards to waste disposal and the
necessary permits required. The council advise that
applicants consult this website prior to submitting a formal
planning application.

53

Comments noted and
suggested text included
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Officer Comments

Please add the following text
To prevent blockages and the flooding of properties, grease
traps should be installed and maintained on all drains from
hot food takeaway premises.
Our historical responses to the Council's Local Development
Framework consultations; planning applications; pre
developer enquiries and planning policy liaison meeting
comments are still valid and should be taken into
consideration when developing your Hot Food Takeaway
SPD and supporting policies.
We would like to be notified of the Council’s decision on
whether to accept our comments and the future progress of
the Hot Food Takeaway SPD.

Mr
HFT45 Matthew
Carpenter

Planware Ltd

Neither
Agree or
Disagree

1. This objection relates to the above policy and generally to
the SPD, each of which is considered unsound for the
reasons set out below. In principle, it is inconsistent with the
Framework.
2. Planning policy must be consistent with the principles set
out within the Framework. Each policy should “plan”
positively for development; be justified; effective; and
consistent with the Framework. If any policy that is not

54

The SPD does not contain new
policies, only considerations to
support the parent polices
within the Council's Adopted
Development Plan, these
policies are considered to be in
compliance with the framework.
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Officer Comments

The SPD provides additional
advice to direct HFT to defined
centres in the borough
3. We have identified why we consider the policy is not sound (consistent with the NPPF and
Adopted Development Plan)
having regard to paragraph 182 of the Framework.
and does not seek to influence
people's dietary choices.
4. We consider that the policy should be deleted along with
the relevant preceding and supporting text. By way of
The Council do not agree with
overview, the Framework provides no justification at all for
the assertion that the SPD is
using the development control system to seek to influence
people's dietary choices, nor is there any adequate evidence inconsistent with the framework
to justify the underlying assumption of the policy that locating and should be deleted. The
SPD plans positively for
any A5 use within certain distances of schools causes
development. Para 153 of the
adverse health consequences which would in turn have
NPPF outlines that
negative land use planning consequences. The evidence
Supplementary Planning
does not support this chain of reasoning or the significant
restriction in opening hours which the policy seeks to impose. Documents should be used
where they can help applicants
This in turn will restrict some, if not all A5 operators.
make successful applications.
compliant with one of these four tests, it cannot be
considered sound (see the Framework).

The policy is not positively prepared, justified, effective
or consistent with the Framework.
Mr
HFT46

Matthew

Planware Ltd

Neither
Agree or
Disagree

5. The policy will restrict growth and is inconsistent with the
framework.
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The SPD does not advocate a
'blanket approach' to restrict all
new HFTs opening within 400m
of a secondary school, it simply
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Carpenter
6. The policy will significantly limit the opening hours of all
new take-away (A5) proposals within the "restricted zones",
thus is not a positive approach to planning. The Framework
"foreword" sustainable development is about positive growth,
making economic, environmental and social progress for this
and future generations.

Officer Comments

seeks to delay the opening time
to 5pm to avoid school children
accessing such food
immediately after school and
during lunch breaks.

The Council do not agree that
the SPD will restrict growth. The
7. As worded, the draft policy takes an ambiguous view of hot potential negative impact on the
local community and
food takeaways in relation to the proximity of schools. It
employment provision would be
applies a blanket approach to restrict development with little
sound planning reasoning or planning justification. The policy minimal. The SPD is consistent
with the framework to ensure
is overly restrictive and not positive in its approach. This is
the vitality of defined centres
contrary to para 14 of the Framework which advises
(Section 2 of NPPF).
authorities to positively seek opportunities to meet
development needs of their area.
8. Thus the policy is inconsistent with para 19 and 21 of the
Framework. Para 19 states:
Planning should operate to encourage and not act as an
impediment to sustainable growth. Therefore significant
weight should be placed on the need to support economic
growth through the planning system.
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Officer Comments

9. Para 21 states:
Investment in business should not be over-burdened by the
combined requirements of planning policy expectations
10. Preparing extensive "restricted zones" of 400m is not
positive planning and thus also inconstant with paras 19 and
21 as set out above. No plan showing the significance of
these zones has been produced to assess the extent or
implications of the policy.
11. The policy takes a generic approach to restricting the
opening hours, rather than the consideration of each
application on a site by site basis. It does not differentiate
between differing types of businesses within Class A5, many
of which may be acceptable within the "restricted zones" and
thus should not have restricted opening hours. No
consideration has been given to the menu on offer or the
services an operator may provide. This is also not justified.
Mr
HFT47 Matthew

Planware Ltd

Neither
Agree or
Disagree

12. McDonald’s for instance has invested significantly to
evolve its menu over the last 10 years – both to extend the
range of choice and to reformulate products. For example,
McDonald’s has:

Carpenter

57

This information is not disputed
and the lead McDonalds have
taken as a major international
company is to be commended.
McDonald’s is defined under
the Use Class Order as an A3
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Added porridge, salads, grilled chicken wraps, carrot
sticks, fruit bags, orange juice, mineral water, and
organic milk to its menu;
Completely removed hydrogenated trans-fats from its
menu
Introduced menu board calorie labelling, in addition
to the nutritional information provided on its website,
trayliners, and packaging
Reduced salt in Chicken McNuggets (36%), and fries
(25%) since 2003
Reduced fat in milkshakes (34% since 2010), and
deli rolls (42% since 2011)

Officer Comments

with ancillary A5, therefore this
SPD would not apply in the
assessment of such future
planning applications.

13. In addition, as the Community Partner of the four home
nations Football Associations, McDonald’s has helped to
train and recruit more than 30,000 coaches over the last 10
years. They in turn, have provided more than 2 million hours
of free, quality coaching.

Mr
HFT48 Matthew

Planware Ltd

Neither
Agree or
Disagree

14. The policy does not allow for exceptions, rather limits the
opening hours of all A5 development within the restricted
zones. This is also unjustified.

Carpenter

58

The criteria does allow for the
exception where proposals fall
within a designated centre and
can demonstrate that the
introduction of such a use will
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15. The policy has a disproportionate effect on land use
planning and the economy when taking into account the
limited purchases made by school children who may only
have the potential to visit A5 establishments at the end of the
school day, and only during term time.
16. No consideration is given to the achievement of
sustainable development as required throughout the
Framework.

Mr
HFT49 Matthew
Carpenter

Planware Ltd

Neither
Agree or
Disagree

17. Notwithstanding our objection to the principle of the
policy, the distance of 400m from a secondary school
requires clarification and justification. No details have been
provided of where the 400m should be taken from; it is our
view this should be from the principle school entrance (if at
all) and should not include playing fields or the like.
Measuring from a property boundary is likely to provide
significantly more than 400m walking distance in most
circumstances and thus overly restrictive. This should be
amended accordingly. Not only is this negative planning but
should be considered unjustified.
18. The Framework cannot be interpreted to allow a blanket
approach to restricting the opening hours of a particular use

59

Officer Comments

positively contribute to the
centre.
On drafting the SPD, all
available evidence and
assessment of recent case law
was taken into account on
deciding the most appropriate
policy approach. The approach
is justified based on evidence
set out within the SPD.
The 400m distance is taken
from the centre of each of
the 12 secondary schools within
the borough. For clarity a map
has been included at Appendix
2 to show the location of these.
The approach is justified based
on evidence set out within the
SPD.
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class. Moreover, the evidence does not support such
restrictions. The need for evidence is emphasised in para
158 of the Framework which states that each local plan (and
thus by definition its policy) should be based on adequate,
up-to-date and relevant evidence. Compliance with the
soundness test is still required. The presented policy fails the
relevant tests.

19. No consideration has been given to other A1 class uses
and their contribution or impact on daily diet or wellbeing.
The policy is therefore not holistic in its approach and will not
achieve the aim set out in the plan.
Mr
HFT50 Matthew
Carpenter

Planware Ltd

Neither
Agree or
Disagree

Para 3.12 to 3.16 within SPD
outlines the difference between
A1 food uses and A5. The SPD
acknowledges that its focus is
20. Professor Jack Winkler’s research into ‘The School
Fringe’, for London Metropolitan University for instance found on A5 uses and their potential
impact on the vitality and
that just 3/10 purchases were at A5 takeaways. 70% of
viability of defined centres. The
purchases within the 400m school fringe were at A1 or A3
SPD cannot and does not seek
units, and his research concluded ‘the most popular shop
to provide additional guidance
near Urban was the supermarket, with more visits than all
or restrict A1 uses when
takeaways put together’.
assessing future planning
applications.
21. The policy does not restrict hours of new A1 uses within
the planned restricted zones and therefore the sale of food
and drink will still occur. There is no evidence to assume that
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food or drink sold from an A1 shop is any more or less
healthy than that available from an A5 use. The planned
policy approach is therefore not effective and unjustified. The
policy will place a moratorium against one use class of
development, but will not meet the ambition set out in the
policy.
22. No consideration has been given to the potential negative
impact that the policy may have on the local community,
employment provision or to sustainability. No alternative
considerations to this blanket approach have presented.

Mr
HFT51 Matthew
Carpenter

Planware Ltd

Neither
Agree or
Disagree

23. McDonald's offers a first step on the career ladder, and
nationally recognised qualifications which include Adult
Certificates in English and Maths; a Level 2 Apprenticeship;
and a Foundation Degree in Managing Business Operations.
The company therefore plays a significant role improving the
skills base of the local workforce, and supporting work-based
learning.
24. We have demonstrated above that the policy is not
consistent with national planning policy.
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The SPD does not advocate a
'blanket approach' to restrict all
new HFTs opening within 400m
of a secondary school, it simply
seeks to delay the opening time
to 5pm to avoid school children
accessing such food
immediately after school and
during lunch breaks.
The potential negative impact
on the local community and
employment provision would be
minimal.
The SPD approach is
consistent with the parent
polices in the development
plan. These have been subject
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to Sustainability Appraisal as
part of the wider development
plan process against several
overriding objectives including
those referred to.

25. The proposal does not accord with the “golden thread”
running through the Framework which seeks to build a strong
competitive economy. The policy potentially stifles economic
development and is not consistent with the policy framework.

Mr
HFT52 Matthew
Carpenter

Planware Ltd

Neither
Agree or
Disagree

26. The policy is not supported by the Framework. Indeed it
appears that paragraph 3.3 of the preceding text incorrectly
interprets Section 8 of the Framework - “healthy
communities”. That section does not refer to or mention
dietary choices or takeaways or make reference to medical
health. The section only refers to land use planning matters
specifically relating to the community, i.e. social, recreational
and cultural facilities. This is later confirmed in para 171 of
the Framework. There is no reference to medical health in
the Framework.
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Paragraphs 3.1 to 4.4 within the
SPD outline the Council's
interpretation of the NPPF in
terms of supporting healthy
inclusive communities. It is
considered that the SPD is
entirely consistent with this
notion and the Framework.
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Mr
HFT53 Matthew

Planware Ltd

Neither
Agree or
Disagree

General Comments - Comments to support your choice
above

27. The proposed policy is considered unsound and fails to
meet the four tests of the Framework. It is not positively
prepared; justified; effective; or consistent with national
planning policy. It should therefore be deleted in its entirety.
No alternative wording or alterations can be suggested that
would make the proposed policy, the proceeding text or
supporting text sound.

Carpenter

Officer Comments

SPDs are not subject to an
Examination in Public as they
do not form part of the adopted
Development Plan but are a
material consideration in the
determination of planning
applications once adopted.

28. We reserve the right to expand on, and provide evidence
to support the points raised above at any examination in
public.
Objection to the preceding and supporting text of Policy
‘Hot food takeaways and schools'
Section 2 - Health

Mr
HFT54 Matthew
Carpenter

Planware Ltd

Neither
Agree or
Disagree

29. Paragraphs 2.5 to 2.26 are not a consideration for
planning. Para 2.26 reference to the Framework and its
promotion of "healthy communities" (para 17). This is further
expanded within Section 8 of the Framework. Section 8
makes no reference to dietary choices, takeaways or medical
health. The whole section refers to land use planning matters
specifically relating to community matters, i.e. social,

63

Paras 2.5 to 2.6 of the SPD
simply set out the evidence
base of local strategies to
improve health, social and
cultural wellbeing as set out in
the Framework at both
paragraphs 17 and 171.
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recreational and cultural facilities. This is later confirmed in
para 171 of the Framework.
30. The word "Healthy" in the title of Section 8 of the
Framework has been incorrectly interpreted by the authority
and thus this section of the SPD should be removed.

Paragraph 5.5
Mr
HFT55 Matthew

Planware Ltd

Neither
Agree or
Disagree

3.1. Similarly to the above comments, ‘health related
problems' with regards to diet is not a consideration for
planning.

Carpenter

Officer Comments

As above, the Council’s
interpretation of the NPPF in
terms of supporting healthy
inclusive communities is set out
in paragraphs 3.1 to 4.4 of the
SPD.

Paragraph 5.5 is concerned
with the concentration of A5
units within a defined centre
and notes that they may impact
on health related problems. The
planning consideration would
be whether the concentration of
such units impact on the health
of the centre.

32. The paragraph should be removed.
Paragraph to remain as
originally drafted.
Mr
HFT56

Matthew

Planware Ltd

Neither
Agree or
Disagree

Paragraphs 5.25 to 5.33
33. These paragraphs do not provide a planning justification
to support the policy. No further reference has been made to

64

The approach is justified based
on evidence set out within the
SPD.
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the Framework. The paragraphs should thus be deleted.
34. With regard to para 5.32 we refer to our objection to the
principle policy. This paragraph is unsound and therefore
should be removed.
35. As above, and notwithstanding our objection to the
principle of the policy, the distance of 400m from a secondary
school requires clarification. Given this distance is quoted as
a walking distance; it is our view this should be from the
principle school entrance and should not include playing
fields or the like. Measuring from a property boundary is likely
to provide significantly more than 400m in most
circumstances. This should be amended accordingly.

65

Officer Comments

The 400m distance is taken
from the centre of each of the
12 secondary schools within the
borough. For clarity a map has
been included at Appendix 2 to
show the location of these.
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1 Introduction
1.1 This Supplementary Planning Document (SPD) aims to expand on the policies within Warrington's
Development Plan and relevant national guidance in relation to development proposals for Hot Food
Takeaways. The SPD is a material consideration in the determination of future planning applications
and provides advice and guidance for applicants proposing to open a Hot Food Takeaway related
developments in the borough.
1.2 The document represents the outcome of a collaboration between a number of council departments
including planning, environmental protection, highways and public health.
1.3

Specifically the SPD aims to assist in:
Safeguarding the vitality and viability of defined centres in the borough and ensure local services
and facilities are protected and enhanced
Improving the environmental quality of the immediate area surrounding hot food takeaway
properties and ensure that residential amenity or highway and pedestrian safety are not
compromised as a result of any future hot food takeaway proposals
Improving health outcomes

1.4 A key objective of the document is also to help applicants through the planning process when
applying for a new hot food takeaway premises, by providing clarification on how existing policies will
be applied and how they should be interpreted. The document aims to bring together relevant guidance
and advice into one place which will be beneficial to applicants and will in turn ensure a more consistent
approach in the determination of planning applications.
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2 Hot Food Takeaways and the need for the document
Supporting Retail Centres and Local Facilities
2.1 Hot food takeaways represent a popular service for local communities and can be an important
complimentary service in many areas of the borough. Nevertheless, when compared to other local
services, hot food takeaways have a greater potential to detract from residential amenity and
environmental quality through increased incidence of litter, odours, noise and general disturbance,
parking and traffic problems.
2.2 In recent years a number of retail units have been converted into hot food takeaways creating,
in some instances, high concentrations of hot food takeaway premises. This can have a detrimental
impact on the vitality and viability of retail centres within the borough and adversely affect the range
of services available to local communities.
(1)

2.3 Consequently, there is a need to ensure that the boroughs defined centres contain an appropriate
and diverse range of facilities and services that meet local needs and that the concentration of hot food
takeaway establishments are managed so that the primary purpose of defined centres are not
undermined.
2.4 The increasingly popular nature of hot food takeaways has reinforced the need for up-to-date
guidance. This SPD builds on the policy basis already set out within the Council's existing Development
Plan in the form of saved UDP policies and emerging Local Plan Core Strategy to protect and enhance
the vitality and viability of existing centres within the borough. The SPD provides more detailed planning
guidance to assess and determine future planning applications and is intended to guide prospective
take away owners and their agents to encourage the submission of good quality planning applications
and subsequently well managed and operated hot food takeaway premises.

Health
Obesity: The scale of the challenge
2.5 Obesity presents one of the greatest public health challenges today and is a key risk factor for
preventable diseases which lead to premature death including heart disease, stroke, diabetes and
some cancers. Obesity and the disease burden it causes disproportionately affect the more socially
and economic deprived populations. A 5-10kg reduction in weight in obese adults has been shown to
(2)(3)(4)(5)
improve blood pressure, cholesterol, lung function in asthma and arthritis related disability
.
2.6 Nationally direct costs to the NHS for obesity are estimated to be £4.2 billion which are likely to
double by 2050 (Foresight 2006). Wider costs to the economy are estimated to reach £50 billion by
(6)
2050 (Foresight 2006) . Regionally, the estimated annual cost to the NHS of diseases related to
obesity in 2010 was £36.8 million and £68.1million for those diseases related to overweight and obesity.
It is estimated that these costs will rise to £42.3 million and £72.8 million by 2015. Therefore, financially
(7)
it is clear that there is a significant burden here to local, regional and national economies .

1

2
3
4
5
6
7

The boroughs hierarchy of defined retail centres are set out in adopted UDP Policy TCD1 and emerging local plan Policy
SN4. The Council's Warrington Retail Centres Report (2012) outlines their location, role and function and provides an
indication of the number and type of units within the centres. Appendix 1 of this document also provides a map with their
respective locations
NICE (2006) Clinical Guideline 43 – Obesity, available online at
http://www.nice.org.uk/nicemedia/pdf/CG43NICEGuideline.pdf (accessed 30.09.13)
SIGN (Scottish Intercollegiate Guidelines Network) (2010) Management of Obesity: A National Clinical Guideline
Galani and Schneider 2007 – Modelling the lifetime costs and health effects of lifestyle intervention in the prevention and
treatment of obesity in Switzerland, International Journal of Public Health 52 (372-382)
Stenius-Aarniala, B, Poussa, T, Kvarnström, J, et al Immediate and long term effects of weight reduction in obese people
with asthma: randomized controlled study BMJ (2000); 320, 827-832.
Foresight Report (2006)
LJMU (2010) Liverpool Public Health Observatory Cost Effectiveness Review
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2.7 The obesity crisis has attracted much attention in recent years, with overarching documents such
(8)
as the cross governmental strategy Healthy Weight, Healthy Lives (2008) setting the tone for an
intended approach to obesity. The strategy emphasised the need to focus on a) early prevention of
unhealthy weight in childhood, b) promotion of healthier food choices, c) building physical activity into
our lives and d) incentivising healthier decision making;
(9)

2.8
Furthermore, the Marmot Review (2010) which focused on a strategic review of health
inequalities emphasised the need for a focus and sustained investment in early years along with an
improvement in programmes that tackle the causes of obesity. It raises the notion of proportionate
universalism to focus on those populations most at risk of obesity and its disease burden.
2.9 Reducing obesity by 1% or preventing a 1% increase in obesity would result in cost avoidance
(10)
for the NHS of between £66 and £74 million per year NICE (2006)
(11)

2.10 The Heart of Mersey Foundation produced a recent briefing paper
(2011) to highlight the
emerging risk associated with the increasing size of the informal ‘eating out’ or takeaway sector. The
paper initially highlights the rise in obesity and problems that we are facing as a nation. Data from the
Health Survey for England (2009) indicates that from 1993 to 2009 obesity in men increased from 13%
to 22% and from 16% to 24% in women. The paper further suggested that, where there are a large
number of fast food outlets in an area, there is an association with an increase in BMI in children in
(12)
particular, this may be a reflection of an ‘obesogenic’ environment . Options within environments
such as this are skewed towards unhealthy choice, making it difficult for healthier choices to be the
easier option. It has been suggested that it will take major changes in both lifestyle and wider
environment to slow or reverse the current trend of increasing levels of obesity and overweight.
2.11 The eating habits developed in childhood have a huge effect on an individual’s long-term
(13)
health . By providing greater access to more nutritious food, fruit and vegetables that go towards
meeting our recommended daily intake for vital vitamins and minerals we can help to build a healthier
nation. Allowing increased access to the often high fat, salt and sugar content of foods sold in fast food
takeaways will simply add to the trend we are currently seeing around obesity.
2.12 In relation to the above point, nutrition interventions are potentially the most cost effective way
(14)
of tackling issues such as coronary heart disease and other conditions.
2.13 There are a wide range of obesity-associated diseases that exist, however diabetes mellitus
Type 2 is the leading co-morbidity carrying the highest risk of developing in the course of body weight
increase. Clearly, the growing prevalence of obesity is the major factor driving the increasing prevalence
of diabetes mellitus Type 2. As a consequence, the number of adults with diabetes mellitus Type 2 is
predicted to almost double over the next 25 years on a worldwide scale, from approx. 171 million in
(15)
2000 to 366 million by the year 2030 .

8
9
10

11
12
13
14
15

6

Healthy Weight, Healthy Lives: A Cross-Government Strategy for England (2008)
The Marmot Review: Fair Society, Healthy Lives (2010)
Obesity: guidance on the prevention, identification, assessment and management of overweight and obesity in adults
and children. National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence. NICE clinical guideline 43. Full guidance, Section 6
‘Health Economics’
Heart of Mersey Foundation (2011) Takeaway Food: A Briefing Paper
Lin Biing-Hwan and Guthrie J. (1996). The Quality of Children’s Diets At and Away From Home. Food Review. May-August
1996 45-50.
Heart of Mersey Foundation (2011) School Food Trust Advisory Panel Recommendations
Dalziel K, Segal L (2007) Time to give nutrition interventions a higher profile: cost-effectiveness of 10 nutrition interventions.
Health Promotion International; 22(4): 271-283.
Chaturvedi N. The burden of diabetes and its complications: Trends and implications for intervention (Diabetes Res Clin
Pract) 2007;76 Suppl 1:S3-12. Epub 2007 Mar 6.
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2.14 Recent research has found that as the consumption of fast food increases, the risk of depression
(16)
also increases . Some research has suggested that links exist between the consumption of fast
(17)
food and obesity, which can increase the risk of developing type II diabetes .
2.15 Obesity prevalence has strong links with deprivation, as deprivation rises so does obesity. The
evidence to support a link between socioeconomic status and obesity risk amongst adults in the UK
(18)
is growing .
2.16 It is evident that planning has a key role to play in supporting local strategies to improve health.
Indeed the National Planning Policy Framework (paragraph 17) advises that planning should "take
account of and support local strategies to improve health, social and cultural wellbeing for all, and
deliver sufficient community and cultural facilities and services to meet local needs".

Local Response and Reasoned Justification for Warrington
2.17 The scale of the challenge locally, in Warrington, continues to be a considerable one, recent
lifestyle survey results suggest the percentage of all overweight or obese residents has increased from
(19)
53.2% in 2006 to 55.1% in 2013 .
2.18 Evidence suggests there are around 150 independent (A5) hot food takeaway outlets in
Warrington, of which 27.7% are located in the 10% most deprived areas of Warrington. For every one
independent fast food outlet in a deprived area, there are 481 people, whilst in non-deprived areas
there are1694 people. Exposure to independent hot food takeaways is five times higher in deprived
areas when compared to non-deprived areas.

16

17

18
19

Sanchez-Villegas et al (2012) Fast-food and commercial baked goods consumption and the risk of depression. Public
Health Nutrition, March 2012, 15: pp. 424-432, cited in Bayliss, J The geography of fast food in Warrington: A quantitative
study investigating the relationship between fast food outlet location, hygiene rating and deprivation
Prentice and Jebb (2003) Fast foods, energy density and obesity: A possible mechanistic link. Obesity Reviews, Vol.4,
pp.187–194. cited in Bayliss, J The geography of fast food in Warrington: A quantitative study investigating the relationship
between fast food outlet location, hygiene rating and deprivation
Adbulrahman, M, Scarborough, P, Galea, S (2012) Unevenly distributed: A systematic review of the health literature about
socioeconomic inequalities in adult obesity in the United Kingdom, BMC Public Health 12:18
Warrington Health, Lifestyle and Wellbeing Survey (2013) Summary of Initial Results, produced by Warrington Borough
Council Public Health Team.
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Figure 2.1 Hot Food Takeaways and the Indices of Deprivation 2010

2.19 Based on the previously referred to lifestyle survey, a prevalence of 55.1% suggests that
approximately 87,300 adults in Warrington are overweight or obese.
2.20 Obesity within Warrington has also increased since 2006; with 19.3% of residents currently
obese; this compares with 18.2% at the time of the last survey. Very similar obesity prevalence is seen
in women (19.6%) and men (19%.0), By age group, obesity prevalence is highest in people aged 40-64
(22.6%) and those aged 65+ (20.7%); and lowest amongst those aged 18-39 (14.3%).
(20)

2.21 The Lifestyle Survey has also shown that the rate of obesity in the deprived areas
Warrington is higher (26%) when compared to the remaining areas of the Borough (18%).

of

2.22 In relation to diet and nutrition, 43.3% of respondents indicated that they ate less than the
recommended 5 portions of fruit and/or vegetables a day. This is a substantial improvement since the
last survey, when 78% of residents reported eating less than the recommended 5 a day, and suggests
that the health promotion message about the benefits of fruit and vegetables is reaching people.
2.23 Whilst the above results in relation to fruit and vegetable consumption are encouraging, there
is still much for us to do to halt the obesity crisis locally and nationally and to encourage people to
actively eat more healthily more often. Fast food takeaways are without doubt distracting people from
(21)
making the healthier choice and are often a source of cheap, energy dense and nutrient poor foods .
2.24 The Lifestyle Survey further asked respondents about their weekly takeaway and fast food
habits. Indeed, 28.8% of residents reported that they have takeaways or fast food at least weekly, and
15.1% of residents report consuming 3 or more convenience foods per week. Men aged 18-39, men
aged 40-64, and women aged 18-39 are least likely to consume the recommended 5+ portions of fruit
20
21

8

The definition used for deprived areas within the Lifestyle Survey is Lower Super Output Areas (LSOA) that belong to the
20% most deprived LSOAs nationally.
Prentice, A.M & Jebb, S.A, Fast Foods, Energy Density and Obesity: A Possible Mechanistic Link. Obesity Reviews, 4:
187-194 (2003)
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and vegetable per day (all approximately 48%). Men aged 18-39 have by far the highest rates of
takeaway and fast food consumption, with 43.7% having takeaways at least weekly, and 30.6% eating
3 or more convenience foods per week.
2.25 The Lifestyle Survey also showed that a greater proportion (39%) of those living in deprived
areas consumed takeaway or fast food at least once a week, when compared to the remaining areas
of Warrington (28%).
2.26 Life expectancy in the deprived areas of Warrington (74.6 years) was lower than the remaining
areas of Warrington (80.2 years) between the years 2006 and 2010.

Improving Environmental Quality & Residential Amenity
Planning applications for hot food takeaways, particularly those in close proximity to residential
properties, frequently generate a significant number of objections, and it is therefore important that
potential applicants have access to appropriate advice before making planning applications.
Noise & General Disturbance
2.27 The Council recognises the valuable service that hot food takeaways may provide to communities,
but by their very nature, the activity of customers and others visiting the premises may generate noise
and general disturbance, which can cause loss of amenity to neighbours, especially residential properties.
2.28 In cases where a hot food takeaway is proximate to residential properties and/or the impact of
trading is proximate to residential and sensitive locations, the Council would in most instances that
request a noise assessment to be carried out.
Litter
2.29 Litter is inherently unsightly and can cause considerable annoyance to residents and adjoining
businesses. It can also be prejudicial to regeneration efforts, particularly within town centres. The fact
that litter will be a consequence of a proposed use of land, particularly a take-away premise use, is
therefore a material planning consideration.
2.30 Research carried out on behalf of Government by the Keep Britain Tidy organisation shows
that all types of food that are consumed outside and disposed of incorrectly become ‘fast food’ litter.
Fast food litter is defined as "any fast food (as defined above) or the packaging sold with the food
substance which is found discarded onto "public streets". Therefore, triangular sandwich packaging,
drinks cartons and confectionery wrappings are fast food litter, as are burgers, chicken products, potato
chips and their containers. Fast food waste is defined as ‘any waste from an outlet that sells fast food
(as defined above)’. Fast food waste only becomes a problem if it is not managed, stored, or disposed
of correctly and becomes litter.
2.31 In certain circumstances the Council may have powers to issue Street Litter Control Notices
(SLCN’s) associated with certain types of business including Hot Food Takeaways. SLCN’s create a
‘legal duty’ meaning that businesses that generate litter on their shop frontage and in most cases, also,
within up to 100m of the business, can be required to clear up the litter and implement measures to
prevent the land from becoming defaced again.
2.32 Whilst this provision clearly applies to existing businesses it is important that any business
applying for planning permission has due regard to effective litter prevention and reduction and
demonstrate how this will be effectively managed.
2.33 Key elements of the Litter Management Plan could include simple solutions such as putting
posters up in windows to discourage customers from littering, using environmentally friendly and
‘minimalist’ food packaging, storing waste correctly, and keeping the premises and surrounding area
clean. Keeping the premises and surrounding area clean is likely to be best achieved by organising
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staff to periodically litter pick/collect litter during opening hours. Section 6 of this document provides
additional information in relation to legal obligations businesees must ahve regard to when operating
a Hot Food Takeaway.
Odour
2.34 The majority of hot food takeaways by their very nature will generate odours and smells
associated with the storage and cooking of food.
2.35 When considering individual proposals, the Council will assess the impact of cooking smells
and odours into account on the local community and how the business intends to deal with these smells
and odours.
2.36 Section 6 of this document provides further detail and technical advice in relation to the proprietors
duty to noise, odours and litter when applying for planning permission for a hot food takeaway.
Crime
2.37 The fear of crime or anti-social behaviour can be a material consideration the determination of
planning applications.
2.38 Anti-social behaviour can occur when people simultaneously congregate outside hot food
takeaways. It is not to suggest that hot food takeaways are inherently problematic in generating
disturbance nor is anti-social behaviour an inevitable consequence of such premises. Nonetheless hot
food takeaways can often attract a gathering of people, which, particularly at night, can exacerbate
existing problems of disturbance, crime and disorder. The publication safer places: the planning system
(22)
and crime prevention
highlights this link by explaining “crime and anti-social behaviour are more
likely to occur if potential offenders and/or victims are concentrated in the same place at the same
time, such as bus stops, taxi ranks or fast food outlets after pubs close, or areas of the town centre
throughout the evening”.
2.39 Positive planning is proven to to help prevent and design out crime. Paragraph 58 of the national
Planning Policy Framework encourages the creation of safe and accessible environments where crime
and disorder, and the fear of crime, do not undermine quality of life or community cohesion.
2.40 The Council's Design and Construction Supplementary Planning Document also provides
guidance on how careful consideration on the design and location of proposals can prevent crime and
the fear of crime.

22

10

Safer places: the planning system and crime prevention, ODPM, 2004, page 36
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3 Planning Policy Context
National Planning Policy Framework
3.1 The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) was published on 27 March 2012 and is a
material consideration in the determination of planning decisions. The introduction of the Framework
is a key part of the governments reforms to make the planning system less complex and more accessible;
to protect the environment; and to promote sustainable growth. It is a single framework which replaces
the majority of national planning policy guidance and policy statements.
3.2 At the heart of the NPPF is a presumption in favour of sustainable development, with three
dimensions to the concept: economic; social; and environmental. The social role comprises “supporting
strong, vibrant and healthy communities, by creating a high quality built environment, with accessible
local services that reflect the community’s needs and support its health, social and cultural well-being”.
3.3 Paragraph 17 also indicates that planning should, "take account of and support local strategies
to improve health, social and cultural wellbeing for all, and deliver sufficient community and cultural
facilities and services to meet local needs", whilst paragraph 69 reinforces that, 'the planning system
can play an important role in facilitating social interaction and creating healthy, inclusive communities"
3.4 Finally, paragraph 23 highlights the importance of promoting competitive town centre environments
and sustaining services in local areas which provide customer choice and a diverse retail offer.

Local Planning Context
3.5 The statutory development plan is the starting point when determining planning applications for
the development or use of land. The development plan in which all applications are currently assessed
against is the adopted Saved Policies from the Unitary Development Plan (2006).
3.6 The emerging Warrington Local Plan Core Strategy (LPCS) is now at an advanced stage of
preparation with its adoption anticipated in 2014. The LPCS will eventually replace the UDP and in
doing so constitute the boroughs statutory development plan.
3.7 The SPD must be consistent with the development plan and cannot introduce new policy, only
provide guidance on how to implement existing planning policies. Nevertheless, when adopted, it will
be an important planning document because it elaborates on the details provided within the development
plan, explaining how policies should be applied and interpreted in Warrington.
3.8

The policies within the UDP which are particularly relevant to hot food takeaway proposals are:
TCD1 - Hierarchy of Retail Centres
TCD6 - Other Town Centre Uses
TCD10 - Non Retail Uses within Other Retail Centres
GRN2 - Environmental Protection and Enhancement
REP10 - Noise
REP11 - Odours
SOC1 - Social Progress
DCS1 - Development Control Strategy
LUT1 -Land Use/Transportation Strategy
LUT20 - Parking

3.9 Collectively policies TCD1, TCD6 & TCD10 seek to ensure that there is no detrimental impact
on the amenity and vitality and viability of defined centres in the borough. Policies GRN2, REP10,
REP11 & DCS1 collectively seek to ensure that any development does not adversely affect residential
and environmental amenity. Both policies LUT1 and LUT20 ensure that highway safety and parking
are not compromised as a result of any planning application and policy SOC1 outlines that when
determining planning applications, new development should not prejudice public health or safety.
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3.10 The emerging polices within the LPCS largely continue the existing policy approach on these
matters. The relevant policies within the emerging LPCS are as follows:
PV5 - Enhancing the Town Centre Economy
SN4 - Hierarchy of Centres
SN5 - New Retail & Leisure Development Within Defined Centres
SN6 - Sustaining the Local Economy and Services
SN7 - Enhancing Health & Well-being
QE6 - Environment and Amenity Protection
MP1 - General Transport Principles
MP7 - Transport Assessments and Travel Plans
3.11 The Council has also adopted the following SPDs which contain useful advice and guidance in
the determination of future planning applications for hot food takeaways:
Design and Construction Supplementary Planning Document (October 2010)
http://www.warrington.gov.uk/downloads/download/177/design_and_construction_spds
Environmental Protection Supplementary Planning Document (May 2013)
http://www.warrington.gov.uk/downloads/download/1212/spd_environmental_protection

Use Classes
3.12
The Town and Country Planning Use Classes Order (2010) subdivides different development
types into separate classes of use. It also specifies the uses for which planning permission is or is not
required for a building or other land to change from one use to another.
3.13 In planning terms, there is a distinction between a shop (Class A1), a restaurant or café (Class
A3), a drinking establishment (Class A4) and a Hot Food Takeaway (Class A5).
3.14 Establishments whose primary business is for the sale of hot food for consumption off the
premises, fall within an A5 Class.
3.15 Often, the proposed layouts of such premises provide a clear guide as to whether the use will
fall into the A3 Class or the A5 Class. In determining the dominant use of the premises, consideration
will be given to:
The proportion of space designated for food preparation and other servicing in relation to
designated customer circulation space
The number of tables or chairs to be provided for customer use.
3.16 The Council will expect the applicant to demonstrate that the proposed use will be the primary
business activity. For clarity, the table below provides examples, distinguishing between shop types
that would either fall within the A5 class or not. This list is not exhaustive.
Examples of shop types falling within the

Examples of shop types NOT

A5 Class

within the
A5 Class

12

Chicken Shops

Bakery's

Fish and Chip Shops

Sandwich Shops

Pizza Shops

Restaurants/Cafés

Chinese, Indian or other Takeaway Shops

Public Houses
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Examples of shop types falling within the

Examples of shop types NOT

A5 Class

within the

3

A5 Class
Kebab Shops

Wine Bars

Drive through premises

Night Clubs
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4 Do you require planning permission?
4.1 Planning permission will be required if you intend to build new premises for use as a Hot Food
Takeaway or to change the use of an existing shop, office, house or other use to a Hot Food Takeaway.
The town and country planning (use classes) order subdivides different development types into separate
classes of use. In general, to change the use of a property from one use to another requires planning
permission. Hot food takeaways, where the primary purpose of the property is the sale of hot food for
consumption off the premises, fall within class A5 of the use classes order. If it is intended to use a
property, which is currently used for another purpose, as a Hot Food Takeaway then a planing application
for a change of use will be required.
4.2 Where a property currently has permission for use as a Hot Food Takeaway, planning permission
will not be required to use the property for any other type of hot food takeaway. However, the conditions
attached to the previous planning permission, such as restrictions on opening hours, will still apply. If
a new operator wishes to change any existing restrictions such as opening hours, then a planning
application to vary the condition would be required.
4.3 External building works or alterations that materially change the appearance of an existing hot
food takeaway, such as the building of an extension or the installation of a new shop front to the
property, will usually require planning permission. Pre-application advice can be sought from the Local
Planning Authority in accordance with the Council's adopted pre-application advice protocol (including
charges) on the Council's website.
4.4 External shutters and grilles also usually require planning permission. When placed on shop
fronts they can have a major impact on the appearance of the premises and its locality, especially
given hot food establishments are often only open during evening hours. Solid, faceless aluminium/steel
shutters or grilles can engender a fortress type atmosphere and provide a vulnerable target for graffiti.
Further guidance about appropriate designs for shutters,shop front and signage can be obtained from
the Council's Sustainable Design and Construction Supplementary Planning Document.
4.5
Separate advertisement consent is sometimes required if you intend to display shop
advertisements. For example, consent would be required for signs above fascia level, including projecting
signs or banners, and illuminated signs of any kind.
4.6 If you are in doubt as to whether you require planning permission or advertisement consent,
further
advice
is
available
on
the
Council's
website.
http://www.warrington.gov.uk/info/200562/planning/768/do_i_need_planning_permission.
4.7
The Council's pre-application advice protocol (including charges) and approved validation
checklists can also be viewed at:
http://www.warrington.gov.uk/info/200562/planning/1334/pre_planning_application_advice_protocol_and_charges
http://www.warrington.gov.uk/info/200562/planning/1331/validation_checklists_for_planning_and_other_applications
4.8
Alternatively more general advice
http://www.planningportal.gov.uk/permission

is

set

out

on

the

planning

portal

website:
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5 Considerations when assessing Planning Applications for
Hot Food Takeaways
5.1 This section provides guidance on how planning applications for hot food takeaways will be
considered and assessed. It elaborates on relevant policies grouped around four broad issues and in
doing so, makes clear the key considerations which will be used to determine future planning applications
for hot food takeaways.

Location and Concentrations of Hot Food Takeaways
5.2 A number of policies within the adopted and emerging Development Plan may be used to assess
a hot food takeaway planning applications and in particular its potential impact on the vitality and viability
of a defined centre.
5.3 The Council's development plan, by way of UDP Policy TCD6, (and emerging LPCS Policies
PV5 & SN5) directs all retail and other town centre uses, including Hot Food Takeaways, towards the
defined centres within the borough. Policy TCD1 within the adopted UDP (and emerging LPCS Policy
SN4) provides the location of all defined centres in the borough and seeks to safeguard their vitality
and viability. A Hot Food Takeaway which is proposed outside of a defined centre, regardless
of its size, will be required to carry out a sequential assessment to demonstrate that there are
no suitable properties or sites available within the nearest defined centre(s) to the proposal.
5.4
Policy TCD10 identifies that within defined centres, planning permission will only be granted
from retail to non retail uses provided that no detriment is caused to the charter, diversity and vitality
of the centre. When making this assessment it is important to consider the number and location of
non-retail uses in a centre, including outstanding planning permissions and the number and duration
of vacancies. When making an assessment as to whether the introduction of a hot food takeaway
would negatively impact on the vitality and viability of a centre, the following considerations will be
taken into account.

Concentrations of hot food takeaways
When considering whether a hot food takeaway use would result in an over-concentration of
similar or non retail uses (use class A1) to the detriment of the vitality or viability of a defined
centre, regard will be had to the number of existing hot food take aways and other non retail uses
in the centre and their proximity to each other. In carrying out such an assessment, regard will
be had to the role and character of the centre in relation to the proposal. For example, a larger
centre, such as a district centre may be able to accommodate a greater number of such uses
adjacent to each other than a smaller local centre.
Where it is considered that an over-concentration would result, the Council will assess whether
any other material planning considerations outweigh the perceived detriment to the vitality or
viability of the centre. Specific regard will be had to:
1.

the importance of the number, function and location of shops and other services that would
remain to serve the local community;

2.

the existence of vacant shop units and the general health of the centre and

3.

the potential benefits of the proposal for the wider community.

Reasoned justification
5.5 The most appropriate location for hot food takeaways are within the defined centres across the
borough, however, even within defined centres, it is important to assess, as part of any planning
application, the possible adverse effects of an over-abundance of hot food takeaways or other non-retail
Hot Food Takeaway Supplementary Planning Document Warrington Borough Council
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uses, in any one location. An over-concentration of such premises can have an unacceptable impact
on the vitality and viability of a centre, resulting in the loss of services such as convenience stores
which could be to the detriment of local communities and, as a result, affect the overall attractiveness
of the centre. In addition, non retail uses can create non-active frontages in the daytime thus reducing
the number of visitors to the centre during this period. It is also considered that the concentration of
hot food takeaway uses can contribute to food health related problems. Applicants are therefore
encouraged to have regard to the nature of the food they are selling and are advised to follow the
guidelines and advice set out within section 6 of this document.
5.6 Where it is considered that there is an over-concentration of hot food takeaways or non retail
uses, the Council will assess whether any other material planning considerations outweigh the perceived
detriment to the vitality or viability of the centre. There is a need to ensure that local centres continue
to provide an appropriate range and type of facilities and services to the communities they serve and
that this offer is not eroded through change of use proposals.
5.7 Consideration will also be afforded to the number of vacancies as a whole within the centre and
the duration for which units have been vacant. This reflects a desire to maximise the number of active
units in any given centre and to maintain and enhance overall vitality and viability of the centre.
5.8 The 'Warrington Local Centre Retail Report' is updated periodically, and provides useful survey
information for each of Warrington's defined centres. Applicants may find it beneficial to refer to this
document to supplement their own evidence.
5.9 Finally, regard will also be given to any community gain that may be brought forward as a result
of the proposal, including job and apprenticeship creation or any wider positive impacts on the local
economy.
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Environmental & Residential Amenity
5.10 The impact of hot food takeaways on residential amenity is an important consideration when
determining planning applications. Hot food takeaways will produce odours primarily as a result of the
cooking process and this can cause amenity problems particularly in areas which are residential in
character. Natural ventilation is generally not adequate to dissipate such odours and an effective system
incorporating an extract duct, fan and filters are often required for the extraction and dispersal of cooking
odours.
5.11 When assessing any detrimental impact to the environmental and residential amenity within an
area, a number of policies within the adopted and emerging Development Plan may be used. Policies
GRN2 (Environmental Protection and Enhancement), REP10 (Noise), REP11 (Odours) DCS1
(Development Control Strategy) collectively seek to ensure that any development does not adversely
affect residential amenity.
5.12
When making an assessment as to whether the introduction of a hot food takeaway would
negatively impact on residential amenity, the following considerations will be taken into account:

The Proximity of Hot Food Takeaways and Impact on Environmental & Residential Amenity
The impact of a Hot Food Takeaway proposal on residential amenity of local residents will be
considered with regard to:
1.

The existing site use;

2.

The proximity of residential premises in relation to the proposed premises;

3.

Potential odour impacts the proposed takeaway premises will have and any mitigation
proposed to control the odour;

4.

Potential noise impacts from plant and equipment;

5.

Potential impact arising from the visual amenity of external plant and equipment;

6.

The proposed opening hours and any potential off site noise disturbance associated with
the operation of a takeaway premises;

7.

The siting of refuse storage and proximity to residential premises.

Where a proposal is considered to have an unacceptable impact on residential amenity, planning
permission is not likely to be granted.

Reasoned justification
5.13 Noise and odours caused by hot food takeaway premises can have an extremely detrimental
impact on the quality of the local environment.
5.14 Noise can be produced by plant and equipment which, if not correctly chosen for the location,
can cause significant local disturbance especially if the plant is operated late into the evening and be
unsightly and visually intrustive.
5.15 Noise can also be a problem from patrons visiting the premises, which can be particularly
problematic during the evening in residential areas with noise from patrons affecting residential enjoyment
and sometimes preventing restful sleep from occurring.
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5.16 A planning application will need to demonstrate how noise will be adequately mitigated so as
not to adversely impact on residential amenity. This could include careful siting and selection of
equipment for kitchen extraction purposes, careful positioning of waste facilities, consideration of
opening hours and deliveries to and from the site, matters which may be controlled through the imposition
of conditions.
5.17 In terms of odours, these may be generated by the hot food use, through the preparation,
cooking and extraction of cooking odours. In order to mitigate against this, high quality odour abatement
systems are required to treat and disperse at high level, any residual cooking odours. Proposals for
hot food takeaways should include detailed information as to how odours will be removed including
the abatement technologies proposed to manage this issue.
5.18 The Council will expect that the siting of waste facilities are appropriately located so as to not
to create adverse impacts on residential amenity from odour and noise. Applicants should therefore
carefully consider which provisions will be required and communicate this and the intended location
through their submission.

Highway Safety
5.19 The impact of hot food takeaways on road safety is an important consideration when determining
planning applications. Policies within the UDP and emerging Development Plan seek to ensure that
highway safety and parking arrangements are not compromised as a result of any planning application.
Policies DCS1 (Development Control Strategy) LUT1 (Land Use/Transportation Strategy) and LUT20
(Parking) may be used when assessing highway safety issues for hot food takeaway planning
applications.
5.20

The following considerations with regards to highway safety will be taken into account:

Highway Safety
The impact of a Hot Food Takeaway proposal on the safety of pedestrians and road users will be
considered with regard to:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The existing use of the site;
Existing traffic conditions;
The availability of public parking provision in close proximity to the premises, including
on-street parking;
The availability of an adequate loading and unloading area.

Where a proposal is considered to have an unacceptable impact on highway safety, planning
permission will not be granted.

Reasoned justification
5.21 A significant proportion of the trade generated by hot food takeaways is car borne with associated
short stay parking.
5.22 Applicants will be expected to demonstrate as part of any planning application that sufficient
car parking arrangements are available or can be provided to serve proposals. The availability of on
and off street parking will be assessed as part of any planning application. Where parking demand
generated by the proposals would obstruct junction visibility or cause an obstruction or danger to
pedestrian movement, planning permission would only be granted if adequate and appropriate mitigation
measures can be secured.
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The Proximity of Hot Food Takeaways and Secondary Schools
5.23 It is clear that the planning system has a very positive role to play in supporting local strategies
to improve health. In particular, Policy SOC1 from the adopted UDP outlines that when determining
planning applications, new development should not prejudice public heath or safety. In addition, Policy
SN7 (Enhancing Health & Well-being) within the emerging development plan seeks to continue this
approach and reduce health inequalities within the borough. There is much research to suggest that
once obesity is developed, it is difficult to treat and overcome (Summerbell, C et al, 2005). An obese
adolescent is likely to remain so during adulthood, which may then lead to associated obesogenic
diseases and reduced life expectancy (British Medical Association, 2009).
5.24 Applications for hot food takeaways which are proposed within 400 metres of a secondary
school will be subject to the following consideration:

Hot food takeaways and schools
Where a hot food take away is proposed within 400 metres of a secondary school, planning
permission will only be granted subject to a condition that the premises are not open to the public
before 17:00 on week days and there are no over the counter sales before that time.
The only exception to this approach will be where the proposal is within a designated centre and
can demonstrate that the introduction of such a use will positively contribute to the vitality and
viability of that centre.

Reasoned justification
5.25 The eating habits developed in childhood have a huge effect on an individual’s long-term health
(Heart of Mersey Foundation, 2010). By providing greater access to more nutritious food, fruit and
vegetables that go towards meeting our recommended daily intake for vital vitamins and minerals we
can help to build a healthier nation. Allowing increased access to the often high fat, salt and sugar
content of foods sold in fast food takeaways will simply add to the trend we are currently seeing around
obesity.
5.26 A range of studies have provided evidence that, given the choice, school children will often
frequent a fast food outlet (in some cases once daily) as a source for food, rather than choose the
healthier option (BMJ Open, 2012; Howard P et al, 2011). In fact, in a number of pieces of research
from the USA and Canada particularly, the presence of convenience stores and fast food outlets within
a 10-minute walking distance of a school did show an association with rates of overweight students
(Howard et al, 2011).
5.27 The issue in Warrington is a considerable one in relation to childhood weight. Overall, in both
Reception & in Year 6, prevalence of obesity, and prevalence of overweight/obesity has risen from
2010/11 to 2011/12. However, the only statistically significant difference from year to year is in Year
6 obesity prevalence. In general, the more deprived quintiles have higher prevalence than the less
deprived.
5.28 In Reception, the rise in prevalence of obesity and of overweight/obesity, has been in all
deprivation quintiles apart from the least deprived quintile
5.29 In Year 6, the statistically significant rise in obesity prevalence has been in all deprivation
quintiles except the least deprived, where there was no change in prevalence. In Year 6, the rise in
prevalence of overweight/obesity, has been in all deprivation quintiles apart from quintile 2
5.30 There are 1300 overweight/ obese children (reception & year 6) and 658 obese children (reception
& year 6) identified through the NCMP 2011/12. . Public Health have identified a number of primary
schools in Warrington that have higher than average obesity levels for the latest 3-year NCMP average
(2009/10 – 2011/12)
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5.31 The council needs to take every effort available to it in order to help promote healthy eating
habits and to make the healthy choice the easy choice. It is vitally important to reduce the worrying
trend in childhood obesity (shown above) and enforcing such sanctions around Hot Food Takeaways
will certainly help to contribute to this.
5.32 As presented, there is evidence that eating habits are developed at a young age, and that school
children (both primary and secondary) are susceptible to the unhealthy options provided by takeaways.
Recent research has suggested restricting access to hot food takeaways, generally to a distance of
400 metres (exclusion zones) particularly for secondary pupils who are allowed out of school at lunchtime
and may pass such premises on their way home from school. The 400 metre rule has been established
because this is considered a distance that may deter children from walking to the takeaway during
(23)
their lunch break from school.
5.33 In some instances it may be recognised that hot food takeaways could positively contribute to
the vitality and viability of centres and therefore exceptions may be made where it can be demonstrated
that to do so would clearly outweigh the potential health impacts.

23
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This was the distance adopted by the London Borough of Waltham Forest based on research conducted by London
Metropolitan University suggesting that 400m was the maximum distance that students could walk to and back in their
lunch break – the GLA Takeaways Toolkit notes that students ‘may well walk further than 400m to purchase food at
lunchtimes.
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Environmental Protection Information
Environmental Protection information which may be required for Hot Food Takeaway Applications
6.1 General guidance can be provided prior to an application from Environmental Protection. Specific
Guidance can be sort through the formal pre application process.
Premises
the types of meal served, e.g. fish & chips, Chinese food, Indian food, etc
the method(s) of preparation and cooking
proposed hours of operation of the business and details of any existing or new ventilation plant
Plans and drawings
6.2
Provide a scaled plan showing the internal arrangement of the premises and the
dimensions/location of the ventilation system. The plan must contain external elevations of the buildings
showing the route and size of the system
6.3 The location of all filters and odour abatement equipment, including the fan must be clearly
marked. Where the location of a filter is shown the type must be clearly identified.
Filters
6.4

The minimum specification should include the following;
Grease Baffle filters (Primary & Secondary)
Particle filters

6.5

Information to include;
dimensions of the filter(s)
nature of the filter media
the total number of filter panels in the filter bed
manufacturer’s recommendations on the frequency and type of maintenance of the filter having
regard to the conditions that it will be used under.

Odour counteractant or neutralising system (where proposed)
6.6 The proposed Primary Odour Abatement Plant plus any Secondary Odour Abatement Plant if
necessary for the effective control of odour should be clearly detailed within the application.
6.7 A copy of the manufacturer’s product data sheet for each element should be supplied that clearly
shows:
the odour neutralising technology (including chemical treatment for odour counteractants if
included) to be used
COSHH data sheets for chemical counteractants to be used
the anticipated rate of use per day/week
details of cleaning procedures including recommended cleaning frequency
identification from the installer/manufacturer that the proposed system will be capable of adequately
abating the odours from the proposed hot food use.
Cooker hood
6.8 The following information on the characteristics of the cooker hood should be supplied that clearly
shows the:
Hot Food Takeaway Supplementary Planning Document Warrington Borough Council
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length that the cooker hood overhangs the appliances
velocity at the cooker hood, expressed in metres per second (m/s);
dimensions of the opening of the cooker hood.
6.9 You are strongly advised to liaise with the Food Safety Team regarding kitchen design. All
installations must comply with current Food Safety/Health & Safety regulations.
System Operation
6.10 In addition to the specification of the components the following must be provided about the
system:
The extract rate (expressed as m/s) at the proposed rate of extract
the time the gases remain in any carbon filtration zone
volume of the kitchen; and
the velocity the extracted air leaves the system
6.11 Note: The system performance is dependent upon the extract rate of the air. Where the rate
can be adjusted by the use of dampers or a variable speed fan, then the conditions under which the
extract rate can be achieved must be described.
6.12 The system should enable the shopfront and cooking area to be operated under negative
pressure, to ensure the odours are vented through the system and not through doors or windows or
the structural elements of the building.
6.13 Sufficient ventilation shall be provided for incoming air to replace displaced air through the
system.
6.14 The height and velocity of the final discharge are the two important factors. Generally, the
greater the flue height, the better the dispersion and dilution of odours.
6.15 The final discharge of air should terminate at least 1m above the eaves of your building. However,
if surrounding buildings are higher or very close they will affect odour dispersion and dilution. Additional
techniques will be required, such as an increase in flue height, efflux velocity and/or additional filters.
Each situation will be unique therefore each should be considered individually.
6.16 The final discharge should be vertically upwards at a rate of at least 5 m/s. The number of bends
in the ducting should be minimised and the ducting should have a smooth internal surface with sufficient
access points for ease of cleaning. Obstructive cowl caps shall not be permitted on any flue.
Noise
6.17

Data on the noise produced by the system as a whole should be provided including:
sound power levels or sound pressure levels at given distances (the assumptions to this calculation
must be clearly stated);
an octave band analysis of the noise produced by the system should also be provided, where
possible; and
hours of operation of the ventilation system (where this differs from the hours of opening).
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Maintenance
6.18

A schedule of maintenance must be provided including details for:
cleaning of washable grease filters
frequency of inspection and replacement of all filters (grease filters, pre-filters and carbon filters
where proposed);
inspection and servicing of fans
if schedule is not based on manufacturer’s instructions include the reasons why.

6.19

Additional notes for guidance
The air inlets must not permit pests to enter the kitchen. Fly screens are an example of how this
can be achieved.
Sufficient air must be permitted into the premises to replace air extracted. The method for supplying
this make-up air should be detailed. The route of the air into the kitchen must not result in its
contamination, for example passage through a toilet. Separate provision must be made for
ventilation of a toilet.
If a chip frying range is fuelled by gas then separate ventilation must be installed in accordance
with the relevant gas and health & safety regulations.

6.20 Any application submitted with either a lack of detail or where some elements of the above are
missing may well be recommended for refusal on the grounds of insufficient information to determine
the application. This is especially important where sensitive end uses (eg residential) are immediately
adjacent to the proposed application site as adverse impacts on residential amenity must be considered
in full when determining the suitability of a hot food takeaway application.
Details of the proposed opening hours each day of the week
6.21

If these hours would exceed:
9.00 am - 11.00pm Sunday to Thursday
9.00 am - 12 midnight Friday and Saturday

a statement should be submitted demonstrating how the amenity of any nearby residents will be
protected.
6.22

Details of the proposed waste storage arrangements shown on a large scale plan.

6.23 The proposed location of the waste storage location should be included with any A5 Hot Food
Takeaway application. The waste from hot food uses can be odorous which is of particular concern if
there are sensitive uses around or adjacent to the application site.
Detail on waste collection frequency and times for collections should be included for assessment of
suitability bearing in mind the local area.
Applicants are encouraged to submit and pay for planning and other applications electronically using
the Government's Planning Portal service on the internet - www.planningportal.gov.uk
The Council will also process applications submitted on paper. These require:
1 copy of each document, plan and form.
1 copy of all application documents on CD in PDF format.
If you do not intend to provide all the information required by the Councils local list of validation
requirements, you should provide a short written justification as to why it is not appropriate in the
particular circumstance.
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Legislative Waste Requirements
6.24 When operating a hot food takeaway premises, it is the operators responsibility to ensure that
any waste produced on the premises is appropriately disposed of. The Environment Agency website
http://www.environment-agency.gov.uk/business/topics/waste/121280.Aspx provides a range of
information including how to dispose of cooking oil, duty of care with regards to waste disposal and
the necessary permits required. To prevent blockages and the flooding of properties, grease traps
should be installed and maintained on all drains from hot food takeaway premises. The council advise
that applicants consult this website prior to submitting a formal planning application.

Refuse
6.25 Consideration should be given to providing bins of a suitable size, which are appropriately sited
and screened. These bins should be accessible at all times without affecting adjacent residents. Many
complaints regarding Hot Food Takeaways relate to inadequate refuse capacity or from odours from
waste foods awaiting disposal within the bins. Full details of refuse storage arrangements should be
included in all planning applications.
6.26 Complaints are also received from waste collections of commercial waste occurring late in the
evening, early in the morning or even during the overnight period. Noise from the collection equipment
whilst short lived can impact on resident’s sleep so wherever possible, waste collections should be
encouraged to occur between 07.00hrs and 19.00hrs on any day. Conditions may be prescribed to
limit acceptable collection times for refuse at sites located close to residential premises.
6.27 Where waste bins are stored in an enclosed room within a building then consideration of local
ventilation should be made to ensure the room is under slight negative pressure and exhausted in a
position that directs resultant odours away from sensitive receptors and opening windows.

Littering
6.28 Certain bodies have a legal duty to clear litter and refuse from places they are directly responsible
for and which are accessible by the public. When running a business it is important to make sure that
your waste is collected, stored and disposed of lawfully. Details of how litter generated at the premises
will be managed should be provided, in the form of a litter management plan. This may include litter
bin provision, details of a cleaning programme to clean up litter from external areas and litter advice
and signage to be provided at the premises.
6.29 The Environmental Protection Act 1990 imposes duties on certain landowners and occupiers
to keep land clear of litter and refuse. Updates to the act were made in the Clean Neighbourhoods and
Environmental Act 2005 , which generally extended the range of enforcement powers for local authorities
to deal with problems affecting the quality and appearance of the local environment.
6.30 Section 34 of The Environmental Protection Act 1990 imposes a legal duty on businesses to
take all reasonable steps to keep waste safe whilst it is in their possession. It also requires businesses
to make sure that they only pass waste onto an authorised person in order to dispose of it correctly .
6.31 The following link http://kb.keepbritaintidy.org/flytipping/Content/Publications/rubbish.pdf provides
further advice on your obligation as a business to ensure that you abide by the necessary law to avoid
potential enforcement action being taken against you. Additional information can also be obtained by
containing the Council's Environmental Protection team on 01925 442753.

Odour Control and Cooking Smells
6.32

The impact of cooking smells is largely dependent on the location of the premises.

6.33 The adverse effects will be less acceptable in mainly residential areas or in local shopping areas
containing flats. Effective removal of odour and fumes from premises is essential.
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6.34 Often, natural ventilation of hot food takeaways will be totally inadequate and extraction systems
that satisfy environmental health standards, incorporating extraction ducts, fans and odour abatement
equipment, must be installed prior to the commencement of use. Such systems must effectively disperse
residual odours after treatment via abatement plant and be designed so that they do not have an
unacceptable impact on the general amenity of the building and the adjacent environment.

Noise Assessments
6.35 Regardless of the form or effectiveness of extraction equipment installed, it is almost impossible
to fully eliminate the odours, which result primarily from the cooking activities undertaken within A5
premises. Often, such odours penetrate the fabric of buildings to the detriment of the occupiers of any
surrounding properties. In this context, it is not usually considered acceptable to locate A5 premises
directly adjacent to residential properties, regardless of the nature or effectiveness of the extraction
system utilised.
6.36 A condition shall be placed on any permission requiring the installation and regular maintenance
of an extraction vent before the business commences trading. If unacceptable smells and fumes cannot
be prevented by appropriate means, planning permission will not normally be granted.
Shops with flats above or adjacent to the application site

6.37 Some proposals will have commercial uses at ground floor level with residential accommodation
above or to the side (see diagram).
6.38 Special considerations will need to be made with any applications for a hot food use located
adjacent to a sensitive end use. Noise and odour from the kitchen, as well as the storage of waste,
can have serious adverse impacts on residential amenity. Other impacts will arise from the late operating
hours and congregations of patrons outside the premises – all contributing to a potential ‘bad neighbour’
type of use.
Hot Food Takeaway Supplementary Planning Document Warrington Borough Council
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6.39 Occasionally, applications for residential accommodation above a ground floor Hot Food
Takeaway are made – these are typically to house the owner/operator above the business. Applications
for such permission will be considered but often with a restriction that the residential element must be
tied to the owner or operator of the business – i.e cannot subsequently be sold or let out to persons
not associated with the business.
6.40 However, outside ‘local centres’ or commercial areas, planning permission may be refused
where premises share a party wall with an adjoining house or a property which operates as in flats
unless the applicant can prove that all reasonable and necessary mitigation measures have been
implemented to prevent adverse impacts on residential amenity occurring.
6.41 Such mitigation measures will be from a noise and vibration point of view (via inclusion of
suitable soundproofing and upgrading of fire suppression measures through building control) as well
as consideration of odour impacts – either through the building structure or through odour abatement
equipment.
6.42 Clear indication of hours of use will be necessary in these cases, it is unlikely that operating
hours beyond 23.00hrs would be considered at all due to the range of impacts that hot food uses
potentially can cause.
6.43 Suitable facilities for the storage of food wastes will be required up front in such cases to ensure
odourous wastes do not create additional problems. This could be by identifying how frequently the
food wastes will be collected, including ensuring collections are made during daytime hours only.
Noise and disturbance from customers
6.44 Many hot food takeaways can operate for long hours every day – often in local centres until
after 23.00hrs. Noise from patrons attending individual takeaways can therefore be problematic for
residential amenity purposes with noise from patrons affecting residential enjoyment and sometimes
preventing restful sleep from occurring.
6.45 Where existing residential properties exist in close proximity to a proposed hot food takeaway,
the applicant will have to determine how the impacts of their proposal will be controlled to minimise
impacts on amenity. Much stricter operating hours are likely to be required if there are significant
numbers of residential properties close to the site, especially of importance if the site is adjacent to an
existing residential use.
6.46 Often, it is difficult to properly control noise from patrons arriving at a premises, they may arrive
singly and wait quietly for their food to be prepared but often they may arrive with a few people
simultaneously. The problem here is how is the noise from patrons, either in the property, outside the
property or approaching the property, can be controlled.
6.47 Patrons may arrive on foot or may also arrive by vehicle. Vehicles will additionally make noise
from the slamming of doors and by the starting of engines, but also by loud car stereo systems and
patrons shouting to and from the vehicle to the hot food takeaway. Such behaviour is to be discouraged
in the interests of local residential amenity. It may be necessary to refuse to serve patrons should this
type of activity occur or be associated with certain patrons on a regular basis.
6.48 Obviously for a proposed new hot food takeaway in an established location, a lot of potential
worry and angst can be created in the local population. It is therefore in the applicants own interests
to show all practical measures that they could or would be included, should permission be granted, to
reduce the impact of the proposed development on surrounding residential uses.
6.49 Local disturbance and disruption is also a consideration in licensing applications for Late Night
Refreshment Licences which specifically include provisions to review public nuisance. These licensing
requirements apply in cases where the premises serve either hot food and/or hot drinks at any time
after 23.00hrs on any day up to 05.00hrs on the following day.
6.50 A separate licensing application will have to be made for any hot food use operating within the
stated hours.
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6.51 Unlike planning permission, licensing provisions can be added or removed by the licensing
authority should a valid representation be made against a late night refreshment licence.
6.52 For further advice and guidance on this subject, please e-mail the licensing team at the following
address: cexlicensing@warrington.gov.uk

Noise from plant and equipment associated with Hot Food Takeaways
6.53 Noise from external plant and equipment is an area commonly assessed by the LPA when
determining planning applications. Regardless of the type of equipment the applicant/Developer should
ensure that any noise from external plant and equipment does not exceed the existing ambient
background noise level by more than -10dB (A) at the boundary or façade of the closest noise sensitive
land use.
any noise from plant or equipment does not dominate the noise level in the area; it might just be
audible at a noise sensitive land use but will be a faint noise when compared to the background
noise levels.
selection of quieter models of plant and equipment at every opportunity is made. If this is not
feasible, then it may be advisable to consider relocating noisy plant and equipment to a less noise
sensitive area of the site. It may be possible to erect acoustic shielding around problematic plant
and equipment to contain and/or reduce noise thereby preventing it causing problems off-site,
however, there may be unacceptable visual impacts with some acoustic shielding that would
require additional consideration and advice by Planning Officers. Some types of equipment may
create tonal or intermittent noises, additional acoustic mitigation measures to minimise the impacts
from these issues may require consideration.
6.54
are:

The factors that influence the magnitude of noise generated in or around a commercial kitchen
Size and format of the exhaust: the flow of air leaving the exhaust system generates broadband
aero-acoustic noise. The sound level increases with increase in air velocity but decreases with
increased cross sectional areas. Different combinations of exhaust cross sectional area and
velocity of air may provide different noise levels. The presence of grilles or directional vanes in
the ducts may generate tonal components.
Heat release from kitchen: this may influence the size of the exhaust system required and the
flow rate of air to be extracted by the system. An increase in flow rates can increase the pressure
within ductwork which can generate additional noise or can excite other parts of the system
leading to noise.
Type of cooking appliances used: this can influence the overall noise level internally and
externally as each individual appliance might contribute to the overall noise going through the
ductwork.
Type of Cuisine: certain cooking styles involve a lot of impact between pots and pans on cooking
ranges, noise from this may be heard beyond the site boundary, especially if a window/door is
open or poor insulation to adjacent residential uses exists
Position of exhaust fan in the system: this may influence the noise radiated by the fan to the
interior or exterior of the building and the transmission of sound energy into the exhaust duct
system – hence why silencers might be necessary both in front and behind the fan.
Fitting and dimensions of the exhaust flow ducts: exhaust duct dimensions, fixings and
insulation can all influence the amount of noise emitted from an exhaust. Noise can be through
the duct wall itself or may be from fittings and fixtures vibrating. Noise will also be emitted from
the exhaust of any system but possibly from the air intake too.

6.55 Selection of appropriate noise attenuating materials, avoidance of flow restrictions, and vibration
isolators between the ducts and the fan are some of the aspects to be considered.
Fan type and speed: Type of fan used (e.g. centrifugal fan with blades that are backward curved,
forward curved or radial, or axial fan) will influence the level and nature of noise emitted. The fan
characteristic needs to be chosen so that it is operating at its most efficient duty range as this
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tends to be the region of minimum noise. If fan speed is too high it will be operating out of that
range, which can lead to increases in noise level of up to 10 dB, as well as inefficient air
management and increased electrical running costs. It is often also desirable acoustically to use
larger fans operating at low speeds rather than smaller fans operating at higher speeds
6.56 The following points should be taken into account when designing a ventilation system to
minimise noise emissions:
the fan and its installation should be designed as a complete package for a specific task. Fans
generally produce less noise if operated at the optimum efficiency relative to their characteristics;
fans should be located within buildings at low level, that is, on side walls, rather than in the roofs
of buildings, as ground effect and the local topography will far more readily reduce the noise
transmission;
ensure that the correct selection of duct size and type is made for the proposal;
ensure that correct isolation of vibration and noise is made at the time of installation by using
resilient mountings wherever ducts or fittings are mounted against a wall, floor or ceiling.
consider that lined or lagged ducts, including bends, elbows or spigots, may be required if additional
noise reduction is necessary; and
the recommended maximum supply and return velocities for grilles and terminals should be
applied
silencers may be required where additional attenuation is necessary. A range of silencers is
available and it may be necessary to insert in-duct silencers both upstream and downstream
to prevent radiation of fan noise through ductwork it may be necessary to enclose or lag the fan.
Where fans are used to push gases up a stack, silencers containing absorbent material can
sometimes be mounted directly on top of the stack. However, where gases are hot, wet or dirty,
the infill may need to be protected – possibly by pre-filtration or conditioning of the exhaust gases.
Acoustic louvres on exhausts and inlets can greatly reduce environmental noise. However, their
performance can sometimes increase back-pressure or the velocity of the air flow leading to
increased noise.
6.57 Maintenance of the kitchen equipment should be carried out on a regular basis in order to
ensure the system remains as efficient as possible and also to ensure that the ventilation plant remains
in good condition. Manufacturers and installers will be able to advise on what the optimum cleaning
period is likely to be for a system in a given location.
6.58 After deep cleaning an extraction system, it is likely that the noise emitted from the system will
change – grease build up inside the ductwork can sometimes act as a noise insulator but grease may
also act as a noise generator when fans are unbalanced due to grease build up.

Visual Impact
6.59 Consideration will also be given to the visual impact of flues and care should be taken to locate
them where they will not appear prominent.
6.60 Modern abatement plant flue can sometimes be coated or wrapped in a colour co-ordinated
style to match the local building materials, but this may only be appropriate in certain circumstances.
If the flue is visible from a wide range of angles, then co-ordinated colouring is probably not appropriate.
6.61 Applications for change of use to Hot Food Takeaway in a conservation area or on a listed
building may not be appropriate at all. Prior discussions with a Planning Officer is recommended in
such cases to determine at an early stage if this is likely to be practical.
6.62 Flues can sometimes utilise existing chimney stacks on certain buildings. This will depend
entirely on the size of the flue and the volume and velocity of air to be extracted so will be a very site
specific consideration. From a visual impact point of view, this would almost always be the preferred
option.
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6.63 Difficulties may also exist if a single storey building proposes a hot food use in a predominantly
two storey area. The height of a flue is a key element of the effective dispersion of odours, the higher
the flue the better the dispersion – hence why a domestic chimney always exhausts the
gases/odours/fumes at the top of a building. Providing a flue extraction system on a single storey
building would inevitably result in a flue at a height that would almost be as high as the surrounding
two storey buildings.
6.64 In cases such as this, a much higher specification of odour abatement plant may be necessary
which would remove odour and fume to a much greater level than a more typical system would achieve.
These systems can be accordingly more expensive as the technology, initial installation costs and
running costs may be significantly greater.

Signage
6.65 Many hot food takeaways have signage changes associated with the change of use. These
may be either non-illuminated or illuminated signs. Separate policy exists covering these elements with
specific detail to sizing of signs, illumination levels and other relevant issues.
6.66 For more advice on illumination levels for signage, please see section 5 of the Environmental
Protection Supplementary Planning Document which is downloadable from the following web address:
http://www.warrington.gov.uk/downloads/download/1212/spd_environmental_protection

Food Hygiene
6.67 Clearly all hot food takeaways have to have due regard to and comply with food hygiene
standards to ensure that any food supplied is fit for human consumption and doesn’t cause food bourn
illness.
6.68 Whilst compliance with such standards is relevant once planning permission has been granted
and during the operation of the business, due regard to achieving compliance should be addressed in
the application process.
6.69 Due to their very nature, hot food premises can be attractive to various ‘pests’ including rodents,
crawling and flying insects, which can breed exponentially if not controlled and pose a public health
risk to the local community.
6.70 In order to meet food hygiene standards, businesses may have to make significant changes to
the layout of the premises and in some cases the fabric of the building. Such material changes to the
interior of the fabric of the building may affect a planning application; hence it is good practice to notify
the council at an early stage of any likely changes that may have to be made to the building. To help
determine the ‘fitness’ or otherwise of a building to help comply with food hygiene standards, it is
recommended that applications have discussions with local Environmental Health Officers who will
potentially visit and help conduct such an assessment. Local Environmental Health Officers can be
contacted on (01925) 442599 for further details.
6.71 The council has signed up to the Food Standards Agency’s (FSA) new online Food Hygiene
Rating Scheme, (FHRS). Hot Food Takeaways are inspected by food safety officers from the council,
to check that their hygiene standards meet legal requirements. The hygiene standards are then rated
by the new scheme on a scale from 0 bottom which means ‘urgent improvement necessary’ to a top
rating of 5, ‘very good’. These ratings are available to view on the FSA website at food.gov.uk/ratings

Food Health & Standards
6.72 It is clear that access to fast food containing high levels of salt fat and sugar can have extremely
adverse impacts on those who regularly consume this food. Consequently Warrington Borough Council
ensure that we manage access to Hot Food Takeaways through planning controls in appropriate
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circumstances. It is expected that any prospective developer to indicate how they will ensure that that
the food they supply will not, by virtue of its calorie, fat, salt and sugar content, unduly adversely impact
on local health.
6.73 For further advice on how you can meet these guidelines please contact Warrington Borough
Council Public Protection on (01925) 442585 or by email: tradingstandards@warrington.gov.uk

Licensing
6.74 If a hot food takeaway premise is open between the hours of 23.00 and 05.00, it will need to
hold a Late Night Refreshment Premises Licence under the Licensing Act 2003, subject to any local
exemption.
6.75 Warrington Borough Council has adopted a special Cumulative Impact Policy, within its Statement
of Licensing Policy. This covers defined areas of the Town Centre and Stockton Heath. This has been
introduced due to the number, type and density of premises in these areas and the potential impact
on the promotion of the licensing objectives.
6.76 The effect of the special policy is to create a rebuttable presumption that applications for the
grant or variation of licences, which are likely to add to the existing cumulative impact will normally be
refused or subject to certain limitations, following relevant representations, unless the applicant can
demonstrate in the operating schedule that there will be no negative cumulative impact on one or more
of the licensing objectives. Each application will always be judged on its relative merits. The special
policy applies to Late Night Refreshment Premise Licences.

Validation
6.77 In order to ensure that planning applications are valid upon receipt by the Local Planning
Authority, the Council provides various validation checklists for a number of development types. This
can be viewed on the Council's website.
http://www.warrington.gov.uk/info/200562/planning/1331/validation_checklists_for_planning_and_other_applications

Whilst a validation checklist is set out below to aid applicant's in preparing applications, it should
be noted that the validation checklist may be subject to regular review and therefore change.
Accordingly the Council's website should always be referred to with regards to making sure any
individual submission complies with the most up to date requirements.

6.78 The validation checklist below is specifically concerned with the change of use of a building to
a Hot Food Takeaway and applicants are required to provide the documents/information as listed in
the table below. For new buildings to create a hot food takeaway premises, please see the Council's
'Full Validation Checklist' and Checklist No. 3 regarding Full Applications for new buildings, extensions
or engineering works.
This information is always required to validate the application.
Other information may also be required in accordance with the full list.
If any of this is missing the application will be delayed until it is provided.
The case officer may request other information after the application has been registered

NATIONAL REQUIREMENTS
N1
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NATIONAL REQUIREMENTS
N2

Correct Fee

N3

Ownership Certificates
Certificate A must be completed when the applicant is the sole owner of the site.
Certificate B must be completed when the owner of the site is known to the
applicant.
Certificate C and D must be completed when some or none of the owners of
the site are known

N4

Agricultural Holdings Certificate

N5

Article 6 Notices

6

√

If you are using certificate B or C, you will need to serve an Article 6 notice on the
owner.
The relevant form for this can be obtained from the Council website.
N6

Location Plan
This should:
Be up to date and of Ordnance Survey quality.
Be at a scale of 1:1250 or 1:2500.
Show a North point.
Show at least two named roads.
Show surrounding buildings which are named or numbered.
Clearly identify the application site with a red edge which should include all the
land required to carry out the proposed development.
Show any other land in the control or ownership of the applicant, which is close
to or adjacent to the application site, with a blue line.
Show the exact location of the application site.

N7

Site Plan
This should:
Be at a scale of either 1:500 or 1:200.
Show the direction of North.
Show the proposed development in relation to the site boundaries and other
existing buildings on site.
Include written dimensions including those to the boundaries.
Indicate any buildings or other structures to be demolished.
It should also include the following unless these would NOT influence or affect the
proposed development:
All the buildings, roads and footpaths on land adjoining the site including access
arrangements.
All public rights of way crossing or adjoining the site.
The position of all trees on the site and those on adjacent land.
The extent and type of any hard surfacing.
Any boundary treatments including walls/fencing where these are proposed.
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NATIONAL REQUIREMENTS
N8

√

Floor Plans
Required when:
A change in the use of floor space is proposed.
New floor space is proposed.
These should:
Be drawn to a recognised metric scale, preferably 1:50 or 1:100.
Explain the proposal in detail
Show details of the existing and proposed use.

LOCAL REQUIREMENTS
L12

Parking Arrangements
Existing & Proposed Parking and Access Arrangements are required for:
New Developments and Change of Use.

L23

Odour Assessment
Required:
For all uses in class A3 and A5 (Hot Food Takeaways and Restaurants).
Ventilation / Extraction Details are required for:
All commercial developments which will cause odorous emissions.

L32

Copies of Applications on CD
Required for:
All hard copy/paper applications.
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7 Monitoring, Implementation & Review
Monitoring
7.1 It is essential to monitor that this SPD is being successfully implemented, that the desired
outcomes are being achieved and if not, what corrective action needs to be undertaken.
7.2 This will be done through a regular process of monitoring the success of this SPD and its policies
against a set of indicators and targets in the Council's Annual Monitoring Report. This could include
the following indicators;
Use of this SPD in planning application decisions
Number of new Hot Food Takeaways in the Town Centre, District, Neighbourhood and Local
Centres
Number of new Hot Food Takeaways in the borough as a whole
7.3 In addition, as part of the Local Planning Framework Evidence Base, the Councils produces a
'Warrington Town Centre Health Check' and 'Warrington Retail Centres Report'. These both report on
the vacancy levels and the number and type of units within the town centre and other defined centres
in the borough.
Implementation and Review
7.4 The SPD will primarily be implemented through the development management process and the
determination of planning applications. The Council's Annual Monitoring Report will monitor the SPD’s
progress and highlight any issues that may require review.
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Figure 8.1 Defined Centres within Warrington

8 Appendix 1: Location of defined centres within the borough
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Figure 9.1 Warrington Secondary Schools with 400m Buffer
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10 Appendix 3: Evidence Review - Hot Food Takeaways and
Health
Author
and year

Area of
interest

Criteria for inclusion in
analysis/search terms

Outcomes

Bagwell
2013

Deprivation &
Obesity

Fast food, obesity and link
with deprivation

Evidence conflicting as to whether fast
food outlets are concentrated in areas
of deprivation or in more prosperous
commercial and business districts

Availability of fast food in
deprived areas

Buck et al.
2013

Clustering of hot
food takeaways
and link to
obesity and 400
metre guidance

Barriers to healthier
catering options in
deprived areas

The heaviest users of chicken and
burger restaurants are less affluent
consumers in the lower socio-economic
groups

Availability of unhealthy
food and its higher
consumption in children

In the German study region, clustering
of food retailers does not depend on the
location of schools

Clustering of food outlets
around schools

The results suggest that the
consumption of junk food in young
children is not influenced by spatial
availability of unhealthy food

Influence of junk food
availability on food intake
of school children

Conrad et
al. 2012

Deprivation &
Obesity

Investigations should be replicated in
other European communities to
increase environmental variability

Deprivation and childhood
weight/obesity in England

Childhood obesity rates in England
strongly associated with deprivation

National Child
Measurement Programme

Priority to tackle unhealthy weight in
children in areas with high levels of
deprivation

Indices of Multiple
Deprivation (IMD) 2010
scores

The IMD have some limitations but
provide the best available means of
comparing area deprivation in England
Interventions tackling childhood obesity
need to be broad and address factors
contributing to the obesogenic
environment

Crawford
et al. 2008

Clustering of hot
food takeaways
and link to
obesity and 400
metre guidance

Density of and proximity to
fast food outlets

Older children with at least one outlet
within 2 km had lower BMI z-scores

body weight in a sample
of children and their
parents

The further that fathers lived from an
outlet, the higher their BMI

BMI and location of fast
food outlet

Little support is given to the concept
that exposure to fast food outlets in the
local neighbourhood increases risk of
obesity
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Author
and year

Area of
interest

Criteria for inclusion in
analysis/search terms

Outcomes

Predict odds of being
overweight or obese
Davis et al.
2009

Obesity and
schools - causal
effect of
takeaways
being close to
schools

Fast-food restaurants near
schools and obesity in
school students
Proximity of fast food
restaurants to schools

Students with fast-food restaurants near
(within one half mile of) their schools
consumed fewer servings of fruits and
vegetables, consumed more servings
of soda and were more likely to be
overweight than those whose schools
were not near fast-food restaurants
The result was unique to eating at
fast-food restaurants (compared with
other nearby establishments) and was
not observed for another risky behaviour
(smoking)
Exposure to poor-quality food
environments has important effects on
adolescent eating patterns and
overweight
Policy interventions limiting the
proximity of fast-food restaurants to
schools could help reduce adolescent
obesity

Day et al.
2011

Deprivation and
obesity /
Clustering of
Hot Food
Takeaways and
link to Obesity
and 400 metre
guidance

Spatial cluster analysis
Food outlets clustering
around schools

The most socially deprived quintile of
schools had three times the number and
proportion of food outlets compared to
the least-deprived quintile
There was a high degree of clustering
of food outlets around schools, with up
to 5.5 times more outlets than might be
expected
Outlets were most clustered up to 800
m from schools and around secondary
schools, socially deprived schools, and
schools in densely populated and
commercially zoned areas

El-Sayed
et al. 2012

Deprivation &
Obesity

Socioeconomic
inequalities in adult obesity
risk in the UK

Socioeconomic indicators of low SEP
throughout the life course were
associated with higher obesity risk

Area level deprivation and
obesity

Several indicators were found to be
more strongly associated with obesity
among women than among men

Occupational social class
among adults

42

There may be ethnic differences in the
relation between SEP and obesity risk
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Author
and year

Fraser et
al. 2010

Gilliland et
al. 2012

Area of
interest

Criteria for inclusion in
analysis/search terms

Outcomes

Social mobility and obesity

Limitations to the study are
acknowledged and future research is
advised

Obesity and
schools - causal
effect of
takeaways
being close to
schools /
Clustering of
Hot Food
Takeaways and
link to Obesity
and 400 metre
guidance

Geography of fast food
outlets

Some evidence that greater exposure
to fast food is associated with lower fruit
and vegetable intake

Clustering of
Hot Food
Takeaways and
link to Obesity
and 400 metre
guidance

Environmental factors
associated with BMI levels
among adolescents and
potential interventions for
reducing childhood obesity

Availability/proximity of
fast food outlets by
schools

10

Schools have more fast food outlets
nearby than would be expected by
chance and this is amplified in more
deprived areas
Waltham Forest Council have banned
any new fast food outlets opening within
400m of their schools and this policy
should be used more widely to reduce
children’s exposure to fast food

Recreation opportunities,
fast-food outlets and
convenience stores

The presence of public recreation
opportunities within a 500 m network
distance of home was associated with
lower BMI z-scores
Fast-food outlets close to the school
were associated with higher BMI
z-scores
Interventions and policies that improve
children's access to publicly provided
recreation opportunities near home and
that mitigate the concentration of
fast-food outlets close to schools may
be key to promoting healthy lifestyles
and reducing childhood obesity

Harrison et
al. 2011

Obesity and
schools - causal
effect of
takeaways
being close to
schools

Adiposity and the
characteristics of areas
around schools and routes
to school

Significant associations between FMI
and a number of environmental
characteristics, but these varied by sex,
mode of travel to school and setting

Fat Mass Index (FMI) and
environmental indicators

Some associations between FMI and
characteristics of home and school
environments, with most associations
observed in girls.

Access to food outlets and
physical activity facilities
and mix of land uses

Further investigative work is required
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Author
and year

Area of
interest

Criteria for inclusion in
analysis/search terms

Outcomes

Kwate et
al. 2010

Clustering of
Hot Food
Takeaways and
link to Obesity
and 400 metre
guidance

Clustering of fast food
restaurants around
schools and effect on
children

A minimum of 25% of schools had a fast
food restaurant within 400 m.

School type, school racial
demographics, area racial
and socioeconomic
demographics

High schools had higher fast food
clustering than elementary schools
Public elementary and high schools with
large proportions of ethnic students had
higher clustering than white
counterparts
Public high schools had higher
clustering than private counterparts,
with 1.25 to 2 times as many
restaurants than expected by chance

Macdonald
et al. 2007

Deprivation &
Obesity

Area deprivation and fast
food restaurants
Obesity

Patterson
et al. 2012

Deprivation &
obesity /
Obesity and
schools - causal
effect of
takeaways
being close to
schools

Significant increases in density of
outlets from more affluent to more
deprived areas for each individual
fast-food chain and all chains combined

Concentration of fast food
outlets

A 'concentration' effect exists and risk
factors for obesity appear to be
'concentrated' in more deprived areas
of England and Scotland

Weight/BMI of
schoolchildren and
consumption of fast food

Many of the children were overweight
or obese and will likely become obese
as adults

location of takeaway
outlets in a deprived inner
London Borough

Very high frequency of fast food
consumption for the majority of
schoolchildren in this area

obesogenic environment
and obesity and
overweight

Significant differences between gender
and practices related to fast food
consumption
Close proximity of outlets and low cost
of fast food is likely to influence the
schoolchildren’s fast food consumption
No significant association between
increasing takeaway and fast food
consumption and obesity as measured
by BMI corrected for age and gender

Smith D et
al. 2013
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Obesity and
schools - causal
effect of

Local retail food
environment and change
over time

Between 2001 and 2005 the number of
takeaways and grocers/convenience
stores within 400 m of schools
increased, with many more grocers
reported within 800 m of schools in
2005
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Author
and year

Area of
interest

Criteria for inclusion in
analysis/search terms

Outcomes

takeaways
being close to
schools /
Clustering of
Hot Food
Takeaways and
link to Obesity
and 400 metre
guidance

Association between
change in retail food
environment and effect on
secondary school
children’s diet

Some evidence that the local food
environment around secondary schools
may influence adolescent diet, though
effects were small

10

Further research on adolescents’ food
purchasing habits with larger samples
in varied geographic regions is required
to identify robust relationships between
proximity and diet

Summary
Deprivation and Obesity
A lot of the papers in this area are published in the US, Canada and Australia. These papers overall
show a link between deprivation and obesity, but the evidence from papers published in the UK is less
conclusive. Fraser et al (2010) state that “results from the ecological studies show that there are more
FF [fast food] and takeaway outlets in more deprived areas” and “These results have started to change
policy; in 2008 the City of Los Angeles passed a bill to ban the opening of any Fast Food restaurants
in the poor neighbourhoods in the city”.
Obesity and Schools - causal effect of takeaways being close to schools
The evidence is not conclusive as to whether or not there is a direct link between hot food takeaways
being close to schools and obesity levels increasing. It does seem as though children do not eat as
healthily though if takeaways are close to schools. This is also true of convenience stores being close
to schools as children choose to go to the stores and choose crisps and chocolate over more healthy
alternatives such as fruit. Fraser et al. (2010) state that “People may eat at a FF [Fast Food] outlet
simply because there is no alternative food outlet nearby. This is an easier area to address with policy
decisions than if people are choosing to eat at FF outlets rather than healthier alternatives”. Smith et
al. (2013) look at the importance of the cost of food at the local takeaways and shops, and say that
the results “highlight the importance of local shops in urban deprived areas as a source of food for
adolescent students, who report that prices in local shops or takeaways are usually lower than in the
schools … Students may compare prices and choose to purchase food away from school to save
money”. The price of food in schools needs to be examined therefore. In the introduction to their study
on the proximity of fast food establishments to schools and the effect on children’s health, Davis et al.
(2009) say that the research on this area has not “yielded consensus”. “Multiple studies have found
that fast-food restaurants are systematically concentrated within a short walking distance of schools,
giving children greater access to low-quality food, but these studies do not make an explicit connection
between proximity to fast-food restaurants and diet-related outcomes”. Davis et al. set out to prove if
there is a connection and in their conclusion they acknowledge that their results are limited as they
looked at only one state in the USA, California, but they state that as a “more drastic” public policy
measure, governments could “restrict commercial permits for fast-food restaurants within walking
distance of a school. Policy makers could also consider restrictions on the menus of restaurants that
already exist within those zones, especially during lunch times and immediately before and after school.
Alternatively, officials could consider ways to encourage vendors of healthful food to locate near
schools”.
Clustering of Hot Food Takeaways and link to Obesity and 400 metre guidance
The 400 metre rule has been established because this is considered a distance that may deter children
from walking to the takeaway during their lunch break from school. Other distances have been
considered, for example, 800 metres from a school and an article in The Conversation mentions
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residents in Adelaide trying to impose a ban on a McDonalds being built within 200 metres of a primary
school. Some of the studies are from countries outside the UK and the results might not translate to
the UK population. In fact, Fraser et al. (2010) state that all the studies that they looked at “that showed
a positive association between FF availability and overweight/obesity were undertaken in the USA” so
“There is a need for studies from other countries with good quality height and weight data to be
undertaken”. Smith et al. (2013) examined distance between takeaways and schools and say that
“Unhealthy diet scores are negatively correlated with the median distance to takeaways within 400 m,
and the minimum distances to grocers within 800 m and takeaways at both distances … The small
significant relationships between proximity to takeaways and unhealthy diets indicate that students
who must go further from school to reach a takeaway have a less unhealthy diet”. They also say that
“We cannot assume that takeaways are the only source of ‘unhealthy’ food, or that consumers will
avoid the fizzy drinks and crisps at the grocers”. There are alternative outlets to takeaways that supply
unhealthy food too.
Overall Summary
Difficulties exist in establishing a definitive answer as to whether or not there is an association between
takeaways being in close proximity to schools or in there being a cluster of takeaways near schools
and higher levels of overweight/obesity. Buck et al. (2013) explain that the “great heterogeneity in study
designs, measures etc. limits a comparison of findings regarding the community food environment.
Furthermore, these findings can hardly be transferred to European communities, because structures
of the studied communities differ in many aspects from European communities ... communities in the
U.S. and Europe differ with regard to urban patterns, location of stores, and range of products, as well
as travel behaviour and eating behaviour of consumers. Portion size of fast food restaurants also
strongly differs between the U.S. and Europe”. As a result Buck et al. call for further European studies
and in fact further research in England/the UK is needed for a greater impact on policies in this country.
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WARRINGTON BOROUGH COUNCIL
EXECUTIVE BOARD - 14 April 2014
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Councillor D Keane, Executive Board Member, Environment
and Public Protection
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Growth and Environment

Senior Responsible
Officer:

Melanie Hughes, Planning Policy and Obligations Compliance
Officer (Planning Policy and Programmes Team)

Contact Details:

Email Address:
Mhughes6@warrington.gov.uk

Key Decision No.

NKD/069/13

Ward Members:

All

Telephone:
01925 442841

TITLE OF REPORT: STATEMENT OF COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT
1.

PURPOSE

1.1.

The purpose of the report is to present Members with the Statement of
Community Involvement prepared as part of the Local Planning Framework
and amended following a six week public consultation. Approval of the
document in its final form for the purposes of formal adoption is sought.

2.

CONFIDENTIAL OR EXEMPT

2.1

The report is not confidential or exempt.

3.

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

3.1

The Council’s current Statement of Community Involvement was adopted
following consultation in April 2010. Since this time there have been further
changes to the regulations guiding the production of such documents and
therefore it is considered an appropriate time to update the Statement of
Community Involvement to reflect both changes introduced by the Town and
Country Planning (Local Development) (England) Regulations 2012 and to
make new provisions and amendments to take into account the changes made
by the Localism Act 2011.
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4.

THE LOCAL PLANNING FRAMEWORK

4.1

The Warrington Unitary Development Plan (2006) is the current adopted
development plan for the borough. Decisions on planning applications must in
law be made in accordance with its policies, unless particular circumstances
indicate that other relevant factors are material to the decision and outweigh
the need to adhere to policies.

4.2

The Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 and changes introduced by
the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning) (England) Regulations 2012
introduced a new system of Local Planning Frameworks intended to replace
Unitary Development Plans (UDPs). The Local Planning Framework
comprises a series of plans and documents, as opposed to a single plan,
which can be produced and more easily kept up to date.

4.3

Warrington’s Local Planning Framework consists of a suite of documents that
fulfil a range of different purposes. A diagram setting out the different
documents included in the Local Planning Framework is included in Appendix
1. The Statement of Community Involvement is one of the documents that the
Council is required to produce.

4.4

The emerging Warrington Local Plan Core Strategy (LPCS) is now at an
advanced stage in the process. This will, once adopted, therefore replace the
existing Warrington Unitary Development Plan.

5.

THE STATEMENT OF COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT

5.1

The Statement of Community Involvement (SCI) is a key document that forms
part of the Local Planning Framework. It is a statutory requirement under the
new planning system and is subject to public consultation. The document sets
out how and when the community will be involved in the preparation of local
development documents and how they will be consulted on planning
applications.

5.2

The Council’s SCI was adopted in April 2010 following consultation and
approval by the Council’s Executive Board. Given changes to the planning
system that have been put in place since that time, it is now considered
necessary to revise the adopted SCI. Changes made to the planning system
include consolidating the existing Town and Country Planning Regulations,
new provisions and amendments to take into account the changes made by
the Localism Act 2011.

5.3

The SCI sets out, how and when the community will be involved in the
preparation of the local planning framework and how they will be consulted on
planning applications.

5.4

The SCI is a means of improving the planning process and seeks to:


link with other community involvement initiatives i.e. The Health and
Wellbeing Strategy
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identify in general terms which local community groups and other bodies
will be consulted
identify how the community and other bodies can be involved in a timely
and accessible manner
ensure methods of consultation are suitable for the intended audience and
for the different stages in the preparation of local planning documents
ensure resources are available to manage community involvement
effectively
show how the results of community involvement will be fed into the
preparation of development plan documents, supplementary planning
documents and neighbourhood planning documents
say how the SCI will be reviewed.

6.

PREVIOUS CONSULTATION

6.1

The Statement of Community Involvement was approved for consultation
purposes by the Executive Board in December 2013. Consultation has been
undertaken in accordance with the process set out in the Council’s existing
Statement of Community Involvement and statutory procedures. The public
consultation undertaken ensures that the SCI meets the necessary statutory
regulations and therefore carries weight within the statutory planning system.

6.2

Over an eight week period, 27 comments from 14 parties were received in
relation to the document. The document has been very well received and
comments of support provided. Some representations highlighted the need for
minor editorial changes to be made to the document however these were
generally to reflect changes to the consultee lists in the appendices.

6.3

The comments made by consultees in response to publication of the draft
Statement of community Involvement are summarised in the Schedule of
Responses to the Consultation (February 2014) which accompanies this report
in Appendix 2. The schedule also indicates the Council’s response to the
comments made and whether or not is agreed that an amendment should be
made.

6.4

The final draft of the Statement of Community Involvement is attached at
Appendix 3.

7.

FINANCIAL CONSIDERATIONS

7.1

The programme for delivery of the Local Planning Framework will be achieved
within existing resources.

8.

RISK ASSESSMENT

8.1

There are no direct risk management implications arising from this report.
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9.

EQUALITY AND DIVERSITY / EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT

9.1

Consultation on the draft Statement of Community Involvement will be
undertaken in accordance with the Council’s currently adopted Statement of
Community Involvement. This will ensure that hard to reach groups are
included and have the opportunity to comment on and influence the document.

10.

CONSULTATION

10.1

The document is presented for approval for adoption purposes. The
document has been subject to an eight week public consultation. The
consultation is governed by the Town and Country Planning (Local Plan)
(England) Regulations 2012 and the Councils Statement of Community
Involvement. 27 comments from 14 parties were received in relation to the
document. A summary of representations is provided in section 6.

11.

REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATION

11.1

The Statement of Community Involvement adopted in 2010 is now considered
to be out of date. An up to date document is required to guide consultation on
Development Plan Documents, Supplementary Planning Documents and
Neighbourhood Development Plans produced as part of the Local Planning
Framework and to guide consultations on planning applications.

12.

RECOMMENDATION

12.1

The Executive Board is recommended to:
(i) approve the final Statement of Community Involvement following
amendments made as a result of the public consultation; and
(ii) approve the formal adoption of the Statement of Community Involvement.

13.

BACKGROUND PAPERS
 The Town and Country Planning (Local Development) (England) Regulations
2004;
 The Town and Country Planning (Local Development) (England) Amendment
Regulations 2008;
 The Town and Country Planning (Local Development) (England) Amendment
Regulations 2009;
 The Town and Country Planning (Local Planning) (England) Regulations 2012
 The National Planning Policy Framework (2012)
 Localism Act 2011

Contacts for Background Papers:
Name
Melanie Hughes

E-mail
Mhughes6@warrington.gov.uk
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Telephone
01925 442841
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Statement of Community Involvement
Schedule of Responses to Consultation (April 2014)

ID

Full
Name
Dawn

SCI1
Hewitt
Angela
SCI2
Atkinson
Louise
SCI3
Parker
Louise
SCI4
Parker

Organisation
Details

General Opinion Please tell us your
general opinion on
this section

Officer Comments

Environment
Agency

Generally Agree

Thank you for referring the above consultation. We have no comments to make on
the document.

Comments noted.

Marine
Management
Organisation

Generally Agree

Thank you for inviting the Marine Management Organisation (MMO) to comment
on the above consultation. I can confirm that the MMO has no comments to submit
in relation to this consultation.

Comments noted.

Paragraph 3.15 needs ‘a’ deleting on first line of page 27should read:
Stockton Heath
Parish Council

Stockton Heath
Parish Council

English Heritage

Generally Agree

If there is more than one objector or supporter they have to agree who should
speak.

Comments noted. An
amendment will be made
to delete "a" from the first
line of paragraph 3.15.

Generally Agree

Page 9 of the Draft Statement of Community Document, a ‘t’ is missing in the word
‘Represenation’ in ‘Representations received / considered’.

Comments noted. An
amendment will be made
accordingly to reflect
comments.

Generally Agree

Thank you for consulting English Heritage. At this stage we have no comments to
make on it content.

Comments noted.

Emily
SCI5

General Comments - Comments to support your choice above

Hrycan

Thank you for your consultation on the above dated 16 December 2013 which was
received by Natural England on 16 December 2013.
Carla
SCI6

Natural England
Jackson

Generally Agree

Natural England is a non-departmental public body. Our statutory purpose is to
ensure that the natural environment is conserved, enhanced, and managed for the
benefit of present and future generations, thereby contributing to sustainable
development.
We are supportive of the principle of meaningful and early engagement of the

Comments and support
noted.

ID

Full
Name

Organisation
Details

General Opinion Please tell us your
general opinion on
this section

General Comments - Comments to support your choice above

Officer Comments

general community, community organisations and statutory bodies in local planning
matters, both in terms of shaping policy and participating in the process of
determining planning applications.
We regret we are unable to comment, in detail, on individual Statements of
Community Involvement but information on the planning service we offer, including
advice on how to consult us, can be found at:
http://www.naturalengland.org.uk/ourwork/planningdevelopment/default.aspx.

Louise
SCI7
Parker

Stockton Heath
Parish Council

Neither Agree or
Disagree

The Members raised concerns that a permanent site had still not be allocated to
travellers in Warrington.

Comments noted. The
provision of a permanent
site for Gypsy and
Travellers will be dealt
will through a separate
site allocations local plan
process, and is not in
itself a matter of concern
for the SCI.

Appendix C - Consultees for Planning Applications
The following will be consulted when it is considered appropriate.


Network Rail London North Western

Specific Consultation Bodies
Diane
SCI8

Network Rail
Clarke

Neither Agree or
Disagree

These lists are as complete as can be reasonably expected at the time of SCI
preparation: other organisations and groups may exist, or may be formed in future,
and will not be excluded from involvement simply because they are not named
here.
The emergence of new groups or organisations will be kept under review by
monitoring the local press, correspondence received and relevant web-sites. The
consultation list will also be published on the Council's Website with details of who
to contact if any other body wishes to be included on it.

Comments noted. The
consultation database is
reviewed on a regular
basis to ensure that
groups and organisations
are not excluded from
involvement in the
planning process.
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Officer Comments

Network Rail Infrastructure Limited
The council should note that we would wish to see consultations for planning
applications:









Deb
SCI9
Roberts

Planning
Neither Agree or
Disagree

I am pleased to see that The Coal Authority is on your list of ‘Specific Consultation
Bodies (Appendix A). However, having reviewed your document, I confirm that we
have no specific comments to make on this document at this stage.

Comments and support
noted.

Highways Agency Generally Agree

The Highways Agency would not wish to make any comments with regards to this
document. However we will look forward to future consultation and dialogue with
Warrington Council.

Comments and support
noted.

The Members raised concerns that a permanent site had still not be allocated to
travellers in Warrington.

Comments noted. The
provision of a permanent
site for Gypsy and
Travellers will be dealt
will through a separate
site allocations local plan
process, and is not in
itself a matter of concern
for the SCI.

The Coal
Authority

Sion
SCI10

OwenEllis

Louise
SCI11
Parker

Adjacent to the operational railway
Adjoining the operational railway
At stations
Over the railway
Under the railway
On railway land
On demarcated land in former railway ownership
Councils also have a statutory duty under Schedule 5 of the Town and
Country Planning (Development Management Procedure) Order 2010 to
consult Network Rail if there is a potential for a material increase in the
type and volume of user at a level crossing.

Appleton Parish
Council

Neither Agree or
Disagree
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Comments and support
noted.

Culcheth and Glazebury Parish Council welcome this detailed and informative
statutory document, and appreciate the difficulties with consultation when issues
have become complicated and interdependent as they are in the Local Planning
Framework.
It is good to have pre application community involvement, but there needs to be
some direction as to how this information is used.

Mr
SCI12 Michael

Clerk

Culcheth and
Glazebury Parish
Durrington Council

Neither Agree or
Disagree

The results of the pre application consultation go on the planning application
website but in our experience do not go into the report, particularly when it goes to
committee. It should be there. There should also be a comment on any changes
made in response to that application. There needs to be a reaction to comments,
not treat them as passive information.
There is a further concern that someone responding to a consultation may think it
unnecessary to reply to the planning application because they have already made
their views clear.
That can also happen with repeated applications for the same proposal.

There also are still some people who are discouraged or sidelined because of the
paper-free system and their lack of computer skills

There is no statutory
requirement for
applicants to undertake
their own consultation.
Early community
engagement however by
developers enables a
development to be
considered by the
community prior to formal
submission of a planning
application.
Where community
consultation events
are appropriate, the
developer will be
expected to submit a
statement outlining the
extent of consultation
completed and how
feedback from the
process has influenced
the submitted scheme.
The planning officer will
assess the submitted
scheme and will consider
comments received
through the Council’s
formal approved
notification procedure.
Comments will then be
considered and
addressed through the

ID
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General Opinion Please tell us your
general opinion on
this section

General Comments - Comments to support your choice above

Officer Comments

officer’s report.
The Council tries to
engage with as many
people as possible
through both the plan
making and planning
application
process. There are a
variety of methods the
Council employs to
consult with members of
the community and aims
to meet a variety of
needs and
requirements. The SCI is
clear on the process of
who will be consulted and
when it is the
responsibility of the
consultees to respond
when notified.

Natalie
SCI13
Belford

Manchester
Airport

Neither Agree or
Disagree

We would like to take this opportunity to thank you for consulting and inviting
comments from Manchester Airport on your draft Statement of Community
Involvement (SCI). We are supportive of the direction of the SCI in guiding
community involvement in planning matters and welcome the intended promotion
of community participation in the planning system. In particular, we would like to
acknowledge our inclusion as a specific consultation body for the Local Planning
Framework at Appendix A and as a consultee for Planning Applications at
Appendix C, which we strongly welcome. In terms of how Manchester Airport
should be listed under these appendices, the text ‘Plc' should be omitted.

Comments and support
noted. An amendment
will be made to reflect
comments.
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Manchester Airport is the largest airport outside of the South East and the UK's
third busiest airport, handling around 20.8 million passengers in 2013. The Airport
serves more than 225 destinations worldwide and enjoys significant cargo
operations. As the primary international gateway for the North, Manchester Airport
provides crucial links with overseas markets and is recognised as a key driver of
the North West Economy. It is estimated that the Airport supports around 40,000
jobs and generates an estimated £627 million of GVA for the North West region
(York Aviation, 2011).
As a major business, transport facility and economic hub located in close proximity
to the borough, it is imperative to consider how such influences impact upon the
borough when developing the composite parts of your Local Planning Framework,
and to ensure that an appropriate policy framework is put in place to enable
Warrington to benefit from and contribute to the economic advantages and
transport facilities that Manchester Airport brings to the region. It is therefore
important that Manchester Airport has been included as a specific consultation
body at Appendix A.
Natalie
SCI14
Belford

Manchester
Airport

Neither Agree or
Disagree

We also have a role in the development management process due to our
aerodrome safeguarding procedures, and as a statutory consultee for certain
planning applications it is particularly important that Manchester Airport has been
listed as a consultee for planning applications at Appendix C.
Certain civil aerodromes (selected on the basis of their importance to the national
air transport system) are officially safeguarded. This is to ensure that their safe
operation and development is not compromised in any way by potentially
hazardous development and activity at or in the vicinity of the airport. In order to
determine the safety implications of a proposal there is an established
safeguarding process between local planning authorities and safeguarded
aerodromes.
Legislative provisions regarding the process of Aerodrome Safeguarding are set
out in the Town and Country Planning (Safeguarding Aerodromes, Technical Sites
and Military Explosives Storage Areas) Direction 2002 (ODPM Circular 1/2003).
Manchester Airport is an officially safeguarded aerodrome and under Circular
1/2003 local planning authorities within Manchester Airport’s safeguarded area are
obliged to consult the Airport on planning applications for developments that have

Comments
noted. Amendments
made to table 5 to reflect
comments and the
safeguarded areas for the
indiviual aerodrome or
technical sites.
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the potential to impact the safe operation of aircraft or that may prejudice the
Airport’s future development. Safeguarding maps (which are issued to LPA’s by the
CAA) show the extent of the safeguarded area and set out the requirements for
statutory consultation with the Airport.
As a local planning authority within Manchester Airport’s safeguarded area,
Warrington Borough Council must therefore, before granting planning permission
for a development of land falling within the criteria indicated on the Safeguarding
Map, consult the Airport as Statutory Consultee to the planning process.
With regard to Appendix D of the SCI, we welcome the reference that has been
made in Table 5 to ODPM Circular 1/2003 – Safeguarding Aerodromes, Technical
Sites and Military Explosives Storage Areas, and to the acting Aerodrome
Safeguarding Authorities. However, the text that has been cited here does not
address safeguarding consultation procedures in their entirety. The majority of the
extract provided at Table 5 comes from a paragraph within Circular 1/2003 that
specifically refers to ‘other aviation uses’. Whilst it is correct that consultation is
required with Airport Operators for applications connected with an aviation use
within 13km of a safeguarded civil aerodrome and 8 miles of a safeguarded military
aerodrome, as is stated in Table 5, additional text has been inserted here to say
that this consultation area is also applicable to applications ‘likely to affect
operational safety’. This suggests that the 13km consultation area is also used for
all other development that is potentially hazardous to aircraft, which is not always
the case. It should therefore be noted that for certain development the safeguarded
area extends far beyond this distance. For example, Manchester Airport’s official
safeguarded area for physical safeguarding extends to a distance of 15-25km from
the aerodrome, for bird hazard safeguarding and other aviation uses it is 13km,
and for wind turbine development the consultation area extends to a radius of
30km from the aerodrome. We therefore recommended that amendments are
made to the text within Table 5 to reflect these procedures as they are not currently
made clear.
Mr
SCI15 Ian
Estall

Oughtrington
Community
Centre

Neither Agree or
Disagree

The document offers guidance on the full range of planning material with which the
public should have the opportunity to engage with. The immediate impression is
that it clarifies much that had previously been rather unclear. It can thus act as a
valuable ‘aide memoire' for anyone who may wish to engage with planning policy,
development control and related planning matters in the future.

Comments and support
noted.
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Thank you for notifying National Trust of the above consultation.
Having reviewed the draft SCI Review document I can advise you that there are no
specific comments that the Trust wishes to make at this stage; however, we would
wish to be notified of the outcomes of the consultation and the Adoption of the new
SCI.
Alan
SCI16

National Trust
Hubbard

Mr
SCI17 David
Sherratt

Mr
SCI18 David
Sherratt

Local
Development
Framework
Assessor

Neither Agree or
Disagree

I can confirm that National Trust is correctly noted in Appendices A (page 39) and
C (page 43) in terms of its involvement with LDF documents and planning
applications. As previously advised some years ago the Trust's interest primarily
relate to its wider estate at Dunham Massey and if it would be helpful a plan
showing the current extent of this can be provided on request.

For the following development types, United Utilities Water PLC would like to be
included as specific consultees for planning applications and Pre-Application
discussions.
Neither Agree or
Disagree

h - To exchange information between parties to ensure minimum disruption to our
infrastructure and existing customers.

United Utilities
Water PLC

Local
Development
Framework
Assessor
United Utilities
Water PLC

Comments and support
noted. The database will
be amended to reflect
changes to the contact
details.

Neither Agree or
Disagree

For the following development types, United Utilities Water PLC would like to be
included as specific consultees for planning applications and Pre-Application
discussions.
k - To eliminate any adverse impacts on our water abstraction boreholes
processes; large diameter assets and to exchange information between parties to
ensure minimum disruption to our infrastructure and existing customers.

Comments
noted. Information
passed to Development
Management Services for
future consultation.

Comments noted.
Information passed to
Development
Management Services for
future consultation.
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Mr
SCI20 David
Sherratt

Mr
SCI21 David
Sherratt

Mr
SCI22 David
Sherratt
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Details

Local
Development
Framework
Assessor

General Opinion Please tell us your
general opinion on
this section

Neither Agree or
Disagree

United Utilities
Water PLC
Local
Development
Framework
Assessor

Neither Agree or
Disagree

United Utilities
Water PLC

Local
Development
Framework
Assessor

United Utilities
Water PLC

For the following development types, United Utilities Water PLC would like to be
included as specific consultees for planning applications and Pre-Application
discussions.
p - To eliminate any adverse impacts on possible assets that are laid on the bed of
the river or stream and to exchange information between parties to ensure
minimum disruption to our infrastructure and existing customers.
For the following development types, United Utilities Water PLC would like to be
included as specific consultees for planning applications and Pre-Application
discussions.
r - To eliminate any adverse impacts on our water abstraction boreholes
processes; water supply assets and to exchange information between parties to
ensure minimum disruption to our infrastructure and existing customers.

Officer Comments

Comments noted.
Information passed to
Development
Management Services for
future consultation.

Comments noted.
Information passed to
Development
Management Services for
future consultation.

For the following development types, United Utilities Water PLC would like to be
included as specific consultees for planning applications and Pre-Application
discussions.

Neither Agree or
Disagree

United Utilities
Water PLC

Local
Development
Framework
Assessor

General Comments - Comments to support your choice above

Comments noted.
Information passed to
Development
s - To eliminate any adverse impacts on our operational staff; sewerage assets and
Management Services for
to exchange information between parties to ensure minimum disruption to our
future consultation.
infrastructure and existing customers.
Trade waste discharges in our sewerage network will only be allowed with prior
approval, a trade effluent discharge consent may be required from United Utilities
Water PLC.

Neither Agree or
Disagree

For the following development types, United Utilities Water PLC would like to be
included as specific consultees for planning applications and Pre-Application
discussions.
t - To eliminate any adverse impacts on our water abstraction boreholes
processes; water supply assets and to exchange information between parties to
ensure minimum disruption to our infrastructure and existing customers.

Comments noted.
Information passed to
Development
Management Services for
future consultation.
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For the following development types, United Utilities Water PLC would like to be
included as specific consultees for planning applications and Pre-Application
discussions.
Mr
SCI23 David
Sherratt

Local
Development
Framework
Assessor

Neither Agree or
Disagree

United Utilities
Water PLC

Oughtrington
Community
Centre

Neither Agree or
Disagree

The commitment to requiring applicants for permission for development affecting
the interests of local communities to involve those communities in fully-informed
Comments and support
dialogue at the earliest possible stage is welcomed from the viewpoint of also often
noted.
leading to the approved scheme being likely to be of higher quality than might
otherwise have been the case.

Oughtrington
Community
Centre

Neither Agree or
Disagree

The commitment to maintaining a database of interest groups is welcomed and will
help respondents to one matter to identify others in their local community or in the
wider community with interests in the same topic to share in more effective and
well-informed campaigns to influence outcomes.

Comments and support
noted.

Oughtrington
Community
Centre

Neither Agree or
Disagree

The guidance on Neighbourhood Planning has potentially far-reaching
consequences for any local community aspiring to prepare its own plan. This
document very helpfully sets out the conditions attaching to any such initiative.

Comments and support
noted.

Oughtrington
Community
Centre

Neither Agree or
Disagree

The tabular representation of the processes involved in preparation of local plans
serves to emphasise the complexities of the processes and is valuable for placing
each event in context. It also helps explain why ‘consultation fatigue’ is a genuine
concern.

Comments and support
noted.

Estall
Mr
SCI25 Ian

Comments noted.
Information passed to
Development
Management Services for
future consultation.

Numerous utility services now manage, monitor and operate their assets remotely
and therefore it is essential that our operational activities are protected; an impact
assessment will be required to ensure the proposed telecoms equipment has no
detriment impact on our service.

Mr
SCI24 Ian

To ensure the location and siting of the telecommunications development does not
have an adverse impact on the existing infrastructure.

Officer Comments

Estall
Mr
SCI26 Ian
Estall
Mr
SCI27 Ian
Estall
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1 Introduction
1.1 The Government makes it clear that the planning system should be as transparent, as accountable,
socially inclusive and participatory as possible. The aim of the system is to encourage more meaningful
community involvement that provides opportunities for more active participation and discussion earlier
in the plan preparation and planning application process. This is very often referred to as front-loading.
1.2 The Statement of Community Involvement (SCI) is a key document that forms part of the Local
Planning Framework. The SCI sets out how and when the community (in its widest sense) will be
involved in the preparation of Local Plan and other documents and how they will be consulted on
planning applications. It is a statutory requirement under the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act
(2004) for the Council to prepare a SCI.
1.3 Since the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act came into force in September 2004, there
have been a number of amendments to accompanying planning regulations, including the Town and
Country Planning (Local Planning) (England) Regulations 2012. The 2012 regulations consolidate the
existing 2004 Regulations and the subsequent amendments made to them, whilst also making new
provisions and amendments to take into account the changes made by the Localism Act 2011, including
the "Duty to Co-operate".
What is the purpose of the Statement of Community Involvement?
1.4 The Statement of Community Involvement is one of the planning documents which the council
is required to produce. The document will guide all community involvement on planning matters in the
Borough of Warrington. It is important that community consultation forms an integral part of planning
changes in Warrington. The Statement of Community Involvement has been prepared to ensure that
the people of Warrington know when, how and for what reason they will be able to participate in planning
matters. It also seeks to makes clear the expectations required of developers with regards to community
consultation.
1.5 In producing the Statement of Community Involvement, it is the Council's intention to promote
effective public participation in the planning system. This will make sure that all sections of the
community have the opportunity to be actively and continuously involved from the very start of the
planning process both in the preparation and subsequent revision of the Local Planning Framework
and in significant development management decisions.
1.6 Involvement in the planning process should enable the local community to say what sort of place
they want to live and work in the initial stages of plan production when it can make a difference. The
council will aim to include "hard to reach groups" that have historically not engaged with the planning
system including, young people, ethnic minorities, people with disabilities, Gypsies and Travellers and
Travelling Showpeople.
1.7 The aim is that by achieving greater community engagement throughout the planning process
our stakeholders and other organisations will have an active involvement in identifying and addressing
the main planning issues, and in the development of planning policies and proposals. In this way it is
hoped that many objections will be resolved prior to the independent examination of local plans, and
prior to the determination of planning applications.
1.8 The benefits of involving a wider range of people and organisations throughout the planning
process include:
More focus on local needs and priorities
Planning decisions informed by local knowledge
Improved understanding of the process
Wider ownership of the process
Wider interest in monitoring outcomes
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1.9 When preparing planning documents or determining planning applications the Council must
comply with the community engagement requirements as set out in the adopted Statement of Community
Involvement. When a Local Plan is submitted to the Secretary of State a " Statement of Compliance"
will be required to be submitted outlining how the community engagement requirements of the Statement
of Community Involvement have been met during the process.
Why the Statement of Community Involvement has been updated
1.10 This document provides a revision to the Statement of Community Involvement that was adopted
in April 2010. The need to update the Statement of Community Involvement has been primarily
necessitated as a result of changes in the regulations brought about by the publication of the Town
and Country Planning (Local Planning) (England) Regulations 2012 as well as changes to local
development management protocols.
1.11 The main changes introduced by the 2012 Regulations consolidate the existing Town and
Country Planning (Local Development) (England) Regulations 2004 and the subsequent amendments
made to them, and make new provisions and amendments to take into account of the changes made
by the Localism Act 2011, including the "Duty to Co-operate".
Duty to Co-operate
1.12 The duty to co-operate is a legal requirement of the plan preparation process. It was introduced
by the Localism Act and requires local authorities to consider strategic planning beyond their boundaries
and provides a mechanism to address larger issues than can be dealt with by the local planning authority
working alone. This may include:
The provision for new housing across a wider housing area
The provision of major retail, leisure, industrial and other economic development.
The provision of infrastructure; and
The protection and enhancement of the natural and historic environment
1.13 The Government expects that local planning authorities should work collaboratively with other
bodies to ensure that strategic issues are properly co-ordinated and clearly reflected in individual Local
Plans.
1.14 The Town and Country Planning (Local Planning) (England) Regulations 2012 usefully clarifies
the public bodies which the "duty to co-operate" also covers. This includes:
Environment Agency
English Heritage
Natural England
Mayor of London
Civil Aviation Authority
Homes and Community Agency
Primary Care Trusts
Office of the Rail Regulator
Highways Agency
Transport of London
Integrated Transport authorities
Highways Authorities
Marine Management Organisation
Local Enterprise Partnership
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Local Planning Framework
What is the Local Planning Framework?
1.15 The Local Planning Framework will set out the principles for how spatial planning will contribute
to the achievement of the Warrington Health and Wellbeing Strategy, within the context of national
planning policies. Local Planning Frameworks comprise of a folder of Local Plan Documents. Figure
1.1 illustrates the components of Warrington's Local Planning Framework.
LOCAL PLANNING FRAMEWORK

Figure 1.1 The Components of Warrington's Local Planning Framework

1.16 The Council's programme for the preparation of the Local Planning Framework can be found
in the Council's Local Development Scheme. The Local Development Scheme is a public statement
which sets out the Council's project plan for the production and review of the Local Planning Framework,
including a description and timetable for each individual document. The LDS is available on the Council's
website and printed copies are available on request.
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1.17 An integral part of the planning system is the requirement for the Council to prepare an Annual
Monitoring Report each year. This report will contain information on the implementation of the Local
Development Scheme and the extent to which planning policies are achieving their purpose. The most
up-to-date and previous Annual Monitoring Reports are available on the Council's website.
Local Plan Documents
1.18 Local Plan Documents are planning documents that have been subject to independent testing
and once adopted form part of the Statutory Development Plan. These are the documents against
which planning applications are assessed. Planning decisions must be made in accordance with these
documents unless material considerations outweigh the need to adhere to their policies.
Local Plan Documents can include:
Local Plan Core Strategy - This comprises a long term vision and strategic objectives for the
borough, along with an overall strategy, a number of core policies and a monitoring and
implementation framework. Once adopted all other Local Plan Documents must be in conformity
with it.
Warrington's emerging Local Plan Core Strategy also includes Development Management Policies,
that set out the criteria against which planning applications for the development and use of land and
buildings will be considered.
Further Local Plans
Site Specific Allocations- The allocation of land for specific uses (including mixed use) and the
designation of areas within which particular policies of the Core Strategy are to apply could be made
in a separate Local Plan Document.
Area Action Plans - Area action plans can be used when there is a need to provide the planning
framework for areas where significant change or conservation is needed. Area action plans are generally
intended to:
Deliver planned growth areas;
Stimulate regeneration;
Protect areas particularly sensitive to change;
Resolve conflicting objectives in areas subject to development pressures; or
Focus the delivery of area based regeneration initiatives.
Policies Map - This shows on an ordnance survey base map the adopted development plan
policies which entail a geographic focus for the local planning authority. The Policies Map will
be revised as each new development plan is adopted.
The adopted Policies Map should:
Identify areas of protection, such as nationally protected landscape and internationally, nationally
and locally-designated areas and sites, and Green Belt land;
Show areas at risk from flooding; and
Allocate sites for particular land use and development proposals included in any adopted
development plan document and set out the areas to which specific policies apply.
Other Local Plan Documents - The Council can also prepare other Local Plan Documents such
as on thematic issues. These Local Plan Documents will form the statutory development plan.
A statement of compliance with this Statement of Community Involvement must accompany each
Local Plan Document.
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1.19 Supplementary Planning Documents offer more detailed guidance to supplement the policies
contained within Local Plan Documents. They may cover a range of issues, both thematic and site
specific, which may strengthen a policy within a local plan document. Examples include design guides,
development briefs, master plans, car parking standards etc. They are also a "material consideration"
when determining planning applications.
1.20 Supplementary Planning Documents (SPD's) do not form part of the statutory development
plan but are nevertheless subject to community involvement as part of their preparation. A statement
of compliance with the Statement of Community Involvement must accompany each Supplementary
Planning Document produced.
Council Procedures and Reporting Protocols
1.21 Based on the Local Authorities (Functions and Responsibilities) (Amendment) (No. 2) (England)
Regulations 2004 and recognising the Council Constitution and Schemes of Delegation for the Council,
the levels of political responsibility for the production of Local Planning Framework documents are as
follows:
For each Local Plan Document and the Community Infrastructure Charging Schedule
The approval for the purposes of consultation will be undertaken by The Executive Director
Economic Regeneration, Growth & Environment in consultation with the Executive Board.
Full Council Resolution is required for submission and adoption stages following consideration
by the Executive Board.
For each Supplementary Planning Document, the Annual Monitoring report, Local Development Scheme
and the Statement of Community Involvement:
The approval for the purposes of consultation on Supplementary Planning Documents and The
Statement of Community Involvement will be undertaken by The Executive Director Economic
Regeneration, Growth & Environment in consultation with the Executive Member for Environment
and Regeneration.
A decision of the Executive Board is required for adoption of Supplementary Planning Documents
and the Statement of Community Involvement. The Executive Board will also be required to
approve the Annual Monitoring Report and the Local Development Scheme. Such decisions are
likely to be “Key Decisions” as they affect communities in more than two wards and would be
subject to the Council’s Scrutiny Procedure Rules.
How can the community be involved with the preparation of the Local Planning Framework?
1.22 The minimum legal requirements for consultation and public participation for the Local Planning
Framework are set out in the Town and Country Planning (Local Plan) (England) Regulations 2012.
Local Plan Documents
1.23 Local Plan Documents can be concerned with several different levels of planning, ranging from
issues that relate to the whole of the Borough, through to proposals that apply to smaller areas, or site
specific allocations of land. There are several specific stages in the preparation of Local Plan
Document's as set out below. The Council proposes to involve the community throughout all stages
of Local Plan Document preparation. The type and scale of involvement will be tailored to the particular
development plan document.
The broad principles to be applied will be:
Wide Community Involvement
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The Council is committed to involving as many people and groups as possible in the formulation
of planning policies for the Borough from an early stage. Any person or organisation interested
in the planning of the Borough is welcome to get involved and contribute to the process.
Proposals that cover a large geographical area and/or broad ranging issues, involvement will be
aimed at the wider community throughout the preparation process.
Targeted Community Involvement
The more specific the issue, the more targeted the involvement - to reflect the narrower range of
interests affected by a particular area of concern.
In relation to smaller geographical areas, involvement is targeted at specific communities - but
not to the exclusion of relevant wider interests.
In relation to specific topics, involvement is targeted at groups involved in/ affected by their delivery
or implementation.
In each case where targeted community involvement is appropriate, this will not exclude other
groups and the wider public from the process and their contribution is also welcome.
In the event the Council's Local Development Scheme indicates that one or more Local Plan
Documents may need to be produced simultaneously, this may enable a joined up approach to
the early stages of preparation when community involvement is widespread and at a general
level. Publicity and some correspondence may be able to be combined to cover more than one
Local Plan Document to avoid consultation fatigue. However, it may be necessary to separate
involvement at later stages when not to do so would be likely to cause confusion.

Development Management
General Principles Development Management
Development Management is a term used to include a range of activities and interactions that remove
the control of development and the use of land into a more positive and proactive process. The
development of a more proactive process means it ensures a better fit with the principles of plan making
and better supports the local authorities in their role as "place shapers".
The principle of Development Management utilises both planning applications and enforcement
procedures to apply a more positive management. They are used to not only control the effects of
unrestricted development, but as a proactive tool for managing development opportunities.
Collaborative working relationships with partners both within and outside the council is a key aspect
of Development Management. Working in partnership will also involve working with developers on the
delivery of projects that are important to achieving overall strategic objectives within the borough.
Effective partnership working will therefore:
Support the role of planning in place shaping in the borough;
Ensure that development is supported by the appropriate and timely delivery of infrastructure;
Input essential specialist skills and knowledge; and
Maximise the chances of successful delivery.
The Council promotes the importance of early engagement and therefore encourages applicants to
undertake pre-application discussions, prior to the submission of a planning application. The objective
of pre-application discussion should be to confirm whether the principle of development is acceptable
and the subsequent discussion of more detailed matters such as highways etc to enable better
co-ordination between public and private resources to improve the outcome for the wider community.
Further details in relation to the development management processes in can be found in Section 3 of
this document.
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2 The Local Planning Framework
Preparation of Local Plan Documents

Picture 2.1 Minimum Stages in the Preparation of Local Plan Documents
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The Local Planning Framework

Pre Production Stage - Evidence Gathering
2.1 The council has to maintain up to date information from survey and evidence gathering in order
to underpin the preparation of its planning policies and proposals. The monitoring of this information
is one of the key indicators of a need to prepare or review a Local Plan Document.
The main information areas monitored include:
Reports on housing and employment and development (produced annually for each year ending
st
31 March).
Retail development, Strategic Housing Market Assessments (SHMAs) and Gypsy and Traveller
Accommodation Needs Assessment (GTAA) (main studies at 5 yearly intervals, with updated
monitoring as necessary)
Open space and sports facilities
Environmental Reports
Vacant and derelict land
Land and buildings with potential for housing development
2.2 Where possible and appropriate, the Council will seek the involvement of relevant groups and
organisations in the development of this information base with a view to ensuring reliable and robust
evidence which is widely accepted as common ground. Groups and organisations will be selected
from the list of specific and general consultees listed in Appendix A as appropriate to the type of
evidence/ information.
2.3 The Council will ensure that this information is readily accessible to all interested parties via the
website (www.warrington.gov.uk). The website will also be used to communicate updates on these
studies and to highlight opportunities for community involvement to wider issues.
2.4 At the very earliest stage in the process, appropriate consultees will be invited to respond. Any
issues of particular concern that they consider should be addressed should be raised, and to indicate
(other than in the case of specific consultees) if and how they wish to be kept involved as production
moves forward. At this stage of preparation, involvement is informal in nature and the aim will be to
establish meaningful and continuous dialogue with interested parties.
Public Participation in Local Plan Contents and Scope (Regulation 18)
2.5 The Council will give notice of the intention to commence work on the preparation of a Local Plan
Document as soon as it is clear as to its scope, purpose and timetable. At this point the Council will
also invite consultees to make representations about the proposed content of the Local Plan Document.
This will be done by direct notification of all consultees listed in the Statement of Community Involvement.
2.6 If the Local Plan Document is an Area Action Plan, the circular letters will be directed to households
and businesses within and adjoining the specific geographic area.
2.7 In all instances, there will also be associated publicity through Council media including the
Website, and through press releases where deemed appropriate.
2.8 At all stages the Council will respond positively to requests for further discussion, clarification,
more information and advice wherever possible. Officers will attend meetings of groups and organisations
if requested. If the draft report has any particular implications for specific areas or sites proposed for
allocation, local interest groups will be approached with a view to raising awareness of the consultation
process.
2.9 The Council will take full account of the responses to this consultation and all responses received
will be used to produce the final document. This initial period of community consultation in the
preparation of Local Plan Document's enables people to express their views, put forward their own
ideas and to actively participate in developing the Local Plan Document.
Preparation and Publication of Local Plan Documents (Regulation 19)
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2.10 Throughout the production of the Local Plan Document parties will be involved in informal and
more formal consultation exercises as considered appropriate. These will be set out in more detail in
the Local Development Scheme relative to the document being produced.
2.11 Once a Local Plan Document has been prepared, the Council will publish the document and
conduct a period of consultation. This will last for 6 weeks however the Council may increase this
period as appropriate, depending on the document being prepared.
The Council will invite representations on the published document and will:
Advertise the consultation period on the Council’s website, giving details of how and when the
documents can be inspected, how copies can be obtained, what the closing date for
representations is, and to whom representations should be addressed.
Make all the relevant documents available throughout the six-week period at the locations listed
in Appendix B, and on the Website.
Send copies of the Local Plan to the relevant consultees listed in Appendix A.
Write directly to everyone on the Local Planning Framework Mailing list.
Ensure that adequate media publicity is given to the availability of documents to ensure that all
who have an interest are made aware of the opportunity to make representations on the Local
Plan.
Issue a standard form for representations and encourage its use and associated guidance for
use in making representations
Provide for representations to be made by e-mail as well as by letter.
The Council’s response to consultation
2.12 At the end of the six week period, the Council will consider all representations and will decide
whether or not it is necessary to make changes before the next stage of the process. It is not envisaged
that significant changes will be required at this stage, given the level of engagement conducted at the
pre-production stage.
2.13 Discussions may be held with respondents or their representatives in cases where clarification
is needed, or where there appears to be scope to negotiate common ground and resolve an objection.
2.14 Once all representations have been considered, the Council will prepare a statement of the
number of representations received, a summary of the main issues raised and the Councils response
to the representations, including any agreed changes to the document.
Copies of this statement and of all representations made will be made available at each of the locations
in Appendix B and on the Council’s Website.
Further Consultation on site-specific representations
2.15 If any of the representations received propose the allocation of an additional site or an alteration
to a site boundary shown in the published Local Plan Document, the Council will repeat the consultation
arrangements carried out for the published Local Plan Document, as set out above if deemed
appropriate. This will permit further representations over a six-week period only in relation to that site
or boundary. Those promoting an alternative site or sites will need to indicate how the sustainability
appraisal process has been or is to be carried out prior to the examination. All consultees previously
notified of the Local Plan Document will be notified of these representations. These arrangements will
be accompanied if necessary by further publicity, including press releases, and letters to groups and
organisations who have an interest in the area to which the representation relates but who may not
have been relevant to the previous consultation.
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Submission Stage (Regulation 22)
2.16 The outcome of this process will be the preparation of the Submission Local Plan Document.
This is the document that will be submitted for independent examination by an Inspector appointed by
the Secretary of State.
The Submission Local Plan Document will be accompanied by:
The Sustainability Appraisal Report
A Submission Policies Map showing what associated changes to the Adopted Policies Map are
being proposed.
A statement demonstrating compliance with the consultation and participation processes set out
in the SCI, and setting out
Which consultees were invited to make representations
How consultees were invited to make representations
A summary of main issues raised by representations and how any representations have
also been taken into account.
The number of representations made and the summary of the main issues, if any were
made.
Copies of any representation made relating to the Local Plan
Other supporting information of relevance - Including a Habitat Regulations Assessment where
appropriate.
2.17 As soon as the Council has submitted the Local Plan to the Secretary of State the Council will
make available all documents that have been submitted for examination on the website.
Independent Examination (Regulation 24)
2.18 Copies of all representations and statements resulting from the publication stage process will
be sent to the Secretary of State who will appoint an Inspector to carry out the examination into the
soundness and legal compliance of the Plan.
2.19 8 weeks before the examination a pre-examination meeting will be held by the Inspector. At
least six weeks before the examination begins, the Council will publish notice of the time and place
where it will be held, and the name of the Inspector. The Council will write to all interested parties and
will publicise on the Council’s Website.
2.20 The National Planning Policy Framework sets out four tests which Local Plans should meet if
they are to be sound. The four tests against which Local Plans will be examined against relate to the
plan being positively prepared, justified, effective and consistent with national policy.
"Positively Prepared" means the document must be:
Based on a strategy which seeks to meet objectively assessed development needs and
infrastructure requirements.
“Justified” means that the document must be:
Founded on a robust and credible evidence base
The most appropriate strategy when considered against the reasonable alternatives
“Effective” means that the document must be:
Based on effective joint working on a cross-boundary basis
Deliverable
Flexible
Able to be monitored
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2.21 All hearing sessions associated with the examination will be held in public. However, only those
who have made formal representations during the 6 week participation period at submission stage,
seeking a change to the Council's proposals, are entitled to participate by appearing at the hearing
sessions and this will be at the discretion of the Inspector. Participation in the examination can also
be carried out by submitting written representations in response to the Inspectors published key issues.
Written representations will be given the same consideration by the Inspector as evidence given in
person.
2.22 The Inspector will consider all documents compiled and will ensure that all relevant legislation
has been considered. This generally includes ensuring that the document:
Has been prepared in accordance with the Local Development Scheme and is in compliance with
the Statement of Community Involvement.
Has been subject to a sustainability appraisal (SA) and where appropriate a Habitat Regulations
Assessment (HRA)
Has regard for national policy
The Duty to Co-operate has been fulfilled
Has regard to any Sustainable Community Strategy for the area.
Compliance with Regulations
Adoption (Regulation 26)
2.23 The Council can formally request under section 20(7C) that the appointed Inspector recommend
main modifications that are considered necessary to make the Local Plan sound. Any recommendations
made by the Inspector will not be subject to further consultation. At this point the Council may adopt
the document with the main modifications or with the main modifications and additional modifications.
The Council will publish the necessary statutory notices and notify interested parties of the final stages
to adoption of the Local Plan following receipt of the Inspectors report.
Monitoring and Review
2.24 The effectiveness of all Local Planning Documents and the policies and proposals within, will
be assessed annually through the Councils AMR.
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Supplementary Planning Documents
2.25 Supplementary Planning Documents are produced to support and provide additional information
regarding policies within Local Plan Documents . The process of preparing a Supplementary Planning
Document is similar to the process for Local Plan Documents, but simplified.

Stages in the preparation of Supplementary Planning Documents

Community Involvement

Pre-Production Stage Evidence Gathering

Prepare Draft SPD

Participation Stage 6 week public consultation

Respond to Representations on Draft SPD and amend the
document in light of representations if necessary

ADOPTION

Figure 2.1 Minimum Stages in the Preparation of Supplementary Planning Documents
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Pre-Production (Informal Evidence Gathering and Discussion)
All matters covered in Supplementary Planning Documents must relate to policies in a Local Plan
Document. In the vast majority of cases there will be no need to establish a further evidence base for
a Supplementary Planning Document.
The Council will determine which of the specific and general consultees and other interests listed in
Appendix B are interested parties given the subject matter of the draft Supplementary Planning
Document. The Council will seek to engage with all interested parties at the early pre-production stage
and will feed comments into the production stage.
Production Stage - (Preparation of the Draft Supplementary Planning Document)
A full draft Supplementary Planning Document will be prepared taking into account the comments
obtained at pre-production.
Participation Stage (Consultation)
At this stage in the process, the council will:
Subject the draft SPD to consultation period for a minimum of six weeks.
Advertise the participation period on the Council's website, giving details of how and when the
documents can be inspected, how copies can be obtained, what the closing date for
representations is, and how and to whom the representations should be addressed.
Make the relevant documents available throughout the participation period at the locations listed
in Appendix C and on the website, together with forms and associated guidance for use in making
representations.
Provide for representations to be made by electronic consultation, e-mail and letter.
Notify the relevant consultees identified at pre-production stage, and to other consultees who
submitted comments.
Write to all other consultees listed in Appendix B to advise of the subject matter of the
Supplementary Planning Document, of the participation period being undertaken, and how access
to the documents can be obtained.
Issue press release to secure media publicity if appropriate.
Responses
At the close of the participation period, the Council will prepare a report summarising the number and
content of representations made and will publicise its availability to participants. It will be placed on
the Council’s Website.
The responses will be considered by the Council who will make changes as agreed to be necessary,
before taking steps to adopt the Supplementary Planning Document.
Adoption
The Council will prepare a statement which will be available on the Council’s Website that the
Supplementary Planning Document has been adopted and give details of where and when it can be
inspected.
The adopted Supplementary Planning Document, representations made and Council's responses will
be posted on the Council’s Website. The Council will also notify any person who has requested
notification following adoption.
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Who We Will Consult
2.26 It is important to consult a broad range of groups at various stages in the preparation of Local
Plan Documents and Supplementary Planning Documents. The key groups are listed below:
The general public
Other Council Services
Neighbouring Local Planning Authorities
Town & Parish Councils
Ward Forums
Resident/ Community Groups
Businesses/ representative bodies
The Warrington Partnership (Local Strategic Partnership Members)
Central Offices and Agencies
Statutory Bodies
Interest Groups/ representative bodies
Hard to Reach Groups/ representative bodies including the young; the elderly and the disabled
Minority groups/ representative bodies including religious racial, ethnic or national groups
2.27 The Council has a formal requirement to fulfil the "Duty to Co-operate" and therefore the Council
will undertake a proactive and collaborative approach with adjoining authorities and other public
organisations, where necessary, when completing the various stages of Local Plan preparation.
2.28 The Council maintains a database of individuals who have expressed an interest in the Local
Planning Framework. This enables the community to register to be involved throughout the planning
process.

How We Will Consult
Website
2.29 The Councils website (www.warrington.gov.uk) is used to display all the latest Council publications
and consultation documents, together with associated explanatory information, response forms and
contact details.
2.30 All consultation documents will be contained within the consultation portal to allow businesses
and residents to obtain council proposals and documents and allow everyone to be kept fully informed
of progress and future consultation events whilst also viewing responses that others have made.
2.31

All correspondence will include direction to the web address

2.32 The website will be used extensively for all elements of the Local Planning Framework evidence
base and at all stages of document preparation.
Letter to all interested parties
2.33 Either a direct mailing will be undertaken to all households, businesses in the borough and all
consultees and/ or a selective mailing limited to a geographical area or community of interest will be
undertaken depending on the document being produced. Extensive mailing will be most appropriate
at the very start of Local Plan Document production to ensure that a wide range of interests are alerted
to what is happening and how they can become involved.
Local Press
2.34
Depending on the type of document being produced, the Council may choose to produce
publicity material giving details of the consultation process.
Meetings
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2.35 Where a specific issue is raised, favourable consideration will be given to requests for meetings
with groups, organisations, individuals, and communities.
Focus Groups
2.36 A number of focus group meetings have been held and it is hoped that Focus Groups can be
used in the future for particular planning issues to be discussed. A record will be kept of Focus Groups
proceedings.
Availability of Documents
2.37 During the consultation period documents will be made available for inspection for a minimum
of 6 weeks in the Deposit Locations as detailed in Appendix C. Following adoption, documents will be
retained at those locations in accordance with statutory requirements.
2.38 All documents will be available for inspection during normal office hours at New Town House
Planning Reception, Contact Warrington and can also be accessed on the website.
Availability of Officers
2.39 A planning officer will be available to deal with enquires about the documents over the telephone
or face to face at the Borough Council Offices at New Town House, during normal office hours. The
Development Plan Team has a central email address LDF@warrington.gov.uk through which enquiries
can be chanelled.
Meetings with Town & Parish Councils and Neighbourhood Boards
2.40 The Borough Council will inform and consult Town & Parish Councils and Neighbourhood Board
members on a regular basis during the production of Local Planning Framework Documents.
Hard to Reach Groups
2.41
The Council will make every effort to engage with these groups directly and/or through
representative organisations, whether local or national, and encourage them to get involved in the
preparation of the Local Planning Framework Documents. In Warrington Borough, hard to reach groups
are considered to be:
Young People
Frail Elderly
People with disabilities - mobility impaired, visually impaired and hearing impaired
Black Minority and Ethnic Groups
Gypsies and Travellers and Travelling Showpeople
2.42 Documents can be made available in large type, Braille, in audio format and in other languages
upon request.
2.43 Opportunities to involve hard to reach groups through other Council services (eg the Youth
Service, Social Care and Community Development) will be explored.
2.44 The Council is an active member of the mulit-agency Cheshire Chief Executives Advisory Group
on Travellers, which has an appointed Gypsy and Traveller Co-ordinator. This provides a channel of
communication and contact with these groups.
2.45 In preparing Local Planning Framework Documents the Council will comply with the requirements
of the Equality Act 2010 and the Public Sector Equality Duty.
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Neighbourhood Planning
Neighbourhood Planning
2.46
Neighbourhood planning seeks to enable communities to come together to shape the
development and growth of the local area through the production of a Neighbourhood Development
Plan or Neighbourhood Development Order.
2.47 The Localism Act 2011 introduced new rights and powers to allow local communities to prepare
neighbourhood plans and orders. The neighbourhood plans provide an opportunity to build on existing
adopted local plans however they must be inconformity with the overall spatial strategy. The plans are
not a mechanism in which to constrain growth in the local area, but can allow local people to get the
right type of development for their community, for example identifying where new homes and offices
should be built and what they should look like. These plans are prepared by the Parish and Town
Councils where they exist and by community groups in areas which are unparished. Whilst the
production of neighbourhood plans are optional, where they are prepared, the Council has a duty to
support the process and ensure that the body preparing the neighbourhood plan has regard to the
Neighbourhood Planning (General) Regulations 2012.
2.48 Neighbourhood Development Orders can grant planning permission for specified developments
in a neighbourhood area. Once established there would be no need for anyone to apply to the council
for planning permission if it is for the type of development covered by the order. This should make it
easier and quicker for such development to go ahead in the future. A Neighbourhood Development
Order must have consideration for the wider strategic vision for the wider area and should also be in
line with national planning policy and necessary legal requirements.
2.49 This chapter sets out a summary of the legal requirements for producing a Neighbourhood Plan
or Neighbourhood Development Order and the minimum consultation requirements.
The Designation of Neighbourhood Forums and Neighbourhood Areas
2.50 If a Town or Parish Council or community group wishes to establish a neighbourhood forum or
neighbourhood area, they must apply to Warrington Borough Council in its capacity as a Local Planning
Authority to become an area for neighbourhood planning purposes. In order to submit an application,
the application must be accompanied by the relevant information depending on whether the community
is looking to establish a neighbourhood forum or neighbourhood area. Both processes are outlined
below.
Designating a Neighbourhood Area
2.51 Regulations 5, 6 and 7 (The Neighbourhood Planning (General) Regulations 2012) set out the
requirements for the designation of a neighbourhood area. Where an application is submitted to
establish a neighbourhood area, the application should include:
A map which identifies the area to which the area application relates;
A statement explaining why this area is considered appropriate to be designated as a
neighbourhood area; and
A statement that the organisation or body making the area application is a relevant body for the
purposes of section 61G of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990.
2.52 Once this information has been received, the Council will publicise the area application and
invite representations for a period of 6 weeks. The publication will include:
A copy of the application
Details of how to make representations; and
The date by which those representations must be received.
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2.53 Where a neighbourhood planning application is approved, the Council will publicise on their
website and in any other manner considered appropriate to bring the decision to the attention of people
who live, work or carry on business in the neighbourhood area. Details published on the website will
include:
The name of the area;
A map of the area; and
The name of the body who has applied for the area to be designated.
2.54
If the Council takes the decision to refuse the designation of a neighbourhood area or
neighbourhood forum, the Council will publish a “decision statement” outlining the reason for refusing
the application, together with details of where the decision statement can be inspected.
Designating a Neighbourhood Forum
2.55 Regulations 8, 9 and 10 set out the requirements for the designation of a neighbourhood forum.
If the area is unparished, a neighbourhood forum must be established prior to preparing a neighbourhood
development plan. Where a neighbourhood forum has been designated previously and has not expired
or been withdrawn, the Council will decline a neighbourhood forum application made in relation to that
neighbourhood area.
2.56 If an unparished area wishes to proceed with establishing a forum they must submit the relevant
supporting information to accompany the application. This includes;
the name of the proposed forum;
a copy of the written constitution of the proposed neighbourhood forum;
the name of the neighbourhood area to which the application relates and a map which identifies
the area;
the contact details of at least once member of the proposed neighbourhood forum; and
a statement detailing how the proposed neighbourhood forum meets the conditions set out in the
1990 Act.
2.57 Once an application has been received, the Council will publicise the area application and invite
representations for a period of 6 weeks. This will be publicisied on the website and local deposit venues
of the area to which the application relates.
a copy of the application;
a statement detailing that if a designation is successful no other organisation or body may be
designated for that neighbourhood area until that designation expires or is withdrawn;
Details of how to make representations; and
The date by which those representations must be received.
2.58 If the application is successful the Council will publish the decision on the website and at local
deposit venues for the attention of people, who live, work or carry on business in the neighbourhood
area.
Neighbourhood Development Plans & Neighbourhood Development Orders – Pre-submission
consultation and publicity
2.59 The Neighbourhood Planning (General) Regulations 2012 set out the requirements for the
consultation which the qualifying body must undertake on the Neighbourhood Development Plan or
Neighbourhood Development Order before submitting to the Council.
2.60 The plan proposal should be consulted on for a minimum of 6 weeks and should be publicised
in a manner that is likely to attract the attention of people who, live, work or carry on business in the
neighbourhood area. The consultation should include the following information:
Details of the proposals for the neighbourhood development plan or development order
Details of where the plan can be inspected
Statement of Community Involvement Warrington Borough Council
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Details of how individuals can make representations
The date the representations must be received.
That the qualifying body consult any of the consultation bodies listed in the regulations whose
interest may be affected by the neighbourhood development plan or development order
That a copy of the neighbourhood development plan is sent to the Council.
2.61 The regulations do not set out exactly how the qualifying body should conduct consultation
however the following techniques could be utilised to ensure effective consultation.
Workshop events
Leaflet drop to all households and local businesses in the area
Exhibitions
Public meetings
Posters
The publication of details on the qualifying body’s website
2.62 Once the qualifying body has undertaken a period of consultation in the local area, the qualifying
body will then submit the plan proposal or order to the Council providing the following information:
A map or statement which identifies the area the proposed neighbourhood development plan/
neighbourhood development order relates
A consultation statement (including details of persons are bodies who were consulted, a summary
of main issues and details how these issues have been considered and, where relevant addressed)
The proposed neighbourhood development plan/ neighbourhood development order; and
A statement explaining how the plan meets the legal requirements set out in the Town and Country
Planning1990 Act
Publicising a plan/ order proposal (Publication)
2.63 The Council will publish the neighbourhood plan/ development order for a period of consultation
following submission. This will be for a period of 6 weeks and which will be publicised on the Council
website and local deposit venues. This should be completed as soon as possible and will include the
following information:
Details of the plan proposal
Details of where the plan can be inspected
Details of how to make representations
A statement that any representations may include a request to be notified of the Councils decision
in relation to the neighbourhood development plan/ neighbourhood development order.
The date by which all representations must be received
2.64 The Council will also notify any consultation body which is referred to in the submitted consultation
statement by the qualifying body that the neighbourhood plan has been submitted.
Examination and Inspectors Report
2.65 Once the plan or order has been published and has completed the 6 week consultation, the
Council will appoint an independent examiner to consider the plan or order and representations. The
Council will forward all necessary information including:
A map or statement which identifies the area the proposed neighbourhood development plan/
order relates
A consultation statement (including details of persons are bodies who were consulted, a summary
of main issues and details how these issues have been considered and, where relevant addressed)
The proposed neighbourhood development plan/ order; and
A statement explaining how the plan meets the legal requirements set out in the Town and Country
Planning 1990 Act and the Neighbourhood Planning (General) Regulations 2012;
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An environmental statement (if one is required); and
All representations received during the publication stage of consultation.
2.66 Once the examiners report has been received by the Council and a decision has been made
regarding how to proceed, the Council will publish on the website a “decision statement” which will set
out the decision made and the reasons for it. The Council will also provide details of where the “decision
statement” can be inspected and the examiners report. The examiners report will also be sent to the
qualifying body and any other person who has requested to be notified. The Council will request that
the qualifying body publish the “decision statement” on their website, where possible and any other
means appropriate to advertise that a decision has been made.
The “decision statement” will include:
The decision whether to accept or refuse a plan/ order proposal
What action is to be taken in response to the recommendations by the examiner
What modifications need to be included
Whether to extend the area to which the referendum is or are to take place
2.67 If the Council makes the decision to adopt a neighbourhood development plan or order It will
be subject to a local referendum. If the neighbourhood development plan or order then passes the
local referendum a further decision notice will be repeated to publicise that there has been a vote in
favour of the neighbourhood plan or order and it will subsequently be adopted. The neighbourhood
plan or order, supporting information and details of where and when the plan or order can be inspected
will then be made available on the Council's website accordingly.
2.68

The Council will also notify any person or body’s who have been asked to be notified.
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3 Planning Applications
3.1 This section aims to set out how local communities will be involved in the consideration of
individual planning applications.
3.2 Warrington Borough Council receives on average 2000 applications for planning permission per
year. Every effort is made to ensure contact with all those who may be interested in the decision-making
process both before and during the process. Depending on the nature of the application the Council
notifies and engages individuals, interest groups and the wider community.
3.3 No system for publicising planning applications can be totally effective, however extensive. A
balance needs to be struck between providing a reasonable opportunity for people to comment on
applications and the cost and speed of decision-making. It is considered that current practice for
notification and consultation strikes a reasonable balance and the Council has an approved procedure
note for publicising applications.
3.4 This section will set out how and when the Warrington Borough Council will consult on planning
applications and details of measures which are expected of developers to carry out successful community
engagement on applications.
3.5 To assist in the identification of the type and scale of consultation that should take place, it is
useful to identify the types of applications received by the authority.
Application Type

Description

Timescale to
Determine
Applications

Environmental
I m p a c t
Assessments
Applications

Applications for planning permission for which EIA is required
are referred to in the Regulations as 'EIA applications'

16 Weeks

Major Large Scale

Residential developments (conversion or new build), involving
the creation of 200 or more units, or site area of 4 hectares or
more. Non-residential developments with a floor space of more
than 1000m2 or more or with a site area of 2 hectares or more.
(Applications submitted with an EIA assessment will be subject
to a 16 week determination timescale)

13 Weeks

Major Small Scale

Residential developments involving the creation of 10 - 199
units, or site area of 0.5 ha and less than 4 ha. Non-residential
developments with a floor space of 1000sqm and up to
9,999sqm or where the site area is1ha and less than 2ha.

13 Weeks

Minor

Residential developments below 10 units. Where the number
of dwellings to be constructed is not given in the application,
a site area of less than 0.5 hectares should be used. For all
other uses, a minor development is one with a floor space
below 1000m2 or where the site area us less that 1 hectare.

8 Weeks
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Application Type

Description

Other

A broad range of planning and related applications: including
applications for advertisements, conservation area consent
applications, applications for works under tree conservation
orders, telecommunications masts, lawful development
certificates, alterations to listed buildings and householder
applications such as extensions and alterations to an existing
residential property

Timescale to
Determine
Applications
8 Weeks

Table 1 Types of Planning Applications Received by the Authority

General Consultation
Information and guidance on submitting a planning application is available on the Councils website.
Planning application forms are also available for download.
The Borough encourages applicants to undertake pre-application discussions, prior to the submission
of a planning application. The objective of pre-application discussion should be to confirm whether
the principle of development is acceptable, establish key issues which the application should address,
and to agree the submission of material needed to enable the application to be assessed. The Council
has adopted a pre-planning application advice protocol which can be found on the Councils Website.
(http://www.warrington.gov.uk/info/200562/planning/1334/pre_planning_application_advice_protocol_and_charges)
All pre-planning application advice is the subject of a charge apart from householder proposals that
are free of charge.
In accordance with the pre-planning application advice protocol the Council will offer pre-planning
application advice upon completion of the pre-planning application advice form (and relevant
accompanying information) and receipt of the pre-application advice fee. The Council will not commence
work on the pre-planning application advice enquiry until the fee and information has been received.
There is no pre-planning application advice fee for householder proposals. Advice can be obtained
from the Council in terms of whether a proposal requiring planning permission would be acceptable
from a development management point of view. Whilst there is no fee for householder proposals there
is still a requirement to complete the necessary form.
There is no statutory requirement for applicants to undertake their own consultation. However, the
Council encourages applicants to advise their neighbours before submitting an application. The Council
recommends that applications for major schemes should undertake community involvement before
applying for planning permission. This provides the local community with the opportunity to let applicants
know what they think, raise any issues or concerns directly and possibly influence changes at an early
stage in the process. This can have a positive benefit in determining planning applications.
Wider Community Consultation
Once planning applications have been processed and validated, publicity and notification processes
will be undertaken.
Consultation will follow the Council's approved notification procedure. This takes into account the
statutory requirements for the publicity of planning applications as set out in the The Town and Country
Planning (Development Management Procedure) (England) Order 2010 as amended. This includes
notices being placed at the application site and in the local press. It is current practice to use the
Warrington Guardian for such notices, although consideration will be given on a case by case basis
to the appropriate consultation process. Site and press notices will provide a minimum 21 days for
response.
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Applications that will be publicised in this way include:
Applications likely to be of more than local interest
Applications which are significant and/ or contrary to planning policy
Listed Building Applications
Applications affecting Conservation Areas
Applications affecting a public right of way
(1)
Applications affecting the Strategic Road Network
In all cases the Town/Parish Council is consulted. The “weekly list” of applications is provided to the
local press and to various local interest groups and organisations. Some companies pay an annual
fee to receive this list. A list of applications received is also published via the Council’s website. It is
anticipated that wider public access to the Councils on-line application processing system will enable
information to be provided relating to applications made for specified addresses, streets, post codes
etc.
Individual Consultation
3.6 Occupiers of premises adjoining an application site will be notified individually by letter. This
would usually result in notification being sent to the occupier of any property which shares a boundary
with an application site ignoring any road or footpath. Each application is considered separately and
where any doubt exists, wider notification will be conducted. Advice will be provided about access to
plans and drawings, the means by which comments can be made and points of contact if more
information is required. See appendix E for further information.
Statutory Consultees
3.7 Statutory consultees are consulted on all relevant applications and given 21 days to respond.
Not all of the bodies in appendix C are contacted for each application; this varies according to the
details of the application.
Consultation During the Processing of Planning Applications
3.8 A considerable amount of negotiation takes pace on a large number of applications, particularly
those relating to major developments, once they have been submitted. This is a very important and
crucial part of the development management process, which often leads to significant improvements
in the quality of developments and often addresses objectors concerns. This dialogue between planning
officers and developers and their professional advisors, as well as any other interested parties, is
something which is actively encouraged by both the Government and the Borough Council.
3.9 Planning applications will often generate much public interest and provide a large number of
objections. The negotiations stage will often lead to the submission of amendments to overcome some
of these objections. The extent of negotiation will sometimes depend on whether the applicant has
first engaged in pre-application discussions. If amendments would result in a fundamentally different
scheme applicants may be asked to withdraw their application or a refusal may be issued. Re-notification
of neighbours on minor amendments is left to the discretion of the Development Manager. Minor
amendments are generally made to overcome a particular objection or concern so there is often no
need to re-consult. More significant alterations will require neighbour notification. However, given the
tight timescales to determine applications a reduced timescale for a response to a re-notification is set
(normally between 10 – 14 days). Town & Parish Councils and relevant statutory consultees may be
re-consulted on any significant alterations.
3.10

Representations can be made in writing: by letter or e-mail.

Planning Application Determination

1

The highway network which the Highways Agency operate, maintain and improve on behalf of the Secretary of State for
Transport. In the Warrington area this represents the entirety of the M6, M62 and the M56 motorways. Any road on the
Strategic Road Network is known as a trunk road.
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3.11 90% of planning applications are determined under delegated powers by authorised officers.
However, some of the larger or more complex applications can be referred to the Development
Management Committee or Planning Applications Sub Committee for decision by Members of the
Council. Matters that can be referred to both committees are in the following circumstances:
Development Management Committee
3.12

The following matters are referred to the Development Management Committee.
Applications for development which, in the opinion of the executive director of economic
regeneration, growth and environment services, are major strategic planning applications
Applications for development which have given rise to material planning objections received from
ten persons or more at the end of the statutory consultation period
Approval of, or consultation upon, planning guidance documents in accordance with the Local
Authorities (Functions and Responsibilities)(England) Regulations 2000 and any subsequent
amendments there to.

Planning Application Sub-Committee
3.13

The following matters are referred to the Planning Application Sub-Committee:
Any application for development where a notice in writing on the prescribed form has been given
by a ward councillor for the relevant ward within which the application site is located, requiring
the committee to decide the application and identifying the relevant reasons for the referral and
relevant Local Plan policies.
Any application for development where a notice in writing on the prescribed form has been given
by a town or parish council which has expressed a view contrary to the officer recommendation
and identifying, to the satisfaction of the Strategic Director of Environment and Regeneration
Services, a relevant reason for referral and making reference to relevant Local Plan policies.
Any application for development which in the opinion of the Strategic Director of Economic
Regeneration, Growth and Environment Services is contrary to the provisions of the Local Plan
and is recommended for approval.
Any application for development in which the council has a significant interest in the proposal or
the application relates to council-owned land.
Any application for development which as a consequence of the scale of objection or for any
other reason the Director of Economic Regeneration, Growth and Environment deems it to be
appropriate or expedient for the matter to be referred to the committee.
Confirmation of a Tree Preservation Order where objection to the proposed order has been
received and not been withdrawn.
Determination of an enforcement matter where the Director of Economic Regeneration, Growth
and Environment considers it appropriate, particularly where there may be significant costs
implications for the council or where the action may have a significant personal or financial
implication for those involved.

3.14 If an item is going to Development Management Committee or the Planning Application
Sub-Committee the Council will inform the applicant/ agent and anyone who submitted comments on
a particular planning application.
3.15 A notification letter informs them of the date, time and location of the committee, so that they
can attend if they wish. It informs them that they have the right to speak at committee. It is expected
that those wishing to speak at committee notify the Development Management Support Team in advance
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of the meeting. If there is more than one objector or supporter they have to agree who should speak.
A guidance note has been produced on speaking at Development Management Committee and this
is available from the Council Website.
3.16 Committee reports are made available on the Council's website 5 working days before the
committee meeting. Copies of committee agendas can also be obtained from democratic services.
Minutes from committee meetings are also accessible via the Councils website.
Development Management Committee Web Link:
http://www.warrington.gov.uk/info/200349/committees/647/development_management_committee
Planning Application Sub Committee Web Link:
http://www.warrington.gov.uk/info/200349/committees/657/planning_applications_sub_committee
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Major Planning Applications
3.17 Government guidance has categorised significant/ major developments into three tiers, each
of these tiers will require a different level of consultation. The Council also identifies a fourth tier of
developments which may not fall into specific categories within other tiers but where community interest
is likely to make pre-application consultation a beneficial element of the planning process.

TIER 1
Development not in accordance with a Statutory Development Plan, which would significantly
prejudice the implementation of the Plan such as waste disposal facilities, aggregates
extraction and other major industrial developments (Schedule 1 developments – as defined
by EIA regulations 1999)
Proposals for over 20,000 square metres of gross floor shopping space
TIER 2
Schedule 2 developments – as defined in EIA regulations 1999. Those developments which
will have a significant effect on the environment but to a lesser extent than those in schedule
1.
Residential development on Greenfield land that consists of proposals for over 150 dwellings,
residential sites over 5 hectares on Greenfield land.
Development on any playing field owned by the local authority or used by an educational
institution.
Planning applications that require full transport assessment – any development which is
likely to have significant transport implications.
TIER 3
Any development proposal that falls marginally below the thresholds set in tiers 1 & 2 but
has requirements for affordable housing or major developer contributions.
Applications that fall within sites that are sensitive to development pressures - Applications
may include:
Development affecting a listed building or its setting
Demolition in a Conservation Area;
Loss of allotment land, public open space, or playing pitches
Loss of employment land for housing;
Development on windfall sites, i.e. anything not anticipated in the Local Plan
Certain developments that fall outside the main use of the area they are situated, for example
business development in a predominantly residential area.
TIER 4
Development which is likely to cause concern to the public because of its likely effect and
impact on a local community;
Change of use of premises within predominantly residential areas relating to use as a
children's nursery;
Proposals which require the demolition of an existing dwelling;
Development which requires the removal of protected trees, or where it is appropriate to
demonstrate the adverse impact on such trees is avoided;
Development of sites which have previously been the subject of planning applications which
have generated high levels of local interest.
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Major Applications - Submission
3.18 On receipt of an application, in addition to the general consultation processes outlined, the
Council will consider the consultation practises conducted by the applicant prior to submission. The
various levels of consultation specific to major development proposed are set out below:

Major developments can take several forms and will require varying levels of public consultation.
TIER 1
Consultation to be carried out at a borough wide level, reaching as many people across Warrington
as possible. Whilst each application will probably be consulted on differently, the public can
expect to be informed by way of newsletters, public notices, media campaigns and through the
use of the internet.
TIER 2
Developments are defined as those major developments that are likely to require wider community
involvement except where the local planning authority can demonstrate that this is not necessary.
In a case such as this involvement of the community in the area of the proposal will be more
appropriate.
TIER 3
These are major developments, which will only have implications at a local level on a site-by-site
basis, and therefore only the local community near the proposal site need be involved through
consultation.
TIER 4
Other developments which would normally fall outside the definitions of large scale development
but where potential exists for impact upon the local community by virtue of noise, disturbance,
traffic, smell.
The Table 2 overleaf shows the range of consultation methods that may be appropriate for each
tier of developments
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Pre-Application Discussions
3.19 The Borough Council encourages applicants to undertake pre-application discussions, prior to
the submission of a planning application for major developments. The Councils pre-application advice
protocol and further information is available on the web site.
http://www.warrington.gov.uk/info/200562/planning/1334/pre_planning_application_advice_protocol_and_charges
3.20 It is suggested that for major schemes developers should present proposals to Development
Control Committee. The benefits of presenting proposals early on in the process include:
Identification of appropriate levels of community engagement
Early knowledge for members of development proposals as they evolve and in advance of formal
decision making processes
Scope for all parties to flag or become aware of issues which might become key to the
determination of a planning application.
3.21 It is suggested that pre-application presentations should be encouraged for all "large scale
major developments" which are defined as:
200 dwellings or more
1000 sq metres of commercial industrial floor space
Site area in excess of 4 hectares for non-detailed residential
2 hectares or 10000 sq metres of non-detailed commercial development.
Sites which would be considered for significant waste management proposals
It is at this early stage in discussion that developers will be expected to provide details of how they
intend to engage with the community.
3.22 The National Planning Policy Framework recognises the significant potential of pre-application
discussion between the Local Authority and potential developers. However, this does not indicate
endorsement by the Authority for a particular application, it simply enables effective communication
between the developer, local authority and interested parties.

The following extract is taken from the National Planning Policy Framework regarding
pre-application engagement and front loading.
"Local planning authorities have a key role to play in encouraging other parties to take
maximum advantage of the pre-application stage. They cannot require that a developer
engages with them before submitting a planning application, but they should encourage
take up of any pre-appliction services they offer".
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Methods of Developer Engagement
Approach

Tier 1

Tier 2

Tier 3

Tier 4

Public Meeting

X

Public Exhibition

X

X

Surgeries

X

X

Development Briefs

X

Workshops

X

Enquiry by design and/or Planning for real

X

X

Citizens Panel

X

X

X

Consultation Panel

X

Parish Councils

X

X

X

X

Media/leaflets/information sheets

X

X

X

Developer Website

X

X

X

Local architectural or Design Panel

X

X

X

Table 2 Minimum Methods of Developer Engagement

3.23 The methods of developer engagement identified above are recommended as a minimum and
therefore each scheme should be considered individually as to the extent of community engagement
conducted prior to submission.
3.24
It is expected that each application, where developer engagement is appropriate, will be
submitted with a statement outlining the extent of consultation completed and how the feedback from
the consultation process has influenced the submitted scheme.
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General Information
Decisions on Planning Applications
Anyone who submitted comments on a particular planning application is notified of the decision. The
decision notice will then be available on the Council's website.
Appeal Process
3.25 Applicants can appeal to the Secretary of State, (Planning Inspectorate) against the refusal of
an application for Planning Permission, or for “non determination” where an application has not been
determined within the timescales set out in Table 1. Where an application has been refused, information
of the right to appeal will be provided to applicants along with their planning application decision notice.
3.26 Those who made representations on a refused application will be advised in writing if an appeal
is lodged and how they can participate.
3.27 The planning application is then considered by an independent Inspector: this may be done in
writing (“written representations”) or can take the form of an informal hearing or Public Inquiry. The
Planning Inspectorate is responsible for notifying applicants and interested parties of the appeal
decision. Appeal decisions are also published on the Council’s website, which are updated daily.
3.28 Anyone who submitted comments on a particular planning application is notified of the decision.
Decision Notices are then made available on the Warrington Borough Council web site, under the
specific planning application number.
Other Methods of Community Consultation
3.29 Consideration should always be given to codes of practice relating to officer and member
conduct and particularly the need for members of the Development Control Committee to avoid
involvement in discussion over the merits of proposed development. A Councillor who expresses a
view or comes to a conclusion over the merits of a proposal before considering debate at Committee
may not be able to participate in the decision making process at Committee.
3.30 On request officers of the Council will attend public meetings to assist in the understanding of
large or complex applications and the process used to consider applications for planning permission.
It is not usually beneficial for officers to attend a public meeting where the development is to be discussed
with the developer or his representatives.
3.31 Discussion with Officers before such events are arranged will enable the most appropriate type
of meeting to be considered.
Enforcement
3.32 When development takes place without permission the Council has a range of enforcement
powers available to it to establish whether a breach of planning control has taken place. The Council
has produced a Planning Enforcement Charter, which is available in paper form or can be viewed on
the Council’s website.
3.33 The name and address of any complainant will be kept confidential; however representations
on any subsequent planning application will be publicly available. The complainant will be informed
of any enforcement notice, and will be advised of any appeal that is lodged against an enforcement
notice.
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4 Monitoring and Review of the SCI
Monitoring and Review of the Statement of Community Involvement
4.1 The success and effectiveness of the Statement of Community Involvement will be reviewed
through the Annual Monitoring Report (AMR). This will ensure that the stakeholders the Council wishes
to involve, and the techniques for community involvement engagement remain appropriate, and are
achieving an effective and representative level of public involvement across all sectors.
Monitoring will also be built into each community involvement activity; in order to determine:
The number of people and groups participating in consultations - including the number of "hard
to reach" people or groups
The extent to which representations effect change
Whether participants value their involvement in the process
Which techniques generate the most effective response
Whether participants have any suggestions for improving or enhancing community involvement.
The emergence of new interested or representative groups and will make additions to the
consultation lists appended to the SCI as necessary
4.2 These indicators will be used to review the SCI and changes will be considered where there has
been a particularly low level of community involvement. Any necessary changes will be incorporated
into a revised Statement of Community Involvement. The Council will apply the process and principle
of continuous monitoring and review to all consultation documents.
Resources
4.3 It is important that sufficient resources are made available to implement the consultation measures
set out in this statement. Community involvement for plan making will be overseen and managed by
the Planning Policy Team and that in relation to the determination of planning applications will be
overseen by the Development Management Team. The Council’s communications team will offer
support and advice on public and media relations and contact. The Chief Executive’s Strategic
Development Officers will assist in working with the Warrington Partnership.
4.4 At this present time it is envisaged that consultation measures can be met through in- house
resources, it is not anticipated that any external expertise will be needed.
4.5 A wide range of public buildings are available throughout the Borough and provide ample
opportunity for meeting places and exhibition venues.
4.6 Joint working will be used where possible to help to avoid consultation fatigue and repetition of
work already undertaken.
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5 Contact Details
You can contact us in the following ways:
For all matters relating to the Local Planning Framework please contact the Planning Policy Team on:
By Telephone: 01925 442826
By Email: ldf@warrington.gov.uk
By letter: Planning Policy Team, Economic Regeneration, Growth and Environment, New Town
House, Buttermarket Street, Warrington, Cheshire WA1 2NH
For all matters relating to planning and other applications, or if you want to arrange a pre-application
discussion please contact:
By Telephone: 01925 442819
By e-mail to devcontrol@warrington.gov.uk
By letter: Development Management, Economic Regeneration, Growth and Environment, New
Town House, Buttermarket Street, Warrington, Cheshire WA1 2NH
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6 Appendices
Appendix A - Consultees for the Local Planning Framework
Specific Consultation Bodies
These lists are as complete as can be reasonably expected at the time of SCI preparation: other
organisations and groups may exist, or may be formed in future, and will not be excluded from
involvement simply because they are not named here.
The emergence of new groups or organisations will be kept under review by monitoring the local press,
correspondence received and relevant web-sites. The consultation list will also be published on the
Council's Website with details of who to contact if any other body wishes to be included on it.
The Warrington Partnership (LSP Partnership Board)
Cheshire & Warrington Local Enterprise Partnership (LEP)
Adjoining Local Planning Authorities
Halton Borough Council
Wigan Council
Salford City Council
Cheshire East Council
Cheshire West and Chester Council
St Helens Council
Trafford Council
Warrington Town & Parish Councils
Warrington BC Ward Forums
Warrington & Co
Neighbourhood Forums
Adjoining Town & Parish Councils
Natural England
The Coal Authority
Environment Agency
The Highways Agency
English Heritage (Historic Buildings and Monuments Commission for England)
Homes and Communities Agency (HCA)
The Marine Management Organisation
Network Rail Infrastructure Limited
NHS Cheshire
5 Boroughs Partnership NHS Trust
Liverpool John Lennon Airport
Manchester Airport
Warrington & Halton Hospital Foundation Trust (WHHFT)
Warrington Clinical Commissioning Group (CCG)
Telecom Operators:
Hutchinson 3G
Bristish Telecom (O2)
Orange
One to One
T-Mobile (UK) Ltd
Telecom Securicor Cellular Radio
Vodafone
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National Grid
United Utilities
Scottish & Southern Energy
Eon
GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS
Government Departments will be consulted as necessary in cases where their interests are affected.
GENERAL CONSULTATION BODIES
The following General Consultation Bodies will be consulted as a matter of course on all Local Plans
and, where relevant, SPD's.
Age UK
Cheshire Alliance of Disabled People (CHAD)
Cheshire, Halton & Warrington Racial Equality Council (CHAWREC)
Church Commissioners
Churches Together Warrington
Deafness Support Network
Diocesan Board Of Finance
Disability Information Bureau
Disability Rights Commission
Equality and Human Rights
Eye Society
Guide Dogs for the Blind Association
National Disability Council Secretariat
Warrington Chamber of Commerce & Industry
Warrington Council of Faiths
Warrington Disability Forum
Warrington Ethnic Communities Association
Warrington Federation of Tenants
OTHER GENERAL CONSULTATION BODIES
The following groups/ organisations will be consulted on Local Plans and Supplementary Planning
Documents as and when this is deemed to be appropriate by the Borough Council in relation to the
subject matter and their area of interest.
Arriva North West Ltd
British Gas
British Telecommunications PLC
British Waterways
British Energy Association
Cheshire Constabulary
Cheshire Fire Service
Cheshire Gypsy and Travellers Voice
Cheshire Police Architectural Liaison Officer/ Crime Officer
Cheshire Landscape Trust
Cheshire Wildlife Trust
Cheshire, Halton and Warrington Racial Equalities council
Cheshire Probation Trust
Citizens Advice Bureau
Civil Aviation Authority
Commission for Architecture and the Built Environment (CABE)
Council for British Archaeology
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CPRE Warrington
First Group
Forestry Commission
Freight Transport Association
Friends of the Earth (North West)
Greater Manchester Passenger Transport Executive (GMPTE)
Groundwork Cheshire
Gypsy Council
Health and Safety Executive (HSE)
Home Builders Federation
Inland Waterways Association
National Trust
Royal Mail Property Holdings
Renewable Energy Association
Places for People
The Showmen's Guild of Great Britain
Warrington Housing Association
The following associations also have stock in Warrington:
Campaign for Better Transport
Housing 21 (North)
Haig Housing
Family Housing Association
St Vincents Housing Association
William Sutton Housing Association
Anchor Trust
Muir Housing Group
Your Housing Group
Plus Dane Housing Group
Helena Partnerships
Golden Gates Housing Trust
Liverpool Housing Trust
Great Places
Sanctuary Housing North West
Road Haulage Association
Royal Society for the protection of Birds
Sport England
Tenant/ Resident Groups
Virgin Trains
Warrington Borough Transport
Warrington Community Transport
Warrington Civic Society
Warrington Cycle campaign
Warrington Nature Conservation Forum (Agenda 21)
Woodland Trust
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Appendix B - Deposit Venues - Addresses and Opening Times
Warrington Borough Council Offices
New Town House
Buttermarket Street
Warrington
Warrington Contact Centre
One Stop Shop
26 - 30 Horsemarket Street
Warrington
Cheshire
WA1 1XL
Monday - Friday 9am - 5pm
Saturday 9am - 1pm
Library Addresses and Opening Times
Library

Opening Times

Birchwood Library

Monday: 9.30am 5.00pm

Brock Road

Tuesday: 9.30 - 5.00pm

Birchwood

Wednesday: 9.30am - 1.00pm

Warrington

Thursday: 9.30am - 5.00pm

WA3 7PT

Friday: 9.30am - 7.00pm
Saturday: 9.30am - 1.00pm

Burtonwood Library

Monday: 2.00pm - 5.00pm

Chapel Lane

Tuesday: 2.00pm - 5.00pm

Birchwood

Wednesday: 2.00pm - 5.00pm

Warrington

Thursday: 2.00pm - 5.00pm
Friday: 2.00pm - 5.00pm
Saturday: 9.30am - 1.00pm
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Culcheth

Monday: 2.00pm - 5.00pm

Warrington Road

Tuesday: 9.30am - 1.00pm & 2.00pm - 7.00pm

Culcheth

Wednesday: 2.00pm - 5.00pm
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Opening Times

Warrington

Thursday: 9.30am - 1.00pm & 2.00pm - 5.00pm

WA3 5SL

Friday: 1.30pm - 5.00pm
Saturday: 9.30am - 1.00pm

Lymm Library

Monday: 10.00am - 5.00pm

Davies Way

Tuesday: 10.00am - 5.00pm

Lymm

Wednesday1.00pm - 5.00pm

Warrington

Thursday: 10.00am - 7.00pm
Friday: 1.00pm - 5.00pm
Saturday: 10.00am -4.00pm

Orford Park Library

Monday - 9 am to 4 pm

Orford
Hub,

Tuesday - 1 pm to 7 pm

Jubilee

Neighbourhood

Wednesday - 9 am to 7 pm
Jubilee Way,
Thursday - 1 pm to 7 pm
Orford,
Friday - 1 pm to 4 pm
Warrington,
Saturday - 10 am to 4 pm
Sunday - 11 pm to 2 pm
Padgate Library

Monday: 9.30am - 5.00pm

Insall Road

Tuesday: 9.30am - 5.00pm

Padgate

Wednesday: 9.30am - 1.00pm

Warrington

Thursday: 9.30am - 7.00pm
Friday: 9.30am - 5.00pm
Saturday: 9.30am - 1.00pm

Penketh Library

Monday: 9.30am - 1.00pm & 2.00pm - 5.00pm

Honiton Way

Tuesday: 9.30am - 1.00pm & 2.00pm - 5.00pm

Penketh

Wednesday: 2.00pm - 5.00pm

Warrington

Thursday: 9.30am - 1.00pm & 2.00pm - 7.00pm
Friday: 9.30am - 1.00pm & 2.00pm - 5.00pm
Saturday: 9.30am - 1.00pm
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Opening Times

Stockton Heath library

Monday: 9.30am - 1.00pm & 2.00pm - 5.00pm

Alexandra Park

Tuesday: 9.30am - 1.00pm & 2.00pm - 7.00pm

Stockton Heath

Wednesday: Closed

Warrington

Thursday: 9.30am - 1.00pm & 2.00pm - 7.00pm
Friday: 9.30am - 1.00pm & 2.00pm - 5.00pm
Saturday: 9.30am - 1.00pm

Warrington Library

Monday: 9.00am - 6.00pm

Museum Street

Tuesday: 9.00am - 6.00pm

Warrington

Wednesday: 9.00am - 6.00pm
Thursday: 9.00am - 7.00pm
Friday: 9.00am - 5.00pm
Saturday: 9.00am - 4.00pm

Westbrook Library

Monday: 10.00am - 1.00pm & 2.00pm - 5.00pm

Westbrook Crescent

Tuesday: 2.00pm - 5.00pm

Warrington

Wednesday: 9.30am - 1.00pm
Thursday: 10.00am - 1.00pm & 2.00pm - 5.00pm
Friday: 2.00pm - 7.00pm
Saturday: 9.30am - 1.00pm

Woolston Neighbourhood Hub

Monday - 10am to 7pm

Hall Road,

Tuesday - 10am to 7pm

Woolston,

Wednesday - 12.30pm to 7pm

Warrington,

Thursday - 10am to 7pm
Friday - 12.30pm to 4pm
Saturday - 10am to 4pm
Sunday - 10am to 1pm

Table 3 Library Addresses and Opening Times
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Appendix C - Consultees for Planning Applications
The following will be consulted when it is considered appropriate.
British Gas PLC
British Waterways
Cheshire Constabulary
Cheshire East Borough Council
Cheshire West and Chester Council
Cheshire Family Practitioner Committee
Cheshire Wildlife Trust
Civil Aviation Authority
Council for British Archaeology
Campaign for Protection of Rural England
Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (DEFRA)
Department for Business, Innovation and Skills
English Heritage
Natural England
The Theatres Trust
Environment Agency
Forestry Authority
Footpaths Preservation Societies
Garden History Society
H M Alkali Inspectorate
Halton Borough Council
Health and Safety Executive
Inland Waterways Association (Cheshire and District Branch)
Liverpool John Lennon Airport
Manchester Airport
Manweb PLC
Ministry of Defence
Ministry of Defence (Defence Estates)
National Grid Co PLC
National Trust
Network Rail London North Western
North West Tourist Board
Communities and Local Government
Oil Pipelines
Parish and Town Councils
Powergen PLC
Royal Commission of Historic Monuments
Salford Metropolitan Borough Council
St Helens Borough Council
Sports Council (North West Region)
The Ancient Monuments Society
The Bridgewater Canal
The Coal Authority
The Georgian Group
The Highways Agency
The Ramblers Association
The Society for the Protection of Ancient Buildings
The Victorian Society
Trafford Metropolitan Borough Council
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Twentieth Century Society
Unipen
United Utilities
Wigan Metropolitan Borough Council
The Woodland Trust
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Appendix D - Town and Country Planning Procedure Order 1995
Extracts taken from The Town and Country Planning (General Development Procedure) Order 1995
(as amended)
Consultations before the grant of permission

Para

Description of Development

Consultee

(d)

Development within an area which has been
notified to the local planning authority by the
Health and Safety Executive for the purpose
of this provision because of the presence
within the vicinity of toxic, highly reactive,
explosive or inflammable substances and
which involves the provision of -

The Health and Safety Executive

(i) residential accommodation;
(ii) more than 250 square metres of retail
floor space;
(iii) more than 500 square metres of office
floor space; or
(iv) more than 750 square metres of floor
space to be used for an industrial process,
or which is otherwise likely to result in a
material increase in the number of persons
working within or visiting the notified area.
An example development within Warrington
would be Solvex Interox (chemical plant)
(e)

Development likely to result in a material
increase in the volume or a material change
in the character of traffic -

Highways Agency

(i) entering or leaving a trunk road; or
(f)

Development likely to result in a material
increase in the volume or a material change
in the character of traffic entering or leaving
a classified road or proposed highway

Local Highways Authority

(g)

Development likely to prejudice the
improvement or construction of a classified
road or proposed highway

Local Highways Authority

(h)

Development Including:

Local Highways Authority

The formation, laying out or alteration
of any means of access to a highway
(other than a trunk road); or
The construction of a highway or
private means of access to premises
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affording access to a road in relation
to which a toll order is in force
Development which consists of or
includes the laying out or construction
of a new street
(j)

Development which involves the provision
of a building or pipe-line in an area of coal
working notified by the Coal Authority to the
local planning authority

The Coal Authority

(k)

Development involving or including mining
operations

Environment Agency

(p)

Development involving the carrying out of
works or operations in the bed of or on the
banks of a river or stream

Environment Agency

(q)

Development for the purpose of refining or
storing mineral oils and their derivatives

Environment Agency

(r)

Development involving the use of land for
the deposit of refuse or waste

Environment Agency

(s)

Development relating to the retention,
treatment or disposal of sewage,
trade-waste, slurry or sludge (other than the
laying of sewers, the construction of pump
houses in a line of sewers, the construction
of septic tanks and cesspools serving single
dwelling houses or single caravans or single
buildings in which not more than ten people
will normally reside, work or congregate, and
works ancillary thereto)

Environment Agency

(t)

Development relating to the use of land as
a cemetery

Environment Agency

(u)

Development -

The Council which gave, or is to be regarded
as having given, the notice

(i) in or likely to affect a site of special
scientific interest of which notification has
been given, or has effect as if given, to the
local planning authority by the Nature
Conservancy Council for England or the
Countryside Council for Wales, in
accordance with section 28 of the Wildlife
and Countryside Act 1981 (areas of special
scientific interest); or
(ii) within an area which has been notified
to the local planning authority by the Nature
Conservancy Council for England or the
Countryside Council for Wales, and which
is within two kilometres of a site of special
scientific interest of which notification has
been given or has effect as if given as
aforesaid
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(v)

Development involving any land on which
there is a theatre

The Theatres Trust

(w)

Development which is not for agricultural
purposes and is not in accordance with the
provisions of a development plan and
involves -

In England, the Minister of Agriculture,
Fisheries and Food and, in Wales, the
Secretary of State for Wales

6

(i) the loss of not less than 20 hectares of
grades 1, 2 or 3a agricultural land which is
for the time being used (or was last used)
for agricultural purposes; or
(ii) the loss of less than 20 hectares of
grades 1, 2 or 3a agricultural land which is
for the time being used (or was last used)
for agricultural purposes, in circumstances
in which the development is likely to lead to
a further loss of agricultural land amounting
cumulatively to 20 hectares or more
(x)

Development within 250 metres of land
which -

The waste regulation authority concerned

(i) is or has, at any time in the 30 years
before the relevant application, been used
for the deposit of refuse or waste; and
(ii) has been notified to the local planning
authority by the waste regulation authority
for the purposes of this provision
(y)

Development for the purposes of fish
farming

Environment Agency

(za)

Development likely to affect –

The British Waterways Board

(i) any inland waterway (whether natural or
artificial) or reservoir owned or managed by
the British Waterways Board ; or
(ii) any canal feeder channel, watercourse,
let off or culvert,
which is within an area which has been
notified for the purposes of this provision to
the local planning authority by the British
Waterways Board".
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(zb)

Development(i) involving the siting of new establishments;
or
(ii) consisting of modifications to existing
establishments which could have significant
repercussions on major-accident hazards;
or
(iii) including transport links, locations
frequented by the public and residential
areas in the vicinity of existing
establishments, where the siting or
development is such as to increase the risk
or consequences of a major accident.

(zc)

Development which –

The Health and Safety Executive and the
Environment Agency, and, where it appears
to the local planning authority that an area of
particular natural sensitivity or interest may be
affected, in England, the Nature Conservancy
Council for England, or in Wales, the
Countryside Council for Wales

The Regional Development Agency which
gave the notice

(i) involves or is likely to affect the provision
of an existing or proposed strategic
infrastructure project of which notification
has been given to the local planning
authority and which is likely to have a
significant impact upon a policy in the
Regional Development Agency's Strategy;
or
(ii) is within an area of which notification has
been given to the local planning authority
for the purpose of this provision and is likely
to affect the implementation of a strategic
regional investment or employment policy
in the Regional Development Agency's
Strategy

Table 4

Extract taken from ODPM Circular 1/2003 - Safeguarding, Aerodromes, Technical Sites and
Military Explosives Storage Areas
Local planning authorities are required to consult the
Airport operators before granting any application
connected with an aviation use, or likely to affect Airport
operational safety.

Manchester Airport
Liverpool John Lennon Airport as acting
Aerodrome Safeguarding Authorities

Table 5
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Appendix E - Neighbour Notification and Publicity for Planning
Applications
Domestic Extensions
Any property which shares a boundary with an application site - irrespective of the location of any
road - 2 either side, 2 at the rear and 2 opposite. This will apply whatever the location of the
proposed development and will make no judgement in terms of likely impact.
Where the application is a resubmission within 12 months of a previous decision all previous
correspondents will be notified in addition to normal notifiees
Property separated by an area or strip of separately owned land - i.e. an area of open space,
watercourse or similar will not normally be considered as neighbours in respect of this guidance.
Planning officers will consider the potential justification for notification on a case by case basis.
Non Illuminated advertisements
As domestic extensions
A3 Restaurants and Cafes; A4 Drinking Establishments; A5 Hot Food Takeaways; B2 General
Industry; C1 Hotels; C2 Residential Institutions; D1 Non Residential Institutions and D2 Assembly
and Leisure
All addresses within a 50 metre distance from the boundary of the application site
In all cases site notice and press advertisement
Other Minor Developments and Illuminated Advertisements
All addresses within a 25 metre distance from the boundary of the application site. Discretion
will be exercised where development may be considered to have impact across a greater distance
– for example illuminated signage on the opposite of a road with wide verges/ a dual carriageway.
Discretionary use of site notices
Major Applications
All addresses within a 50 metre distance of the boundary of the site.
Compliance with statutory requirements for press and site notices, but consideration of wider use
of notices.
Consideration by Principal Planners and Development Management Manager of use of Council
website or press release to ensure wider publicity.
Consideration should be given to the extent and nature of consultation carried out by applicants
in line with the Council’s adopted Statement of Community Involvement. For example where
consultation pre-application has been wider than the minimum identified here, it may be appropriate
for Council notification to match that applied by the applicant.
Listed Building Consent
As equivalent planning application (Combined notification if planning application and LBC submitted
at the same time)
Certificates of Lawfulness (LDC's CLUEDs and CLOPUDs)
Dependant on type of certificate. Normally not required for certificates for proposed use unless
4 year or 10 year rule is flagged as reason for lawfulness.
Parish Councils normally consulted on Clueds to assist in confirmation of any factual matters.
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Telecoms
In most cases for free standing masts – consult properties located within an area with radius
equal to the height of the mast multiplied by 10. i.e. for 20 metre mast all properties within a 200
m radius of the site
Mast on buildings – determined by case officer on case by case basis.
Prior Approvals (Demolition, Agricultural Buildings, Telecoms equipment).
Normally no notification
Case officer discretion where developments are located in sensitive areas – i.e. conservation
areas, or where history merits contact. Consideration will need to be given to limited periods for
determination and deemed approval in the event of non-determination.
Power lines
Minimum notification of properties within a 50 metre wide corridor – 25m either side of the route
of the power line, but case officer discretion for wider consultation. Wide use of site notices
appropriate.
Variation of condition
Normally as for the application for planning permission.
In the case of variation of hours of operation, neighbours previously notified plus all others
previously in correspondence should be consulted. This should apply to variation of hours made
with regard to an application approved within the last 3 years prior to the application for variation.
Case officer discretion where applications have sensitive history and where issues relating to
proposed variation were key considerations in the determination of the planning application. In
cases where variation relates to a technicality or issue of limited consequence the need for
notification may be more limited.
Discharge of Conditions
No notification required.
Resubmissions
As general practice where a new application is made within 12 months of a previous decision or
date of withdrawal of an earlier application, all those previously notified and all those who
commented on the application should receive direct notification of the new submissions.
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7 Glossary
Annual Monitoring Report (AMR): An annual report by the Local Planning Authority assessing the
progress with and the effectiveness of the Local Development Framework.
Appropriate Assessment: Required under The European Community Habitats Directive. An
assessment must be undertaken when a project or plan is likely to have a significant effect on a
European site in Great Britain (either alone or in combination with other plans or projects), and is not
directly connected with or necessary to the management for the site.
Baseline: A description of the past and present state of an area, and, in the absence of any plan, the
future state of an area taking into account changes resulting from natural events and from other human
activities.
Local Plan Document: Local Plan Documents that have development plan status. The Local Plan
Documents that local planning authorities must prepare include the Local Plan Core Strategy, site-specific
allocations of land and, where needed, Area Action Plans. All Local Plans must be subject to rigorous
procedures of community involvement, consultation and independent examination, and adopted after
receipt of the inspector's binding report. Once adopted, development control decisions must be made
in accordance with them unless material considerations indicate otherwise.
Local Plan Core Strategy: A Development Plan Document that sets out the long-term spatial vision
for the local planning authority area, the spatial objectives and strategic policies to deliver that vision.
Local Planning Framework (LDF): This is a non-statutory term used to describe a folder of documents,
which includes all the local planning authority's Local Plan Documents. It comprises of:
Local Plan Documents (which form part of the statutory development plan)
Supplementary Planning Documents
Planning Development Briefs
The Local Planning Framework will also comprise of:
the Statement of Community Involvement
the Local Development Scheme
the Annual Monitoring Report
Community Infrastructure Levy Charging Schedule
Local Development Scheme (LDS): The local planning authority’s timescaled programme for the
preparation of Local Development Documents that must be agreed with Government and reviewed
every year.
Localism Act 2011: The Localism Act aims to devolve more decision making powers from central
government back into the hands of individuals, communities and councils. The act covers a wide range
of issues related to local public services, with a particularly focus on the general power of competence,
community rights, neighbourhood planning and housing.
Planning & Compulsory Purchase Act 2004: “The Act” updates elements of the 1990 Town & Country
Planning Act. It introduces:
a statutory system for regional planning
a new system for local planning
reforms to the development control and compulsory purchase and compensation systems
the removal of crown immunity from planning controls.
Spatial Objectives: Specific goals that if met will contribute to achieving the Spatial Vision.
Spatial Vision: A description of how the area will be at the end of a plan period (often 10-15 years).
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Statement of Community Involvement (SCI): sets out the standards to be achieved by the local
authority in involving local communities in the preparation, alteration and continual review of Local
Development Documents and development control decisions.
Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA): A requirement of the SEA Directive. A way of
systematically identifying and evaluating the impacts that a plan is likely to have on the environment.
Where a plan requires SEA and SA, the former process should be integrated into the latter.
Strategic Flood Risk Assessment (SFRA): Part of the Local Development Framework evidence
base. A detailed and robust assessment of the extent and nature of the risk of flooding in an area and
its implications for land use planning. Can set the criteria for the submission of planning applications
in the future and for guiding subsequent development control decisions.
Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA): Part of the Local Development Framework
evidence base. The document looks to identify sites with potential for housing, assess their potential
and assess whether they are likely to be developed in order to identify a five, ten and fifteen year supply
of housing for an area.
Strategic Housing Market Assessment (SHMA): Part of the Local Development Framework evidence
base. The document estimates need and demand for affordable and market housing and assesses
how this varies across the study area. The document also considers future demographic trends and
resulting housing requirements.
Supplementary Planning Document (SPD): a Local Development Document that may cover a range
of issues, thematic or site specific, and provides further detail of policies and proposals in a ‘parent’
Development Plan Document.
Supplementary Planning Guidance (SPG): provided supplementary information in respect of the
policies in the Unitary Development Plan prior to the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004
and the introduction of Supplementary Planning Documents. SPGs can be saved when linked to policy
under transitional arrangements.
Sustainability Appraisal (SA): A requirement of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004.
A process by which the economic, social and environmental impacts of a project, strategy or plan are
assessed. The aim of the process is to minimise adverse impacts and resolve as far as possible,
conflicting or contradictory outcomes of the plan or strategy. Can incorporate Strategic Environmental
Assessment to fulfil the requirements of the SEA Directive.
Unitary Development Plan (UDP): An old-style development plan prepared by a Metropolitan District
and some Unitary Local Authorities. These plans will continue to operate for a time after the
commencement of the new development plan system introduced by the Planning and Compulsory
Purchase Act 2004, by virtue of specific transitional provisions.
Warrington Partnership: An overall partnership of people that brings together organisations from the
public, private, community and voluntary sector within a local authority with the objective of improving
peoples quality of life. In Warrington this body is called the Warrington Partnership.
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WARRINGTON BOROUGH COUNCIL
EXECUTIVE BOARD – 14 April 2014
Report of Executive
Board Member:

Councillor D Keane, Executive Board Member, Environment
and Public Protection

Executive Director:

Andy Farrall, Executive Director, Economic Regeneration,
Growth and Environment

Senior Responsible
Officer:

Helen Lacy, Natural Environment Officer

Contact Details:

Email Address:
hlacy@warrington.gov.uk

Key Decision No.

079/13

Ward Members:

All

Telephone:
01925 442839

TITLE OF REPORT: LOCAL WILDLIFE SITES DESIGNATIONS
1.

PURPOSE

1.1

The purpose of this report is to provide an update on changes to locally
designated wildlife sites (previously known as Sites of importance for Nature
conservation (SINCs)) including boundary changes to existing sites, new
designations and a name change to ‘Local Wildlife Sites’ (LWSs). This report
also seeks ratification of the Local Wildlife Sites Partnership. A background
document including citations of the designated sites referenced is available.
SINCs are covered under the UDP and also in the emerging Core Strategy
where they are known as Local Wildlife sites.

2.

CONFIDENTIAL OR EXEMPT

2.1

The report is not confidential or exempt.

3.

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

3.1

Local Wildlife Sites are wildlife rich areas identified and selected for their local
biodiversity value. Selection takes into consideration important, distinctive and
threatened habitats and species. LWSs vary in size, shape and habitat type
and can include wildlife rich ponds, heaths, wetlands and ancient woodlands
and grasslands.

3.2

Warrington Borough Council has discretionary powers to designate sites that
are identified as having local importance for wildlife. Warrington currently has
over 40 LWSs and this is a rolling programme as new sites are looked at
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annually through the Local Wildlife Sites Partnership. The Council’s LWS
system is non-statutory. A degree of protection is offered through the planning
system from potentially harmful development, but this does not extend to how
the site is managed in general. Inappropriate management or even neglect
can seriously harm the nature conservation interest of a site.
3.3

Warrington Borough Council has an obligation to fulfil its policy requirements
and duty towards biodiversity outlined in the Natural Environment and Rural
Communities Act (2006) S.40. Through the existing partnership the Council is
able to ensure and demonstrate that its Biodiversity Duty is exercised. The
Duty states that:
‘Every public authority must, in exercising its functions, have regard, so as is
consistent with the proper exercise of those functions, to the purpose of
conserving biodiversity.’ (Natural Environment and Rural Communities
(NERC) Act (2006) Section 40)

3.4

In conjunction with this Duty, Warrington Borough Council is obliged under the
National Planning Policy Framework to maintain an up-to-date biological and
geological evidence base necessary to inform spatial planning and
development control decisions.

3.5

The current designated LWSs in Warrington are a combination of sites
inherited from the former Cheshire County Council Sites of Biological
Importance system and those designated under the Sites of Importance for
Nature Conservation system from 1997-2007.

3.6

The Local Wildlife Sites system in Warrington is managed, in partnership with
Warrington Borough Council, Cheshire Wildlife Trust, rECOrd and the Local
Sites Partnership Committee which includes these organisations and
representatives from Natural England, the Environment Agency and
Warrington Nature Conservation Forum.

3.7

In partnership with Cheshire Wildlife Trust, Warrington Borough Council
periodically reviews the LWSs in the borough and makes new designations,
deletes sites (which no longer meet the criteria) and makes boundary changes
in line with the ‘Local Wildlife site Selection Criteria for the Cheshire Region’.
(Appendix 1).

4.

RECENT ACTIVITY

4.1

Proposed name change
In line with DEFRA guidance it is also proposed that a name change of the
system is introduced from Sites of Importance for Nature Conservation to
Local Wildlife Sites. This follows national guidance and neighbouring boroughs
of Halton, Cheshire and Merseyside.

4.2

From 2010-2013 this review process has resulted in boundary changes at
seven existing sites:
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Table 1
Site
Bewsey Meadows

Lymm Dam

Gorse Covert
Mounds/Pestfurlong
Moss
Latchford Railway
Sidings
Moore Nature
Reserve

Stockton Heath
Quarry
Woolston New Cut
Canal
4.3

Reason for boundary change
Part of the site was sold to United Utilities for
construction of a new pumping station resulting in a
loss of the southern end of the site.
The adjacent former agricultural fields to the east are
now rugby pitches and have been removed as they no
longer meet the criteria.
This site has been split into two separate sites owing
to habitat distinctiveness.
The hard standing area to the north of the site has
been removed and the tree line to the south of the site
has been included.
Expansion of boundary to include area of site
previously omitted and revision of citation to
encompass whole of the site instead of being split over
two citations.
The site boundary has been extended to the north and
east to include the tree belt adjacent to quarry Lane
and London Rd.
The car show room plot/hard standing to the north of
the former glue works site has been removed.

Following identification and survey ten new designations are proposed:
Table 2
New site
Silver Lane Pools

Location
North of M62 and silver Lane, owned by Biffa and
part of the restoration of the landfill site.
Burtonwood Nature Park Off Green Jones Brow, owned by WBC.
Norton Marsh and Upper Salt marsh and agricultural Fields, off Lapwing
Moss Side Fields
Lane, Moore, private ownership.
Lymm Dingle
North of Church Rd and the main Dam.
Rixton Moss
Large area of agricultural land north of Manchester
Rd, Rixton.
Moss Side Farm
Agricultural fields, off Lapwing Lane, Moore,
private ownership.
Radley Plantation
Woodland Trust wood and pond, Poplar & Hulme
Ward.
Sankey Canal Central
Sankey Canal, within Sankey Valley Park, from
Sankey Bridges to Bewsey including the Wetland
Nature Reserve
Sankey Brook
Sankey Brook where it follows the line of the old
canal from Bewsey to Winwick Quay just north of
Cromwell Ave. (within Sankey Valley Park)
Winwick Old Quay
Section of Sankey Valley Park north of Cromwell
Ave.
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4.4

The above are detailed in Appendix 1 of this report. In order for the above
sites to continue to be protected under the emerging Local Plan it is necessary
for any changes, including boundary changes to be formally noted through the
Executive Board process.

5.

LOCAL SITES PARTNERSHIP

5.1

This report seeks to ratify the Local Wildlife Sites Partnership which
encompasses representatives from Warrington Nature Conservation Forum,
rECOrd, Cheshire Wildlife Trust, the Environment Agency and Natural
England. This is a partnership which has existed throughout the history of local
sites from its SBI and SINC forms.

5.2

The Local sites Partnership, as directed by DEFRA should:
•
Agree the basis for site selection
•
Co-ordinate site selection procedures including survey and identification
of candidate sites;
•
Actively promote and support site management;
•
Promote educational use where appropriate;
•
Establish a process for monitoring the condition of the selected sites;
•
Review the operation of the Local Site System at suitable intervals;
•
Promote the role and importance of Local Sites at strategic level (for
example in delivering BAP targets, targeting of agri-environment
schemes) and;
•
Promote enhancement of sites through buffering and increasing
connectivity.

5.3

This partnership is well placed to continue fulfilling this function and aligns with
the approach advocated through DEFRA’s guidance.

6.

FINANCIAL CONSIDERATIONS

6.1

The LWS system is already covered under an existing Service Level
Agreement. Designation of sites may assist in attracting grant funding.

6.2

There are no additional financial revenue implications attached to the
proposed update.

7.

RISK ASSESSMENT

7.1

No risks identified.

8.

EQUALITY AND DIVERSITY / EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT

8.1

No issues identified.

9.

CONSULTATION

9.1

The process followed by the partnership includes consultation with Cheshire
Wildlife Trust, rECOrd, the Warrington Nature Conservation Forum, Parish
councils and the landowners of sites.
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10.

REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATION

10.1

To ensure that the Council has a process in place and the ability to maintain
an up to date LWS register.

10.2

In accordance with the Natural Environment and Rural Communities Act
(NERC) 2006, known as the Biodiversity Duty.

11.

RECOMMENDATION

11.1

The Executive Board is recommended to:
(i) accept that the Local Sites Partnership is recognised as the mechanism
through which future reviews should be conducted;
(ii) approve the proposed name change from Sites of Importance for Nature
Conservation to Local Wildlife Sites;
(iii) approve the amendment to the register of Local Wildlife Sites to reflect the
changes proposed in table 1 and include the new sites meeting the
selection criteria to the register as outlined in Table 2.

12.

BACKGROUND PAPERS
12.1 Local Wildlife Sites Review and update report 2014, H Lacy

Contacts for Background Papers:
Name
Helen Lacy

E-mail
hlacy@warrington.gov.uk
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Telephone
442839
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Local Wildlife Sites (formerly Sites of Importance for
Nature Conservation)
Review and update April 2014
Officer contact: Helen Lacy, Natural Environment Officer, Development
Management, 442839 hlacy@warrington.gov.uk

1.
Local Wildlife Sites Background information
Warrington Borough Council has discretionary powers to designate sites that are
identified as having local importance for wildlife. We currently have over 40 such
sites (these are listed within the UDP and the emerging Core Strategy and can be
viewed here. There is an ongoing process of identifying new sites. The Council’s
LWS system is non-statutory. A degree of protection is offered through the planning
system from potentially harmful development, but this does not extend to how the
site is managed in general.
The current designated LWS’s in Warrington are a combination of sites inherited
from the former Cheshire County Council Sites of Biological Importance system and
those designated under the Sites of Importance for Nature Conservation system
from 1997-2007. As directed by DEFRA we are now moving to this becoming the
‘Local Wildlife Site ‘system.
Guidance on LWS’s and their selection is provided by DEFRA, this is to promote a
transparent and consistent approach to Local Site systems across the Country.
DEFRA advise that if a site meets designation criteria it should automatically be
designated a LWS.
Why are LWS’s Important?
Local Wildlife Sites can support both locally and nationally threatened wildlife
species and habitats, and many sites will contain habitats and species that are
priorities under the UK Biodiversity Action Plan (BAP), which sets out strategies for
the conservation of much of our most vulnerable wildlife. Together with statutory
protected areas, LWS represent the minimum habitat we need to protect in order to
maintain the current levels of wildlife in Warrington.
Local Wildlife Sites complement sites that have European and National designations
(such as Special Areas of Conservation and Sites of Special Scientific Interest like
Risley Moss and Rixton Clay Pits) and Local Nature Reserves by helping to maintain
links between these sites. In recent years there has been a growing recognition of
the importance of conserving such places, so that wildlife can survive in the wider
countryside, outside of nature reserves.
How does the system operate?
The Local Wildlife Sites system in Warrington is managed by the Local Wildlife Sites
Partnership which encompasses representatives from Warrington Nature

Conservation Forum, rECOrd, Cheshire Wildlife Trust, the Environment Agency and
Natural England.
The role of the partnership is to:
• Agree the basis for site selection
• Co-ordinate site selection procedures including survey and identification of
candidate sites;
• Actively promote and support site management;
• Promote educational use where appropriate;
• Establish a process for monitoring the condition of the selected sites;
• Review the operation of the Local Site System at suitable intervals;
• Promote the role and importance of Local Sites at strategic level (for example
in delivering BAP targets, targeting of agri-environment schemes) and;
• Promote enhancement of sites through buffering and increasing connectivity.
 Maintaining an up-to-date register of all sites in Warrington
Information is held by WBC and CWT and site citations are supplied by rECOrd
upon request.
Notifying new sites
Warrington Borough Council in collaboration with The Trust's Wildlife Sites Officer,
the Warrington Nature Conservation Forum and LBAP Partnership, identifies
potential sites for surveying and notifies new sites (and modifies information held on
existing ones when changes occur) in accordance with strict selection criteria
endorsed by the partners and local wildlife experts. The site selection criteria
(Appendix 3) follows that as directed by DEFRA and designation is based on habitat
and species present.
Sites do not have to be within WBC ownership, there is currently a range of
landowners including private individuals, The Woodland Trust, United Utilities and
other major landowners whom have designated sites.
Monitoring of Sites
The current system aims to cover 10% of sites each year. This equates to 5-6 sites
being surveyed at each year, with all sites being surveyed at least once every ten
years. The current monitoring system relies upon recorders from both Cheshire
Wildlife Trust, through an annual Service Level Agreement and volunteers from
Warrington Nature Conservation Forum. Permission to access private sites is
required from landowners. Sites are resurveyed to ensure the information held on
them is up to date in order to determine if the designating features are still present.
Many sites are under no obvious threat, for example Council owned nature reserves,
and such a re-survey period is satisfactory, other sites need to re-surveyed every
two to three years, or may be specifically targeted for re-survey if believed to be
under threat from say development and there is an immediate need to update
records. A programme of site survey is agreed each year in advance.
Site survey initially comprises of what is referred to as 'Phase 1' type biological
survey, which records basic general habitat types and site features. This may be
followed up by 'Phase 2' survey which comprises of more detailed biological

recording including species lists. The Recorders will also make 'Target Notes’
including comments on features relevant to the assessment criteria.
Monitoring of LWS’s in positive management is carried out annually by DEFRA via
data submitted to them by us known as the ‘Single Data List 160-00 Local Sites in
positive Conservation Management’. The single data list is an important tool for
monitoring the trends in management of these sites. The data also contributes to
the Biodiversity 2020 indicators which are used to measure the success of England’s
biodiversity strategy. The data for Local Sites in positive conservation management
can be viewed here. This data has the status of ‘Official Statistics’.
Liaising with landowners
Good relations between the Council and owners and managers of designated sites
are considered fundamental to ensuring their long-term value for nature
conservation. The majority of landowners are supportive of LWS designation of their
land and are keen to further improve the nature conservation interest of their site.
Inappropriate management or even neglect can seriously harm the nature
conservation interest of a site.
The Local Wildlife Site Officer (for CWT) will endeavour to provide guidance and
advice where it helps to secure sustainable management of sites. For example, to
assist landowners applying for environmental stewardship or similar grant
applications that will ensure sites are managed for nature conservation objectives.
Notification does not confer any rights of access either for the general public or
nature conservation organizations; it is simply recognition of a site’s nature
conservation value.
Protection of sites
Unlike Sites of Special Scientific Interest (SSSIs), Local Wildlife Sites do not have
legal protection. They rely upon the good will of the land owner or manager to
manage them appropriately. They do, however, have some degree of protection
through the planning process. They are a 'material consideration' in the
determination of planning applications, and this should ensure that there is a general
presumption against development upon them.

2. Recent activity
The following sites have been reviewed and boundary changes have been
proposed:
Table 1
Site
Bewsey Meadows

Lymm Dam

Gorse Covert

Reason for boundary change
Part of the site was sold to United Utilities for
construction of a new pumping station resulting in a
loss of the southern end of the site.
The adjacent former agricultural fields to the east are
now rugby pitches and have been removed as they no
longer meet the criteria.
This site has been split into two separate sites owing

Mounds/Pestfurlong
Moss
Latchford Railway
Sidings
Moore Nature
Reserve

Stockton Heath
Quarry
Woolston New Cut
Canal

to habitat distinctiveness.
The hard standing area to the north of the site has
been removed and the tree line to the south of the site
has been included.
Expansion of boundary to include area of site
previously omitted and revision of citation to
encompass whole of the site instead of being split
over two citations.
The site boundary has been extended to the north
and east to include the tree belt adjacent to quarry
Lane and London Rd.
The car show room plot/hard standing to the north of
the former glue works site has been removed.

The following new sites have been recommended for designation by the LWS panel
following surveys and landowner liaison:
Table 2
New site
Silver Lane Pools

Location
North of M62 and silver Lane, owned by Biffa and
part of the restoration of the landfill site.
Burtonwood Nature Park Off Green Jones Brow, owned by WBC.
Norton Marsh and Upper Salt marsh and agricultural Fields, off Lapwing
Moss Side Fields
Lane, Moore, private ownership.
Lymm Dingle
North of Church Rd and the main Dam.
Rixton Moss
Large area of agricultural land north of
Manchester Rd, Rixton.
Moss Side Farm
Agricultural fields, off Lapwing Lane, Moore,
private ownership.
Radley Plantation
Woodland Trust wood and pond, Poplar & Hulme
Ward.
Sankey Canal Central
Sankey Canal, within Sankey Valley Park, from
Sankey Bridges to Bewsey including the Wetland
Nature Reserve
Sankey Brook
Sankey Brook where it follows the line of the old
canal from Bewsey to Winwick Quay just north of
Cromwell Ave. (within Sankey Valley Park)
Winwick Old Quay
Section of Sankey Valley Park north of Cromwell
Ave.

The citations for all the above sites in tables1& 2 can be found in Appendix 1.
3. Proposed name change

In line with DEFRA guidance it is proposed that a name change of the system is
introduced from Sites of Importance for Nature Conservation to Local Wildlife Sites.
This follows national guidance and neighbouring boroughs of Halton and Cheshire.
Appendix:
1. Citations for all sites referenced
2. Cheshire Wildlife Trust’s LWS review 2011, 2012 & 2013
3. Local Wildlife site Selection Criteria for the Cheshire Region

Further information
Natural England:
http://www.naturalengland.org.uk/ourwork/conservation/designations/localsites/defau
lt.aspx
Local sites: Guidance on their Identification, Selection and Management (DEFRA):
http://archive.defra.gov.uk/rural/documents/protected/localsites.pdf
Guidance for Local Authorities on Implementing the Biodiversity Duty (The NERC
ACT) (DEFRA):
http://www.naturalengland.org.uk/Images/dutyguidancelocal_tcm6-9234.pdf
Biodiversity and Geological conservation: circular 06/2005:
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/biodiversity-and-geologicalconservation-circular-06-2005

Appendix 1
LWS citations for sites referenced
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Site code: WA002
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Local Wildlife Sites
Warrington
Site name: Bewsey Meadows

Site code: WA002

Ward: Bewsey and Whitecross

Grid reference: SJ59488976
Ownership: Warrington Borough
Council

Area: 12.2 ha
Date of Notification: 16/01/2001
Date of Revision: 2010
Status: Local Wildlife Site

Description:
Bewsey Meadows is a former tip site which has naturally regenerated with scrub,
coarse neutral grassland and scattered trees. The site hosts a large number of
different habitats and the resulting mosaic is particularly important for bird, mammal
and invertebrate populations. There are no ponds, however damp depressions do
hold water owing to the sites clay cap. A diverse assemblage of floral species occurs
although grasses anPd rushes dominate the sward. The damp areas of the site are
dominated by tall grasses such as reed canary grass Phalaris arundinacea with
smaller patches of reedbed which are beginning to scrub over. Parts of the site are in
the mid stages of succession with willow and bramble scrub covering large areas. In
addition to the numerous wildflowers, mammals and invertebrate species the site
supports a rich bird life, including, a number of Red and Amber list and BAP species.

Criteria for
selection:

H7 – Neutral Grassland
H18 – Fens, Swamps, Bogs and Reedbeds

Most recent
survey:

14/10/2010

Inventories:

Local Wildlife Sites
Warrington
Site name: Burtonwood Nature Park

Site code: WA005

Community
Centre

26
1
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Scale: 1:2,142

(c) Crown Copyright and database right 2012.
Ordnance Survey 100022848.
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Site map:

Local Wildlife Sites
Warrington
Site name: Burtonwood Nature Park

Site code: WA005

Ward: Burtonwood and Winwick

Grid reference: SJ569925
Ownership: Warrington Borough
Council

Area: 5.37 ha
Date of Notification: 2010
Date of Revision:
Status: Local Wildlife Site

Description:
Created in the early 1990’s the nature park was once a potato field. The site was
bought by the local authority in the late 1980s and planted with areas of native
deciduous woodland and wildflower rich grassland.
The undulating site is bordered by species rich hedges on two sides with the stream
Spittle Brook running along its northern boundary.
The woodland was planted with native birch, ash, alder and oak approximately 20
years ago. It is now semi-mature with overcrowded trees all of a similar age. The
understorey is mainly rowan and elder with some hawthorn. This woodland along
with the species rich hedges provide a good habitat for nesting birds
The grassland provides an excellent habitat for invertebrates with particularly high
numbers of butterflies.
A shaded seasonal pond sits in the centre of the site. It has a good level of natural
species diversity with plants such as marsh woundwort, angelica and marsh
marigold.
An area of tall ruderal and swamp vegetation sits on the western boundary with
frequent meadowsweet, reed sweetgrass and watermint.
Criteria for
selection:

H12 – Undetermined Grassland
H18 – Fens, Swamps, Bogs and Reedbeds

Most recent
survey:

05/08/2010

Inventories:

Local Wildlife Sites
Warrington
Site name: Gorse Covert Mounds
Site map:

0

0.08000

kilometres
Scale: 1:5,531

(c) Crown Copyright and database right 2012.
Ordnance Survey 100022848.

Site code: WA011

Local Wildlife Sites
Warrington
Site name: Gorse Covert Mounds

Site code: WA011

Ward: Birchwood

Grid reference: SJ665928
Ownership: Warrington
Borough Council

Area: 19.30 ha
Date of Notification: 05/09/2000
Date of Revision: 2012
Status: Local Wildlife Site

Description:
Gorse Covert Mounds is a manmade landform created after the demolition of the
Royal Ordnance factory. The site has been landscaped with areas of plantation
woodland, sown wildflower grassland and scattered ponds. This mix of habitats
has resulted in a diverse assemblage of species, most notably dragonflies and
damselflies including the locally rare species, black darter and common hawker.
The site contains a variety of habitats including an area of semi-improved
grassland to the west of Hamsterley Close, wet woodland, plantation woodland
and a pond which hosts a particularly good assemblage of plants

Criteria for
selection:

Most recent survey:

Inventories:

H2 - Wet Woodland
H12 - Undetermined Grassland
H20 - Ponds and Ditches
S4 - Dragonflies and Damselflies
S13 - Vascular Plants
03/10/12
Lowland Raised Bog BAP Priority Habitat Inventory for
England

Local Wildlife Sites
Warrington
Site name: Latchford Sidings
Site map:

(c) Crown Copyright and database right 2012.
Ordnance Survey 100022848.

Site code: WA018

Local Wildlife Sites
Warrington
Site name: Latchford Sidings

Site code: WA018

Ward: Latchford West
Area: 3.99 ha
Date of Notification: 05/09/2000

Grid reference: SJ616870
Ownership: Private

Date of Revision: 10/03/2014
Status: Local Wildlife Site
Description:
Young birch woodland with abundant grey willow and abundant regeneration of
pedunculate oak. Ground flora mainly composed of common bent grass and
bramble with nettle abundant in places. Shrub layer sparse although broom
abundant in places. Strip of land below power lines has been felled in the past and
is now regenerating with younger trees and scrub. Woodland south of the power
lines has a better developed shrub layer with holly, rowan and hazel occasional.
Area of grassland bordering the south of the site now rank, composed mainly of
false oat grass, common couch, stinging nettle and rosebay willowherb with some
scrub encroachment to the south. Ditch through woodland, currently dry/muddy.

Criteria for selection: H1 Lowland mixed deciduous woodland
Most recent survey:

Inventories:

29/08/2013

Local Wildlife Sites
Warrington
Site name: Lymm Dam Complex

Site code: WA020

Site map:
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Local Wildlife Sites
Warrington
Site name: Lymm Dam Complex

Site code: WA020

Ward: Lymm

Grid reference: SJ680864
Ownership: Warrington Borough
Council

Area: 17.8 ha
Date of Notification: 05/02/2002
Date of Revision: 2010
Status: Local Wildlife Site

Description:
The Lymm Dam site covers the flooded valley of the Bradley Brook and the adjoining
narrow wooded valley of the Kaylane Brook.
The two artificial lakes are known as the Upper Dam and the Middle Dam. The
smaller Upper Dam is shallow and acts and as a silt trap. The Lower Dam is a large
area of mesotrophic open water which is regularly fished by a local fishing club.
The majority of the surrounding public open space is wooded with pockets of mixed
grassland.
The woodland has distinct areas many of which are likely to originate from past
planting schemes. Mature beech, sycamore and oak trees encircle most of the
reservoir and a large area of mature beech with rhododendron understorey sits
above the west bank. An area of more natural woodland is situated on the steep east
banks above the line of planted trees. Here there are frequent oak and birch with
foxglove, bluebell and other species typical of sandy acidic soils. Ash is frequent by
the Wishing Bridge between the upper and middle dams. Crack willow is also
frequent in this area by the water’s edge. An area of young woodland sits in the south
of the site on the east side of the upper dam. Here can be found overcrowded birch,
scattered oak and rowan with sycamore and ash saplings regenerating.
Marginal vegetation occurs in small areas along the north east bank with species
such as reed sweet grass, meadow sweet, angelica and yellow flag iris.
There are pockets of improved amenity grassland and small scattered areas of
typically acid grassland. Some of the longer grassland on the west side of the site
supports high numbers of invertebrates.
Criteria for
selection:

H1 – Lowland Mixed Deciduous Woodland
H19 – Meres, Lakes, Reservoirs, Canals

Most recent
survey:

2010

Inventories:

Deciduous Woodland BAP Priority Habitat Inventory for England

Local Wildlife Sites
Warrington
Site code: WA021
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Local Wildlife Sites
Warrington
Site name: Lymm Dingle

Site code: WA021

Ward: Lymm

Grid reference: SJ681870
Ownership:
Warrington Borough Council
Lymm Lawn Tennis Club
United Utilities

Area: 2.4 ha
Date of Notification: 2010
Date of Revision:
Status: Local Wildlife Site

Description:
The majority of the site is situated on the east and west slopes above the Lower
Lymm Dam in an area known as the Dingle. A flatter area is present in the north west
of the site. The site is mainly wooded with an area of open water at the north end
above the lower dam. There are exposed sandstone rocks on the steeper slopes and
a surfaced footpath runs through the site.
The semi-natural woodland owned by the tennis club is a typical oak/birch/beech
woodland of acidic soils with abundant wavy hair grass, bracken and bramble
dominating the ground flora. The understorey is mainly holly with occasional rowan,
hawthorn and locally abundant rhododendron. There is some regeneration of native
tree species occurring.
The lower area of woodland on the steep slopes is less diverse and is comprised
predominantly beech and sycamore with ivy dominating the ground flora. This deeply
shaded area of the site has exposed rock with frequent liverworts. A concreted area
by the middle dam has a short ephemeral vegetation with toad rush, greater plantain,
creeping buttercup and enchanter’s nightshade.
At the north end of the lower dam there are species such as typha, reed sweet grass,
meadowsweet and yellow flag iris. Moorhens and mallards are present on the water.
Criteria for
selection:

H1 – Lowland Mixed Deciduous Woodland

Most recent
survey:

19/09/2010

Inventories:

Deciduous Woodland BAP Priority Habitat Inventory for England

Local Wildlife Sites
Warrington
Site name: Moore Nature Reserve

Site code: WA023

Site map:
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Local Wildlife Sites
Warrington
Site name: Moore Nature Reserve

Site code: WA023

Ward: Penketh and Cuerdley
Area: 101.2 ha
Date of Notification: 2000
Date of Revision: 2011
Status: Local Wildlife Site

Grid reference: SJ570853
Ownership: FCC

Description:
The western section of this site has a large area of dry acid heath grassland on sand
deposits resulting from the construction of the Manchester Ship canal. The acid
heath grassland has a rich damp flora and has good bird and butterfly populations.
There is a section of wet deciduous woodland with areas of scrub and grassland.
This is a good example of wet woodland which has good ground flora and the
grasslands have a good variety of plant species which in turn attracts a good variety
of invertebrates.
Several ponds in the quarried area have areas of reedbed. A large waterfowl lake
has been constructed which also has several areas of reedbed and is overlooked by
several hides. This lake attracts a good mix of breeding and wintering waterfowl and
dragonfly populations. A large amphibian population uses the site each spring.
The eastern section has a series of excavated ponds with areas of mature woodland
and grassland with a range of indicator species present. Reedbed is present in
several areas variety of tree species of varying age.
Criteria for
selection:

Most recent
survey:
Inventories:

H1 - Lowland Mixed Deciduous Woodland
H2 - Wet Woodland
H9 - Acid grassland
H18 - Reedbeds
H26 - Accessible Natural Greenspace
S2 - Birds
2011
Deciduous Woodland BAP Priority Habitat Inventory for England

Local Wildlife Sites
Warrington
Site name: Moss Side Farm
Site map:

(c) Crown Copyright and database right 2012.
Ordnance Survey 100022848.

Site code: WA024

Local Wildlife Sites
Warrington
Site name: Moss Side Farm

Site code: WA024

Ward: Penketh and Cuerdley
Area: 15 ha
Date of Notification: 2011
Date of Revision:
Status: Local Wildlife Site

Grid reference: SJ567861
Ownership: Private

Description:
This is an intensive arable farm however there is a good ditch network with some
native flora. Areas previous set aside host Fleabane, Coltsfoot, Marsh bedstraw,
Typha, Reed canary grass and Creeping thistle and provide good habitat for
farmland birds including the Grey partridge. Rare Grass vetchling is present on the
set aside (not seeded). Small areas of Common reed are beginning to spread onto
the set aside land and along the ditches. The set aside land is likely to be providing
some buffering of the ditches by reducing nutrient runoff. Numerous species rich
hedges line the field system and a eutrophic pond is located by the eastern boundary
of the site.

Criteria for
selection:

Most recent
survey:
Inventories:

H18 - Reedbeds
H26 - Accessible natural greenspace
S2 - Birds
S13 - Vascular plants
19/08/2011

Local Wildlife Sites
Warrington
Site name: Norton Marsh and Upper Moss Side
Fields

Site code: WA025
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Local Wildlife Sites
Warrington
Site name: Norton Marsh and Upper Moss Side
Fields
Ward: Penketh and Cuerdley
Area: 50.7 ha
Date of Notification: 2011
Date of Revision:
Status: Local Wildlife Site

Site code: WA025
Grid reference: SJ560853
Ownership: Forestry Commission

Description:
Norton Marsh and the adjacent Upper Moss Side fields are situated in the upper
fringes of the Mersey Estuary, south west of Warrington, and are owned by The
Forestry Commission. The site consists of an area of salt-marsh, and a number of
fields which used to belong to a nearby farm and which were actively managed as
arable land. Two small pools/wader scrapes have been established on the saltmarsh, and a network of ponds has been established in the largest UMS field under
the million ponds scheme. The salt-marsh and the fields are separated by an
earthbank flood barrier for which the Environment Agency carries out basic
maintenance. Conservation grazing of several fields, using a small herd of Longhorn
cattle, has been in progress in recent years. The site is known in the local birding
community.
Over 100 vascular plant species, 20 bird species, 8 mammal and 12 invertebrate
species were recorded. A number of these species were UK protected and BAP
priority species e.g. Brown Hare, Farmland birds, Cinnabar moth. Several locally
scarce vascular plant species were recorded on the salt-marsh.
The vegetation is characteristic of upper salt-marsh located high up an estuary,
which is not frequently inundated and which is un-grazed.
Criteria for
selection:

H11 - Restorable BAP grassland
H18 - Fens, Reedbeds
H26 - Accessible natural greenspace
H28 - Saltmarsh
S2 - Birds
S13 - Vascular plants

Most recent
survey:

July and September 2011

Inventories:

Lowland Mudflats BAP Priority Habitat Inventory for England

Local Wildlife Sites
Warrington
Site name: Pestfurlong Moss
Site map:

0

0.04000
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Scale: 1:2,418
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Site code: WA044

Local Wildlife Sites
Warrington
Site name: Pestfurlong Moss

Site code: WA044

Ward: Birchwood
Area: 4.2 ha
Date of Notification: 05/09/2000
Date of Revision: 2012
Status: Local Wildlife Site

Grid reference: SJ670929
Ownership: Private

Description:
Remnant of a lowland raised peat bog which is drying out and succeeding to
woodland. Silver and downy birch, rowan and bracken have invaded all but the
most central area of peat bog. The open areas are dominated by purple moor
grass with some remnant Calluna and Sphagnum moss. The drier areas of
woodland along the eastern edge of the site have abundant rhododendron
present.
The edge of the peat is defined by a drain which runs along the south western
edge of the wood. To the south west of this area the land is more open and
scrubby with damp grassland hosting species such as reed canary grass, greater
birdsfoot trefoil, meadow vetchling and occasional marsh orchid. It Is very wet in
parts with areas of standing water. This part of the site may have been capped
with clay following the demolition of the Royal Ordnance factory.

Criteria for
selection:

Most recent survey:

Inventories:

H2 - Wet Woodland
H11 - Restorable BAP Grassland
H18 - Fens, Swamps, Bogs and Reedbeds
S6 - Reptiles
03/10/12
Lowland Raised Bog BAP Priority Habitat Inventory for
England

Local Wildlife Sites
Warrington
Site name: Radley Plantation
Site map:

(c) Crown Copyright and database right 2012.
Ordnance Survey 100022848.

Site code: WA047

Local Wildlife Sites
Warrington
Site name: Radley Plantation

Site code: WA047

Ward: Poplars and Hulme
Area: 1.70 ha
Date of Notification: 10/03/2014
Date of Revision:
Status: Local Wildlife Site

Grid reference: SJ616915
Ownership: The Woodland Trust

Description:
Mixed broadleaf plantation, with a reasonably good structure although not conforming
to any NVC community. Large, mature sycamore, pedunculate oak and ash form the
main canopy with frequent mature wild cherry. There is evidence of ash regeneration
and much under-planting.
Hazel, hawthorn, rowan and field maple form the understorey. The ground flora of the
plantation is typically impoverished. There is a pond of moderate to good quality in
the north east corner which is becoming surrounded by scrub and Himalayan
balsam.
A locally rare species of cranefly (Prionocera subserricornis) has been recorded by
the pond.

Criteria for
selection:

H20 Ponds and ditches
H26 Accessible natural greenspace

Most recent
survey:

04/09/2013

Inventories:

Local Wildlife Sites
Warrington
Site name: Rixton Moss

Site code: WA045

Site map:
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Local Wildlife Sites
Warrington
Site name: Rixton Moss

Site code: WA045

Ward: Rixton and Woolston
Area: 278 ha
Date of Notification: 06/03/2013
Date of Revision:
Status: Local Wildlife Site

Grid reference: SJ671904
Ownership: Private

Description:
Rixton moss is an area of reclaimed mossland now laid to arable, but retaining an
extensive network of ditches.
Most notable are the populations of corn bunting and yellow wagtail which both
nest on Rixton Moss. According to the 2008 CAWOS atlas corn bunting have less
than 20 confirmed breeding pairs in the Cheshire region and yellow wagtail have
less than 100 confirmed breeding pairs.

Criteria for
selection:

S2 - Birds
S4 - Dragonflies and Damselflies

Most recent survey:

2012

Inventories:

Local Wildlife Sites
Warrington
Site name: Sankey Brook
Site map:

(c) Crown Copyright and database right 2012.
Ordnance Survey 100022848.

Site code: WA049

Local Wildlife Sites
Warrington
Site name: Sankey Brook

Site code: WA049

Ward: Westbrook, Bewsey and Whitecross

Grid reference: SJ595907
Ownership: Warrington Borough
Council

Area: 3.27 ha
Date of Notification: 10/03/2014
Date of Revision:
Status: Local Wildlife Site

Description:
Sankey brook wildlife corridor provides a physical link between three wildlife sites,
Bewsey LNR, Gemini Washlands and Winwick quay. Although the stream itself is of
low wildlife value, its position in the landscape is crucially important as it provides a
mechanism for species dispersal between the three sites as well as to the wider
countryside to the north. The brook supports several wetland bird species including
kingfisher, heron and moorhen.

Criteria for
selection:
Most recent
survey:
Inventories:

H24 Wildlife corridors/buffers
27/9/2013

Local Wildlife Sites
Warrington
Site name: Sankey Canal Central
Site map:

(c) Crown Copyright and database right 2012.
Ordnance Survey 100022848.

Site code: WA048

Local Wildlife Sites
Warrington
Site name: Sankey Canal Central
Ward: Bewsey and Whitecross; Westbrook;
Great Sankey South; Whittle Hall
Area: 9.81 ha
Date of Notification: 10/03/2014
Date of Revision:
Status: Local Wildlife Site

Site code: WA048
Grid reference: SJ590888
Ownership: Warrington Borough
Council

Description:
High quality disused canal with unpolluted water and an abundance of native aquatic
and marginal flora. The canal, which is relatively undisturbed (low levels of fishing),
acts as a linear pond. Significant areas of reed bed occur along its length with the
most extensive located at Sankey Valley Nature Park and along a dry section of
canal by Bewsey LNR.
The canal is likely to be important for Odonata and further survey work is
recommended. It is also important for wetland birds such as heron and kingfisher and
likely to be important for warblers. The margins of the canal provide suitable habitat
for small mammals.

Criteria for
selection:

H18 Reedbeds
H20 Ponds and ditches
H26 Accessible natural greenspace

Most recent
survey:

26/9/2013

Inventories:

Ancient woodland BAP Priority Habitat Inventory for England
Deciduous woodland BAP Priority Habitat Inventory for England

Local Wildlife Sites
Warrington
Site name: Silver Lane Ponds

Site map:

(c) Crown Copyright and database right 2012.
Ordnance Survey 100022848.

Site code: WA029

Local Wildlife Sites
Warrington
Site name: Silver Lane Ponds

Site code: WA029

Ward: Culcheth, Glazebury and Croft
Area: 19.37 Ha
Date of Notification: 2011
Date of Revision:
Status: Local Wildlife Site

Grid reference: SJ663941
Ownership: Biffa Waste Services

Description:
This site was created as part of the restoration of the landfill site and is still
establishing. It consists of four lakes surrounded by improved grassland, plantation
blocks and rough grassland.
The site has a semi-mature line of deciduous trees (oak, alder, silver birch and
willow) along the north, west and east boundary with mixed woodland in the south
west corner of the site. It has footpaths running both through and around the site.
One meadow is grazed annually by sheep.
Silver Lane is surrounded by farmland adjacent to the north, west and eastern
boundaries and a closed waste tip adjacent to the southern boundary edge.

Criteria for
selection:

H11 - Restorable BAP Grassland
H12 - Undetermined Grassland
H18 – Fens, Swamps, Bogs and Reedbeds
H26 - Accessible Natural Greenspace
S2 - Birds

Most recent
survey:

2011

Inventories:

Local Wildlife Sites
Warrington
Site name: Stockton Heath - Rifle Range Quarry
Site map:

(c) Crown Copyright and database right 2012.
Ordnance Survey 100022848.

Site code: WA032

Local Wildlife Sites
Warrington
Site name: Stockton Heath - Rifle Range Quarry

Site code: WA032

Ward: Appleton
Area: 2.21 ha
Date of Notification: 16/01/2001
Date of Revision: 10/03/2014
Status: Local Wildlife Site

Grid reference: SJ615848
Ownership: Private

Description:
The site is a disused quarry with vertical exposures. It is in the private ownership of a
local shooting club and is used as a rifle range. The exposed rock faces have rich
colonies of Royal Fern, Bryophytes and Lichens. The Bryophytes and other ferns
continue in wide variety at ground level across the site and in the woodland.
There is a good area of secondary sycamore dominated broadleaved woodland at
the base of the quarry and at least an equal area of mixed woodland at the top of the
quarry. The grassland area is rich in species and often wet/marshy. It was semiimproved but is probably now borderline neutral unimproved.
Whilst a number of the plants inside the quarry have been introduced, most have
naturalised.
There is an active Badger set in woodland on top of the quarry – and foxes use
similar area for dens from time to time.

Criteria for
selection:

H22 Rock outcrop and stone structures
H24 Wildlife corridors/buffers
S13 Vascular plants

Most recent
survey:

06/07/2013

Inventories:

Local Wildlife Sites
Warrington
Site name: Winwick Old Quay
Site map:

(c) Crown Copyright and database right 2012.
Ordnance Survey 100022848.

Site code: WA046

Local Wildlife Sites
Warrington
Site name: Winwick Old Quay

Site code: WA046

Ward: Bewsey and Whitecross

Grid reference: SJ597911
Ownership: Warrington Borough
Council

Area: 7.58 ha
Date of Notification: 10/03/2014
Date of Revision:
Status: Local Wildlife Site
Description:

Winwick old quay has large areas of rank grassland which are succeeding to tall
ruderal vegetation and scrub. Other parts of the site are closely mown and there are
blocks of species poor plantation woodland.
There are several patches of species rich grassland which have probably been sown
with species such as birdsfoot trefoils, cowslip , selfheal , yarrow, meadow vetchling,
toadflax , wild carrot , ladies bedstraw , field scabious and the scarce grass
vetchling. These areas are particularly important for terrestrial invertebrates.
Towards the eastern boundary there are a number of old ponds which are overgrown
with typha (common reedmace) and Himalayan balsam dominates the surrounding
areas. One pond has large areas of the non-native invasive Crassula helmsii.
Stanner’s pool is a well managed fishing pool and has a good variety of wetland
vegetation, albeit probably introduced. The non-native invasive waterweed Elodea is
present in Stanner’s pool.

Criteria for
selection:

H7 Neutral grassland
H26 Accessible natural greenspace
S13 Vascular plants

Most recent
survey:

27/09/2013

Inventories:

Local Wildlife Sites
Warrington
Site name: Woolston New Cut Canal
Site map:

(c) Crown Copyright and database right 2012.
Ordnance Survey 100022848.

Site code: WA043

Local Wildlife Sites
Warrington
Site name: Woolston New Cut Canal

Site code: WA043

Ward: Poulton South

Grid reference: SJ632889
Ownership: Warrington Borough
Council

Area: 7.05 ha
Date of Notification: 05/09/2000
Date of Revision: 10/03/2014
Status: Local Wildlife Site

Description:
The site incorporates a disused canal and towpath and an extensive area to the north
which was previously used as a tip. The steep sided disused canal has been
colonised by grey willow with remnant areas of typha, common reed, yellow flag iris
and juncus (approximating to NVC W2). Its steep sides support a good diversity of
woodland plants including various ferns such hartstongue, male and broad buckler.
There is an excellent mature, overgrown hedge that runs along both sides of the
disused canal. Much of the old tip site is dominated by tall ruderal vegetation with
hogweed, great willowherb, bramble, comfrey and crack willow but there are some
small patches of wetland vegetation with greater birdsfoot trefoil, angelica and
gipsywort
Areas of sown grassland provide important habitat for invertebrates, as do the areas
of ephemeral vegetation. A substantial area of reedbed on the old canal is likely to be
important for birds and invertebrates. An overgrown pond dominated by typha is
present in the north west of the site. Canal with retained water is dominated by nonnative azolla, although it has a good diversity of wetland plants.

Criteria for
selection:

H2 Wet woodland
H20 Ponds and ditches
H18 Fens swamps, bogs and reedbeds
H25 Hedges

Most recent survey:

09/10/2013

Inventories:

Coastal and Floodplain Grazing Marsh BAP Priority Habitat
Inventory for England

Appendix 2
Cheshire Wildlife Trust LWS review 2011,2012& 2013

Warrington Borough Council: Service Level Agreement
Cheshire region Biodiversity and Local Wildlife Sites Service
Annual Report for period 1st April 2011 - 31st March 2012
This report is a summary of the work carried out by Cheshire Wildlife Trust (CWT),
RECORD and the Cheshire region Biodiversity Partnership (CrBP) under their joint
Service Level Agreement with Warrington Borough Council (HBC).
The report is structured to correspond with the Schedule of Services within the SLA
and the Service Areas contained therein. It should, therefore, be read in conjunction
with that document with particular reference to the Year 2 (2011/12) targets.
N.B. ‘Local Wildlife Site (LWS)’ is the preferred term for non-statutory sites by
DEFRA and is generally being adopted across the Cheshire Region. However;
Warrington has used ‘Site of Importance for Nature Conservation (SINC)’. The term
Local Wildlife Site was agreed at the annual review meeting however both terms are
used in this report, dependant on context.
1. Local sites survey, monitoring and management
1.1 Six sites (two sites were more than double the average size of 16ha – as agreed
this is equivalent to 8 sites total) were selected for survey and assessed using the
new LWS selection criteria which have been drawn up in consultation with the
different LA representatives and the county record validators. Data from surveys will
be updated by RECORD and any private landowners will receive management
recommendations once these have been processed. Survey reports, maps and
species lists have been submitted to WBC.
1.2 Four of the sites are currently undesignated land identified as possible BAP
habitat.
1.3 The Local Wildlife Sites Officer (LWSO) is currently working to produce 2 brief
management plans for the Twiggeries and Paddington Meadows LNRs. Concise
management advice has been given for all the LWS surveyed in 2011. Once
citations have been finalised any private landowners will be contacted and offered
advice appropriate to the habitat on their land.

2. Local Sites Partnership and community engagement
2.1 The Local Wildlife Sites Partnership consisting of representatives from WBC,
CWT, RECORD, Natural England and the Environment agency met on a number of
occasions to monitor the priorities and delivery of the SLA. Other interested parties
were also invited to attend when appropriate, including representatives from
Liverpool Museum, WNCF, Woodland Trust, Friends of groups, BTCV and LWS
volunteer surveyors.
The Partnership also met on 6 March 2012 to consider the survey reports from 2011
and make changes to status, boundaries and citations as appropriate.
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New LWS selection criteria based upon Defra guidance have been drawn up in
consultation with the different LA representatives and the county record validators.
Further consultation is underway regarding specific species criteria. A final version of
the criteria should be available by the end of the year.
New survey forms have been designed to complement the new selection criteria.
Training on the new methodology has been given to existing and new surveyors.
2.2 Fourteen Natural Know How training events were held throughout the Cheshire
region in 2011/12; attended by 112 people. Three events were held in Warrington,
two at Risley Moss and one at Woolston Eyes. A further two training events were
held specifically for LWS volunteers. These were both held in Halton with strong
representation from Warrington residents and a total of 28 people attending.
CWT staff also attended meetings with the WNCF at Risley Moss NR.
RECORD provided RODIS training to members of the Warrington Nature
Conservation Forum at their Annual General Meeting. The number of RODIS users,
from within Warrington, has since increased resulting in a total of 12,244 records
taken during the last year.
Two formal RODIS training days were also held in March; aimed at encouraging both
casual users to increase their use and land managers to encourage friends of groups
to take on more formalised recording. Land managers from Warrington attended and
intend to set up a formal recording scheme as a result of the training.

2.3 Opportunities for becoming a LWS volunteer were advertised via the CWT and
RECORD websites, in partner publications such as The Grebe, and The Dabchick.
Two new volunteers participated in Warrington surveys in 2011.
3. Local Sites Data Management
2195 species records were added to the RECORD database for Warrington SINCs
having been recorded in 2011. These were all entered via RODIS, and are therefore
checked by county verifiers before entering the database.
Seventeen data searches were completed by consultants working in the Warrington
area over the course of the year, five of which required SINC citation sheets.
4. Biodiversity Action Planning
4.1 Clearly defined BAP priorities were agreed in April at the steering group meeting.
Key projects such as the Cheshire Bluebell Recovery Project and the Cheshire
Water Vole Project were incorporated into the CrBAP Business Plan. Funding was
found this financial year for the Action on Invasives Project and the region was
successful in obtaining Local Nature Partnership Transition funding. A review of BAP
habitat in the borough was undertaken last year. This year the data has started to be
refined and anomalies worked through.
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4.2 Actions from projects have been reported on BARS and promoted to the media.
Press releases have been sent out with regards to the bluebell project, water vole
project, otters and general wildlife. Articles have gone in to CWT’s monthly enewsletter ‘The Dabchick’ and magazine ‘The Grebe’. Articles have also gone in to
the Warrington Nature Conservation Forum newsletter throughout the year.
4.3 Warrington BC sits on the CrBP steering group and executive group. Two
steering group meetings and one executive group meeting has been held this year.
Towards the latter part of 2011 it was decided that the CrBP meetings would be put
on hold whilst the LNP Transition Focus Group meetings were held (which
Warrington BC attended) and whilst the LNP discussions were underway. In the
Natural Environment White Paper, Government recognised that partnership working
was key to delivering ambitions for the natural environment at the local level and set
out a vision for Local Nature Partnerships. CWT was a key partner on behalf of the
CrBP and Cheshire GI Forum in successfully obtaining LNP capacity building
funding and coordinating LNP discussions. An application from partners to become
recognised as an LNP is being submitted in June 2012.
5. Reporting
5.1 Reports were produced and submitted to WBC over the course of 2011/12.
6. Summary of Outputs
Service areas
Activities
1. Survey, monitoring LWS surveys
and management
Management advice
2. LWSP and
LWS Partnership formed
community
engagement
Training events

Outputs
6 sites surveyed (equivalent to 8
due to large size >32ha)
2 sites under review
3 meetings held, including
annual review
14 Natural Know How events in
Cheshire region - 112
participants
2 LWS events held in
Warrington/Halton– 28
participants

Advertising volunteering
opportunities

3. LWS Data
Management

Increase in biological
records for sites.
Records to be made

RODIS Training- 2 formal events
and informal training at the
WNCF AGM provided
Advertisements in The Grebe,
The Sentinel and The Dabchick,
as well as on partner websites.
2 new volunteers participated in
surveys in Warrington
2195 new verified records added
via RODIS.
All 2195 new records are
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widely available.

Habitat data to also be
made accessible digitally

4. Biodiversity Action
Planning

5. Reporting

Review of BAP habitat

available through the Data
Portal, or on request to WBC
staff. The records are available
to the general public
Data generated from 2011
surveys has started to be
digitised via the GIS. This data
will be available to WBC staff
and LWS recorders.
Review continuing to be refined.

Priority projects delivered

Cheshire Water Vole Project,
Action on Invasives Project and
Cheshire Bluebell Recovery
Project

Partnership working

Developing the Cheshire region
Local Nature Partnership

Events

1 partner event (Biosecurity)
5 workshops (Local Nature
Partnership development)
30% LWS in positive
management

Sites in positive
management

7. Attachments

1. Sites surveyed/management plans written 2011
2. New LWS survey form
3. New LWS selection criteria
4. CWT 2011-12 events programme
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Warrington Surveys 2011 – 8 SITES OF < 32 Ha (or equivalent)
Site

Area

Silver Lane

Upper Moss
side Fields
and Norton
Marsh

Moore

Surveyor

Comments

Rob Smith

37.7ha
plus
UMS
fields

Jeanette
Maddy and
Dave Monk

Tony Parker

Survey covered new area of
Upper Moss Side Fields not
currently in LWS and Norton
Marsh part of Upper Mersey
Estuary LWS

Management
recommendations
Refer to LWS sheet

Refer to LWS sheet

Refer to LWS sheet

Qualifying Criteria

Recommended surveys

S2‐ Birds (Long eared owl)
H11 – Restorable BAP
grassland (MG)
H12 – Undetermined
grassland (SNG)
H18 – Fens
H26 – Accessible natural
greenspace
H11 – Restorable BAP
grassland (UMS only)
H18 – Fens, Reedbeds
(mainly on existing LWS,
small area on new UMS
fields)
H28 – Saltmarsh (existing
LWS only)
S2‐ Birds (Numerous
farmland birds, long eared
owl, marsh harrier and
black tailed godwit)
S13 ‐ Vascular plants,
Atriplex littoralis, Allium
vineale, Geum rivale (only
the latter present on new
UMS area)
H26 – Accessible natural
greenspace
H1‐Lowland mixed

Dragonflies and

grassland
extension

Moss Side
Farm

deciduous woodland
H9‐ Acid grassland
H18 – Reedbeds
S2‐ Birds (Bittern, cuckoo)
H26 – Accessible natural
greenspace

damselflies

Fresh water fish
(European eel likely
present)

>32 ha

RG

Refer to LWS sheet

H18 – Reedbeds
S2‐ Birds (Grey partridge)
S13‐ Vascular plants
(Lathyrus nissolia)
H26 – Accessible natural
greenspace

LNRs
Paddington
Meadows

34

RG, DM

Refer to LWS sheet.
Management plan
review in preparation

H20 – Pond (high value)
H25 – Hedges
S2‐ Birds (Grasshopper
warbler, bullfinch)
S3 – Mammals (water
vole)
H26 – Accessible natural
greenspace

Twiggeries

21

RG, KD, Ian
Greaves

Refer to LWS sheet.
Management plan
review in preparation

H2‐ Wet woodland
H11 – Restorable BAP
grassland
H18 ‐ Fens, Reedbed
S3 – Mammals (water
vole)
H26 – Accessible natural

greenspace

Warrington LWS review 2012
Site

Surveyor

Boundary review

Gorse Covert
Mounds

PR/RG

Split site

Management
recommendations
Refer to LWS sheet

Criteria

Recommended future
surveys

Panel comments

H2 Wet woodland (small area by
main pond)

Reptiles

Agreed criteria met.
Agreed to split site
as suggested

Reptiles

Agreed criteria met.
Agreed to split site
as suggested

H12 Undetermined grassland
(small areas only)
H20 Ponds (good wetland flora
and dragonflies)
S4 Dragonflies and damselflies
(12 species in the past 5 years
including black darter, common
hawker)
S9 Vascular plants (grass
vetchling)

Pestfurlong Moss PR/RG

Split site

Refer to LWS sheet

H2 Wet woodland
H11 Restorable grassland
H18 Lowland raised bog
S6 Reptiles

Leigh Wood

RG

‐

Refer to LWS sheet

None

Rixton Moss

LJ/RG/CD

New site

Refer to LWS sheet

S2 Birds (particularly breeding
corn buntings and yellow wagtail
but numerous other red listed
BoCC/UK BAP species)
S4 Dragonflies and damselflies
(Black darter)

Agreed criteria not
met. Site not to be
included.
Agreed criteria met.
Agreed boundaries
as suggested. RG to
contact Paul
Thomas NE to
discuss
management and

St Helens Canal

JM/PH

Refer to LWS sheet

H18 (swamp ‐ Extensive Common
reed stands dominate a large
proportion of this site)
H19 Meres, lakes, reservoirs and
canals (eutrophic standing water
‐ may be satisfied in the NE
portion of the site where there is
more open water, some
submerged and emergent plant
species were noted and where
the reedbeds are
fringing/marginal).
H24 (corridor/buffer ‐ adjacent
to Mersey estuary and part of
larger Sankey Valley Park),
S2 Gadwall, White throat, Reed
bunting, House sparrow, Willow
warbler, Grey wagtail.
Overwintering bittern.

possible
stewardship.
Agreed criteria met.

Warrington Borough Council: Service Level Agreement
Cheshire region Biodiversity and Local Wildlife Sites Service
Annual Report for period 1st April 2011 - 31st March 2013
This report is a summary of the work carried out by Cheshire Wildlife Trust (CWT),
RECORD and the Cheshire region Biodiversity Partnership (CrBP) under their joint
Service Level Agreement with Warrington Borough Council (HBC).
The report is structured to correspond with the Schedule of Services within the SLA
and the Service Areas contained therein. It should, therefore, be read in conjunction
with that document with particular reference to the Year 3 (2012/13) targets.
N.B. ‘Local Wildlife Site (LWS)’ is the preferred term for non-statutory sites by
DEFRA and is generally being adopted across the Cheshire Region. However;
Warrington has used ‘Site of Importance for Nature Conservation (SINC)’. The term
Local Wildlife Site was agreed at the annual review meeting however both terms are
used in this report, dependant on context.
1. Local sites survey, monitoring and management
1.1 Two existing and two potential new sites were selected for survey and assessed
using the new LWS selection criteria (one of the sites was 277ha and more than ten
times the average size of 16ha). A further two existing sites had survey permission
refused.
1.2 Following the review meeting the LWS partnership agreed that one of the
potential new sites met the selection criteria and one existing site should be split into
two. Future potential new LWS will be identified via a combination of interrogation of
the borough Phase 1 as well as advice from stakeholders and through the BAP work
highlighting Alert LWS.
All survey reports, maps and species lists have been submitted to WBC. All the
reports contain management recommendations which are linked to the qualifying
criteria.
Data from surveys will be used by RECORD to update the citations and any private
landowners will then receive the new citations, reports, management
recommendations and supporting information. Landowners will be given the
opportunity to comment on how the criteria have been applied.
1.3 All the LWS reports document the conservation features for which each site has
been selected (qualifying criteria) and contain documented management
recommendations. Both are requirements towards achieving a positive score on the
SDL Ref 160. An assessment of the SDL REF 160 score is included in each survey
report.

Warrington Borough Council LWS SLA Annual Report 2012/13
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2. Local Sites Partnership and community engagement
2.1 The Local Wildlife Sites Partnership consisting of representatives from WBC,
RECORD and CWT met on a number of occasions to monitor the priorities and
delivery of the SLA. Other partners including Natural England, the Environment
Agency and WNCF who were invited to the annual LWS review meeting.
The Partnership also met on 6 March 2013 to consider the survey reports from 2012
and make changes to status, boundaries and citations as appropriate.
New LWS selection criteria based upon Defra guidance have been drawn up in
consultation with the different LA representatives, the county record validators and
specialist taxonomic group representatives. A final version of the criteria has now
been agreed and adopted by the Partnership.
2.2 Catalysed by CWT’s fiftieth anniversary eighty eight events including task days
and training workshops were held throughout the Cheshire region in 2012/13. Two of
these were held in Warrington and another eleven easily accessible in Halton. A
further training event was held specifically for LWS volunteers. This event was held
in at Wigg Island with a number of volunteers from Warrington attending.
CWT staff also attended meetings with the WNCF at Risley Moss NR including the
Invasive Species Officer giving a talk about invasive non-native species and
biosecurity.
RECORD provides regular updates to members of the Warrington Nature
Conservation Forum at their Annual General Meetings and committee meetings
throughout the year. The number of RODIS users, from within Warrington, continues
to increase and a total of 9,101 records were taken during the last year.
A total of 180,414 records are available for use by WBC staff through the RECORD
Data Portal.
2.3 Opportunities for becoming a LWS volunteer were advertised via the CWT and
RECORD websites, in partner publications such as The Grebe, and The Dabchick.
Two new volunteers participated in Warrington surveys in 2012.
3. Local Sites Data Management
A total of 1392 species records were added to the RECORD database for
Warrington SINCs having been recorded in 2012. These were all entered and
verified through RODIS.
Thirty one data searches were completed on behalf of consultants working in the
Warrington area over the course of the 2012 FY, seven of which requested LWS
information.
4. Biodiversity Action Planning
4.1 The Cheshire Water Vole Project has continued to successfully engage
volunteers in water vole surveying and habitat assessments. Funding has also been
Warrington Borough Council LWS SLA Annual Report 2012/13
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found to undertake river walkover surveys which will inform future Water Framework
Directive funding applications.
The Warrington BAP habitat review has been completed and a separate GIS layer,
with explanatory notes has been produced for Alert Local Wildlife Sites.
The Great Manchester Wetlands project boundary has been extended to cover a
larger area of Warrington and progress is being made for it to become recognised as
a local NIA by influencing Local Plans and liaising with the Local Nature
Partnerships.
The LBM has been ensuring the priorities of the CrBP Steering Group are
progressed by the LNP Board, including biodiversity offsetting, the future
establishment of local NIAs, recognition of current landscape-scale initiatives.
Funding has been granted from Natural England to undertake a study of the
economic benefits of landscape scale projects, the Mersey corridor is one of the
case studies within this study. The report will be finalised in April 2013.
4.2 Project activities, where asked, are reported on the new system BARS2. All
projects above have been promoted through CWT's magazine 'The Grebe', enewsletter 'The Dabchick' and on the website. Articles have also gone in to the
Warrington Nature Conservation Forum newsletter throughout the year.
4.3 Warrington BC sits on the CrBP steering group. The Biodiversity Manager (BM)
continues to maintain the CrBP Steering Group. The group acts as a Technical
Group to the LNP Board and future meetings will focus on key issues, the next
meeting will focus upon biodiversity offsetting. The BM is ensuring the priorities of
the CrBP Steering Group are progressed by the LNP Board and embedded within
the LNP Action Plan.
5. Reporting
5.1 Reports were produced and submitted to WBC over the course of 2012/13.
6. Summary of Outputs
Service areas
Activities
1. Survey, monitoring LWS surveys
and management
2. LWSP and
community
engagement

Management advice
LWS Partnership formed
Training events

Outputs
4/5 sites surveyed (equivalent to
10+ due to large size of one site
- 277ha)
2 sites under review
3 meetings held, including
annual review
88 events in Cheshire region
2 Natural Knowhow events held
in Warrington
1 LWS event held in
Warrington/Halton in March 2012
(28 participants) with a follow up
3
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meeting held in April 2012.

Advertising volunteering
opportunities

3. LWS Data
Management

Increase in biological
records for sites.
Records to be made
widely available.

Habitat data to also be
made accessible digitally

4. Biodiversity Action
Planning

5. Reporting

Review of BAP habitat

Informal biological recorder
training provided at WNCF AGM.
Advertisements in The Grebe,
The Sentinel and The Dabchick,
as well as on partner websites.
2 new volunteers participated in
surveys in Warrington
1392 new verified records added
via RODIS.
All 1392 new records are
available through the Data
Portal, or on request to WBC
staff. The records are available
to the general public.
Data generated from 2012
surveys is currently being
digitised. This data will be
available to WBC staff and LWS
recorders on completion.
Review data refined and an
updated version of the report
produced.

Priority projects delivered

Cheshire Water Vole Project,
Action on Invasives Project and
Great Manchester Wetlands
landscape scale project
established.

Partnership working

Cheshire region Local Nature
Partnership established and
CrBP Steering Group influencing
as a technical group.

Events
Sites in positive
management

1 partner event (Biosecurity)
Warrington did not report a figure
for SDL Ref 160 in 2012.

7. Attachments
1. Sites surveyed/management plans written 2012
2. Updated LWS survey form
3. Updated LWS selection criteria
4. CWT 2012-13 events programme
Warrington Borough Council LWS SLA Annual Report 2012/13
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Warrington Borough Council‐ Service Level Agreement with CWT/RECORD 2010‐2013
Activities and Outcomes Plan
Service Area

Target Outcome

1. Local Sites
survey,
monitoring and
management

2. Local Sites
Partnership &
Community
Engagement

Year 3 (2012-13) Target

Progress report Apr-Sept

Progress report Oct-Mar

1.1. Work towards a data
portfolio always less than 10
years old to provide a robust
evidence base for LDF and
development control
processes.

1.1.1 Establish monitoring framework. A
minimum of 6 existing sites will be surveyed
and a report produced. Sites prioritised in
consultation with WBC/WNCF to 1 st target
those with oldest survey data. Citations
updated and digitised post survey.
Landowners made aware of changes and any
management advice given by surveyor.

1.1.1 Surveys completed for St Helens Canal, Leigh
Wood, Gorse Covert/ Pestfurlong Moss. Rixton
Moss is >250 hectares and equivalent to 7+ sites
(average size LWS for Cheshire is 16 hectares).

1.1.1 All surveys/reports/management
recommendations completed. All sites surveyed
assessed against LWS criteria.Citations currently
being updated by Record. Once completed private
landowners will be contacted with reports,
management recommendations and new citations.

1.2. All qualifying biodiversity
resources identified and
protected. Natural resources
providing a corridor/
networking function
acknowledged and
safeguarded.

1.2.1 1 potential new site as identified by
WBC, WNCF or RECORD will be assessed
and if appropriate, designated. Analysis of
latest borough wide Phase 1 will be used to
inform this.

1.2.1 Two of the sites surveyed are not currently
LWS (Rixton Moss and Leigh Woods).

1.2.1 One new site selected as a LWS. One existing
LWS split into two following phase 1 analysis of
habitats.

1.3. At least maintain NI197
baseline, working towards
annual improvement.

1.3.1 Format for management advice/ plans
agreed with WBC. Management advice given
on 3 sites not currently in positive
management towards a 5% increase in the
NI197 target. Support landowners in
implementing management advice.

1.3.1 All sites will have management
recommendations included in the reports. The
production of separate management plans for these
site is to be agreed.

1.3.1 All the LWS reports document the conservation
features for which each site has been selected
(qualifying criteria)
and contain documented
management
recommendations.
Both
are
requirements towards achieving a positive score on
the SDL Ref 160. An assessment of the SDL Ref 160
score is included in each survey report.

2.1. Local Wildlife Sites
System conforms to national
standard. Warrington is
performing well in the
Comprehensive Area
Assessment. Improved joint
working between Warrington
and its environment sector
partners.

2.1.1 Establish core and wider membership of
LWS Partnership. 1 site review meeting held
with Warrington Nature Conservation Forum
committee in March to process site
amendments, additions, deletions and report
findings from surveys. Hold additional
meetings as necessary. Review of selection
criteria begins in consultation with naturalist
groups.

2.1.1 The core membership of Warrington LWS
Partnership includes WBC, Record, Natural
England, CWT, EA. A wider group of organisations
was identified (including WNCF) who will be kept
informed of partnership business and descision
making. Substantial progress has been made in
producing new LWS criteria in line with Defra
guidance. These criteria were passed to local
naturalist groups and county recorders for their
comments and the criteria have been amended
accordingly. Awaiting input from specialists in fungi.
Since 2011 all sites surveyed have been assessed
against the new criteria.

2.1.1 A final version of the selection criteria has been
produced in line with Defra guidance. All sites
surveyed were assessed against the new criteria in
2012. Partners were invited to attend the annual LWS
Partnership meeting.
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Activities and Outcomes Plan

3. Local Sites
Data
Management

2.2. Increased skill level for
active volunteers.

2.2.1 Programme of at least 10 Natural Know
How training days across Cheshire with 2 held
in Warrington. Additional 2 training/ taster
days for LWS recorders held in Warrington.

2.2.1 4 Natural Know How events were held across
the county during the period April to Sept: Dawn
chorus, Flora Foray, Aquatic inverts, Dormouse.
Two further events advertised but did not run due to
poor take up. A training meeting was held for LWS
surveyors in April 2012 at Wigg Island.

2.2.1 In total 88 events were held in 2012-13
catalysed by CWTs fiftieth anniversary. A training
meeting was held for LWS surveyors in April 2012 at
Wigg Island which followed the training meeting held a
month earlier attended by 28 people.

2.3. Best practice working
implemented in line with
DEFRA guidelines.

2.3. Volunteering opportunities for recorders
advertised on CWT/RECORD/WBC websites,
in local publications and on site. 2 new
recorders recruited and trained.

2.3 Volunteering opportunities advertised on CWT
website. Following the surveyors' training day in
March 2012 three volunteers returned to participate
in the 2012 surveys. A meeting was held in April
2012 for existing and new surveyors to discuss the
forthcoming surveys and training was provided in
the use of the new selection criteria.

2.3 Best practice working has been implemented in
line with Defra guidance. Volunteering opportunities
advertised on CWT website and through new
volunteers newsletter.

3.1. Continue annual increase 3.1.1 Maps will be provided to recorders to aid 3.1.1 LWS maps and data ready to diseminate on
in sound biological records on monitoring. All new survey data digitised and request.
made available as soon as possible.
LWS.

3.1.1 Continuation of support for biological recording
has resulted in 1392 records for LWS within
Warrington during the 2012 survey period. Data from
official surveys is being digitised. All 2012 survey data
will be made available to partners upon completion.

3.2.1 All LWS boundaries updated and citations reformatted and re-issued to both WBC and CWT.
Development of web deliverable LWS
administration system is almost finished (all
Warrington LWS information has been added) and
ready to go live via the RECORD website. Partners
will be contacted with login details closer to the
release date.
3.3.1 All species survey data for 2011 entered into
3.3. Accessible data on a wide 3.3.1 PDFs of all LWS citations provided to
range of habitats and species WBC at start of agreement. WBC has access RECORD system and made available through
RECORD Data Portal. Of the 19,212 records
to interactive data portal for species
available from a single
accumulated for the Warrington area during 2011 source. Data used for formal information immediately and LWS data by
March 2011. All citations and boundaries will 2012 period, 3935 are recorded within Local
education and public
be digitised and kept up to date. All citations Wildlife Sites.
awareness-raising.
and boundaries will be digitised and kept up to
date.

3.2.1 Updated data from 2012 survey season to be
incorporated into LWS layer and uploaded onto new
LWS administration system. LWS administration
system is awaiting an update before going live via a
secure web based system.

3.2. Reliable and
comprehensive datasets and
mapping to support LDF. Data
accessible to partners,
developers and consultancies.

3.2.1 Searchable information on boundaries
and citations available free to WBC, CWT,
NE, EA and WNCF committee members. A
charge will be made to developers/
consultants accessing this information.

3.3.1 LWS boundary, habitat and citation information
held with RECORD and made openly available to
partners. Species data made available to WBC via the
RECORD Data Portal. All data is made available to
members of the public free of charge and a small
charge is made for any commercial enquiries. Analysis
of data to encourage further recording effort provided
for WNCF AGM.
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4.1.1 Clearly defined BAP priorities agreed
and delivered through partnership projects.
Support for delivery of Warrington BAP by
incorporating key projects into the CrBAP
Business Plan. Support with fundraising for
biodiversity projects.

4.1.1 The Cheshire Water Vole Project has started
its first year successfully with over 52km of habitat
surveyed and 45 water vole surveys undertaken
with the help of 304 volunteer hours.
A review of Warrington BAP habitat was
undertaken last year and the GIS layers are being
updated this year. The LBM has been liaising with
Warrington Council staff on the Great Manchester
Wetlands landscape project. Habitat management
is being undertaken at Risley Moss this year
through funding from this project. Partners are
currently negotiating a boundary change of the
partnership, to hopefully cover more of Warrington
and then to progress the area becoming recognised
as a locally designated Nature Improvement Area.
4.1.2. The LBM is ensuring the priorities of the BAP
Partnership are incorporated in to the developing
LNP Business Plan.

4.1.1 The Cheshire Water Vole Project has continued
to successfully engage volunteers in water vole
surveying and habitat assessments. Funding has also
been found to undertake river walkover surveys which
will inform future Water Framework Directive funding
applications.
The Warrington BAP habitat review has been
completed and a separate GIS layer, with explanatory
notes has been produced for Alert Local Wildlife Sites.
The Great Manchester Wetlands project boundary has
been extended to cover a larger area of Warrington
and progress is being made for it to become
recognised as a local NIA by influencing Local Plans
and liaising with the Local Nature Partnerships.
The LBM has been ensuring the priorities of the CrBP
Steering Group are progressed by the LNP Board,
including biodiversity offsetting, the future
establishment of local NIAs, recognition of current
landscape-scale initiatives.
Funding has been granted from Natural England to
undertake a study of the economic benefits of
landscape scale projects, the Mersey corridor is one of
the case studies within this study. The report will be
finalised in April 2013.

4.2. Aid reporting against
biodiversity actions within
Local Strategic Partnership
and Community Strategy.
Warrington contribution to
targets acknowledged.

4.2.1 Local BAP actions reported on BARS
and promoted through the media.

4.2.1 Project activities will be recorded on BARS.
The Cheshire Water Vole Project has been
promoted through the CWT magazine and
newsletters.
BARS, recently updated by Defra has just been reopened for data input as BARS2. The LBM will be
contacting Warrington staff to ensure smooth
progression of projects reported on BARS to the
new system.

4.2.1 Project activities, where asked, are reported on
the new system BARS2. All projects above have been
promoted through CWT's magazine 'The Grebe', enewsletter 'The Dabchick' and on the website.

4.3. Warrington benefits from
advice on biodiversity issues
and target setting.

4.3.1 CrBP maintained and activity
coordinated/ reported.

4.3.1 The LBM is maintaining the BAP Partnership
Steering Group and coordinating activity as the
BAP Partnership discusses how it will incorporate
into the developing Local Nature Partnership. The
LBM is ensuring the priorities of the BAP
Partnership are incorporated in to the developing
LNP Business Plan.

4.3.1 The LBM continues to maintain the CrBP
Steering Group. The group acts as a Technical Group
to the LNP Board and future meetings will focus on
key issues, the next meeting will focus upon
biodiversity offsetting. The LBM is ensuring the
priorities of the CrBP Steering Group are progressed
by the LNP Board and embedded within the LNP
Action Plan.

4. Biodiversity 4.1. Progress towards
achieving BAP targets.
Action
Increased wildlife
Planning
management.

Warrington Borough Council‐ Service Level Agreement with CWT/RECORD 2010‐2013
Activities and Outcomes Plan
5. Reporting

5.1. WBC receives annual
report detailing all work
completed. Report includes
NI197 status, number of
active volunteers contributing
to NI8 and data to support
Core Output Indicator E2.

5.1.1 Report produced and submitted annually
to WBC by end of March. Report includes
spreadsheet containing all sites, details of
completed surveys, details of management
scheme or advice, % of site in positive
management, records of training events and
community participation, report on CrBP
activity.

LBM- Local Biodiversity Manager- Sarah Bennett
LWSO- Local Wildlife Sites Officer- Rachel Giles

5.1.1 Annual report produced and submitted by the
end of March containing details against all aspects of
the SLA.

Appendix 
Local Wildlife site Selection Criteria for the Cheshire
Region

Local Wildlife Site Selection Criteria for the Cheshire region.

Covering the districts of Cheshire West and Chester, Cheshire East,
Wirral, Halton and Warrington

November 2012

Habitat criteria
H1 –H3 Woodland - UK BAP habitat
H1

Lowland mixed deciduous woodland - UK BAP habitat (contains European Annex 1
habitats)

H2

Wet woodland - UK BAP habitat (contains European Annex 1 habitats)

H3

Upland oakwood - UK BAP habitat

Areas of locally native semi-natural lowland mixed deciduous woodland and/or wet woodland
greater than 0.25ha should be selected as LWS. Plantation on ancient woodland sites (PAWS)
should be selected where there is survival of significant elements of the original woodland
ecosystem26. All areas of woodland on peat should be selected. Any site supporting
species/species assemblages which qualify under the species selection criteria S1 - 13 should be
selected.

Guidance
Sites may meet multiple woodland criteria where mosaics of different habitat types occur (such as
dry and wet woodland together).
Criteria H1-H3 cover the following locally native deciduous NVC communities and community
mosaics1, all of which are BAP habitat:
H1 dry woodland :
W8, W9, W10, W14, W15, W16 (canopy may have oak sp., birch sp., ash,
elm, wych elm, sweet chestnut, lime, hornbeam, field maple, sycamore*, beech*)
H2 wet woodland :

W2, W4, W5, W6, W7 (alder, willow sp. or downy birch dominant)

H3 upland oakwood :

W11 (with sessile and/or pedunculate oak and birch sp.)

Although beech woodland (W14 and W15) is non-native to Cheshire2, long established beech
plantations that have acquired a high conservation value will be selected as LWS (see below). Upland
oakwood is rare in Cheshire however areas may be found on the Pennine fringe and the Peckforton
Ridge.
*Excluded are:




Small impoverished woodlands <1ha in size26 with low species diversity (for their likely NVC
community) or frequent non-native/invasive species; unless they act as wildlife corridors/
stepping stones between areas of high wildlife value.
Beech dominated woodland unless the canopy/ground flora has 2 or more of oak, birch,
yew, bilberry, heather(s), great wood rush, bluebell, enchanter’s nightshade, lords and
ladies, honeysuckle, wood sorrel3 or a Cheshire class 1 AW indicator species4 from Table 1.
The above must be present throughout and not obviously planted and there must be few
invasive/non native species.







Conifer dominated woodland, including Scot’s pine or other none locally native species,
unless a Cheshire class 1 AW indicator4 species from Table 1 is present throughout and not
obviously planted. There must be few invasive/non native species.
Deciduous woodland with small patches of conifer should be considered as restorable native
woodland26 (BAP habitat) and not excluded. Coniferous woodland may have rich ride fauna
or significant bird interest and where this is the case it should be selected under the species
selection criteria26.
Sycamore dominated woodland, unless the canopy/ground flora has:
Either both wood sorrel and creeping soft grass, plus at least one of ash, native
bluebell or hazel. All must be at least occasional throughout and there must
be few invasive/non native species.
Or
has occasional sessile oak and supports a rich bryophyte community (such
woodlands may be a European Annex 1 habitat).
Or
a Cheshire class 1 AW indicator species4 from Table 1 rare/occasional
throughout and not obviously planted. There must be few invasive/non
native species.
Or
there is a rich (typical NVC community) woodland ground flora (which may
suggest invasion of sycamore into established woodland). There must be
few invasive/non native species.
Immature plantation woodland (usually less than 30 years old). Mature plantation woodland
should broadly conform to one or more of the above NVC communities and have few
invasive/non-native species in order to qualify.

Woodland containing extensive areas of native bluebells (LBAP species) and which do not otherwise
meet criteria H1-H3 may be selected using criterion S13.
A woodland is dominated by a particular tree species if that tree occurs more frequently in the
canopy than any other tree species.
Justification
Britain is one of the least well wooded countries in Europe and with around 5% woodland cover
Cheshire is a particularly poorly wooded county. Much of Cheshire’s semi-natural woodland is
thought to be ancient in origin and often survives in steep sided valleys which have afforded it a
degree of protection. Many sites have been felled in the past but still retain much of the original
ground flora. Larger woods are generally more valuable than similar smaller woods and the fewer
exotics and the greater the range of typical flora, the more valuable the site is. This should be taken
into consideration during the selection process.
Several of Cheshire’s woodland habitats are also EU Annex 1 habitats and therefore important on an
international scale. These include areas of long established alluvial alder woodland which are
periodically inundated (though not riparian trees or secondary woodland) and areas of sessile oak
woodland (typically NVC communities W10e and W16b). Cheshire also has important areas of
secondary woodland which have developed on heathlands, grasslands and wetlands following
changes in traditional management practices. Peatlands are a finite resource and may have
restoration potential, therefore any woodland on peat would qualify under the woodland criteria.

The semi-natural woodlands in Cheshire are highly fragmented which compromises the long term
survival of specialised woodland species and communities. Therefore woodland that provides a
stepping stone between other important woodlands, or links areas of wildlife value, should be
selected. This may be done using criterion H24 if the woodland criteria are not met.

H4

Wood pasture and parkland – UK BAP habitat

Wood pasture and parkland with occasional veteran or ancient trees and an open grassland or
heathland ground flora should be selected as LWS. Where the parkland/pasture has been
changed to arable there must be significant remaining nature conservation interest in the veteran
or ancient trees and their associated flora and fauna. Any site supporting species or species
assemblages which qualify under the species selection criteria S1-13 should be selected.

Guidance
The parkland or wood pasture may show some correspondence to the following NVC communities:
W10, W14, W15, W162. The ground flora may host important communities which may also qualify
under grassland, heathland or waxcap grassland criteria H7-H16.
Veteran trees may be native or non-native and display attributes associated with late maturity;
whereas the term ancient refers to a developmental stage beyond late maturity26 (refer to criterion
H5).
Excluded are:
 Sites originating from the 19th century or later which do not have veteran/ancient trees or
were not derived from earlier parklands or forests.
 Upland sheep grazed closed-canopy woodland (refer to woodland criteria H1/H3).

Justification
Wood-pasture and parkland are mosaic habitats valued for their trees, especially veteran and
ancient trees, and the plants and animals that they support. Grazing animals are fundamental to the
existence of this habitat. The varied habitats within wood-pasture and parkland provide a home for
a wide range of species (many of which occur only in these habitats) such as invertebrates, lichens,
bryophytes and fungi which depend on dead and decaying wood. Individual trees, some of which
may be of great size and age, are key elements of the habitat and many sites are also of national
historic, cultural and landscape importance.

H5

Veteran and Ancient trees

Veteran trees are trees which are in late maturity and should be selected as LWS where they
display one or more of the following:


The tree has a large girth relative to other mature trees of the same species (see table 2
for guidance)



The tree displays characteristic age related features such as hollowing or crown die back.



The tree supports important populations of invertebrates, lichens, fungi or bryophytes.



Historical records of the individual tree exist.

The land lying directly under the canopy should also be selected.
Ancient refers to a developmental stage beyond late maturity and such trees are likely to meet
more than one of the above.

Guidance and Justification
Veteran and ancient trees may have a cultural and/or landscape value but they are also important
for the species they support, particularly invertebrates, lichens, bryophytes and fungi. All qualifying
species criteria should be recorded.
Veteran and ancient trees usually have a girth measurement which is larger than other trees of the
same species5; however other characteristic features should also be taken into consideration. Such
features may include trunk cavities, a large quantity of dead wood in the canopy or physical damage
including bark loss.

H6

Traditional orchards – UK BAP habitat

Traditional orchards should be selected as LWS when all of the following apply:


The orchard consists of at least 5 fruit or nut trees planted at low density (3-20m apart).



At least 50% of the trees in the orchard are traditional varieties of fruit or nut (not dwarf
varieties).



The ground flora consists of permanent grassland.



The orchard is managed in a low intensity way without the wide use of pesticides,
herbicides or inorganic fertilisers.

Orchards listed on the national orchard inventory should be selected as Local Wildlife Sites
providing they meet all the above.
Any site supporting species or species assemblages which qualify under the species selection
criteria S 1-13 should be selected.

Guidance and Justification:
Most Cheshire farms and larger houses historically had an orchard. Although many orchards have
been removed there are still areas of the county, such as Vale Royal, where numerous orchards still
survive. A recent survey by PTES recorded 455 traditional orchards in the county covering an area of
90.2 hectares.
Traditional varieties of fruit trees (not modern dwarf varieties) may be unusual or highly localised
cultivars2 of species such as apple, damson, plum and pear. Traditional orchards are normally
managed at low intensity, without the use of pesticides and inorganic fertilisers. Such orchards
usually contain numerous micro habitats and are hotspots for biodiversity often supporting rare and
declining species. The orchard may consist of several habitat features such as scrub, ponds, walls,
hedgerows and hedgerow trees.
Windfall fruit is an important food source for populations of over wintering birds such as fieldfare
and redwing. The presence of dead wood is particularly important as it may support rare species of
saproxylic invertebrates, fungi, bryophytes and lichens6. The flowering trees provide an important
source of pollen and nectar for numerous species of declining pollinators including bees, hoverflies
and moths.

H7 – H15

Grassland and Heathland – UK BAP habitats

H7 Neutral grassland – Lowland meadows UK BAP (contains an EU Annex 1 habitat)
H8 Marshy grassland – Purple moor grass and rush pasture UK BAP habitat
H9 Acid grassland – Lowland dry acid grassland UK BAP habitat
H10 Calcareous grassland – Lowland calcareous grassland UK BAP habitat (contains LBAP
limebed communities)
H11 Restorable grassland – good semi-improved (restorable to BAP grassland)
H12 Undetermined grassland – species rich (UK BAP habitat)
H13 Lowland heathland (dry) – Lowland heathland UK BAP habitat, EU Annex 1 habitat
H14 Lowland heathland (wet) - Lowland heathland UK BAP habitat, EU Annex 1 habitat
H15 Upland heathland – Upland heathland UK BAP habitat
Areas of semi-natural grassland or heathland which support 4 or more (or 3 in bold) indicator
species* (from table 3) should be selected as LWS. Areas of upland heath (above 300m) > 5ha
should be selected as LWS. Any site supporting species or species assemblages which qualify
under the species selection criteria S 1-13 should be selected.
*Refer to guidance

Guidance
Apart from semi-improved indicator species, all indicators (in table 3) can be used interchangeably
and a judgement made as to which grassland type best describes the site5; however where clear
mosaics of different habitat types occur all relevant criteria codes should apply. If a judgement on
grassland type is not possible (for example on post-industrial sites) the criterion H12 may be used.
Sites with >25% dwarf shrub should be recorded as heathland H13/H14, above approximately 300m
this should be recorded as Upland heathland H15.
Minimum thresholds for BAP priority grassland habitats (and LWS criteria) are listed below together
with the corresponding NVC communities and community mosaics2,7. Indicator species must not be
confined to the field edges. DAFOR score is referred to (details in table 3).

H7 Neutral grassland, NVC MG4, MG5, MG8.Threshold to qualify as Lowland meadow BAP priority
habitat5 (and LWS status) requires a minimum of:
Four ‘occasional’ indicator species (from table 3), at least 3 of which are listed as
neutral grassland indicators.
OR

Four ‘rare’ neutral grassland indicators (from table 3).
Where the above minimum thresholds are just met the habitat is classified as ‘good quality semiimproved neutral grassland’ and corresponds to code B2.2 in phase 1 terminology. Where the above
thresholds are clearly exceeded the habitat is likely to correspond to code B2.1 in phase 1
(unimproved neutral grassland).

H8 Marshy grassland, NVC M22, M23, M23. Threshold to qualify as Purple moor grass and rush
pasture BAP priority habitat5 (and LWS status) requires a minimum of:


Four ‘occasional’ indicator species (from table 3), at least 3 of which are listed as
marshy grassland indicators.
OR



Four ‘rare’ marshy grassland indicators (from table 3).

There may be some overlap with NVC M27 but where dominated by meadowsweet, yellow iris or
tussocky sedges the area should be selected under criterion H18 Fens, swamps, bogs and reedbeds.
Marshy grassland corresponds to code B5 in phase 1 terminology.

H9 Acid grassland, NVC U1, U2, U4. Threshold to qualify as Lowland acid grassland BAP priority
habitat5 (and LWS status) requires a minimum of:


Three ‘occasional’ acid grassland indicator species (from table 3).
OR



Four ‘rare’ acid grassland indicators (from table 3).

Where the above minimum thresholds are just met the habitat is classified as ‘good quality semiimproved acid grassland’ and corresponds to code B1.2 in phase 1 terminology. Where the above
thresholds are clearly exceeded the habitat is likely to correspond to code B1.1 in phase 1
(unimproved acid grassland).

H10 Calcareous grassland, Examples of calcareous grassland in Cheshire (post industrial sites) do not
generally conform to existing NVC communities. Threshold to qualify as Lowland calcareous
grassland BAP priority habitat5 (and LWS status) requires a minimum of:


Four ‘occasional’ indicator species (from table 3), at least 3 of which are listed as
calcareous grassland indicators.
OR



Four ‘rare’ calcareous grassland indicators (from table 3).

Where the above minimum thresholds are just met the habitat is classified as ‘good quality semiimproved calcareous grassland’ and corresponds to code B3.2 in phase 1 terminology. Where the
above thresholds are clearly exceeded the habitat is likely to correspond to code B3.1 in phase 1
(unimproved calcareous grassland).

H11 Restorable grassland5 – (moderately species rich semi-improved, where there is good
potential to restore to BAP quality). Threshold to qualify as restorable grassland habitat5 (and LWS
status) requires a minimum of:


Four 4 ‘occasional’ indicator species present from table 3, but 2 or fewer occur from
the lists given for neutral/acid/marshy/calcareous grassland.

Restorable semi-improved grassland should have less than 30% cover of white clover and rye grass
and generally host at least 3 of the following grasses: common bent, crested dog’s tail, false oat
grass, meadow fescue, meadow foxtail, red fescue, sweet vernal grass, tufted hair grass (rarer
grasses more typical of unimproved grassland may be counted).
This criterion includes degraded examples of the above NVC communities e.g. more species rich
examples of MG1, MG6, MG9, MG10, MG11, MG13. The latter two are typical of coastal or
floodplain grazing marsh and may be selected under criterion H17.
Where the above minimum threshold of indicator species are present the habitat is classified as
‘good quality semi-improved grassland of moderate species richness’5 and corresponds to either
code B1.2, B2.2 or B3.2 in phase 1 terminology.

H12 Undetermined species rich grassland, Threshold to qualify as BAP priority grassland habitat5
(and LWS status) requires a minimum of:


Four ‘occasional’ indicator species (from table 3), only one of which may be a semiimproved indicator.
OR



Any four ‘rare’ neutral, marshy, acid or calcareous grassland indicators (from table
3).

This type of grassland is still considered BAP priority habitat as indicator species are interchangable5.
Species rich arable field margins may be selected using this criterion providing they are not sown.
Sown wildflower grasslands may qualify under this criterion once they have proved to be sustainable
e.g. retaining a species-rich sward approximately 20 years after sowing.
Where the above minimum thresholds are just met the habitat is classified as ‘good quality semiimproved grassland’5 and is likely to best correspond to code B2.2 in phase 1 terminology. Where
the above thresholds are clearly exceeded the habitat is likely to correspond to code B2.1 in phase 1.

H13 Lowland heathland – dry, may correspond to NVC H1, H2, H4, H7, H8, H9, H10, H11, H12, H16,
H18 (usually present as a mosaic with acid grassland H9)
Lowland heath generally occurs below 300m. There should be at least 25% cover of heathers
and other dwarf shrubs with fine grasses, wildflowers and lichens in a complex mosaic. Areas
with less than 25% dwarf shrub may qualify under criterion H9 Acid grassland.

H14 Lowland heathland – wet, may correspond to NVC M15, M16 (wet heath may grade to wetter,
sphagnum rich habitat which should be recorded as H18)
Lowland heath generally occurs below 300m. There should be at least 25% cover of heathers
and other dwarf shrubs with fine grasses, wildflowers and lichens in a complex mosaic. Areas
with less than 25% dwarf shrub may qualify under criterion H9 Acid grassland.

H15 Upland heathland, may correspond to NVC M3, M15, M17, M18, M19, M20 (where wet upland
active bog with bog mosses and cottongrass record as H18)
Upland heath generally occurs above 300m. There should be at least 25% cover of dwarf
shrubs including heathers, bilberry, crowberry and western gorse.
Other grasslands
Roadside verges can be selected as LWS where they qualify under the grassland criteria. The
calcareous grasslands on post-industrial sites e.g. those associated with the salt industry in midCheshire, are recognised in the LBAP and may qualify under H10 or H12.
Excluded are:


Sites sown from a seed mix. However these sites may qualify once they have proved to be
sustainable e.g. retaining a species-rich sward approximately 20 years after sowing.

Sown sites may be important habitats for terrestrial invertebrates and should be assessed against
the species criteria. Such sites may also qualify under criterion H26 Accessible natural greenspace.

Condition
The above criteria list the minimum thresholds required for a site to be considered as BAP priority
habitat (or restorable to BAP priority habitat – H11) and to qualify as a LWS. A number of grassland
sites exceed these quality thresholds and are therefore considered to be in ‘favourable condition’,
which in phase 1 terminology is likely to be classified as ‘unimproved’. For neutral and marshy
grassland ‘favourable condition’ requires the presence of at least two frequent and two occasional
indicator species (not including those listed as semi-improved indicators). For acid grassland there
should be at least one frequent indicator and one occasional and for calcareous grassland there

should be at least two frequent indicators and three occasional. The amount of scrub and
undesirable species such as thistle and dock will also affect the condition assessment. Further
information is given by Defra5
Justification
Semi-natural grassland and heathland can be hundreds or even thousands of years old and many
sites have survived due to a long history of traditional management practices. Such habitats often
support rich species assemblages, both above and below ground, with complex webs of beneficial
associations of flowering plants, soil mycorrhizae and invertebrates. This complexity means that such
habitats are difficult or impossible to replace once destroyed, yet semi-natural lowland grassland is
being lost faster than any other habitat type in the UK. As a consequence of this rapid loss seminatural grassland supports more priority species than any other habitat.
Due to the twin pressures of intensification of landuse and neglect Cheshire has lost 99% of its
species rich grassland compared to a national average of 97% and there are now less than 60
hectares of lowland heath remaining in the county. For this reason all remaining areas of these
important habitats should be considered for site selection.
Dry and wet lowland heaths and Alopecurus – Sanguisorba meadows (NVC MG4) are internationally
important EU Annex 1 habitats.

H16 Waxcap grasslands – Local BAP habitat
Sites should be selected as LWS where24:


they host one or more of the following: Hygrocybe calptriformis, Hygrocybe punicea,
Hygrocybe ovina, Hygrocybe ingrata, Hygrocybe spadicea (BAP and British Red list species)
OR



they host at least 8 Waxcap species identified on a single visit



they host at least 12 Waxcap species (from table 4) identified on multiple visits

Two visits are recommended during the fruiting period, mid-Sept to mid-November

Guidance 24
"Waxcap grassland" is so called because it is the specific habitat of a distinct assemblage of
macrofungi which includes members of the genus Hygrocybe, otherwise known as waxcaps. The
particular character of this habitat is that it is long-standing, unimproved, nutrient poor, welldrained, semi-natural grassland. It can occur in a variety of situations e.g. as pastures, reservoir
embankments, churchyards or old cricket pitches. The sward is usually kept short by grazing or
mowing and can be mossy. Given the low nutrient levels, waxcap grasslands often have a rich
vascular plant flora. Indeed because of this they may be selected as Local Wildlife Sites even if their
mycological importance is unappreciated. However, waxcap grasslands may also be botanically
impoverished and thus their conservation value could be overlooked altogether.
To determine whether a grassland site should be selected as a Local Wildlife Site for its mycological
importance, and to complement the criteria suggested for the selection of grassland sites as SSSIs
based on mycological interest23 these LWS selection criteria have been based primarily on the
Hygrocybe (waxcap) species present.
There are several other fungal families whose species are also grassland specialists, and which occur
alongside the Hygrocybe species in the distinct assemblages of macrofungi found in waxcap
grasslands. These are the Clavariaceae (Fairy Clubs), Entolomataceae (Pink Gills) and Geoglossaceae
(Earth Tongues). Although threshold figures are not provided for these species here, they should be
identified and recorded if possible and will serve to further confirm the importance of a site (see
Table 4 for several examples).
Justification
Grassland specialist fungi are vulnerable primarily through loss, fragmentation or changes to
management of their grassland habitat. Research suggests that waxcap grasslands would take
decades to re-establish. Evidence from surveys indicates that the UK is particularly important for
grassland fungi compared with other European countries. Many species relatively common in the UK
are on one or more European red lists. The UK therefore has an international responsibility for the
conservation of these fungi and their special grassland habitat.

H17

Coastal and Floodplain grazing marsh -UK BAP habitat

Areas of coastal and floodplain grazing marsh that are subject to seasonal inundation should be
selected. Areas of floodplain hosting a semi-natural, predominantly grassland flora that have the
potential to be seasonally inundated should be selected. Any site supporting species or species
assemblages which qualify under the species selection criteria S 1-13 should be selected.

Guidance and Justification
Floodplains which retain a high water table for at least part of the year provide important habitat for
populations of over wintering wildfowl and breeding waders. Where ditches retain water these can
provide important habitat for populations of dragonflies, water voles and specialised wetland flora.
Coastal and floodplain grassland can be species poor (typically NVC communities MG9, MG10,
MG11, MG13)8 with species such as Yorkshire fog, tufted hair grass, soft rush, creeping bent,
common fleabane and silverweed. However there may be areas with a richer flora which also meet
the criteria for wetlands/grasslands. Where this is the case all criteria that are met should be
recorded in addition to H17. If the site is predominantly fen it should be selected under criterion H18
rather than as floodplain grazing marsh.
Many floodplains are no longer seasonally inundated due to changes in water management,
however if the site retains a semi-natural, predominantly grassland flora and has the potential to be
restored to grazing marsh, then it should be selected as a LWS.

H18

Fens, swamps, bogs and reedbeds - Fens UK BAP habitat, Lowland raised bog UK BAP
habitat, Reedbeds UK BAP habitat

Areas of fens, swamps, reedbeds, lowland raised bogs and blanket bogs with sphagnum moss,
cotton grasses or abundant tall vegetation such as common reed, tall sedges and grasses or
wetland plants from table 5 should be selected as LWS. Any site supporting species or species
assemblages which qualify under the species selection criteria S 1-13 should be selected.

Guidance
Wetland communities exist on soil that is waterlogged with the water table close to, or above the
surface for most of the year. Fens are wetlands found on flood plains, on the fringes of open water,
in valleys and basin-like depressions and around springs and flushes. Fens occur on both peat and
mineral soils. Lowland raised bogs are found in similar locations but are only fed by rainwater and
always occur on peat. Blanket bog is present in the uplands usually between 250 and 600m above
sea level.
Fens encompass a wide range of wetland communities including narrow fringes of tall herb
vegetation (e.g. meadowsweet, yellow flag iris) alongside water bodies, sphagnum rich flushes and
areas of tall swamp vegetation with common reed or sedges. Upland blanket bog and Lowland
raised bogs are peatland communities dominated by bog mosses, cotton grasses and heathers.
Schwingmoor is a very rare habitat developed from a raft of peat vegetation sitting on top of open
water.
This criterion may correspond with the following NVC communities2 which often occur in complex
mosaics with marshy grasslands, wet heathland, wet woodland and open water.
M18, M17, (also M1, 2, 3, 15, 19, 20, 25) - raised bog communities.
M1-14, M18, 19, 27, S1-28, - fen and swamp communities
M17-20, M25 – upland active blanket bog
Excluded are:


Large/significant areas dominated by willowherb, butterbur, nettle or invasives such as
Himalyan balsam.

Justification
The wetlands of the Cheshire plain form part of a unique and internationally important landscape
known as the ‘Meres and Mosses Natural Area’ which formed as glaciers retreated after the last ice
age. Several wetlands have their origins in a post industrial landscape following extraction of sand
and salt, whilst others sit on river floodplains such as the Mersey and the Dee.

These fragile landscapes with their suite of specialised wetland species, are just a fragment of their
former size. Losses have occurred as land has been drained for agriculture and development, or as a
result of diffuse pollution. Further losses have occurred as changes in traditional agricultural
practices have led to the scrubbing over and drying out of former wetlands. In the uplands of east
Cheshire the extent of blanket bog has been reduced through overgrazing, burning and pollution
although restoration projects are helping to reverse the decline.
Reedbeds are amongst the most important habitats for birds in the UK. They support a distinctive
breeding bird assemblage including nationally rare Red Data Birds such as the bittern, marsh harrier,
Cetti`s warbler and bearded tit. They also provide roosting and feeding sites for migratory species
and are used as roost sites for several raptor species in winter. Reedbeds are also important havens
for invertebrates, particularly moths and beetles.
Upland blanket bog, Lowland raised bogs and closely related ‘Transition mires’ are all present in
Cheshire and are internationally important EU Annex 1 habitats.

H19




Meres, lakes, reservoirs, canals – Eutrophic standing water UK BAP habitat, Mesotrophic
lakes UK BAP habitat (contains European Annex 1 habitat)
Any mesotrophic or naturally eutrophic lake, mere, reservoir or canal greater than 2ha in
size with an abundance of native floating, submerged and emergent plants should be
selected. Qualifying emergent species are listed in table 5. Marshy grassland species may
also be present.
Any mere or lake which supports species or species assemblages which qualify under the
species selection criteria S 1-13 should be selected.

Guidance
Mesotrophic lakes and meres have relatively low levels of plant nutrients whereas naturally
eutrophic standing waters have plentiful nutrients. Mesotrophic water bodies are rare and are now
normally confined to the margins of upland areas. In Cheshire much of the open water is highly
eutrophic due to artificially increased levels of phosphorous and nitrogen leading to an increase in
algae and a loss of other aquatic organisms.
Where the vegetation (or other aquatic species assemblages) suggests the level of nutrient
enrichment is lower, the site should be selected as a LWS. Naturally eutrophic waters can be
identified by the presence of aquatic species such as pondweeds, spiked watermilfoil, yellow water
lily and stoneworts and are often fringed by common reed8.
Reservoirs and canals may also be considered under this category, so long as they meet the selection
criteria by supporting an abundance of native floating, submerged and emergent plants. Where this
is not the case such sites may qualify under the species selection criteria or H26 Accessible natural
greenspace or H24 Wildlife corridors/buffers.
There are various corresponding aquatic, swamp and fen NVC communities2 including OV28-OV35.
Justification
The meres of the Cheshire plain form part of a unique and internationally important landscape
known as the ‘Meres and Mosses Natural Area’ which formed as glaciers retreated after the last ice
age. Many of Cheshire’s lakes have their origins in a post industrial landscape following extraction of
sand and salt and have since developed into important wildlife habitats.
Naturally eutrophic lakes are internationally important EU Annex 1 habitats.

H20

Ponds and ditches – contains UK BAP habitat

All seasonal or permanent ponds or ditches of <2ha should be selected as LWS providing one or
more of the following criteria are met:





High value5 ponds* or ditches which support species or species assemblages which qualify
under the species selection criteria S 1-13 and are dependant on the pond.
Ponds or ditches which sit within 250m of a high value pond or ditch, which have a strong
likelihood of hosting the qualifying species or species assemblages.
All ponds which sit within 250m of a high value pond where they form part of ‘an
exceptional pond density or pond network**’.
Ponds/pond clusters* or ditches with at least 9 species9 of native floating or submerged
aquatic or emergent wetland species and a good physical structure. Qualifying emergent
species are listed in table 5. Marshy grassland species from table 3 may be substituted.
*Including all ponds within the immediate cluster (with connectivity of water bodies at times of high water levels) unless
there is a reason to exclude.
**According to Pondlife

Guidance
The most valuable ponds/pond clusters have a diverse flora and a good physical structure with areas
of open water and a good marginal marsh. The selected area must contain the whole pond (or pond
cluster) and sufficient habitat to enable the species or species assemblages to be maintained as a
minimum viable population. Where this cannot be estimated a minimum 6 metre riparian zone
around the pond should be selected. Where ponds host good breeding populations of great crested
newts (refer to criterion S5), any habitat suitable for foraging which sits within 250m of the pond
could be considered for selection.
Ditches can be considered as linear ponds and should be selected as LWS where they meet the
above criterion. Ditches which do not meet the above criterion may meet criterion H24 Wildlife
corridors/buffers. Where a pond is part of another habitat (e.g. part of a larger wetland), or was
selected using species criteria, all qualifying criteria should be listed on the site citation, including
H20.
There are various corresponding aquatic, swamp and fen NVC communities2 including OV28-OV35.
The criteria for selecting ponds have been set following an audit of Local Wildlife Sites in Cheshire
West and Chester LA35 and subsequent review of the quality of ponds present on these sites.

Justification
Cheshire has approximately 16,00015 ponds which is approximately 10% of the total number for
England and Wales10. Most are farm ponds many of which originate from flooded marl pits. Today

only 40% of those existing in 1870 remain10 and numbers are continuing to decline through natural
succession, deliberate infilling and runoff from agricultural practices.
Ponds often sit within intensively managed grasslands and provide important stepping stones for the
movement of wetland species through the landscape. They also provide open water for birds and
mammals to drink from and feeding areas for bats. In south Cheshire ponds form an integral part of
the internationally important landscape known as the ‘Meres and Mosses Natural Area’.

H21

Rivers – contains UK BAP and European Annex 1 habitat

All near natural2 sections of rivers and larger streams will be selected as LWS where they display
one or more of the following features:





Display signs of active erosion and /or meandering, such as extensive areas of gravel,
pebble and sand beds, eroding cliffs or the presence of ox bow lakes. Many of these
features will be unvegetated reflecting their dynamic nature.
Support an abundance of water crowfoots (Ranunculion fluitantis and CallitrichoBatrachion vegetation – a European Annex 1 habitat)
Support invertebrate species that are strongly indicative of river shingle.
Support species or species assemblages which qualify under the species selection criteria
S 1-13.

Guidance and justification
The LWS should include all areas of the active river system such as floodplains, ox bow lakes and
ponds which were formed as part of the natural river evolution process. Consideration should be
given to areas of historic floodplain which may be essential to the functioning of the river system2. In
the absence of adjacent qualifying areas a 6 metre riparian zone from the top of the riverbank
should be included.
Sections of the river of >250m away from any qualifying features should be excluded unless there is
potential for re-colonisation or restoration, for example when considering the restoration of areas of
the river which sit between two qualifying sections.
Sections of several rivers in Cheshire support an abundance of river water crowfoot. These are
internationally important Annex 1 habitats and therefore should be selected as LWS.
There are various corresponding aquatic, swamp and fen NVC communities including A2, A8-9, A1120, S4-9, S11-14, S16-19, S22 and others2. Where there is a good marginal vegetation present but
the above river criterion is not met, the site should be selected under H18 Fens, swamps, bogs and
reedbeds.

Excluded are:
Canals
Ditches

H22

Rock outcrop and stone structures – contains LBAP habitat and UK BAP habitat

Areas of rock, scree and stone structures supporting a rich assemblage of ferns, lichens and
bryophytes will be selected as LWS. Any site supporting species or species assemblages which
qualify under the species selection criteria S 1-13 should be selected.

Guidance and justification
This type of vegetation can occur in areas of low atmospheric pollution and is associated with acidic
rock surfaces (both sedimentary and igneous), usually at moderate altitudes below 600m. Often
these surfaces are found on man-made structures such as stone walls and gravestones, but also on
glacial erratics which are pieces of rock that differ from the native rock of the area. The vegetation
may correspond with the NVC U21 community.
Rock ledges and cliff faces which are inaccessible to grazing animals often develop a specialised flora
and support rare species. Such habitats may host numerous terrestrial invertebrates such as beetles,
diptera and spiders. Raptors such as the peregrine falcon also favour this particular habitat.

H23

Open mosaics on previously developed land- UK BAP habitat

Sites should be selected that fulfil the following criterion (where other habitat criteria are not
met):


The site supports species or species assemblages which qualify under the species
selection criteria S 1-13.

Where the above is not fulfilled all of the following must apply2:






The site is an open mosaic habitat of at least 0.25ha.
There is a known history of disturbance or evidence material has been added or removed.
The vegetation comprises early successional communities of mainly stress tolerant
species such as annuals, mosses/liverworts, lichens, ruderals, inundation species, open
grassland, flower rich grassland, heathland.
The site contains some loose bare substrate (very small areas will qualify).

Guidance and justification
Open mosaics may include areas of scattered scrub or other communities such as reedbed or open
water however early successional communities should comprise the majority of the habitat. Such
communities often contain numerous niches within a relatively small area and can be particularly
important for invertebrates, reptiles and amphibians with many sites hosting rare or declining
species. Open mosaic vegetation sites may also be important for birds such as little ringed plover,
skylark and grey partridge. These primary successions are generally rare in the wider landscape and
may persist for decades without active management as edaphic conditions can severely limit plant
growth. However with appropriate management these sites can persist indefinitely. The plant
species of such areas are often declining in the wider countryside but there are also likely to be
exotic species which may contribute to the value of the site for invertebrates and birds. Typical sites
include disused quarries, former railway sidings and landfill sites. Such sites tend to be concentrated
in urban or urban fringes or former industrial landscapes.
All selection criteria that apply should be recorded.

H24

Wildlife corridors/buffers

Areas of land including hedges and ditches may be selected for inclusion within (or extension to)
LWS where they fulfil at least one of the following:





Provide a physical link between two or more areas of high wildlife value and has
favourable conditions for the movement of species between these habitats.
Provide a buffer zone protecting vulnerable sites from disturbance, pollution or
development/recreational pressure.
Provide additional buffering habitat for species associated with existing wildlife sites.
Provide a significant physical extension to an area of high wildlife value and has
favourable conditions for the movement of species out into the wider countryside.

Guidance and Justification
The movement of species through the countryside is vital for the sustainability of ecosystems by
facilitating the genetic exchange of species and enabling movement in response to climate change21.
Important wildlife sites should be connected to other wildlife habitats and the wider countryside11,
21
, although it is recognised that some sites may consist of fragments of discontinuous habitat which
cannot be linked.
Sites should be selected as LWS using criterion H24 where they fail to meet other selection criteria
but have the potential to act as wildlife corridors. This criterion can also be used to buffer wildlife
sites from existing or potential factors that may adversely affect the site, or to provide additional
habitat for species associated with an existing wildlife site.
Hedges and ditches of high value may meet criteria H20 Ponds and ditches or H25 Hedges.

H25

Hedges

High value5 species rich hedges at least 20m in length should be selected as LWS where either
of the following apply:


If they have a least 4 woody species in a 30metre section within 2m of the centre of the
hedge (excluding bramble and honeysuckle)2

Or


A high biodiversity value within the hedge and surrounding ground flora.

Guidance and Justification
Many hedges are protected by the hedgerow regulations and should not require further protection;
however high value5 species rich hedges can be considered for selection. Such hedges are likely to be
ancient and may date back to before the enclosures act and are usually associated with historic
features such as green lanes, banks, ditches, walls or relic woodland boundaries. They often provide
refuges for species such as woodland plants, butterflies, moths, farmland birds, bats, amphibians
and dormice and may contain ancient or veteran trees. Adjacent verges, ditches and field margins
should also be included within the LWS boundary.
Hedges of lower value may meet criterion H24 Wildlife corridors/buffers.

H26

Accessible natural greenspace

Sites should be selected as LWS under criterion H26 when the social/aesthetic/educational
interest of the site derives from the wildlife features of the site.

Guidance
Where local space provides primarily for social and community benefits not related to a site’s nature
conservation interest, it should not be selected as a LWS, but should be recognised for these in
relation to local open space policies11. The Open Space Strategy should make provision elsewhere for
the demand for other functions which would have an adverse effect on Local Sites’ biodiversity or
geological value11.
The social/aesthetic/educational values of a site related to nature include:


Recorded biological history (especially valuable as habitats change with climate change).



Opportunities for public access for appreciation of nature.



Educational value in relation to nature (both formal and informal and at all ages/levels).

H27

Mosaics

Sites with habitat mosaics which fail to reach the minimum size criteria for each component
habitat may be selected where the total area is equivalent to the minimum size specified for
either component (where a size is specified). Any site supporting species or species assemblages
which qualify under the species selection criteria S 1-13 should be selected.

Guidance
Where a habitat mosaic complements/buffers an adjacent LWS through provision of additional
habitat for species associated with the LWS, it should be incorporated into the existing LWS or
selected independently using criterion H24 Wildlife corridors/buffers.
All selection criteria that apply should be recorded.

H28

Saltmarsh and intertidal mudflats, UK BAP habitat, contains European Annex 1 habitat.

All zones of saltmarsh and intertidal mudflats which support characteristic flora shall be selected.
All areas of anthropogenic or naturally occurring inland saltmarsh/salt meadows should be
selected. Any site supporting species or species assemblages which qualify under the species
selection criteria S 1-13 should be selected

Guidance
There is a natural zonation of plant communities from species poor lower saltmarsh at the edge of
estuarine mudflats through the mid saltmarsh to the upper tidal limit swamp or transitional
communities. Salt tolerant plants of the lower salt marsh are adapted to regular immersion by the
tides, whereas upper salt marsh plants may only be inundated occasionally. Mudflats and saltmarsh
are particularly important habitats for wading birds and wildfowl but also provide feeding grounds
for species such as skylark and meadow pipit.
Sites which support characteristic species of mud flats and saltmarsh should be selected as LWS.
Accreting areas should be included as they develop the characteristic flora and fauna. Many sites
would additionally qualify on the grounds of species criteria, particularly bird assemblages. Where
this is the case the relevant species criteria should also be recorded. Where coastal grassland is
present this should be assessed using criterion H17.

Justification
The majority of saltmarsh and mudflats of the Dee and Mersey estuaries are internationally
important areas and protected through legally designated sites including SPAs, SSSIs and SACs.
However some areas remain unprotected and should be considered for LWS selection if they
support characteristic species.
Inland salt marsh and salt meadows are post-industrial habitats which have developed following salt
extraction. There are a small number in mid-Cheshire. Very rarely such habitats may occur naturally
due to brine springs enabling the development of saltmarsh vegetation. Inland salt marsh is a
European Annex 1 habitat.

H29

Sand dunes and estuarine rocky habitats UK BAP habitat (contains Annex 1 habitat)

All sites that support characteristic species of sand dunes or estuarine rocky habitats shall be
selected. Any site supporting species or species assemblages which qualify under the species
selection criteria S 1-13 should be selected.

Guidance
Sand dunes depend upon dune building grasses such as marram grass which traps sand above the
high water mark. There is a natural zonation of plant communities from species poor lower dunes
through to the more stable upper dunes which can be species rich.
The reduced salinity of an estuarine rocky habitat allows specialised communities to develop, often
with rare species of algae and lichens. Estuarine rocky habitat is a European Annex 1 habitat.
Sites which support characteristic species of dunes and estuarine rocky habitats should be selected
as LWS. Accreting areas should be included as they develop the characteristic flora and fauna. Many
sites also would qualify on the grounds of species criteria, particularly bird assemblages. Where this
is the case the relevant species criteria should also be recorded.

Justification
The majority of sand dunes and rocky habitats of the Dee and Mersey estuaries are internationally
important areas and protected through legally designated sites including SPAs, SSSIs and SACs.
However some areas remain unprotected and should be considered for LWS selection if they
support characteristic species.

H30

Maritime cliff and slopes UK BAP habitat

All sites that support characteristic species of maritime cliff and slopes should be selected as LWS.
Any site supporting species or species assemblages which qualify under the species selection
criteria S 1-13 should be selected.

Guidance
Maritime cliff and slope comprises sloping to vertical faces on the coastline. This habitat broadly fits
into one of two categories:


Soft cliffs and slopes which can be colonised relatively easily by maritime or inland species
particularly grassland, ruderal and scrub vegetation.



Hard cliffs which may be rich in lichens but have fewer higher plants apart from on ledges.

The vegetation can vary substantially depending upon substrate and prevailing conditions and can
extend inland for a considerable distance to the limit of salt spray deposition. The edge of this
habitat on the seaward side extends to the limit of the supralittoral zone and includes the splash
zone lichens.
Sites which support characteristic species of maritime cliff and slope habitats should be selected as
LWS. The boundaries should include all cliff top areas which are influenced by salt deposition. Sites
may also qualify on the grounds of species criteria. Where this is the case the relevant species
criteria should also be recorded.

Justification
Maritime cliffs and slopes are particularly important for the species they support. Hard cliffs may
support populations of breeding seabirds and characteristic species of lichens. Soft cliffs may host
populations of sandmartins as well as rare invertebrates including species of solitary bees, wasps,
weevils and beetles.
The majority of maritime cliff and slope habitats of the Dee and Mersey estuaries are internationally
important areas and protected through legally designated sites including SPAs, SSSIs and SACs.
However some areas remain unprotected and should be considered for LWS selection if they
support characteristic species.

Table 1 Class 1 Ancient Woodland indicator species for Cheshire4.
Taxon
Allium ursinum

Vernacular
Ramsons

Campanula latifolia
Campanula trachelium
Carex strigosa
Carex sylvatica
Chrysosplenium
alternifolium
Crataegus
oxyacanthoides
Daphne laureola
Elymus caninus
Euonymus europaeus
Festuca altissima
Gagea lutea

Giant bellflower
Nettle-leaved bellflower
Thin-spiked wood sedge
Wood sedge
Alternate-leaved golden
saxifrage
Woodland hawthorn

Galium odoratum
Hordelymus europaeus
Lathraea squamaria
Lathyrus sylvestris
Luzula pilosa
Melica uniflora
Paris quadrifolia
Poa nemoralis
Polygonatum
multiflorum
Polystichum aculeatum
Polystichum setiferum
Prunus padus
Rhamnus catharticus
Sanicula europaea
Sorbus torminalis
Stellaria neglecta
Stellaria nemorum
Tilia cordata
Viola odorata
Viola reichenbachiana

Spurge laurel
Bearded couch
Spindle
Wood fescue
Yellow star of
Bethlehem
Woodruff
Wood barley
Toothwort
Wild pea
Hairy woodrush
Wood melick
Herb Paris
Wood meadow grass
Solomon’s seal
Hard shield fern
Soft shield fern
Bird cherry
Purging buckthorn
Sanicle
Wild service tree
Greater chickweed
Wood stitchwort
Small-leaved lime
Sweet violet
Early dog violet

Comment
May also be found in non-ancient alder
woodland (NVC W6d)
Blue flowered form only

Beware of plantings
Beware of plantings

Beware ‘Solomon’s Walrus’ Polygonatum x
hybridum – the garden form
Also in relict hedges
Also in relict hedges. Beware of plantings.
Also in relict hedges
Also in relict hedges

Beware of plantings

Species such as greater stitchwort, barren strawberry, dog’s mercury, yellow archangel and wood speedwell (class 2 indicators) are often
found in ancient woodlands but may survive long periods after a wood has been felled and subsequently re-invade secondary woodland.

Table 2

Minimum tree girth for trees to be considered ‘very large’5.

Tree girth (minimum)

Species

80 cm

Holly

133cm

Rowan

160cm

Birch spp. hawthorn, field maple

200cm

Alder, white/crack willow

213cm

Goat willow, hornbeam, holm oak

266cm

Scots pine

320cm

Ash, small-leaved lime, beech

373cm

Elm, sycamore

400cm

Oaks, yew, sweet chestnut

These measurements represent a guide and where trees have obviously lost girth due to great age this should be taken
into account

Table 3

Indicators and thresholds for grassland and heathland UK BAP habitat (Defra5).

Indicator species
Refer to descriptions for H1-H12 for
full explanation. In summary DAFOR
‘occasional’ occurrence of any 4
species from list below denotes LWS
status grassland. For acid grassland
the threshold is 3 ‘occasional’ acid
grassland indicators. Indicators should
not be confined to field edges

Adder’s tongue fern
Agrimony
Autumn hawkbit
Betony
Bilberry
Biting stonecrop
Bitter vetch
Black knapweed
Black medick
Bloody crane's-bill
Blue fleabane
Bog asphodel
Bog pimpernel
Bristle club rush
Buck's-horn plantain
Bugle
Bulbous buttercup
Burnet saxifrage
Carline thistle
Clustered bellflower
Common bird's-foot trefoil
Common bistort
Common catsear
Common centaury
Common meadow-rue
Common rock-rose
Common sorrel
Common stork's-bill
Common valerian
Cotton grasses
Cowberry
Cowslip
Cranberry
Crowberry

Neutral
grassland
(lowland
meadows and
other neutral
grassland).
At least 4
DAFOR ‘rare’
neutral
indicators (or 3
‘occasional’
plus one other
‘occasional’
indicator from
the table).

Habitat type (indicators are all interchangeable5)
Marshy
Acid
Lowland
Semi-improved
grassland grassland
Calcareous grasslanda
(purple moor
The presence of at least 4
or acid
grassland
grass and
DAFOR ‘occasional’
At
least
4
grassland/
rush pasture)
indicators denotes grassland
DAFOR ‘rare’
At least 4
which may be restored to
heathland
calcareous
DAFOR ‘rare’
mosaics (dry indicators (or 3 BAP quality. Indicators
marshy
indicators (or
3 ‘occasional’
plus one
other
‘occasional’
indicator
from the
table).






and wet)
At least 4
DAFOR ‘rare’ or
3 ‘occasional’
acid indicators
should be
present.

‘occasional’ plus
one other
‘occasional’
indicator from
the table).

should not be confined to
field edges



























































Cuckoo flower
Devilsbit scabious
Dropwort (s)
Dyer's greenweed
Eyebrights
Fairy flax
Field scabious
Field woodrush
Gentians
Germander speedwell
Globeflower
Goatsbeard
Greater bird's-foot trefoil
Greater burnet
Greater knapweed
Hairy violet
Harebell
Heath bedstraw
Heath speedwell
b
Heathers
Hemp-agrimony
Hoary Plantain
Hoary Rock-rose
Horseshoe vetch
Jointed rushes
Kidney vetch
Lady's bedstraw
Lady's mantle sp.
Lesser hawkbit
Lesser spearwort
Lesser trefoil
Lesser water-parsnip
Lichens
Lousewort
Marjoram
Marsh cinquefoil
Marsh hawk's-beard
Marsh marigold
Marsh pennywort
Marsh valerian
Marsh violet
Marsh/fen bedstraw
Meadow buttercup
Meadow rue
Meadow saxifrage
Meadow thistle
Meadow vetchling
Meadowsweet
Milkwort sp.
Mountain pansy



































































































Mouse-ear hawkweed
Narrow leaved water
dropwort
Orchids
Ox-eye daisy
Parsley-pierts
Pepper saxifrage
Pignut
Purple Milk-vetch
Ragged robin
Red clover
Restharrow
Ribwort plantain
Rough hawkbit
Salad burnet
Saw-wort
Selfheal
Sheep's bit
Sheep's-sorrel
Shepherd's cress
c
Small sedges
Small scabious
Sneezewort
Spagnum sp.
Squinancywort
Stemless/Dwarf thistle
Sundew
Thyme-leaved sandwort
Thymes
Tormentil (s)
Violets
Water avens
Water mint
Western gorse
Whorled caraway
Wild angelica
Wild basil
Wild strawberry
Wild Thyme
Wood anemone
Wood sage
Yarrow
Yellow rattle
Yellow-wort































































































a



Restorable semi-improved grassland should generally host at least 3 of the following grasses: common bent, crested dog’s tail, false oat
grass, meadow fescue, meadow foxtail, red fescue, sweet vernal grass, tufted hair grass (rarer grasses typical of unimproved grassland also
count) and should have less than 30% cover of white clover and rye grass.
b

c

Including cross leaved heath Erica tetralix, bell heather Erica cinerea, ling Calluna vulgaris.

Excluding hairy sedge Carex hirta .

Indicators should not be confined to field edges. ‘Occasional’ on the DAFOR scale of relative abundance equates to a minimum cover of
11% or the occurrence of a species in at least 3 random samples from a total of ten assessments5. Cheshire grassland axiophytes28 not
listed above and species listed under S13 can be considered as indicators.

Table 4
Species

Cheshire waxcap grassland species
Vernacular

Hygrocybe colemanniana
Toasted Waxcap
Hygrocybe fornicata
Earthy Waxcap
Hygrocybe russocoriaceae
Cedarwood Waxcap
Hygrocybe flavipes
Yellow Foot Waxcap
Hygrocybe nitrata
Nitrous Waxcap
Hygrocybe reidii
Honey Waxcap
3
Hygrocybe pratensis
Meadow Waxcap
Hygrocybe quieta
Oily waxcap
Hygrocybe vitellina
Hygrocybe coccinea
Scarlet Waxcap
Hygrocybe irrigata
Slimy Waxcap
Hygrocybe insipida
Spangle Waxcap
Hygrocybe glutinipes
Glutinous Waxcap
Hygrocybe ceracea
Butter Waxcap
Hygrocybe acutoconica
Persistent Waxcap
Hygrocybe chlorophana
Golden Waxcap
Hygrocybe laeta
Heath Waxcap
Hygrocybe psittacina
Parrot Waxcap
Hygrocybe virginea
Snowy Waxcap
Hygrocybe conica
Blackening waxcap
+ any other Hygrocybe species
Other examples of CHEG species which may be commonly encountered
Clavulinopsis corniculatus
Meadow Coral
Clavulinopsis helvola
Yellow Club
Clavulinopsis fusiformis
Golden Spindles
Clavaria fragilis
White Spindles
Entoloma conferendum
Star Pinkgill
Entoloma serrulatum
Blue Edge Pinkgill
The table does not contain a complete list of Hygrocybe species but includes those which have been recorded in Cheshire.
If several varieties of a species have been recorded at a site then these should not be counted separately e.g. Hygrocybe
pratensis var. pratensis and Hygrocybe pratensis var. pallida should only be counted as one species. Where Hygrocybe
calyptriformis, Hygrocybe punicea, Hygrocybe ovina, Hygrocybe ingrata or Hygrocybe spadicea (BAP and British red list) are
present the site should qualify as a LWS.

Table 5
Indicator species for wetland – Cheshire list32
Amphibious bistort
Arrowhead (native only)
Bittersweet
Blinks
Bogbean
Bog-mosses (Sphagnum)
Brooklime
Bur marigold (nodding, trifid),

Marsh pennywort
Marsh valerian
Marsh woundwort
Marsh/fen bedstraw
Marsh-marigold
Marsh yellow cress
Meadowsweet
Pondweeds (native - broadleaved, curled, blunt
leaved, small, red)
Bur-reeds
Ragged robin
Celery-leaved buttercup
Reed canary-grass
Clubrushes (grey, common, floating)
Reed sweet-grass
Common butterwort
Reedmace (common and lesser)
Common reed
Rushes (excluding soft/hard rush)
Common skullcap
Sedges
Cottongrass
Spearwort sp.
Cowbane
Speedwells (marsh, pink water, water),
Crowfoot sp.
Spiked water milfoil
Duckweeds (common, ivy leaved, fat, greater)
Spike rushes
Figwort (water)
St John’s wort sp.
Flowering rush
Water cress
Fools water cress
Water dropworts
Frogbit
Forget-me-not (water and tufted)
Greater bladderwort
Horsetails (water and marsh)
Gypsywort
Valarian (common, marsh)
Hemp-Agrimony
Water mint(s)
Hornworts (soft, rigid),
Water pepper
Iris sp. (native only)
Water plantains (common, lesser water)
Lesser marshwort
Water purslane
Lesser water parsnip
Water violet
Loosestrife (yellow, purple)
Whorl grass
Marsh arrowgrass
Wild angelica
Marsh cinqfoil
Yellow water lily
Other emergent/wetland specialist species not appearing on this list may be considered if native

Species criteria
The criteria for species will be based on the following considerations:
Sites should be selected that support or have supported in the past 5 years:












Nationally or globally critically endangered, endangered, vulnerable, or near threatened
species according to IUCN guidelines. Or nationally rare or scarce according to non-IUCN
designation.
All species and habitats listed on the European Birds Directive and European Habitats
directive.
Locally rare or scarce species18,20 i.e. those which occur in:
o

≤ 6 sites in the county (rare). Approximates to ≤ 1% of tetrads/monads in Cheshire
and should be based upon distribution records less than 20 years old.

o

≤ 7-16 sites in the county (scarce). Approximates to ≤ 1-3 % of tetrads/monads in
Cheshire and should be based upon distribution records less than 20 years old.

Edge of range species11.
Native species fully protected under the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 Schedules 5
and 8 (but refer to relevant species class).
UK BAP or Local LBAP species – (but refer to relevant species class as not all BAP species
necessarily qualify). Note the UK BAP has now been superseded by the S41 list (section 41
of the 2006 NERC act). The S41 list for England has all the species and habitats on the
previous UK BAP which are present in England plus one additional species (hen harrier). As
the UK BAP terminology is still widely recognised it has been used in this document and
should be considered interchangeable with the S41 list.
Species assemblages deemed to be important. (The number of species which constitutes a
‘locally outstanding assemblage’ will be set for each species criterion).
≥ 0.5% of the British breeding population of any species.

All qualifying population sizes/assemblages are best approximations according to current
knowledge, however in many cases the data is poor or out of date. Where there is doubt expert
opinion should always be taken into account.
The area of the site must contain sufficient habitat to enable the species to be maintained as a
minimum viable population11 (MVP). For animal species this approximates to a minimum of 50
breeding individuals (or a key life stage thereof) for the short term avoidance of inbreeding. A
population of 500 is considered the MVP for the long term survival of many groups of species12.
These figures provide a cautionary guideline only as many other factors may influence survival.

S1 Butterflies
Sites should be selected that regularly support:


Probable breeding populations of white letter hairstreak, small pearl bordered fritillary,
small heath, wall, grayling or dingy skipper.
Or



An assemblage of species with a minimum total score of 16 points22 calculated from table
6.

Guidance and justification
Sites which qualify for LWS status under criterion S1 are also likely to qualify under the habitat
selection criteria. All qualifying criteria should be recorded on the site citation.

Table 6
List of butterflies in the Cheshire region with their local, national or global significance

Species

Speckled Wood
Green-veined White
Red Admiral
Small Tortoiseshell
Peacock
Large White
Meadow Brown
Small White
Gatekeeper
Orange Tip
Comma
Holly Blue
Brimstone
Small Copper
Small Skipper
Large Skipper
Common Blue
Wall
Purple Hairstreak
Small Heath

Global
status
IUCN
2011

UK red list
status16
2010

BAP
status
2011

Tetrads in Cheshire
(based on 2005-2009)

Points

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
20
5
20

Not
evaluated

Near
threatened

UK BAP

401
384
382
380
365
359
355
332
332
321
300
205
203
185
160
156
151
57

Not

Near

UK BAP

57
51

White-letter Hairstreak
Green Hairstreak
Ringlet
Grayling
Dingy Skipper
Small Pearl-bordered
Fritillary

evaluated
Not
evaluated
Not
evaluated
Least
concern
Not
evaluated
Not
evaluated

threatened
Endangered

UK BAP

43

20

LBAP

33
28

5
5

Vulnerable

UK BAP

14

20

Vulnerable

UK BAP

10

20

Near
threatened

UK BAP

1

20

S2 Birds
Sites should be selected that support either:






Any regular probable breeding or over wintering* bird species listed in table 7.
Any regular over wintering population as listed in table 8.
Any established colony as listed in table 8.
At least 10 probable breeding species from table 9. Where a site is exceptional on a
county-wide basis it may be selected with a lower number of breeding species.
≥0.5% of the British breeding population of any species.

* Unless listed as breeding only

Guidance
Regular probable breeding/over wintering records should generally equate to data from any three
years out of the preceding five years. However it is recognised that past records are not always
available and where missing the presence of at least five additional probable breeding or
overwintering species/populations (as described in tables 7, 8 and 9) is required for the site to
qualify as a LWS. This does not apply to species appearing only in table 9, where ten probable
breeding species are required for the site to qualify (these records can be from a single visit).
Probable breeding evidence33 includes:
Pair observed in suitable nesting habitat in breeding season; Permanent territory presumed through
registration of territorial behaviour (song etc.) on at least two different days a week or more apart at
the same place or many individuals on one day; Courtship and display (judged to be in or near
potential breeding habitat - be cautious with wildfowl); Visiting probable nest site; Agitated
behaviour or anxiety calls from adults suggesting probable presence of nest or young nearby; Brood
patch on adult examined in the hand suggesting incubation; Nest building or excavating nest-hole.

Table 7 Rare or scarce bird species in the Cheshire region – probable breeding or* over wintering
Species

Avocet
Bittern
Black necked
grebe
Common
Redstart
Corn bunting

Global status
IUCN 2011

UK Birds of
conservation
concern31

Least concern
Least concern
Least concern

Amber
Red
Amber

Least concern

Amber

Least concern

Red

BAP status
2011

Rare breeding
birds 2004200630 (<20

Scarce
breeding birds
2004-200630

confirmed
breeding pairs in
Cheshire)

(20-100 confirmed
breeding pairs in
Cheshire)


UK BAP
LBAP





UK BAP



Cuckoo
Dunlin*
Eurasian curlew

Red
Red
Amber

Least concern

Green



Least concern
Least concern
Least concern
Least concern
Least concern
Least concern
Least concern
Least concern
Least concern

Green
Amber
Red
Amber
Red
Green
Amber
Amber
Amber




Redshank
Ring ouzel
Short-eared owl
Snipe
Tree pipit
Turtle dove
Twite
Warblers*

Least concern
Least concern
Least concern
Least concern
Least concern
Least concern
Least concern

Amber
Red
Amber
Amber
Red
Red
Red

Water rail*
Whinchat
Willow tit
Wood warbler
Woodcock*
Woodlark
Yellow wagtail
* Breeding only

Least concern
Least concern
Least concern
Least concern
Least concern
Least concern
Least concern

Gadwall
Garganey*
Golden plover
Goshawk*
Hen harrier
Lesser spotted
woodpecker
Little ringed
plover
Long-eared owl
Marsh harrier
Marsh tit
Merlin
Nightjar
Peregrine
Pied flycatcher
Pochard*
Red grouse

Amber
Amber
Amber
Green
Red
Red

UK BAP





Least concern
Least concern
Near
threatened
Least concern
Least concern
Least concern
Least concern
Least concern
Least concern

UK BAP

S41 NERC
UK BAP










UK BAP
UK BAP






Estimate of 300
pairs in 2006
following
reintroduction
programme

UK BAP




UK BAP



UK BAP
UK BAP
UK BAP




Assemblages of 6+
probable breeding
species

Green
Amber
Red
Red
Amber
Amber
Red

Assemblages of 6+
probable breeding
species



UK BAP
UK BAP

UK BAP







Table 8 Rare, scarce and notable over wintering and colonial bird species in the Cheshire region
Species

Global Status
IUCN 2011

UK Red list Birds
of conservation
concern

Local
status
Confirmed
breeding
30
tetrads

BAP
status
2011

Comment

Regular over wintering 5+
individuals
Passage sites and over
wintering/ summering 50+
individuals
Established colonies only

Bewick’s swan

Least concern

Amber

0

Black tailed
godwit
Cormorant spp.
Duck species

Near
threatened
Least concern

Red

0

Green

6

Greater white
fronted goose
Green
sandpiper
Grey heron

Least concern

Green

0

Least concern

Amber

0

Regular over wintering 3+
individuals

Least concern

Green

641

Established colonies only

UK BAP

UK BAP

Regular over wintering sites
with 5+ species of dabbling*
ducks or 3+ species of
diving** ducks
Regular over wintering 5+
individuals

apparently
occupied nests
Winter roost sites with 1000+
individuals

Gull species (any
groups of any
species)

Regular over wintering 5+
individuals
Regular over wintering 7+
individuals

Jack snipe

Least concern

Amber

0

Light bellied
brent goose
(race hrota)
Little egret
Pink footed
goose
Pintail

Least concern

Amber

0

Least concern
Least concern

Amber
Amber

2
0

Established colonies only

Least concern

Amber

0

Rook

Least concern

Green

205

Sand martin
Swift

Least concern
Least concern

Amber
Amber

42
119

Regular over wintering 50+
individuals
Established colonies only (70+
nests)
Established colonies only

Teal

Least concern

Amber

2

Whooper swan

Least concern

Amber

0

Wigeon

Least concern

Amber

0

Regular over wintering 100+
individuals

Established colonies only (20+
pairs)
Regular over wintering 200+
individuals
Regular over wintering 5+
individuals
Regular over wintering 200+
individuals

*Dabbling ducks – shelduck, mandarin, Eurasian wigeon, gadwall, Eurasian teal, mallard, pintail, shoveler. **Diving ducks –
pochard, goldeneye, red-breasted merganser, goosander, tufted duck.

Table 9 Notable birds in the Cheshire region - probable breeding
Species

Global Status
IUCN 2011

UK Red list

Local status

Birds of
conservation
concern

Confirmed
breeding
30
tetrads

BAP status
2011

Barn owl
Black headed gull
Bullfinch
Common sandpiper
Common tern

Least concern
Least concern
Least concern
Least concern
Least concern

Amber
Amber
Amber
Amber
Amber

142
13
95
1
0

Common
whitethroat
Dipper
Dunnock

Least concern

Amber

282

Least concern
Least concern

Green
Amber

13
428

UK BAP

Firecrest
Grasshopper
warbler
Green woodpecker
Grey partridge
Grey wagtail
House sparrow
Kestrel
Kingfisher
Lapwing
Lesser redpoll
Linnet
Little grebe
Meadow pipit
Mistle thrush
Oyster catcher
Red grouse
Reed bunting
Ringed plover
Shelduck
Shoveler
Skylark
Song thrush
Spotted flycatcher
Starling
Stock dove
Tree sparrow
Tufted duck
Wheatear
Willow warbler
Yellowhammer

Least concern
Least concern

Amber
Red

1
10

UK BAP

Least concern
Least concern
Least concern
Least concern
Least concern
Least concern
Least concern
Not evaluated
Least concern
Least concern
Least concern
Least concern
Least concern
Least concern
Least concern
Least concern
Least concern
Least concern
Least concern
Least concern
Least concern
Least concern
Least concern
Least concern
Least concern
Least concern
Least concern
Least concern

Amber
Red
Amber
Red
Amber
Amber
Red
Red
Red
Amber
Amber
Amber
Amber
Amber
Amber
Amber
Amber
Amber
Red
Red
Red
Red
Amber
Red
Amber
Amber
Amber
Red

39
47
114
559
183
38
263
3
125
61
70
380
45
4
171
10
29
3
141
461
101
573
150
182
63
9
163
119

Comment

LBAP
UK BAP
10+ breeding
pairs only

UK BAP
UK BAP

UK BAP
UK BAP
UK BAP

UK BAP
UK BAP

UK BAP
UK BAP
UK BAP
UK BAP
UK BAP

UK BAP

Spp.occidentalis
is endemic to
the British Isles

S3

Mammals

Sites should be selected that regularly support:




Breeding/hibernating populations of hazel dormouse, yellow-necked mouse, otter, pine
marten, grey seal, Nathusius pipistrelle, lesser horseshoe bat, serotine bat.
Breeding/hibernating populations of at least 2 species of bat.
Assemblages of mammals from table 10 which score a total of 10 points.

In Wirral sites should be selected that support a breeding badger sett which has been
occupied for any three years out of the preceding five years.

Guidance and justification
Domestic gardens or buildings housing mammals will not be considered for LWS selection unless the
site is critical to that species’ survival in the borough, or supports exceptional populations9.
Temporary bat night roosts and feeding roosts should not be considered. The boundaries of any site
selected for mammals should contain key foraging areas and commuting routes to such areas.
In contrast to the majority of Cheshire, Wirral badgers have a small, stable but not expanding
population which struggles with fragmented habitat, development and significant levels of illegal
persecution. Therefore in Wirral sites should be selected when they support a regular breeding
badger sett.

Table 10
List of mammals in the Cheshire region with their local, national or global significance

Mammal

Score
based on
local
status

Global Status IUCN
2011

UK Red list

BAP status
2011

Other

(Cheshire
mammal
group)

Common pipistrelle bat

2

Least concern

LBAP

Soprano pipistrelle bat

2

Least concern

UKBAP

Noctule bat

3

Least concern

UKBAP

Brown long eared bat

3

Least concern

UK BAP

Whiskered bat

3

Least concern

LBAP

European
protected species
European
protected species
European
protected species
European
protected species
European
protected species

Brandts bat

3

Least concern

LBAP

Daubentons bat

2

Least concern

LBAP

Leislers bat

4

Least concern

LBAP

Natterers bat

3

Least concern

LBAP

Serotine bat

10

Least concern

LBAP

Lesser horseshoe bat
Nathusius pipistrelle
Otter

10
10
10

Near threatened

UK BAP

Pine marten
Grey seal
Yellow-necked mouse
Hazel dormouse

10
10
10
10

Least concern

UK BAP

Least concern

UK BAP

Harvest mouse
Water vole

4
4

Least concern
Least concern

UK BAP
UK BAP

Mountain hare
Red deer
Roe deer
Polecat
European hedgehog
Brown hare
Badger

4
4
3
3
3
3
2

Least concern
Least concern
Least concern
Least concern

UK BAP
UK BAP
UK BAP

Water shrew
Bank vole
Pygmy shrew
Stoat
Weasel
Badger
Field vole
Wood mouse
House mouse
Common rat
Rabbit
Mole
Common shrew
Fox

3
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

European
protected species
European
protected species
European
protected species
European
protected species
European
protected species

European
protected species

European
protected species
Wildlife and
Countryside Act

Protection of
Badgers act 1992
and protected
from persecution
under WCA 1981

S4

Dragonflies and damselflies (Odonata)

Sites should be selected that regularly support either:


Probable breeding populations of variable damselfly, common club-tail, downy emerald,
golden-ringed dragonfly, white-legged damselfly, beautiful demoiselle, common hawker,
black darter, black tailed skimmer, hairy dragonfly, white-faced darter.
OR



Species assemblages (probable breeding) scoring 8 points or more from table 11.

Guidance and justification
The variable damselfly is ‘near threatened’ in the UK and the common club tail has a restricted
distribution in Cheshire. Both species are listed on the LBAP and sites where either is probably
breeding should be selected as a LWS.
All sites still supporting the endangered white faced darter should be selected as LWS, although this
species is now thought to be extinct in Cheshire. Any sites supporting ‘edge of range’ species (white
legged damselfly and golden ringed dragonfly) should be selected as LWS. Other notable species for
the region include downy emerald, beautiful demoiselle, common hawker, black darter, black tailed
skimmer and hairy dragonfly and where probably breeding sites should be selected as a LWS.
Table 11
List of Odonata in the Cheshire region which are of local, national or global significance

Vernacular

Species

Azure
damselfly

Coenagrion
puella

Global
UK Status17
status IUCN 2008
2011
(where
information
available)
Least
concern

BAP
status
2011

Relative distribution
and breeding status
value for Cheshire
(2006-2010)29

Score

1.6

1

3.6

4

33.3

10

11.1

10

7.1

10

1.8

1

(Azure bluet)

Banded
demoiselle
Beautiful
demoiselle
Black
darter
Black tailed
skimmer
Blue tailed

Calopteryx
splendens
Calopteryx
virgo
Sympetrum
danae
Orthetrum
cancellatum
Ischnura

Least
concern
Least
concern
Least
concern
Least
concern
Least

damselfly

elegans

concern

Libellula
depressa

Least
concern

3.3

4

Aeshna grandis

Least
concern
Least
concern

2.2

1

2.5

1

25

10

1.7

1

11.1

10

50

10

5.3

4

2.3

1

Libellula
quadrimaculata

Least
concern
Least
concern

2.4

1

Cordulegaster
boltonii

Least
concern

50

10

Brachytron
pratense

Least
concern

6.7

10

Pyrrhosoma
nymphula

Least
concern

2.0

1

Aeshna mixta

Least
concern
Least
concern

3.4

4

4.5

4

Least
concern
Least
concern

5.3

4

2.8

1

20

10

(Common
bluetail)

Broad
bodied
chaser
Brown
hawker
Common
blue
damselfly

Enallagma
cyathigerum

(Common
bluet)

Common
club tailed
Common
darter
Common
hawker
Downy
emerald
Emerald
damselfly

Gomphus
vulgatissimus
Sympetrum
striolatum
Aeshna juncea

Not
evaluated
Least
concern

Cordulia aenea

Not
evaluated

Lestes sponsa

Near
threatened
Least
concern
Least
concern
Least
concern
Least
concern

LBAP

LBAP

(Common
spreadwing)

Emperor

Anax imperator

(Blue Emperor)

Four
spotted
chaser
Goldenringed
dragonfly

Least
concern

(Common
goldenring)

Hairy
dragonfly
(Hairy hawker)

Large red
damselfly
(Large red
damsel)

Migrant
hawker
Red-eyed
damselfly

Erythromma
najas

(Large Red-eye)

Ruddy
darter
Southern
hawker

Sympetrum
sanguineum
Aeshna cyanea

Least
concern

Coenagrion
pulchellum

Not
evaluated

(Blue hawker)

Variable
damselfly
(Variable bluet)

Near
threatened

LBAP

White
faced
darter
White
legged
damselfly
(blue
featherleg)

Leuchorrinia
dubia

Least
concern

Endangered LBAP

Platycnemis
pennipes

Least
concern

Least
concern

(archive)

Assumed extinct in
Cheshire

10

100

10

S5

Amphibians

Sites should be selected that regularly support any of the following:





Populations of Natterjack toad.
Exceptional/good27 populations of > 100 individuals palmate newts or toads.
Good27 populations of great crested newts (5+ day time count, 10+ night time count)
Assemblages with four or more (probable breeding) species of amphibian or two or more
where palmate newts are present.

In Wirral sites should be selected that support two or more probable breeding species of
amphibian.
Guidance and justification
Great crested newts are common in Cheshire and they are afforded high levels of protection under
UK and European legislation. Medium or small populations do not warrant additional protection
within the LWS system; however a good population (5+ individuals caught in the day time during 15
minutes netting per 50m water’s edge. Or 10+ individuals caught at night)27 should be selected as a
LWS.
The common toad is a UK BAP species and sites with good populations of at least 10027 individuals
should be selected as LWS. The Palmate newt is Cheshire’s second rarest14 amphibian after the
Natterjack Toad and sites hosting exceptional populations of at least 10027 individuals should be
selected as LWS. Natterjack toads were present until recently at Red Rocks marsh on the Wirral and
any site found to still be supporting this species should be selected as a LWS.
In Wirral the majority of ponds have lost one or more species of amphibian so any site supporting
two or more species should be selected.
The boundaries of any site selected for amphibians should contain key foraging areas and
commuting routes to such areas.
Table 12 List of amphibians in the Cheshire region which are of local, national or global significance
Species
Natterjack toad

Global status
IUCN 2011
Least concern

Common toad
Common frog
Great crested
newt

Least concern
Least concern
Least concern

Palmate newt
Smooth newt

Least concern
Least concern

UK red list

Local status

BAP status
2011
UK BAP

Other
European
protected
species

UK BAP
UK BAP

European
protected
species

S6

Reptiles

Sites should be selected that regularly support significant populations of common lizard and
provide suitable habitats for breeding, basking and hibernation. All sites supporting populations
of grass snakes, adders or slow-worms should be selected as LWS.

Guidance and justification
Grass snakes, adders and slow worms are infrequent in Cheshire therefore sites which support
populations should be considered as LWS. Any site which supports a significant population of
common lizards should be selected.
Reptiles tend to favour the following habitats: rough grassland, heathland, moorland, hedgerows,
woodland edges, coastal dunes, disused quarries and railway embankments. Grass snakes feed
almost entirely on amphibians and are normally present close to areas of fresh water.

Table 13
List of reptiles in the Cheshire region which are of local, national or global significance

Species
Common lizard
Adder
Grass snake
Slow-worm

Global Status (IUCN
data 2011)
Least concern
Least concern
Least concern
Not evaluated

UK Red list

Local status

BAP status
UK BAP
UK BAP
UK BAP
UK BAP

S7

Fresh water fish

Sites should be selected that regularly support any of the following:




The European eel, the Allis shad or the Twaite shad
Significant populations of river lamprey or Atlantic salmon.
Significant naturally sustaining populations of brown trout/sea trout.

Guidance and justification
Any site that supports the European eel, Allis shad or the Twaite shad should be selected as LWS.
The European eel is critically endangered worldwide making it likely to be Cheshire’s most
threatened species. Rivers and still waters are frequently stocked with brown trout so only sites with
naturally sustaining populations should be selected.
Sites that support UK red list species (excluding ‘least concern’) should be selected as LWS.

Table 14 Fish species in the Cheshire region listed on the UK BAP.
Species
Allis shad
Twaite shad
European eel
River lamprey
Brown trout/sea
trout
Atlantic salmon

Global status (IUCN data
2011)
Least concern
Least concern
Critically endangered
Least concern
Least concern
Least concern

UK Red list

Local status

BAP status
UK BAP
UK BAP
UK BAP
UK BAP
UK BAP
UK BAP

S8

White clawed crayfish

Sites should be selected that regularly support populations of white clawed crayfish.

Guidance and justification
The white clawed crayfish is globally endangered according to the IUCN red data book and it is also a
UK BAP species. This rare species was once widespread but has declined rapidly largely due to the
introduction of the American Signal crayfish. This alien species carries crayfish disease to which the
native crayfish has little immunity. American signal crayfish will also out-compete the native crayfish
for food and shelter.
White clawed crayfish are dependent on good quality water and are particularly susceptible to
pollution events such as sewage leaks, milk spillages, sheep dip contamination. For this reason in
particular sites selected for white clawed crayfish should include a 6 metre riparian zone from the
top of the riverbank.

The white clawed crayfish can live in various watercourses including rivers, streams, lakes and canals
and survives in small isolated populations mainly in south Cheshire.

S9

Terrestrial/freshwater invertebrates

Sites should be selected that regularly support either:




Significant populations of any UK BAP species, or red data book listed species, or national
rare/scarce species (present in 1-100 hectads in the UK).
OR
Significant assemblages* of any terrestrial or freshwater invertebrates. (A locally
significant bee assemblage is 8+ species of social bumble bee or 4+ species of cuckoo bee.
A locally significant assemblage of macro-moths is 350 species which equates to 65% of
the current list for VC5836)
*Refer to Lancashire and Cheshire Entomological Society

Guidance and justification
A large number of species have suffered severe declines nationally and these are listed as UK BAP
species (table 15). The BAP list is likely to be incomplete as little research has been undertaken on
invertebrate populations particularly when compared to other groups of species.
Consideration should also be given to species which are locally or nationally rare/scarce but may
currently have stable populations.
Expert opinion (e.g. Lancashire and Cheshire Entomological Society) should always be sought when
determining what constitutes a significant assemblage of invertebrates.
Butterflies, dragonflies and damselflies have their own selection criteria S1 and S4.

Table 15

Terrestrial invertebrates in the Cheshire region listed on the UK BAP

Vernacular

Species

Belted Beauty

Lycia zonaria
britannica
Coelioxys
mandibularis
Pseudanodonta
complanata
Bromius obscurus
Hydrochara
caraboides
Carolita limnaea

UKBAP

Acmaeops collaris

UK BAP

Cuckoo bee
Depressed
river mussel
Leaf beetle
Lesser silver
water beetle
Linyphilid
spider
Longhorn
beetle

Global
status IUCN

UK Red list

Local status

Status

UK BAP
UK BAP
UK BAP
UK BAP and
WCA
UK BAP

Mining beetle
Mud snail
Rove beetle
Sand wasp
Sandhill rustic
Small egger
Ten spot pot
beetle
Stag beetle
Thick-legged
flower beetle
Peus's Longback spider
Broad Groovehead Spider
Swamp
Lookout
Spider
Argent and
sable
Triangle
Hammock
Spider
Heath Rustic
Ashworth's
Rustic
Neglected
Rustic
Sword-Grass

Colletes cunicularis
Omphiscola glabra
Lathrobium
rufipenne
Podalonia affinis
Luperina nickerlii
gueneei
Eriogaster
lanestris L.
Cryptochephalus
decemmacultus
Lucanus cervus
Thick-legged
flower beetle
Mecopisthes peusi

UK BAP
UK BAP
UK BAP

Monocephalus
castaneipes
Notioscopus
sarcinatus

UK BAP

Rheumaptera
hastata
Saaristoa firma

UK BAP

Xestia agathina

UK BAP

Xestia ashworthii

UK BAP

Xestia castanea

UK BAP

Xylena exsoleta

UK BAP

UK BAP
UK BAP
UK BAP
UK BAP
UK BAP
UK BAP
UK BAP

UK BAP

UK BAP

S10

Bryophytes

Sites supporting significant populations of any notable bryophytes from table 16 should be
selected as LWS.

Guidance and justification
Sites should be selected which host populations of nationally or locally rare, or conservation status
bryophytes listed in table 16. The table lists all the notable bryophytes identified in VC 58 up to
2012.

Table 16
List of bryophytes in the Cheshire region which are of local or national significance42
Species

Vernacular

UK Red list

BAP
status

Bryum calophyllum
Bryum knowltonii

Matted bryum
Knowlton’s Thread Moss

UK BAP
UK BAP

Bryum uliginosum
Bryum warneum

Cernuous bryum
Sea bryum

Cephaloziella nicholsonii

Greater Copperwort

Dicranum bergeri
Orthodontium gracile
Rhytidiadelphus subpinnatus
Riccia canaliculata
Sphagnum balticum
Tortula cemua
Tortula freibergii

Waved Fork-moss
Slender Thread Moss
Scarce Turf-moss
Channelled Crystalwort
Baltic Bog-moss
Flamingo moss
Freiberg’s Screw-moss

Tortula wilsonii

Wilson’s Pottia

Weissia multicapsularis
Weissia squarrosa

Moss
Spreading-leaved beardlessmoss

Nationally rare
Nationally
scarce
Nationally rare
Nationally
scarce
Nationally
scarce
?
Nationally rare
Nationally rare
Nationally rare
Nationally rare
Nationally rare
Nationally
scarce
Nationally
scarce
Nationally rare
Nationally
scarce
Nationally
scarce
Nationally
scarce
Nationally
scarce
Nationally
scarce
Nationally

Aloina ambigua
Aloina brevirostris
Aloina rigida
Amblyodon dealbatus
Atrichum tenellum

UK BAP
UK BAP
UK BAP
UK BAP
UK BAP
UK BAP
UK BAP
UK BAP
UK BAP
UK BAP
UK BAP
UK BAP
UK BAP

Brachydontium trichodes
Bryum creberrimum
Bryum intermedium
Buxbaumia aphylla
Calypogeia azurea
Calypogeia integristipula
Campylostelium saxicola
Cephalozia macrostachya var.
macrostachya
Cephaloziella elachista
Cladopodiella francisci
Dicranella crispa
Dicranum polysetum
Dicranum undulatum
Didymodon acutus
Discelium nudum
Distichium inclinatum
Ditrichum pusillum
Drepanocladus sendtneri
Ephemerum sessile
Fissidens fontanus
Fossombronia caespitiformis
Fossombronia foveolata
Fossombronia incurva
Hamatocaulis vernicosus
Hennediella stanfordensis
Hygroamblystegium humile
Lophozia capitata
Moerckia flotoviana

scarce
Nationally
scarce
Nationally
scarce
Nationally
scarce
Nationally
scarce
Nationally
scarce
Nationally
scarce
Nationally
scarce
Nationally
scarce
Nationally rare
Nationally
scarce
Nationally
scarce
Nationally
scarce
Nationally
scarce
Nationally
scarce
Nationally
scarce
Nationally
scarce
Nationally
scarce
Nationally
scarce
Nationally
scarce
Nationally
scarce
Nationally
scarce
Nationally
scarce
Nationally
scarce
Nationally
scarce
Nationally
scarce
Nationally
scarce
Nationally
scarce
Nationally

Nardia geoscyphus
Philonotis arnellii
Philonotis caespitosa
Physcomitrium sphaericum
Plagiothecium laetum
Platyhypnidium lusitanicum
Pohlia lescuriana
Pterygoneurum ovatum
Racomitrium affine
Riccardia incurvata
Riccia cavernosa
Riccia huebeneriana
Riccia rhenana
Ricciocarpos natans
Sphagnum pulchrum
Sphagnum riparium
Tomentypnum nitens
Weissia rostellata

scarce
Nationally
scarce
Nationally
scarce
Nationally
scarce
Nationally
scarce
Nationally
scarce
Nationally
scarce
Nationally
scarce
Nationally
scarce
Nationally
scarce
Nationally
scarce
Nationally
scarce
Nationally
scarce
Nationally rare
Nationally
scarce
Nationally
scarce
Nationally
scarce
Nationally
scarce
Nationally
scarce
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Lichens

Sites supporting significant populations of any notable lichens from table 17 should be selected as
LWS. Where new species are recorded in Cheshire then the more comprehensive UK list should be
consulted.
Guidance and justification
There are several thousand species of lichen recorded in Cheshire however only a small number of
these are designated at a national level. Many of the species listed below originate from churchyards
including Handley, Acton and Pott Shrigley.
Table 17 List of lichens in the Cheshire region which are of local, national or global significance40
Species

UK Red list (contains both IUCN and nonIUCN methodology)

Acarospora nitrophila

Nationally scarce

Acarospora umbilicata
f.congredians

Nationally scarce

Aspicilia contorta subsp.
hoffmanniana

Nationally scarce

Calicium quercinum

Extinct (tbc)

Caloplaca crenulatella

Nationally scarce

Caloplaca ferruginea

Nationally scarce

Candelariella aurella f.
smaragdula

Nationally scarce

Carbonea vorticosa

Nationally scarce

Cladonia merochlorophaea

Nationally scarce

Cladonia uncialis ssp. uncialis

Nationally rare

Ephebe hispidula

Nationally rare

BAP/S.41 status/WCA

UK BAP and England
NERC S.41

Fossombronia foveolata

Lecania aipospila

Nationally scarce

Lecania cuprea

Nationally scarce

Lecanora fuscescens

Extinct (tbc)

Lecanora handelii

Near threatened

Lecanora subaurea

Nationally scarce

Lecanora subcarnea

Nationally scarce

Lecidella viridans

Data deficient

Melanelia subargentifera

Critically endangered

Peltigera lepidophora

WCA schedule 8

Pyrenula nitida

England NERC S.41

Rhizocarpon furfurosum

Near threatened

Usnea subscabrosa

Vulnerable
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Fungi

Sites supporting populations of conservation status fungi34 listed in table 18 should be selected as
LWS. Where new species are recorded in Cheshire then the more comprehensive British lists34
should be consulted.
OR
Sites should be selected where they support 50+ species of woodland fungi recorded on a single
visit. Assemblages should contain examples from all the different fungal groups (refer to
guidance).
Guidance and justification
Sites should be selected which host populations of conservation status British Fungi34. Conservation
status fungi which have been recorded in Cheshire (VC58) are listed in table 18.
Table 18 Conservation status fungi recorded in Cheshire 1980 - 201241
Species

Vernacular

Boletopsis perplexa
Caloscypha fulgens
Cantharellus friesii
Cortinarius violaceus
Geastrum campestre
Gloeoporus dichrous
Gyrodon lividus
Hericium erinaceus
Leucoagaricus barssii
Lycoperdon ericaeum
Onygena equina
Phylloporus pelletieri
Polyporus umbellatus
Pycnoporus cinnabarinus

Black Falsebolete
Golden Cup
Orange/velvet Chanterelle
Violet Webcap
Field Earthstar
Gloeoporus dichrous
Alder Bolete
Bearded Tooth
Leucoagaricus barssii
Heath Puffball
Horn Stalkball
Golden-gilled Bolete
Umbrella Polypore
Cinnabar Polypore

British red list

BAP status 2011

Other

UK BAP
Vulnerable/D2
UK BAP

NERC 2006

UK BAP

NERC 2006

UK BAP

NERC 2006

Near threatened
Endangered/B
Near threatened
Near threatened
Near threatened
Extinct (tbc)
Near threatened
Annex
Near threatened
Extinct (tbc)

Good assemblages of woodland fungi41
An assemblage of woodland fungi regarded as having conservation value will usually have four
groups of fungi represented. These groups are indicative of the execution of important beneficial
ecological activities/processes and thus of the self-sustainability of the woodland:
Ectomycorrhizal fungi are associated with particular tree species. Their mycelium grows over the
surface of a tree’s roots enabling an exchange of minerals and carbohydrates with the tree, and
providing protection from attack by pathogens. Not all mycorrhizal species produce visible
fruitbodies.
Living wood decay fungi38 establish themselves within living trees and help to create crevices and
exposed wood which may then host a variety of fauna including invertebrates. They are often visible
as brackets on the outside of tree trunks or branches. Affected trees may ultimately die, but this can
increase structural diversity in a woodland.

Dead wood rotting fungi38 are found on dead wood, usually lying on the woodland floor. They are
able to break down the wood structure enabling other taxa to establish themselves and also
facilitating the recycling of nutrients. There is some evidence that these species occur in succession
as wood becomes more decayed.
Ground fungi (soil humus/leaf litter fungi) are found on the woodland floor breaking down leaf litter
and soil humus and facilitating the recycling of nutrients.
The particular fungal species composition will depend to an extent on the vascular plant species
composition of the woodland but generally species richness and composition will be greater where:





there is a greater diversity of trees and shrubs
there is abundant dead wood of varying dimensions from small twigs to large tree trunks
there is older woodland, particularly ancient woodland
there is greater diversity of habitat providing more niches for colonisation by fungi e.g. in larger
woodland

There are a number of undesirable fungi which can have a serious and rapid deleterious effect on a
woodland e.g. ash dieback Chalara fraxinea which, if identified, should be reported to the
appropriate authority.
Table 19 Examples

37,39

of ectomycorrhizal, living wood decay, dead wood decay and ground fungi:

Vernacular
*
Ectomycorrhizal fungi

Species name

Comment

Under Oak
Oakbug Milkcap

Lactarius quietus

Scarletina Bolete

Boletus luridiformis

Can occur with Pine

Death Cap

Amanita phalloides

Can also occur with Beech

Under Birch
Brown Birch Bolete

Leccinum scabrum

Fly Agaric

Amanita muscaria

Can also occur with Pine

The Blusher

Amanita rubescens

Can also occur with other species

Birch Mikcap

Lactarius tabidus

Especially with Birch

Woolly Milkcap

Lactarius torminosus

Tawny Grisette

Amanita fulva

Can also occur with other species

Brown Rollrim

Paxillus involutus

Can also occur with other species

Common Earthball

Scleroderma citrinum

Also Oak and Beech

Under Alder
Ochre Aldercap

Naucoria escharioides

Alder Milkcap

Lactarius obscuratus

(Alder) Rollrim

Paxillus rubicundulus

Under Beech
Lilac Bonnet

Mycena pura

Beech Milkcap

Lactarius blennius

Beechwood Sickener

Russula nobilis

Especially with Beech

Under Pine/Larch
Slippery Jack

Suillus luteus

Larch Bolete

Suillus grevillei

Pine

Sickener

Russula emetica

Under both Deciduous and Coniferous species
Ochre Brittlegill

Russula ochroleuca

Penny Bun or Cep

Boletus edulis

Purple Brittlegill

Russula atropurpurea

Poisonpie

Hebeloma crustuliniforme

Butter Cap

Collybia butyracea

The Deceiver

Laccaria laccata

Amethyst Deceiver

Laccaria amethystina

Chanterelle

Cantharellus cibarius

Living wood decay fungi
Birch Polypore

Piptoporous betulinus

Can be seen on dead wood too

Peniophora quercina

On Oak

Alder bracket

Mensularia radiata

Oyster Mushroom

Pleurotus ostreatus

Can be seen on dead wood too

Bleeding Broadleaf Crust

Stereum rugosum

Particularly Hazel, Beech, Birch. Can
be seen on dead wood too

Hoof Fungus

Fomes fomentarius

Especially on Birch

Honey Fungus

Armillaria sp

Root Rot

Heterobasidion annosum

Southern Bracket

Ganoderma australe

Can also be found on or near dead
wood
Usually on conifers but can also
occur on dead broadleaved trees
Usually on Beech

Beeswax Bracket

Ganoderma pfeifferi

Shaggy Scalycap

Pholiota squarrosa

Usually on Beech but can occur on
dead wood too
Can occur on dead wood too

Dead wood decay fungi
Hairy Curtain Crust

Stereum hirsutum

Sulphur Tuft

Hypholoma fasciculare

Split Porecrust

Schizopora paradoxa

Elder Whitewash

Hyphodontia sambuci

Candlesnuff Fungus

Xylaria hypoxylon

Jelly Ear

Auricula auricularia-judae

King Alfred’s Cakes

Daldinia concentrica

Blushing Bracket

Daedaleopsis confragosa

Turkeytail

Trametes versicolor

Oak Mazegill

Daedalea quercina

Smoky Bracket

Bjerkandera adusta

Stump Puffball

Lycoperdon pyriforme

Deer Shield

Pluteus cervinus

Velvet Shank

Flammulina velutipes

Common Bonnet

Mycena galericulata

Glistening Inkcap

Coprinellus micaceus

Oysterling sp.

Crepidotus variabilis/cesatii

Bleeding Oak Crust

Stereum gausapatum

Scarlet Elf Cup

Sarcoscypha austriaca

Coral Spot

Nectria cinnabarina

On dead Elder wood

On dead Ash wood
Can occur on living wood too

Yellow Brain

Tremella mesenterica

Orange spot

Dacrymyces stillatus

Birch/Beech/Hazel Woodwart

(Annulo)Hypoxylon sp.

Lumpy Bracket

Trametes gibbosa

Waxy Crust

Vuilleminia comedens

Common Rustgill

Gymnopilus penetrans

Ground fungi (Soil humus/leaf litter fungi)
Stinkhorn

Phallus impudicus

Collared Earthstar

Geastrum triplex

Horsehair Parachute

Marasmius androsaceus

Collared Parachute

Marasmius rotula

Milking Bonnet

Mycena galopus

Clouded Funnel

Clitocybe nebularis

Slender club

Macrotyphula juncea

*

Ash, Sycamore, Yew and Elm tend not to form visible mycorrhizal relationships with fungal species
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Vascular plants

Sites should be selected that regularly support:



Populations of any species listed in table 2018.
Significant or viable populations of any species listed in table 2118.

Guidance and justification
Many sites that host rare or scarce vascular plants will also qualify for LWS selection under the
habitat criteria. This is particularly true when considering assemblages of vascular plants.
Sites should be selected which host populations of nationally or locally rare, or conservation status
plants listed in table 20. Any site which hosts significant or viable populations of plants which are
scarce in Cheshire (table 21) should be considered for selection as a LWS. A significant or viable
population is one that could be considered self-sustaining in the medium term (this will require a
subjective judgement to be made taking into consideration the population size and the likely future
management of the site).

Table 20

Rare and conservation status plants in the Cheshire region18

Species
Luronium natans
Asplenium trichomanes ssp
pachyrachis
Baldellia ranunculoides
Calamagrostis stricta
Mentha pulegium
Rubus wolley-dodii
Adiantum capillus-veneris
Carex elongata
Cicuta virosa
Coincya monensis
Elatine hexandra
Equisetum variegatum
Equisetum x trachyodon
Euphorbia portlandica
Fritillaria meleagris
Fumaria purpurea
Gentiana pneumonanthe
Hieracium vagense
Hordelymus europaeus
Impatiens noli-tangere

Global status
IUCN

UK Red list19
2005
Near threatened
Near threatened
Vulnerable
Endangered
Threatened

Vulnerable

Kay’s
classification18
Internationally rare
Nationally rare
Nationally rare
Nationally rare
Nationally rare
Nationally rare
Nationally scarce
Nationally scarce
Nationally scarce
Nationally scarce
Nationally scarce
Nationally scarce
Nationally scarce
Nationally scarce
Nationally scarce
Nationally scarce
Nationally scarce
Nationally scarce
Nationally scarce
Nationally scarce

BAP
status
UK BAP

UK BAP

LBAP

LBAP

1 km
Squares
?
4
4
1
3
1
1
1
37
2
1
2
3
3
?
Rare casual
Prob
extinct
1
2-3
2

Lepidium latifolium
Limonium celticum ssp
britannicum
Limosella aquatica
Luronium natans
Medicago sativa ssp falcata
Puccinellia rupestris
Ribes alpinum
Silene gallica
Thelypteris palustris
Vaccinium x intermedium
Verbascum lychnitis

Verbascum virgatum
Vicia lutea

Allium oleraceum
Allium scorodoprasum
Anacamptis pyramidalis
Andromeda polifolia
Arabis hirsuta
Asplenium marinum
Atriplex laciniata
Brachypodium pinnatum
Bromopsis erecta
Bromus commutatus
Bromus hordeaceus ssp
thominei
Bromus racemosus
Bromus secalinus
Calystegia sepium ssp. Roseata
Carex acuta
Carex hostiana
Carex lasiocarpa
Carex limosa
Carex muricata ssp pairae
Carex muricata ssp
lamprocarpa
Carex viridula ssp viridula
Carlina vulgaris
Centaurium pulchellum
Cerastium arvense
Chenopodium bonus-henricus
Circaea x intermedia
Cirsium dissectum
Cirsium heterophyllum
Clinopodium ascendens
Crambe maritima
Crithmum maritimum

Nationally scarce
Nationally scarce

Endangered

Near threatened

Vulnerable

Vulnerable

BAP

2
1

Nationally scarce
Nationally scarce
Nationally scarce
Nationally scarce
Nationally scarce
Nationally scarce
Nationally scarce
Nationally scarce
Nationally scarce
(possibly not native
in Cheshire)
Nationally scarce
Nationally scarce
(possibly not native
in Cheshire)
Locally rare
Locally rare
Locally rare
Locally rare
Locally rare
Locally rare
Locally rare
Locally rare
Locally rare
Locally rare
Locally rare

5
1
1
1
1
Casual
5
2
1

Locally rare
Locally rare
Locally rare
Locally rare
Locally rare
Locally rare
Locally rare
Locally rare
Locally rare

3
16
5
4
¾
1
1
1
?

Locally rare
Locally rare
Locally rare
Locally rare
Locally rare
Locally rare
Locally rare
Locally rare
Locally rare
Locally rare
Locally rare

1
Extinct?
1
3
1
3
1
1
3
1
2

Casual
2

3
2
5
6
2
2
2
2
2
14
1

Cynoglossum officinale
Dactylorhiza incarnata
Daphne laureola
Dipsacus pilosus
Drosera intermedia
Eleocharis multicaulis
Eleocharis quinqueflora
Eleocharis uniglumis
Eleogeton fluitans
Epipactis palustris
Equisetum hyemale
Erodium lebelii
Eryngium maritimum
Euphorbia exigua
Festuca altissma
Festuca rubra ssp juncea
Filago minima
Filago vulgaris
Gagea lutea
Glaucium flavum
Hippuris vulgaris
Huperzia selago
Hyoscyamus niger
Hypericum elodes
Hypopitys monotropa
Juncus compressus
Lathyrus nissolia
Limonium vulgare
Linum bienne
Lycopodium clavatum
Meum athamanticum
Myosurus minimus
Myrica gale
Myriophyllum alterniflorum
Nuphar pumila/x spenneriana
Oenanthe fistula
Orobanche hederae
Paris quadrifolia
Persicaria minor
Phegopteris connectilis
Pilosella x stolonifera
Platanthera chlorantha
Polygonum oxyspermum ssp
raii
Polygonum rurivagum
Populus nigra ssp betulifolia
Potamogeton alpinus
Potamogeton compressus
Potamogeton lucens
Potamogeton pusillus

Near threatened

Near threatened

Vulnerable
Endangered
Near threatened

Near threatened
Vulnerable

Vulnerable

Vulnerable

Near threatened

Locally rare
Locally rare
Locally rare
Locally rare
Locally rare
Locally rare
Locally rare
Locally rare
Locally rare
Locally rare
Locally rare
Locally rare
Locally rare
Locally rare
Locally rare
Locally rare
Locally rare
Locally rare
Locally rare
Locally rare
Locally rare
Locally rare
Locally rare
Locally rare
Locally rare
Locally rare
Locally rare
Locally rare
Locally rare
Locally rare
Locally rare
Locally rare
Locally rare
Locally rare
Locally rare
Locally rare
Locally rare
Locally rare
Locally rare
Locally rare
Locally rare
Locally rare
Locally rare
Locally rare
Locally rare
Locally rare
Locally rare
Locally rare
Locally rare

UK BAP

LBAP
UK BAP

½
?
3
5
1
2
2
1
6
3
1
2
3
1
1
2
2
3
1
1
2
1
casual
2
1
2?
4
1
3
1
1
3
5
4
1
Many
1
1
3
3
1
2
?
3
?
2
?
2
4

Potamogeton trichoides
Pyrola minor
Pyrola rotundifolia ssp maritima
Ranunculus baudotii
Ranunculus circinatus
Ranunculus fluitans
Ranunculus hederaceus
Rhynchospora alba
Rosa agrestis
Rosa micrantha
Rosa mollis
Rosa x hibernica
Rosa x margerisonii
Rubus chamaemorus
Rumex longifolius
Rumex alpinus
Ruppia maritima
Sagina nodosa
Salix triandra
Salsola kali
Salvia verbenaca
Saxifraga tridactylites
Schoenoplectus triqueter
Scleranthus annuus
Scutellaria minor
Sedum anglicum
Serratula tinctoria
Silene uniflora
Sorbus torminalis
Spergula arvensis
Spergularia rupicola
Stachys arvensis
Teesdalia nudicaulis
Thalictrum minus
Thymus polytrichus ssp
britannicus
Trifolium ornithopodioides
Utricularia minor
Utricularia vulgaris
Vicia lathyroides
Vicia sylvatica
Viola canina ssp canina
Vulpia fasciculata
Wahlenbergia hederacea
xAgropogon littoralis
xFestulpia hubbardii

Near threatened

Near threatened

Locally rare
Locally rare
Locally rare
Locally rare
Locally rare
Locally rare (EU
Annex 1 habitat)
Locally rare
Locally rare
Locally rare
Locally rare
Locally rare
Locally rare
Locally rare
Locally rare
Locally rare
Locally rare (possibly

UK BAP
LBAP

?
1
1
1
3
?
?
2
1
4
3
2
1
1
1
3

not native in Cheshire)

Vulnerable

Endangered

Vulnerable
Near threatened
Near threatened

Near threatened
Near threatened

Locally rare
Locally rare
Locally rare
Locally rare
Locally rare
Locally rare
Locally rare
Locally rare
Locally rare
Locally rare
Locally rare
Locally rare
Locally rare
Locally rare
Locally rare
Locally rare
Locally rare
Locally rare
Locally rare
Locally rare
Locally rare
Locally rare
Locally rare
Locally rare
Locally rare
Locally rare
Locally rare
Locally rare
Locally rare

UK BAP

UK BAP

?
4
4
3
1
3
?
4
5
1
4
3
4
Many
2
Many
3
2
3
1
2
3
4
3
2
3
4
1
1

Table 21

Locally scarce plant species in Cheshire (present in 4-16 x 1 km2 sites)18

Alchemilla glabra

Carex extensa

Erigeron acer

Alopecurus
aequalis
Allium vineale
Ammophila
arenaria
Anagallis tenella
Anthriscus caucalis

Carex laevigata

Erophila
glabrescens
Erophila majuscula
Euonymus
europaeus
Fumaria bastardii
Fumaria capreolata

Apium graveolens

Carex strigosa

Apium inundatum
Arctium lappa

Carex vesicaria
Catabrosa aquatica

Armeria maritima

Catapodium marinum

Artemisia
absinthium
Asplenium ceterach

Catapodium rigidum

triplex glabriuscula

Ceratophyllum
demersum?
Ceratophyllum
submersum
Chaenorhinum minus
Chenopodium
ficifolium
Chenopodium
polyspermum
Chrysosplenium
alternifolium
Cladium mariscus
Clematis vitalba

Atriplex littoralis
Berberis vulgaris
Botrychium lunaria
Beta vulgaris ssp
maritima
Brassica nigra
Cakile maritima
Calamagrostis
canescens
Calamagrostis
epigejos
Callitriche
hermaphroditica
Callitriche
obtusangula
Callitriche
platycarpa
Campanula
trachelium
Carduus nutans
Carduus tenuiflorus
Carex arenaria
Carex binervis
Carex distans
Carex disticha
Carex divulsa ssp
divulsa
Carex elata

Carex lasiocarpa
Carex pallescens
Carex pulicaris
Carex spicata

Centaurea scabiosa

Narcissus
pseudonarcissus ssp
pseudonarcissus

Sagina maritima

Narthecium ossifragum
Neottia ovata

Sanicula europaea
Saxifraga granulata

Oenanthe lachenalii
Ononis repens

Samolus valerandii

Galium mollugo
ssp erectum
Galium uliginosum
Gentianella
amarella
Geranium
sanguineum
Geum rivale

Ononis spinosa

Schoenoplectus lacustris
Schoenoplectus
tabernaemontani
Scirpus sylvaticus

Ophrys apifera
Orchis mascula

Sison amomum
Spartina anglica

Orobanche minor

Spergularia media

Osmunda regalis

Spergularia rubra

Gymnadenia
conopsea
Helichtotrichon
pubescens
Hordeum
secalinum
Hottonia palustris
Hydrocharis
morsus-ranae
Hypericum
hirsutum
Inula conyzae

Parapholis strigosa

Spirodella polyrhiza

Phleum arenarium

Stellaria nemorum

Picris echioides

Stellaria pallida

Poa angustifolia
Polygonatum
multiflorum
Polypodium interjectum

Suaeda maritima
Thalictrum flavum

Polypodium x
mantoniae
Polystichum aculeatum
Polystichum setiferum

Trifolium fragiferum

Potamogeton
polygonifolius
Ranunculus lingua

Triglochin maritimum

Iris foetidissima
Juncus ambiguus

Tilia cordata

Trifolium micranthum
Trifolium striatum

Clinopodium vulgare

Juncus gerardii

Cochlearia anglica

Juncus maritimus

Crepis paludosa

Juncus
subnodulosus
Lathraea
squamaria
Lavatera arborea

Ranunculus peltatus

Vaccinium vitis-idaea

Raphanus raphanistrum
ssp maritimus
Rhamnus cathartica

Valeriana dioica

Lepidium
campestre
Lepidium
heterophyllum
Leymus arenarius

Rhinanthus minor ssp
stenophyllus
Rosa caesia ssp caesia

Veronica polita

Rosa caesia ssp
vosagiaca
Rosa pimpinellifolia

Viscum album

Rosa rubiginosa
Rubus caesius

Zannichellia palustris
Hyacinthoides non-scriptus
Extensive areas only

Cystopteris fragilis
Dactylorhiza
maculata
Dactylorhiza
purpurella
Drosera rotundifolia
Dryopteris affinis ssp
affinis
Dryopteris affinis ssp
cambrensis
Echium vulgare
Eleocharis acicularis
Elytrigia atherica
Elytrigia juncea

Littorella uniflora
Lythrum portula
Melampyrum
pratense
Myosotis
ramosissima
Myosotis secunda

Rumex crispus ssp
littoreus
Rumex maritimus

Umbilicus rupestris

Valerianella locusta

Viola lutea

Viola reichenbachiana
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WARRINGTON’S SUBMISSION TO THE BETTER CARE
FUND

1.

PURPOSE OF THE REPORT

1.1

To ask the Executive Board to endorse the direction of travel and use of the
Better Care Fund in Warrington as endorsed by the Health and Wellbeing
Board.

1.2

The timescales for submission are set nationally whereby a draft had to be
submitted to NHS England by 14 February 2014 with final submission on 4
April 2014. These deadlines did not align with Executive Board meetings but
Councillors can be assured that correct governance procedures have been
followed and that the plan has been endorsed by the Health and Wellbeing
Board, as the recognised lead body.

2.

INTRODUCTION

2.1

The Government’s June 2013 Spending Round announced the creation of a
£3.8 billion Integration Transformation Fund – now referred to as the Better
Care Fund (BCF) – described as ‘a single pooled budget for health and social
care services to work more closely together in local areas, based on a plan
agreed between the NHS and local authorities’. In Warrington, the minimum
fund is £13.9m from 2015/16 (including £1.28m capital) although NHS
England is keen for areas to pool further resources beyond this minimum.

2.2

The BCF is a national policy to promote integration between the NHS and
Councils and to encourage Health and Wellbeing Boards to commission for
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outcomes. The BCF underlines political commitment to integration and
although there are still statutory barriers to integration, the Better Care fund
enables Councillors to extend their influence and affect change for residents.
2.3

The BCF offers an opportunity to bring resources together to address
immediate pressures on services, particularly acute and emergency care, and
lay foundations for a much more integrated system of health and care
delivered at scale and pace, but it will create risks as well as opportunities.
The £3.8 billion is not new or additional money: £1.9 billion will come from
Clinical Commissioning Group’s (CCG) allocations in addition to NHS money
already transferred to social care.

2.4

Guidance makes clear that the Better Care Fund will entail a substantial shift
of activity and resource from hospitals to the community and it is estimated
that hospital emergency activity will have to reduce by 15% on average across
the country. This places additional financial pressures on providers already
facing the quandary of how to maintain and improve quality of care while
achieving financial balance therefore careful consideration has been given in
Warrington as to how this might be achieved by working closely with our
hospital trust on our plans.

2.5

The Better Care Fund will comprise the following existing budgets, to create a
pooled budget of £3.8 billion nationally (Warrington’s allocations in brackets):







£1.1 billion existing transfer from health to social care (£3,775,000)
£130 million Carers’ Breaks funding (£448,000)
£300 million CCG re-ablement funding (£1,090,000)
£354 million capital grant funding - including £220 million Disabled
Facilities Grant (£1,281,000)
£130 million for new Care Bill duties (£416,000)
£1.9 billion from NHS allocations (£6,903,000)

2.6

The first four elements are existing funding which already sits within the
Council and have been allocated in this current year 2013/14. A small amount
of funding will be transferred to the Local Authority in 2014/15 to prepare for
the Better Care Fund but the finally agreed fund will begin in April 2015 and
will be managed via a pooled fund agreement utilising Health Act flexibilities.
(see Paragraph 6.1). The £6.9m will come from existing CG resources which
will already be committed or be the additional resources obtained through
National Settlement.

2.7

The Better Care Fund Plan will need to have regard to the implications of the
Care Bill. Some of the monies announced in the June 2013 spending round to
pay for the implications of the bill will sit in the Better Care Fund. £130 million
of the Better Care Fund is intended for other costs associated with the Care
Bill including:
-

Putting carers on a par with users for assessment;
Implementing statutory Safeguarding Adults Boards;
Setting national eligibility criteria.
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Warrington’s share of this allocation is approximately £416k.
3.

THE CONDITIONS FOR TRANSFER OF FUNDING

3.1

An overarching condition of the transfer is that Local Authorities and Clinical
Commissioning Groups demonstrate how the funding transfer will make a
positive difference to social care services and outcomes for service users
compared to service plans in the absence of the funding transfer.

3.2

The funding is also contingent on meeting the national conditions set out in the
spending review settlement in July 2013:
1. A plan that is signed off by the Council, Warrington’s Health and Wellbeing
Board and the CCG’s with demonstrable engagement of providers
delivered to NHS England by 4 April 2014;
2. Protection of social care services evidenced by sustaining eligibility;
3. Data sharing between health and social care using the NHS number as a
unique identifier;
4. 7 day working in social care to enable hospital discharge and reablement;
5. Joint assessment arrangements between health and social care to enable
a single assessment and a single accountable professional;
6. A clear statement of the implications of the proposed use of the Better
Care Fund for hospital providers that are affected that is signed off by the
Health and Wellbeing Board; and
7. A risk assessment of the consequences of failing to achieve proposed
changes in activity levels and a plan to mitigate these

3.3

It should be further noted that these plans are to be seen as an integral part of
the CCG’s two and five year operational and strategic plans but must also be
capable of being managed as a “stand-alone plan”.

4.

PERFORMANCE RELATED PAYMENT

4.1

Approximately £3.5m of the fund for Warrington will be awarded based on
performance in 2014/15 and 2015/16. Release of the funding is then based on
both meeting the national conditions and achieving at least 70% of the
individual stretch target levels. Although this will not be withdrawn if targets are
not achieved, areas would be expected to produce a recovery plan which will
be subject to a peer review by NHS England and Local Authority experts.

4.2

Stretch performance targets must be set in the following areas:






4.3

Delayed transfers of care
Emergency admissions
Effectiveness of re-ablement
Admissions to residential and nursing care
Patient and service user experience

Alongside the five national metrics, we are required to choose one metric from
those listed below or develop a local measure:
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NHS Outcomes Framework
2.1
2.6i

Proportion of people feeling supported to manage their (long term) condition
Estimated diagnosis rate for people with dementia

3.5

Proportion of patients with fragility fractures recovering to their previous levels of
mobility / walking ability at 30 / 120 days

Adult Social Care Outcomes Framework
1A
1H

Social care-related quality of life
Proportion of adults in contact with secondary mental health services living
independently with or without support
Carer-reported quality of life

1D

Public Health Outcomes Framework
1.1
8i
2.1
3ii
2.2
4i

4.4

Proportion of adult social care users who have as much social contact as they would
like
Proportion of adults classified as “inactive”
Injuries due to falls in people aged 65 and over

Our overall measures of success will be to reduce:




Admissions to residential and care homes
Delayed transfers of care
Avoidable emergency admissions

And to increase:



The effectiveness of re-ablement
Patient and service user satisfaction

5.

INTEGRATION IN WARRINGTON

5.1

We have a strong focus on integrated working in Warrington with a jointly
funded Assistant Director post and an Integrated Commissioning Unit. Our
Health and Wellbeing Board, the Integrated Commissioning Governance
Board and the Health Summit all work together through a Whole Systems
Transformation Programme which provides a delivery mechanism which
promote health and wellbeing through integration.
All commissioners and providers have committed to a concordat for Health
and Wellbeing in Warrington which states:
Working together we will transform services across the health and social care
system to deliver sustainable change with maximum benefits to citizens,
communities and populations of Warrington. We will collaborate in shaping
new services for care and support through personalisation, enablement,
prediction and prevention and promote integration of wellness approaches
within other programmes to scale up system wide change, in line with the
Zagreb Declaration for Health.
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We will prioritise and agree a programme of top work-streams supported by
detailed action focussed plans which organisations can be measured against
and held accountable by other Summit members. These will be agreed on a
collaborative basis to understand the collective financial situation for
Warrington’s Health and Social Care economy and to address this issue on a
sustainable basis. Collate and scrutinise activity and performance data across
the economy to implement shifts in activity to maintain high quality, effective
and affordable services. We will share current and potential challenges in the
economy and to develop shared opportunities for cost reduction and greater
efficiencies through potential shared services.
5.2

The Integrated Commissioning Governance Board who have responsibility for
assuring the integration of ageless commissioning for health and wellbeing
agreed to adopt the definition of integrated care “Integrated care is not about
structures, organisations or pathways – it is about better outcomes and
experiences for service users”.

5.3

Members of the Health Summit for Warrington and Halton recently reaffirmed
their vision for the Warrington and Halton Heath Community which is “The
establishment of a fully integrated health and social care system”. They
identified their aspirations in terms of improving health, improving the quality of
care, and securing viability and value for tax payer’s money in a challenging
financial climate. The partners also identified how they would need to work
together to engage NHS staff and to engage patients, public and the wider
community if they were to be successful. This reaffirmed vision will be
communicated widely within the partner organisations.


A number of cross cutting themes were identified which will be critical to
delivering the vision. These include:
-



The active engagement of staff across all the partner organisations
Strong leadership at every level, particularly from clinicians
Developing financial and contractual mechanisms to support the
transformation, including the possibility of transitional or developmental
funding
Investment in relationships so that partners can work together to
develop joint solutions to the problems they face

The partners are ambitious to make a radical transformational change
which they recognise may take a decade or more. However, they also
want to secure some early wins by prioritising particular services for more
rapid improvement.

6.

BUILDING ON WHAT WE ALREADY HAVE

6.1

The Better Care Fund is an opportunity to develop a clear strategy for
integration in Warrington by aligning our plans, commissioning intentions and
delivery of services to achieve better outcomes. We will consolidate and build
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on our current joint investments and protect those investments through a
strong integrated governance approach.
6.2

Our Better Care Fund Plan is designed to build on our existing philosophy and
programmes of work and to formally scale up and adequately fund services
and schemes which deliver the right care, in the right place at the right time.
Our recent bid for Pioneer status for integrated services demonstrates the
commitment in Warrington by all partners and this bid has been drawn upon in
preparing this plan.

6.3

We already have in place a Whole Systems Transformation Programme,
which is a shared programme for delivering whole systems change to health
and social care in Warrington. The long term collective vision for Health and
Social Care services in Warrington is for “self-sufficient communities
enjoying improved health and wellbeing and better life experiences, who
and when they need them have access to high quality and efficient
services”.

6.4

Our Plan recognises that although the fund does not provide any additional
money to the system, it does provide an opportunity to make a combined shift
in resources from acute services to non- acute care closer to home and to
prevention rather than treatment. Our use of the funding in 2015/16 in terms
of reducing input to the acute trust will be cautious bearing in mind the need to
ensure that the acute trust is adequately funded at a time when acute services
are under review both locally and regionally. Our longer term plans would see
a further shift increasing support from community based services whilst
reducing emergency care capacity overall.

7.

FINANCIAL CONSIDERATION

7.1

Funding in 2014/15
A proportion of the funding which will be part of the Better Care Fund in
2015/16 is already in the system in 2014/15 and this has been agreed by the
Integrated Commissioning Governance Board as follows:Table 1: Allocations in 2014/15 to become part of the Better Care Fund in
2015/16
Support for Adult Care
Better Care Funding
Carers breaks
Re-ablement schemes / winter pressures *
Disabled Facilities Grant (capital)
Community Capacity Grant (capital)
Total Spend
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£686,000
£448,000
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£822,000
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7.2

Funding in 2015/16
In 2015/16 further funding is added to make up the total amount to
£13,913,000. The amount allocated is set out in Table 2:Table 2: Allocation of Better Care Fund for Warrington 2015/16
Support for social care (14/15 value)
Better Care Fund (4/15 value)
Carers Breaks
CCG Reablement
Care Bill (New duties)
CCG Core Funding
Disability Facilities Grant (Capital)
Community Capacity Grant (Capital)
Total Allocation

£3,089,000
£686,000
£448,000
£1,090,000
£416,000
£6,903,000
£822,000
£459,000
£13,913,000

Total Revenue

£12,638,000

8.

PROPOSALS FOR POOLED FUND IN 2015/16

8.1

The Health and Wellbeing Board at their meeting on 23 January 2014 gave
their endorsement to an approach which would see significantly more pooled
resources within the fund rather than restricting it to the minimum allocation.

8.2

Both CCG and Council officers collaborating on the development of the Better
Care Fund have recommended additional resources be included within the
fund based on current services and expenditure where those services make a
clear contribution to the overall aims of the fund.
Table 3: Proposed total pooled fund 2015/16
Intermediate Care
Maintaining eligibility criteria and meeting
demographic pressures (protecting Adult
Social Care)
Equipment
Telecare
Hospital Discharge team
Reablement schemes (subject to evaluation)
Outreach support for mental health
Carers breaks
Care Bill – new duties
Primary care Home model (7 day working and
lead care co-ordinator etc)
Integrated Commissioning team (nominal)
Post associated with National Service
Framework (Mental Health)
Jointly funded complex packages
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Additional support for BCF
Disabled Facilities Grant
Community Capacity Grant

£100,000
£822,000
£459,000

Proposed Total Spend

£27,890,000

8.3

Executive Board may wish to discuss the risks and opportunities of further
increasing the amount of the pooled fund. Some Local Authorities and CCGs
have decided to pool all their resources for adult care and health creating a
pool up to 10 times the minimum required. The rationale being that it is almost
impossible to achieve the whole system changes required solely through the
fund which accounts for just 3% of the entire health and social care spend.

8.4

The scrutiny of pooled funds fully engages elected members through the
Integrated Commissioning Governance Board and enables a transparency of
funding to members of the Health and Wellbeing Board, as portfolio holders,
the Leader and an opposition party Leader are members of these boards. This
collective understanding will enable more effective challenge of the current
allocation of funding and the opportunity to liberate expenditure to preventative
services and in turn deliver better outcomes for residents. Pooling the whole
adult social care fund may hamper the council's ability to transfer resources to
meet non adult social care pressure. However, we know that demographic
change means that the budget for adult social care will increase and joining
resources with CCG monies and NHS England monies may enable greater
ability to force change.

8.5

According to NHS England, all the political signals suggest the 2015/16 BCF is
only the start of a longer term focus on integration.

9.

GOVERNANCE AND ASSURANCE OF THE FUND

9.1

The accountable body will be the organisation from where the money
originated, but the existing statutory Section 75 arrangements contained within
the NHS ACT 2005 flexibilities will still apply for the delivery of services. NHS
England have commissioned colleagues in local government and the NHS to
develop a simplified control statement that should be helpful for both local
government s151 officers and CCGs, and this should be available in the near
future.

9.2

The requirement is for funds to be placed in a section 75 pooled budget. Any
party can hold this, but there may be VAT advantages and increased flexibility
for a council to hold it. Plans must be signed off by CCG and the council’s
Executive Board, and approved by the Health and Wellbeing Board. The
Section 75 agreement will be approved by the Council’s Executive Board.

9.3

It is proposed that the fund is administered by the Integrated Commissioning
Team who will provide the monitoring and governance support to the Health
and Wellbeing Board and the Integrated Commissioning Governance Board
as well as to the parent bodies.
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9.4

Drafts of the Better Care Fund plan have been shared and approved by Health
and Wellbeing Board, Integrated Commissioning Governance Board, Families
and Wellbeing Department Management Team, Resources and Strategic
Commissioning Department Management Team, CCG Senior Management
Team, CCG Finance and Performance Committee and Warrington and Halton
Health Summit.

9.5

A first draft of this Plan was submitted to NHS England on 14 February 2014
in order that a composite report can be produced by NHS England on the
challenges being met in producing the plans.

10.

CONSIDERATIONS

10.1

This report seeks the endorsement of the Council’s Executive Board on the
proposals contained within the Better Care Fund Plan as outlined in this
report. The plan has been prepared by the Integrated Commissioning Unit
working closely with the senior management team of the Clinical
Commissioning Group and Warrington Borough Council’s Families and
Wellbeing Directorate bringing together existing plans and strategy to align
with the BCF intentions.

10.2

The draft plan has been formally presented to the Health and Wellbeing Board
on 23 January 2014 who supported the direction of travel and delegation was
given to the Integrated Commissioning Governance Board to approve the final
document on 20 March 2014 prior to submission to NHS England on 4 April
2014.

10.3

In line with the national requirements, the first draft of the BCF plan was
submitted to NHS England on 14 February 2014. A self-assessment of our
plan against the national conditions was submitted on 21 February 2014.

10.4

The plan and self-assessment has been subject to assurance by NHS
England Local Area Teams and regional local authority peers. Feedback from
national NHS England team and any offer of further support from is scheduled
for the week commencing 21 April 2014.

11.

RISK ASSESSMENT

11.1

The Better Care Fund plan submission contains a risk assessment.

12.

EQUALITY AND DIVERSITY / EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT

12.1

The rationale for developing a pooled fund enables the Council and its partner
to address inequalities of outcomes particularly for those in deprived,
vulnerable and margionalised communities.

13.

CONSULTATION

13.1

Better Care Fund submission has been endorsed by the Health and Wellbeing
Board, Health Summit, (both of which fora have provided as attendees),
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Integrated Commissioning Governance Board, CCG Governing Body and the
Council’s senior management team.
14.

REASON FOR RECOMMENDATION

14.1

To advise Executive Board of the current position on the Better Care Fund.

15.

RECOMMENDATION

15.1

The Executive Board is recommended to:

16.

(i)

endorse the approach outlined in this report and the Plan’s alignment
with Warrington’s ambitions as set out in the Health and Wellbeing
Strategy.

(ii)

note that Warrington has been allocated £13.9m for the Better Care
Fund (including £1.28m capital) and that the Council’s current plans
include £27.9m of pooled funds in line with the HAWB view that that the
total amount in the pooled fund should be significantly increased to
signal full integration.

(iii)

note that any final pooled budgets arrangements and formal Section 75
agreements will be subject to Executive Board approval at a future
date.

BACKGROUND PAPERS
Draft Submission Better Care Fund

Contacts for Background Papers:
Name
Simon Kenton

E-mail
skenton@warrington.gov.uk
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Ward Members:

Cllr. P Kennedy
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TITLE OF REPORT: WALTON ESTATE RESTORATION AND REGENERATION:
HERITAGE LOTTERY FUND
1.

PURPOSE

1.1

To advise the Executive Board on the progress of the Walton Estate
Development Programme.

1.2

To request approval from the Executive Board to contribute capital funding to
a Heritage Lottery Fund application to sustain the future of the historic Estate.

2.

CONFIDENTIAL OR EXEMPT

2.1

The report is not confidential or exempt.

3.

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

3.1

Walton Hall and Park has played a significant part in the life of the people of
Warrington for many years. It remains a popular and much loved public
amenity used by a wide range of communities, having several commercial as
well as community functions. Whilst the hall itself and the grounds are of a
condition that allows full usage many of the ancillary buildings are in a poor
state of repair and have been closed and unused for some time.

3.2

There has been an acknowledgement from both Warrington Borough Council,
and other interested parties such as the Friends group that action should be
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taken to help the Estate to reach its full potential and to arrest the spiral of
decline in some areas. Much useful work has been undertaken in the last
decade on analysis of condition and on potential and options for future usage.
There is no doubt that to bring all areas of the site into viable and sustainable
usage will require significant capital and revenue investment over a long
period of time.
3.3

Warrington Borough Council has already invested in the future of the Estate
with expansion of Hall facilities, the provision of a café at the Heritage Yard
and provision of a new WC facility close to the zoo and children’s playground.
The café is now in full operation, and the remaining facilities will be completed
in summer 2014.

3.4

Consultation has been undertaken over a period of time and is very
consistent in its overall messages. The public love Walton and do not want to
see radical change on site. They understand the potential of the offer to be
improved in a number of ways and express the desire that these
improvements to public access and engagement are implemented.

3.5

Several of the buildings and ancillary structures at the Walton Estate are in an
advanced state of disrepair. Listed buildings such as the glasshouses have
deteriorated to the extent that they are currently unsafe and unusable. It is
beyond the resources of the Council to repair these buildings and bring them
back into use without significant additional funding being secured from third
parties.

3.6

To sustain the long term future of the site it has been determined that an
application for funding will be made to the Heritage Lottery Fund (HLF). Early
discussions with HLF have been encouraging and it is planned that a Stage
One bid in conjunction with strategic partners will be submitted in summer
2014.

4.

THE PROJECT – PHASE 1

4.1

It is proposed to submit an application that builds on the existing public offer to
include deeper relationships with key stakeholders to deliver an exciting
horticultural programme, possibly based in a restored conservatory/
glasshouse area and former indoor riding school. The project will, over time,
reconstruct the formal gardens with training and therapeutic based outcomes
as well as an extended events programme, possibly based in the indoor riding
and stables area, reflecting and reconstructing the historic events held on site
when the family were in residence and that had such public support.

4.2

All buildings will be designed to enable flexible use by a variety of partners
and audiences for heritage, educational and revenue-generating purposes.

4.3

There is a need to review operations of the site as a whole to secure the
future of the Estate in the long term. Competition in the leisure sector is fierce
and in the current climate the council are committed to giving real leisure
opportunities for the people of Warrington which are not of significant cost. It
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is therefore probable that usage and participation on the Estate will rise
significantly and therefore increase resilience. A broader and more complete
offer that can operate winter and summer and cope with wet weather will
increase usage.
4.4

The partnerships being planned will mean that this improved offer will be
delivered at little or no additional revenue costs to the council increasing its
sustainability in the long term.

4.5

The aim of the bid will be to sustain the long term future of the historic estate.

5.

EQUALITY AND DIVERSITY – EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT

5.1

These projects will provide new facilities for all visitors from across the
Borough and the whole of the North West region. Provision of these new
facilities will enhance the ability of visitors of all capabilities to enjoy the
Walton Estate.

5.2

Key strategic partners for the Heritage Lottery Fund Bid may include partners
such as Myerscough College and Walton Lea who could operate from the site
to deliver learning and skills opportunities to people of all ages and abilities.
Discussions are also ongoing with a number of other potential partners and
stakeholders including those already operating on the site.

6.

COSTS AND FUNDING

6.1

Costs in this section have been based on assumptions made at an early stage
of design and will become more defined over the period of bid preparation.

6.2

Feedback from HLF at the pre-application stage indicates that an appropriate
level of funding request would be £3,500,000. This level of funding requires an
application to the National Heritage Lottery Fund which requires a
demonstration of heritage importance on a national scale. HLF believe that
the project has unique strengths that will support our application however
competition for funding is intense. Match funding will be key to securing this
substantial grant from HLF.

6.3

It is proposed that the WBC contribution be £2,000,000, leveraging the
contribution from HLF and making the overall sum available for restoration
and regeneration of the Walton Estate a total of £5,500,000.

6.4

Executive Board should note that in the event of the Heritage Lottery Fund
application being unsuccessful, this capital sum will not be drawn down. The
match funding requested will only be required in the event of a successful
Stage One bid.

7.

PROGRAMME

7.1

An outline programme is being drawn up as part of the bid application
process. The following early stage deadlines are anticipated at present:
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Outline Business Case (draft strategy)
Application to Heritage Lottery Fund Stage 1
Notification of bid outcome
OJEU advert and procurement (assuming success)
Contract documentation and start on site
Construction complete and project complete
8.

May 2014
August 2014
December 2014
March 2015
September 2015
March 2018

RISK ASSESSMENT

8.1

A full risk register will be prepared as part of the bid application process
covering risks to application process and to the full project if successful in the
funding application.

8.2

The main risk identified to date has been lack of resources and skills within
WBC to take forward the application. To mitigate this risk a consultant team
has been appointed to manage and deliver the bid application in conjunction
with WBC.

9.

CONSULTATION

9.1

This proposal / projects have been consulted through the Walton Liaison
Group. The group consists of key stakeholders including Elected Members,
Key Officers of the Council, The Friends of Walton Gardens and Members of
the Parish Council.

10.

REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATION

10.1

To work towards the long term sustainability of the Walton Estate by achieving
restoration and regeneration in partnership with the Heritage Lottery Fund and
other strategic partners.

11.

RECOMMENDATION

11.1

The Executive Board is recommended to approve a contribution from capital
funding to match fund a Heritage Lottery Fund application with the aim of
sustaining the future of the historic Walton Estate.

12.

BACKGROUND PAPERS
N/A.
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WARRINGTON BOROUGH COUNCIL
EXECUTIVE BOARD – 14 April 2014
Report of Executive
Board Member:

Leader of the Council, Councillor T O’Neill

Executive Director:

Andy Farrall, Executive Director, Economic Regeneration,
Growth and Environment

Senior Responsible
Officer:

Steve Park, Managing Director, Warrington & Co

Contact Details:

Email Address:

.

spark@warringtonandco.com

Key Decision No.

081/13

Ward Members:

All

Telephone:
01925 443940

TITLE OF REPORT: CABINET WORKS AND GARVEN PLACE REGENERATION
AREA
1.

PURPOSE

1.1

To seek endorsement from the Executive Board to the masterplan for the
Cabinet Works and Garven Place area of Warrington town centre identified as
a regeneration site within “ Warrington Means Business “ and seek approval to
progress a development delivery strategy.

2.

CONFIDENTIAL OR EXEMPT

2.1

The report is not confidential or exempt.

3.

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

3.1

This report is the inaugural report regarding the Cabinet Works and Garven
Place Regeneration Area.

3.2

The area of study (Appendix 1) includes the south side of Sankey Street and
the western side of Bridge Street and covers the area behind the retail area to
Palmyra Square. It also includes the car parking area and former NHS site at
Garven Place.

3.3

Executive Board approved a development proposal and land transaction in
October 2009. This included the disposal of the former baths site,
development of a new health centre to replace the Garven Place clinic and
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land swop to enable the Council to assemble a future regeneration site,
including a £100,000 capital receipt for the Council.
3.4

The new NHS health centre is now completed and the next stage of the
development is now possible.

3.5

Cabinet Works and Garven Place Regeneration Area (CWGP) is in multiple
ownership but includes two key landmark properties; the former Cabinet
Works and former Co-op department store, latterly occupied by TJ Hughes.

3.6

The Cabinet Works has been subject to a number of planning applications in
the past and is currently owned by the PTS Group who has been looking to
redevelop their site for office or residential uses. Concerns have been
expressed about the future of the water tower which is considered to be a land
mark of the town.

3.7

The old Co-op department store (formerly TJ Hughes) is still owned by the
Co-operative Group as a retail investment. Following the failure of TJ Hughes,
part of the ground floor has been let to the 99p Store and the remainder of the
property is vacant and currently being marketed as a leasing opportunity.

3.8

The area of the project boundary includes a number of smaller properties in
varying conditions, occupation and ownership.

4.

VISION AND DELIVERY

4.1

Following the economic downturn towards the end of 2008, the number of
vacant retail units in the town centre has increased and economic
performance of the town centre economy has fallen along with the number of
residents in the town centre. This is evidenced from economic data gathered
by Mickledore as part the ERDF bid for the Stadium Quarter, Census
information and Experian town centre retail performance studies.

4.2

Consistent with strategies set out in Warrington Means Business, the CWGP
is one of three identified town centre regeneration areas aimed at revitalising
the town centre economy by encouraging repopulation of both business and
residents and also creating a sense of place that will encourage diversity.

4.3

The first step was to understand what regeneration and development
proposals for the area could be achieved based on a thorough analysis of the
site and its context. Key aims set for the study and master-planning process
included:
 Residential, retailing, business, leisure, hotel and hospitality uses.


A new focus for businesses in the town with Incubator and small
business space

 Development set around a new public square for outdoor events and
alfresco activity – a new activity for Warrington
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 Retaining the Cabinet works tower and the existing buildings of
architectural merit and integrating them positively into the scheme
 Compliment the Bridge Street Quarter Regeneration Scheme and the
Cultural Quarter around Palmyra Square.
4.4

The Vision set out in the masterplan (Appendix 2) will inform and help guide
the future regeneration and development of the heart of the town centre and to
provide the foundation on which more detailed proposals and projects can be
developed.

4.5

A development delivery strategy will be prepared as the next piece of work
which will identify projects and how best they can be brought forward.

4.6

The manner of development and choice of developer for each of the
identified phases within the delivery strategy within the CWGP is likely to
vary and development delivery strategy will be subject to a future Executive
Board report.

4.7

The Council’s Transportation Planning is currently undertaking a consultation
on the transportation and public realm issues/needs and opportunities for the
Palmyra Cultural Quarter. Any decisions resulting from the consultation will
be incorporated within the future development and delivery strategy.

5.

FINANCIAL CONSIDERATIONS

5.1

The financial implications flowing from the proposed redevelopment for each
phase will be different and will be reported to members at the time Executive
Board approval is sought for each phase.

5.2

It is likely that delivery of CWGP will require a Compulsory Purchase Order
and may require strategic acquisition of key properties. The business case for
Council investment will form part of the future approval process.

6.

RISK ASSESSMENT

6.1

A Risk Register for the CWGP will be prepared as part of the development
delivery strategy.

6.2

At this stage, the key risks relate to economic viability and site assembly. Both
of these factors will be addressed in the delivery strategy along with a
mitigation statement.

7.

EQUALITY AND DIVERSITY / EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT

7.1

Equality and Diversity opportunities and considerations are an identified
priority for the project and will be an integral part of the future development
plans, consultation and planning processes.
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8.

CONSULTATION

8.1

Consultation of the CWGP has taken place with Warrington & Co Board
members.

8.2

Principal site owners and businesses within the Cabinet works area have been
consulted about the project and have voiced support.

8.3

The Strategy is included within the “Warrington Means Business” document
which has been approved at the Executive Board in November 2012.

8.4

The CWGP has been included within the emerging Core Planning Strategy
which has undergone extensive consultation

9.

REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATION

9.1

To provide a framework and context for the future regeneration, improvement
and development of the Cabinet Works and Garven Place Regeneration Area
to meet the council aspiration for the town centre as set out in Warrington
Means Business.

10.

RECOMMENDATION

10.1

The Executive Board is recommended to:
(i)

Endorse the Cabinet Works and Garven Place Regeneration Area
masterplan as the foundation for future regeneration;

(ii)

Authorise the Executive Director, Economic Regeneration, Growth and
Environment, following consultation with the Leader of the Council to
progress a development delivery strategy.
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The brief required the preparation
of a ‘high level ideas’ masterplan for
the Cabinet Works area which can be
used by Warrington & Co to support a
development brief which, in turn, will
form the basis of the appointment of
a development partner or partners.
Whilst the masterplan must be
strategic in its nature, it must also be
deliverable...
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1 | The Brief
1.1 The brief required the preparation of
a ‘high level ideas’ masterplan for the
Cabinet Works area which can be used by
Warrington & Co to support a development
brief which, in turn, will form the basis of
the appointment of a development partner
or partners. Whilst the masterplan must
be strategic in its nature, it must also be
deliverable.
1.2 The Council’s aspiration for the area is to
deliver a mix of uses comprising residential,
retailing, business, leisure, hotel and
hospitality uses. The area must also be a
focus for new businesses in the town and
include ‘incubator’ units and space for
small businesses to operate. A new public
square should also form the ‘axis’ of the
area providing the opportunity for outdoor
events and alfresco activity in Warrington
Town Centre.
1.3 Accordingly, this masterplan seeks to
create a distinctive quarter which will form
an extension to the already established
cultural quarter, and which will actively
promote a rich mix of unique uses and will
encourage innovation, imagination, and
entrepreneurialism and in so doing create
a place where residents and visitors can
experience something different. This will be
achieved through the following objectives:
•
•

Reinforcing Warrington’s distinctive and
attractive cultural scene
Redeveloping the Cabinet Works area
for homes and businesses

•

Introducing a modern residential
scheme into the heart of the Town
Centre

•

Being sympathetic to the historic and
heritage value of the site

•

Encouraging independent operators

•

Improving linkages between the
site and the key public transport
interchanges of the town.

1.4 The preparation of this masterplan has
comprised five distinct activities:
(i) Collation of site information.
(ii) Heritage Appraisal.
(iii) Preparation of site options.
(iv) Presentation of draft proposals to
Warrington Borough Council.
(v) Preparation of the agreed Masterplan
for the Cabinet Works area.
1.5 This masterplan has been prepared by the
following project team, in close liaison with
Warrington & Co. and Warrington Borough
Council Officers:
•

DV8 Designs (Architectural Project Lead)

•

Halliday Meecham Architects (Urban
Planning)

•

Euan Kellie Property Solutions (Planning
and Development)

•

Paul Butler Associates (Heritage)

•

Croft Transport Solutions (Highways)
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2 | The Masterplan Area
2.1 The area covers approximately 8.5 acres (3.5
hectares) and is divided into two parcels
(connected by Sankey Street – see Figure
2.0). The first parcel is bound by Bath Street
to the north, Warrington Town Hall to
the west; Garven Place to the south; and
Legh Street to the east. The site previously
accommodated Warrington Public Baths
which was demolished in 2011. It is located
to the east of Warrington Town Hall and
is essentially open, with a NHS facility
(completed in 2012) fronting onto Bath
Street and with a car park to the rear and
facing onto the vacant site.
2.2 The second parcel is bound by Bold Street
to the west; Sankey Street to the north;
Bridge Street to the east; and, Rylands
Street to the south. This part of the site is
immediately adjacent to Palmyra Square
and comprises notable buildings such as
the Grade II* Listed Holy Trinity Church and
the former Garnett’s Cabinet Works building
and associated water tower.

2.3 The Cabinet Works building is of particular
architectural interest and has two phases
of development with the first dating to the
1890s and comprising the long, narrow,
western section adjacent to The School
Room. The remainder of the building dates
to the mid 20th century when the building
was extended to front onto Barbauld Street.
2.4 Notably the building is not listed however
the tower associated with the building
is locally listed in Warrington Borough
Council’s adopted Unitary Development
Plan (“UDP”). The building is framed by the
chapel and its churchyard.

^ Map highlighting the study area (Figure 2.0)
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2 | The Masterplan Area (cont...)
2.5 The rest of the masterplan area is typical of
a town centre location and is characterised
by a variety of architectural styles along
with some landmark buildings. The area is
also covered by three Conservation Areas:
Town Hall, Palmyra Square and Bridge
Street. The area does however suffer from
poor linkages to the remainder of the town
centre including Bridge Street to the east
and also to Warrington Bank Quay to the
west.

01

04

^ The streets are a mix of two-way, one-way and
pedestrianised carriageways with footways and
parking designations (Figure 2.6)

^ Site includes part of the Palmyra Square
Conservation Area (Figure 2.1)

02

07

Key Landmarks

^ It comprises a number of statutory and locally
listed buildings (Figure 2.2)

03

06

03

^ The area is populated by a mix of commercial/
retail occupiers including professional services,
food and drink outlets and residential
(Figure 2.4)

05

^ A number of run-down/derelict buildings
(Figure 2.7)

08

06
05

02

07

04

08
01

^ The majority of the site is within the designated
Primary Shopping Area (Figure 2.3)

^ A number of voids are scattered around the
area (Figure 2.5)

^ Buildings and sites with great potential (Figure
2.8)
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3 | Regeneration and Development Context
3.1 The Cabinet Works masterplan is one of
many initiatives that are currently being
promoted by Warrington Borough Council
and Warrington & Co to drive economic
growth in the Borough and realise the
true potential of the place and its people
– reflected by the aspirations of the wider
regeneration scheme set out in ‘Warrington
Means Business’.
3.2 The masterplan recognises that the
strategic vision for the Borough is to make
Warrington one of the best places to live
and work in the UK where everyone enjoys
an outstanding quality of life. One of the
key targets outlined the emerging Core
Strategy, which will provide a framework
for the Borough up to 2027, is to deliver
a minimum of 10,500 new homes across
Warrington and to provide 277 hectares of
employment land.
3.3 Furthermore one of the strategic objectives
is to strengthen Warrington Town Centre
as an employment, leisure and cultural
destination as well as a transportation hub.
3.4 Cabinet Works forms one element of the
Council’s aspirational masterplan – a flexible
framework to guide the development of
the Town Centre over the next 15 years. In
essence the area covered by the Brief is one
piece of the jigsaw, surrounded by other
important Town Centre Development Areas
(see Figure 3.0), namely;
•

Bridge Street Quarter along with Town
Hill and Cockhedge to the east;

•

Bank Park and Bank Quay Gateway to
the west;

•

The Stadium Quarter and School Brown
/ Church Street to the north / north east;
and,

•

Wilson Patten Place, Southern Gateway
– Wilderspool Causeway, and Southern

Gateway – Howley Quay and Riverside
to the south.

•

Manual for Streets 2.

3.5 The vision for these areas is underpinned
by other priorities such as public realm
improvements, enhancing events, festivals
and tourism, and the provision of necessary
infrastructure.
36

In terms of planning policy the masterplan
area falls within Warrington Town Centre,
as defined by the Council’s UDP which was
adopted in January 2006. Eastern portions
of the site are within the Town Centre
Retail Core (Policy TCD2) whilst frontages
along Bridge Street and Sankey Street are
covered by Policy TCS8, ‘Principal Shopping
Frontages’. Palmrya Square is classed as
Urban Greenspace (Policy GRN10) whilst the
majority the area is covered by Policy BH14,
‘Archaeological Potential’.

3.7 The masterplan area is also located within
the town centre within the Council’s
emerging Core Strategy which, as outlined
earlier in this chapter, sets out the long-term
spatial vision for Warrington and the spatial
objectives and strategic policies to deliver
that vision.
3.8 There are a number of other policy
documents which, in planning terms, are
material considerations. These include:
•

Bridge Street Supplementary Planning
Guidance

•

‘Warrington Means Business’

•

Warrington Town Centre South
Masterplan Framework

•

Town Centre Area Plan 2009-2013

^ Surrounding area highlighting numerous developments. (Figure 3.0)

•

Town Centre Public Realm Strategy

•

Sustainable Community Strategy 20092030

•

Local Transport Plan

1. Stadium Quarter | 2. Bank Park | 3. Town Hall and Cockhedge
4. School Brow / Church Street | 5. Bank Quay Gateway
6. Palmyra Cultural Quarter and the Cabinet Works
7. Bridge Street Quarter | 8. Wilson Patten Street | 9. Wilderspool Gateway
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4 | Baseline Position
4.1 The Project Team has appraised the
facets of the masterplan area and its
immediate surroundings to understand
the opportunities and constraints which
currently exist in order to guide the
masterplan. Maximising the potential
of existing opportunities will be key
to realising the success of the area, in
particular identifying ‘quick wins’ and longer
term deliverables. Identifying constraints
is also critical to understanding how the
masterplan will need to overcome or work
around these elements to ensure the
masterplan can remain deliverable.
4.2 To glean this information the Project Team:
•

Appraised the regeneration and
planning policy context.

•

Undertook numerous site visits.

•

Assessed heritage designations along
with building massing and form.

•

Examined the presence of greenspace
and vacant buildings.

4.3 In addition this the Project Team also Cabinet Works and Garvin Place - Conservation Areas - 1:1250 @ A1
identified successful comparable examples
from elsewhere in the country; the purpose
being to inform the design process. These
examples – considered later in the chapter
– included new buildings, public realm,
shop frontages, signage, permeability
and connectivity and how activity is
encouraged.

Conservation Areas and
Listed Buildings

Cabinet Works and Garvin Place - Conservation Areas - 1:1

4.4 The masterplan area encompasses a
significant part of the Bridge Street
Conservation Area; a small part of the
Palmyra Square Conservation Area; and
touches on the Town Hall Conservation Area
(See Figure 4.0).

•

Undertook townscape appraisal.

•

Identified voids and landownerships.

Town Hall Conservation Area

•

Reviewed previous planning application
documentation.

Palmyra Sq Conservation Area
Bridge St Conservation Area

Town Hall Conservation Area
Palmyra Sq Conservation Area
Bridge St Conservation Area

^ Conservation Areas within study area. (Figure 4.0)
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4 | Baseline Position (cont...)
Cabinet Works and Garvin Place - Listed Buildings - 1:1250 @ A1

4.5 The masterplan area includes a number
of Grade II listed buildings, one Grade II*
Listed Building (Holy Trinity Church) and
two Locally Listed buildings. There are also
a number of listed buildings located in close
proximity to the masterplan area, including
the Grade I listed Town Hall (See Figure 4.1).

Local
Grade 2
Grade 2*
Grade 1

^ Listed buildings within study area. (Figure 4.1)
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4 | Baseline Position (cont...)
Key Landmarks
4.6 The masterplan area holds within it a series
of important landmarks which could be
used to enhance the scheme and could
influence the masterplan overall (See Figure
4.2).

01

02

03

04

^ Map highlighting the key landmarks in the area. (Figure 4.2)
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4 | Baseline Position (cont...)
Green Space and 		
Public Realm
4.7 Palmyra Square is located immediately
adjacent to the masterplan area which
complements the urban form of the
surrounding area. Although it is recognised
that the square is well maintained it is not
recognised as part of the Town Centre and
feels isolated and incidental.

Green Spaces
Public Realm

4.8 This important part of the masterplan area
needs to be woven into the fabric of the
wider area and better, more legible links
with the wider area and Town Centre will
help to achieve this. With the exception
of the graveyard and grounds of the Cairo
Street Unitarian Chapel there is no green
space within the masterplan area itself (See
Figure 4.3).

^ Green Space and Public Realm (Figure 4.3)
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4 | Baseline Position (cont...)

Cabinet Works and Garvin Place - Vacant Buildings - 1:1250@A1

Voids at Street Level
4.9 There are a number of voids at street
level within the southern section of the
masterplan area (that bound by Bold Street
to the west; Sankey Street to the north;
Bridge Street to the east; and, Rylands Street
to the south). This includes the Cabinet
Works site itself. The prevalence of voids is
resulting in a lack of activity and resulting in
the area being seen to ‘turn its back’ on the
wider Town Centre (See Figure 4.4).
4.10 Allied with this Barbauld Street is, in
particular, lacking activity and is a
secondary street, yet is considered to be key
to the success of the masterplan area.

Vacant Buildings

^ Voids at street level (Figure 4.4)
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4 | Baseline Position (cont...)
Appraisal of Street Scene
4.11 The images to the right include a series of
‘snapshots’ that illustrate the architectural
character of the study area. A description of
each is outlined below.
4.12 Cairo Street is currently an underused zone
in Warrington. Despite some examples
of high quality architecture, the tranquil
church and gardens this walkway is
underused, the only attraction being Mojos
restaurant. This area has vast potential as it
is right in the midst of the masterplanning
area and a central road that leads to all
routes. The green space also could be
used to the advantage of the scheme as
Warrington town centre is a little lacking in
this area.
4.13 Bridge Street is known mostly for a rowdy
nightlife and again despite beautiful
architecture a lot of the retail units lay
dormant due to the expansion of the
Golden Square Shopping Centre, which
hosts the major branded stores. This area
clearly has room for improvement and
a change for purpose would most likely
see it flourish, in particular if it works in
conjunction with the new Warrington
Market plans.
4.14 Legh street is the bus corridor. It is the route
most of the buses must come down to get
to the main station and it is not well used by
pedestrians. In reality people are only likely
to use this route to visit the doctors or the
court which both lie along the road. This
zone is unlikely to work as a retail or leisure
zone, however residential would thrive
here as it is in close proximity to a range of
amenities.

^ Cairo Street

^ Bridge Street

^ Bridge Street

^ Legh Street
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4 | Baseline Position (cont...)
Linkage Opportunities
4.15 The masterplan provides the opportunity
to open up and create new routes and
linkages through the site, enabling better
access both within the site and to the site
from surrounding areas. It is considered
that the use of signage and ‘way-finding’
material will also be helpful and encourage
pedestrian movement through the
masterplan area (See Figure 4.5 and 4.6).

^ Existing Linkages (Figure 4.5)
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4 | Baseline Position (cont...)

Site Boundary
Bridge Street Boundary

^ Proposed Linkages (Figure 4.6)
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4 | Baseline Position (cont...)
Highways, Transport 		
and Parking
4.16 The proposed masterplan will seek to
improve the connectivity of the area
and ensure that there are improvements
in pedestrian permeability and linkage
between the site and the various elements
of Warrington town centre as well as
improving the flow through the area for
these groups whilst respecting the existing
traffic movements in the area, in particular
bus routes.
4.17 The existing area is constrained by the
Garven Place site which restricts the eastwest movement of pedestrians and cyclists
in the area. There is currently no direct link
between Bank Park and the Golden Square
shopping centre and bus interchange. The
opening up of the Garven Place site will
allow a more direct connection between
both as well as Bank Quay station.
4.18 One of the key transport issues in the area
is bus routes and the penetration of buses
through the town centre. For example, the
majority of buses travel along Liverpool
Road into Sankey Street and then turn
right adjacent to the White Hart into Bold
Street. It is understood that plans are being
progressed to divert buses away from this
area which will ensure that they traverse
the area in a more efficient way and provide
a much safer environment for pedestrians
crossing Bold Street/Sankey Street to and
from the south-western corner of the
Golden Square shopping centre (See Figure
4.7 and 4.8).

4.19 The successful rerouting of buses will
provide the opportunity for new surface
treatment to be introduced on the corner
of Bold Street and Sankey Street to create
an area that could be dominated by the
pedestrian and link Golden Square with the
White Hart site.
4.20 In terms of car parking, the redevelopment
proposals must ensure that the parking
proposed is fit for purpose for the various
redevelopment land uses either on each
individual or via a series of on-street parking
bays. This will also include a detailed
consideration of the on-street parking
situation in the area.

Previous Planning
Applications

^ Bus Routes before (Figure 4.7)

4.21 The project team reviewed previous
application documents that were prepared
with regard to the Cabinet Works site –
the intention being to understand what
comments were made by statutory and
non-statutory Consultees (such as English
Heritage) so that these messages can be
incorporated as part of the design process.
4.22 The following three applications were
considered:
•

Application Reference: 2013/21734 –
Withdrawn on 20 June 2013.

•

Application Reference: 2011/17728 –
Refused on 12 May 2011.

•

Application Reference: 2010/17541 –
Refused on 12 May 2011.

^ Bus Routes after (Figure 4.8)
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4 | Baseline Position (cont...)
Identified ‘Comparables’
4.23 As outlined earlier the project team has
paid close attention to other comparable
examples from elsewhere in the country,
including:
•

Northern Quarter, Manchester

•

Lemon Street Market, Truro

•

Jewellery Quarter, Birmingham

•

Merchants Quarter, Glasgow

•

Columbia Road Market, London

•

Broadway Market, London

In line with the project brief, the objective
has been to identify schemes that have
been delivered and to apply, where
relevant, these principles to the masterplan.
The comparable examples included the
following:
(i)

How to sensitively integrate buildings
into the public realm

(ii)

The type of uses and operators which
should be encouraged into the area

(iii)

The interaction between the uses
and the public realm – encouraging
activity into the public realm ‘café
culture’

(iv)

Encouraging people to permeate
through areas by creating ‘an
experience’ and encouraging them to
explore through historic routes and
connections. This can be achieved
through tidying up and enhancing
existing walkways and ginnels.

(v)

Creating event space and
encouraging activity in public spaces

(vi)

Enhancing shop frontages and
creating improved visibility

(vii)

Promoting a sympathetic and
consistent approach to signage which
accords with the historic context
within which it located

(viii) Creating a ‘brand’ which is associated
with the area and which complements
the wider Town Centre offer and the
forthcoming Bridge Street masterplan
area
(ix)

Utilising different forms of signage
and media to promote the area and
encourage activity

(x)

Use lighting to promote and enhance
the area, and encourage a secure
environment

(xi)

Encouraging a day and night time
economy to ensure the area remains
active and encourages a safe
environment

(xii)

Exploring innovative design solutions
to enable the retention and reuse of
historic/important buildings.
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5 | Proposed Masterplan
5.1 The masterplan takes into account the
findings of the research undertaken by
the Project Team and is underpinned by a
number of specific principles.
		 These are:
(i)

To create an area with:

•

A distinctive identity

•

Location for independents (nonmainstream retail and leisure outlets)

•

A place where residents and visitors
can experience something different

•

Extension and enhancement of the
established cultural quarter

(ii)

(vii)

To improve connections, linkages and
permeability (streets and squares)

(viii)

To improve links to public transport
and establish a sustainable parking
strategy

(ix)

To ensure the area is properly
integrated within the city centre by
providing better links to the wider
area

To identify distinctive, high quality
residential opportunities

(x)

To establish gateways into the area
which define its uniqueness

(iii)

To encourage a rich mix of unique
uses and encourage creative
businesses

(xi)

(iv)

To provide a rich mix of events/
activities (bespoke events to celebrate
the distinctiveness of a creative
quarter)

To find temporary uses for derelict,
empty buildings so they enhance
and encourage entrepreneurs (i.e.
temporary studio spaces , art galleries)

(xii)

To incorporate innovative lighting
solutions – street, architectural,
window and public art

(v)

To improve the public realm and
create sense of a unique place, with a
clear identity (signage, street furniture,
lighting, public art, shop frontages)

(xiii)

To complement other town centre
initiatives as identified in ‘Warrington
Means Business’

(xiv)

To ensure plans are deliverable.

(vi)

To enhance the built form and
address buildings that fail to make a
contribution
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5 | Proposed Masterplan (cont...)
5.2 Having completed the appraisal, the Project
Team have identified five key ‘opportunities’
which seek to respond to the above
principles (See Figure 5.0):
•

Opportunity One: Garven Place

•

Opportunity Two: The White Hart

•

Opportunity Three: Co-operative Estates
Building

•

Opportunity Four: Cabinet Works

•

Opportunity Five: Methodist Church

Outer Boundary
Site Boundary
Bridge Street Masterplan

1
2
3
4
5

^ Masterplan (Figure 5.0)
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5 | Proposed Masterplan (cont...)
Opportunity 1: 		
Garven Place
5.3 Garven Place provides an excellent
opportunity to provide a new residential
destination in Warrington Town Centre. It
is envisaged that this type of development
should be ‘high end’ and developed at a low
density to complement and respond to the
sensitive heritage setting within which this
part of the masterplan area sits.
5.4 As part of the proposals, linkages to
and from Legh Street and Sankey Street
should be improved. The provision of high
quality public open space and associated
landscaping will also be a particular priority.
Car parking should be provided at a rate to
be agreed with the Council as well as a level
that would reflect the market for this type of
residential development..
5.5 This opportunity is considered to be
deliverable in the short term and should
therefore be considered as a ‘quick win’ in
masterplanning terms.
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5 | Proposed Masterplan (cont...)
Opportunity 2: 		
The White Hart
5.6 The White Hart is an underused site in
a prime location, Hilden Square, within
Warrington Town Centre with great
potential. The success of this site and its
surroundings is dependent upon rerouting
buses away from the site which, if achieved,
will assist in raising the profile of the space
outside of the Golden Square Shopping
Centre and The White Hart and will bring
activity into this part of the masterplan
area which will energise and invigorate the
space.
5.7 The under utilised area will be more inviting
once the entire area is pedestrianised and
small concessions stalls and units are dotted
around the area. Opening up the space
for independents will not only breath life
into the area but hopefully increase local
business trade and give opportunities to
smaller businesses around the local area.
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5 | Proposed Masterplan (cont...)
Opportunity 3: Co-operative
Estates Building
5.8 The Co-operative Estates building is a
dominant building within the masterplan
area but currently has limited interaction
with the street scene as the public are
unable to access the majority of the ground
floor of the building. As a result the building
is not well connected with the masterplan
area.
5.9 Due to its landmark position within
Warrington Town Centre the site has
great potential to be redeveloped which
will enliven this important part of the
masterplan site and improve permeability
and connectivity with the surrounding area.
The buildings on the corner of Bold Street
and Sankey Street should also be replaced
in order to assist with this, and open up the
site from Regent Street.
5.10 Activity can also be introduced along Egypt
Street which is currently blighted by the
servicing entrance to the Co-operative
Estates building.
5.11 The redevelopment of the Co-operative
Estates building will provide some
residential redevelopment/retail potential.
Once again formal on site car parking
would be limited but should be sufficient
for residential units with short term retail
parking being available on nearby streets.
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5 | Proposed Masterplan (cont...)
Opportunity 3: Co-operative
Estates Building
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5 | Proposed Masterplan (cont...)
Opportunity 4:
Cabinet Works
5.12 The masterplan seeks to recognise the
importance of the Cabinet Works Building in
the wider setting of the town centre and the
immediate street scene.
5.13 Future proposals should seek to retain and
enhance the original Cabinet Works Building
and the Water Tower (Phase 1) and retain
the façade on Barbauld Street with a new
build element behind (Phase 2), providing
access to new retail offer with residential
above. The existing School Room building
should also be retained, and a new glazed
shell incorporated forming a cafe bar area
and access to the Cabinet Works Building.
Successful examples of how this has been
acheived elsewhere can be found on page
25 (Smithfield Market, Manchester and
Astley Castle, Warwickshire).
5.14 The proposals will allow greater
connectivity from Bridge Street to Egypt
Street and Cairo Street by way of a number
of interlinked transition spaces which
address issues of level and aspect. New
linkages should include the provision/
creation of:
•

A new access to Cabinet works from
Cairo Street

•

A pedestrian link between 25 Sankey
Street (Barclays) and 23 Sankey Street
(Nat West)

•

A new setting between the eastern
facade of the Chapel and the
remodelled facade of 19-21 Sankey
Street

•

A pedestrian link between 25 Sankey
Street ( Barclays ) and 23 ( Nat West )

•

A new setting between the eastern
facade of the chapel and the remodelled
facade of 19 – 21 Sankey Street

5.15 The proposals will also improve the
appearance and importance of Barbauld
Street; remove on street car parking;
manage service vehicles; and improve
pedestrian linkages to Sankey Street
(through the demolition of 11 Sankey
Street).
5.16 Demolishing the rear of 19/21 Sankey Street
and developing a new retail offer targetting
small-scale independent operators (with
residential development above) in this
location, linking Barbauld Street with the
Chapel, along with the removal of unsightly
extensions to the rear of the properties on
Bridge Street will create the opportunity of
‘through’ retail commercial units which can
also front Barbauld Street.
5.17 The Cabinet Works site proposals will seek
to retain the various buildings on the site
but will also ensure improved linkages
from Bridge Street to both Egypt Street
and Cairo Street. Both can be designed
to ensure that pedestrians have priority
as well as providing formal on-street
car parking for the proposed adjacent
businesses. On-street car parking would be
particularly relevant in this location given
the limitations of providing parking within
the Cabinet Works site.
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5 | Proposed Masterplan (cont...)
Opportunity 4:
Cabinet Works
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5 | Proposed Masterplan (cont...)
Opportunity 4:
Cabinet Works
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5 | Proposed Masterplan (cont...)
Opportunity 5:
Methodist Church
5.18 Currently the Methodist Church stands as an
uninspiring piece of architecture. The area
has masses of potential and yet the building
stands dormant. With the rest of Palmyra
Square slowly being the ‘up and coming’
place in Warringtonthis building needs to
follow in the footsteps of those around
them.
5.19 The Methodist Church site has the
potential to be redeveloped for residential
development with further on site car
parking, although Palmyra Square has
opportunities to create more formal short
stay car parking in the vicinity of the site
for both residential development and the
existing and proposed nearby businesses.
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6 | Delivery Strategy
Having introduced the masterplan and
associated recommendations for Cabinet
Works and Garven Place it is prudent to briefly
outline how the proposals can be delivered.
To achieve this we would recommend, as a first
action, that Warrington Borough Council prepare
a Development Delivery Strategy which sets
out how the five recommendations outlined in
Chapter 5 can be brought forward. This Strategy
will need to take into account matters such as
land ownership, site acquisition – potentially by
way of Compulsory Purchase – and the need for a
development partner / partners.
Notwithstanding we believe it is likely the five
recommendations can be brought forward in
phases, as outlined below, starting with Garven
Place and The White Hart, both of which are
potential ‘quick wins’.

•

Phase 1A: Garven Place.

•

Phase 1B: The White Hart.

•

Phase 2: Co-operative Estates Building.

•

Phase 3: Cabinet Works.

•

Phase 4: Methodist Church.

We also believe that further enhancements,
such as improved public realm, can be brought
forward throughout the programme.
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7 | Recommendations and Conclusions
This masterplan has been prepared for Warrington Borough Council
and Warrington & Co to support the preparation of a development
brief which will form the basis of the appointment of a development
partner or partners.
The following key principles have been
established:
•

The strength of the Cabinet Works quarter
lies in its individuality, which should be seen
to complement the Town Centre offer.

•

The unique character of the area of the
quarter is underpinned by its urban fabric,
which should be enhanced and celebrated.

•

The key to maximising the value of the
Cabinet Works building is to enliven the
wider area though the redevelopment or,
where appropriate, refurbishment of other
buildings nearby.

•

•

•

Reintegrating the area into the Town Centre
is important and will be assisted by the
re-routing of buses and the removal of car
parking at Garven Place
The creation of a night time economy will
enliven the area after dark, and encourage
investment and make the area a more
attractive place for people to live, work and
visit
The conservation areas provide a range
of buildings of high architectural quality,
which creates a positive setting for the rest
of the area which should be maximised.

•

Similar examples elsewhere in the UK, such
as the Jewellery Quarter in Birmingham
and the Northern Quarter in Manchester,
provide an indication of how the area can
maximise its potential as a ‘characterful
quarter’

•

The creative use of lighting can improve the
appearance of streets, public spaces and key
buildings at nighttime

•

Pedestrian scale lighting can also be used
to enliven the area, for example subtle after
shop hours window lighting

•

Perceptions of safety and security should
be addressed through the introduction of
residential development and the creation of
a night time economy

•

More subtle interventions which will help
to enliven the masterplan area include the
introduction of new shop frontages and
signage and LED Screen

It is important that these key principles are
directly addressed through the forthcoming
development brief in order to ensure that the
Cabinet Works area can reach its full potential.

With this in mind we therefore make the
following five recommendations to Warrington
Borough Council:
i.

Garven Place provides an excellent
opportunity to provide a new residential
destination in Warrington Town Centre. It
is envisaged that this type of development
should be ‘high end’ and developed at a low
density to complement and respond to the
sensitive heritage setting within which this
part of the masterplan area sits.

ii.

The White Hart is an underused site in a
prime location within Warrington Town
Centre with great potential. The success of
this site and its surroundings is dependent
upon re-routing the buses away from
the site which, if achieved, will assist in
raising the profile of the space outside of
the Golden Square Shopping Centre and
essentially extend the town centre.

iii.

The Co-operative Estates building is a
dominant building within the masterplan
area but currently has no interaction
with the street scene. The development
of the site will provide some residential
redevelopment/ retail potential whilst
enlivening this important part of the town
centre.

iv.

The Cabinet Works building is of significant
importance to the wider setting of the town
centre and the immediate street scene.
We recommend that the original Cabinet
Works building and the Water Tower (Phase
1) be retained and enhanced along with
the façade on Barbauld Street with a new
build element behind (Phase 2) providing
access to new retail offer with residential
above. The existing School Room building
should also be retained and a new glazed
shell incorporated forming a café bar area
and access to the Cabinet Works building.
Furthermore, if 19/21 Sankey Street and
the Ryland Street building are included
in proposals then it will create a bigger
development opportunity which, in turn,
may be more deliverable.

v.

The Methodist Church site has the potential
to be redeveloped for high quality
residential development.

As a next step we would recommend that
Warrington Borough Council prepare a
Development Delivery Strategy which outlines
how the proposals can be brought forward.
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